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PREFACE

Current and recent technology developments have opened up a range of possibilities for major improvements in
the manoeuvrability of combat aircraft in the air-air and air-ground modes. There are now real prospects of
exploiting a whole new regime of controlled flight, at angles of attack well beyond the normal stall limit, given
the availability of automatic departure/spin prevention systems. There is, in addition, a range of new and not-so-new
concepts capable of changing the traditional modes of control, of which thrust vectoring and direct lift and side-force
generation are examples.

The Flight Mechanics Panel of AGARD held a symposium in Florence, Italy, from 5- 8 October 1981, in order
to review these recent developments and the relationship between technical possibilities and operational requirements.
25 papers were presented in four sessions covering:

- Operational Requirements
Prospects for Improvements in Manoeuvrability
Prediction Methods for Aircraft Performance and Manoeuvrability
Assessment Methods and their Value

However, the papers showed a wide variety of style and technical coverage which allowed a freer exploration
of the topic than indicated by the session titles above.

Certain papers, for example those of R.H.Hoh et al (9) and P. Guicheteau (17) developed an abstract, highly
mathematical approach. Others considered the global aspects of aircraft behaviour in combat. During the first
session, for instance, Lt Col de Brouwer (2) laid emphasis on the importance of persistence and internal fuel capacity
for a combat aircraft: tactical considerations were developed also in paper 21 of J. Pedotti and Y. Hignard. The "end
product" was examined in the notable paper of Col F. Zamparelli and A. Armando (26) on the Decimomannu tactical
evaluation range.

A third class of authors chose to isolate particular detailed points and to develop them in depth. Examples
are the papers of R. C. A'Harrah and R. J. Woodcock (7) and of W. E. Fellers et al (20) which stimulated a lively
discussion amongst participants on the hypotheses determining the choice of tail configuration, with far from unanimous
opinions being expressed. Thanks are due to the Fluid Dynamics Panel of AGARD for their contributions to the
success of the symposium, namely the presentations on the development of cryogenic wind tunnels (E. C. Polhamus
and R. P. Boyden, 15) and on simplified methods of calculation for aerodynamic prediction (T. D. Beatty and
W. B. Brooks. 18). Of note also was the presentation of M. Falco and G. Carpenter (22), whose methods would
apply equally to helicopter combat. In contrast, the absence of any paper discussing the utility of thrust vectoring
in air combat was much regretted.

Finally. the closing Round Table Discussion proved to be one of the most interesting of recent years. The
discussion chairman, W. T. Hamilton (formerly FMP member and chairman of an AGARD Working Group on
Manoeuvre Limitations of Combat Aircraft - see AGARD AR 155A and AR 155B), encouraged the constructive
participation of the audience in the analyses of the Round Table. Amongst the topics raised were the key issues
of cost-effectiveness of combat aircraft -what price can one afford to pay for technological progress and should
emphasis be laid on maximum force size or on maximum performance capability -and of the interrelationship of
human factors with technical advances.

An overall review of the papers given, the accompanying discussions and the Round Table session will be

included in the forthcoming Technical Evaluation Report (AGARD Advisory Report AR-179).

S!o For

W. C. DIETZT.3 ".J-M. DUC

,. E Members, Flight Mechanics Panel
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RETROSPECTIVE DE RECENTS SYMPOSIUMS AGARD SOUS L'ANGLE
DE LA MANOEUVRABILITE DES AVIONS DE COMBAT

par

LlIng~nieur en Chef de l'Armement Jean-Michel Duc
Direction des Recherches, Etudes et Techniques

Service des Recherches/Groupe 6
26 Bid Victor

75996 Paris Armdes
France

et

L'Ingenieur de I'Armement Michel Vergne
Direction Technique des Constructions Afronautiques

Service Technique des Programnmes Adronautiques/
Section Etudes G6n~raies
4 Ave de [a Porte d'Issy

75015 Paris
France

0. -Notations

Cz Coefficient de portance (C Lsur lea v

figures~~ enAgai) Composantes du vecteur vitesse

Cz max: coefficient de portance maximal
(CL msax. sur lea figures en Anglais) nx

Ct Ceffiien de ouflagen y Compoaantea du facteur de charge

kp Angle de gite n

e :Assiette de tangage (ou longitudinale) M Nombre de Mach

W4 :Cap Re :Nombre de Reynolds

A ncdeceLCDP Crit~re de perte de contr~le latd-
f Ddrapage ral

p Vitease angulaire de roulis Cnpdyn Stabilitd de route apparente
q Vteseanglarede anar (sous-entendu : lorsqu'in tente de
q Viess anglaie detanagecontr6ler l'aasiette latdrale)

r :Vitesse angulaire de lacet

1. -Introduction:

De nombreux symposiums AGARD tenus ces dernibres annides, en particulier ceux du FDP et du FlIP, ont
6t6 l'occasion de coununicationa ayant trait d'une mani~re ou d'une autre A la manoeuvrabilit6 des avions.
Le aujet eat si important qu'il a paru utile d'organiser le pr~sent symposium, entibrement consacrd I ce
problbme (en particulier pour en aborder certaina aspects confidentiels).

En prdalable, il nous eat agrgable de rappeler le reisarquable ouvrage qui a 6td rdalisd par un
groupe de travail prdsidd par W. HAMILTON et qui a 6t6 dditd sous formse de l'Advisory Report n* 155A "Ma-
noeuvre Limitations of Combat Aircraft" (Ref. 13). Ce document reprend lui-rs~me certains 4l1snents donnds
dana l'Adviaory Report n* 82 "The Effect of buffeting and other transonic phenomena on Maneuvering Combat
Aircraft" r~digd sous Ia direction de W.E. LAMAR (Rdf. 12).

2. - Winitions - Etendue du auiet:

Nous aeriona tentda de ddfinir Ia manoeuvrabilit6 d'un avion cosine cette qualit6 qui lui permet A
la foia d'effectuer des dvolutiona serrdea (par opposition au vol rectiligne A vitease constante) soit
pour un court instant (maniabilitt), soit pendant une durde relativement longue et de changer rapidesent

de type d'dvolutions (sans de virage par exemple) ou de conditions de vol (vitesse, altitude).

En tarmes mathdinatiques cel. peut s'exprimer de la mani~bre suivante :Ia position et le mouvement
d'un avion peuvent Atre repr~sentis par un vectear d'6tat trts gindral comprenant des "positions" (assiet-
tea 54 bangles d'ixcidence ot ou de d~rapage (3,etc . des viteases' (lindaires u, v, w,.V,
ou angulaires p, q, r ( etc ... ) et des "acc l rations" (lindaires n xn y, nz , ou angulaires p,

'a 1 a etc...)
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Pour une manoeuvre donnde, certaines de ces variables prennent pendant plus ou momse longtemps
des valeurs de trbs grande amplitude (ou au contraire tendant vera 0, pour Is vitesse par exemple) trea
diffdrpntes de celles qu'elles ont en vol "de croisibre" (nz- 1,V - Cte 0Ca petit, (3=p - q - r

-B- 0).

Des illustrations de ces combinsisons extr~mes ont dt souvent doondes, par exemple par B.R.A.
BURNS (Rdf. 1) (Fig. 1),par W.E. LAMAR (Rdf. 2) (Fig. 2), par J. STALONY-DOBRZANSKI et N. SHAH (Rdf. 8)
(Fig. 3), par K.W. LOTTER et J. MALEFAXIS (Rdf. 7),et mieux encore par A.M. SKOW, W.A. MOORE et D.J.
LORINCZ (Rdf. 9)(Pig. 4).

Le sujet A traiter eat A ls fois trbs particulier et tr s vaste.

Tr~ts particulier parce qu'il ne recouvre qu'un aspect parmi tous ceux qui prdoccupent ln construc-
tion adronautique. En matibre de performances on pourrait citer comma autres objectifs Is vitesse et Val-
titude maximales, le rayon d'action, l'enduranca, lea distances de ddcollage et d'atterrissnge, etc ...
En mati~re de qualitds de vol, Ia stabilitd s'oppose souvent & la maniabilitd. De m~sme la rapiditd et Ia
pr~cision de r~ponse aux ordres du pilote, le risque ou non de d~passer lea limites du domaine de vol,cons-
tituent des sujats d'dtude qui ne sont pas strictement inclus noun le vocable manoeuvrabilitd main qui lui
sont si 6troitament ligs qu'on devra en parler.

Tr~a vaste aussi, parce qua lea spdcifications de performances at da qualit~s de vol en combat aA-
rien sont souvent celles quid~terminentles principaux choix des bureaux d'dtudes (formula adrodynamique
et charge alaire, empannages stabilisataurs, cossnandes de vol, cycle thermodynamique du moteur, taux de
motorisation, entrdas d'air, tuyares, dimensionnemant des structures et donc finalement davis de masse at
coOt de l'avion). Lea exigences peuvent varier d'une mission A une autra, at donc la formula de lsavion
a 'en rassantir. Ureission contraignante eat cartainemant In protection adrianna A moyanne altitude du
champ da bataille qui impose un rdle d'interception at d'engagement an combat des agrasseurs &ventuels.

Ndantmoina, tous lea avions d'armes ont besoin d'una grande capacitd de manoeuvre, mame si laur mis-
sion principale (p~n~tration bassa altitude par example) ne le raquiart pas, car mAma si on choisit de re-
fuser le combat, l'dvasive n~cessite virages serrds at fortes accdldrations cur trajactoire. Ainsi donc,
l'dvolution des caractdristiques d'avions comie reprdsentdepar R.S. HOOFER (Rdf. 5) (Fig. 5 at 6) at
P. BOHN1 (R~f. 6) (Fig. 7) eat lide A l'dvolution des besoins opdrationnels at illustre par ailleurs lea
progr as technologiques rdalisds par Ia constructaurs (lea deux sallnt souvent de pair).

Notons qua certains autaura ont cru pouvoir dtablir des param~tres globaux d'efficacitd en combat,
groupant pluaieura termas. Citons par example, una formula donnde par A. VINT (R~f. 11) (Fig. 8).

La sujat eat donc trbe important. Il met en jell de nombrauses disciplines. L'AGARD, le Flight
Mechanics Panel at le VDP surtout, s'ent toujoura largament prdoccupd de mani~re plus ou momns explicita
des questions gravitant autour du thL~me de Ia manoeuvrabilitd. II auff it pour s'en convaincre de relire
Ia linta des titres des symposiums de cas dix dernibras anndea. La plupart ont abordA, parfois dana une ou
deux communications saulemant, parfois dana In majoritd des expoosn,les divers aspects qu'il faudrait Ovo-
quer pour traiter In question dana son ensemble.

Quels nont ces aspects ? on peut citer:

- 1'expdrience acquisa au cours de combaterdels ou simuldn,

- l'expreaaion des basoins opdrationnela qui en d~coule,

- lea critbres at normas de performances at quslitds de vol associds,

- lea mdthodes pour Is conception d'avions plus manoeuvrants. Cette rubrique B son tour se divine en plu-
aieurs chapitres:

- lea mdthodes de calcul en a~rodynamique, propulsion, rdsistance den structures, etc ...

- lea m~thodes d'essaia an soufflerie, aur banca au aol, sur simulateurs.

A un niveau de synthbse plus ElavE on pourra alora se r~fdrer au Contrdle Automatique Cdndralisd
qui permat an intdgrant lea derniers progrbs venus de l'adrodynamique, de I& propulsion, des structures,
mais aussi de l'Electronique, de l'informatique at des commandes de vol de tirer un meilleur parti de
l'ensamble,en se libdrant par example e certainas contraintes de stabilitd classiques at en rdduisant la
charge de travail (tu pilote.

- lea principales rdalisations actuelles ou futures, expirimentales ou en vue d'une production en sfrne,

- lea mdthodes d'essai at d'dvaluation, avec tout ce qua cela comporta de techniques de meaure, de modd-
lieation, d'identification, de simulation, d'utiliaation de maquettes tdldpilotdes, etc ..

- enfin, dernier point mais non le moindre, 'acceptabilitd" des gains de manoeuvrabilitd par lea Equips-
eas, non seuleisent sous I'aspect ergonomique (conception des cabines de pilotage prdsentation des in-

formations, dispositions des comandes, confort du pilots, etc..) mais aussi sous l'angle mddical (jus-
qu'o6 l'organime hunsain pourra-t-il supporter Ia brutalitf des mouvamenta permia par lea futurs avions?)
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3. -Objet du prdsent symposium et de Is confdrence d'introduction

Traiter l'ensemble du sujet en un seul symposium eat apparu une tiche sinon impossible en tout
cas difficile. V'est pourquoi, I& prdsente rfunion organisde par le F.M.P. a dO voir son champ de rdfle-
xion limitd, pour l'e3sentiel~awc aspects de m~canique du vol et de synthtse qui sont de son ressort
(utilisation opdrationnelle, critkres et normes, architecture des avions, essais en vol) avec quelques
apports des sp~cialistes d'adrodynamique, structures et systbmes.

De Is mime manibre, relire tous les compte-rendus de conf~rences AGARD des dix derni6res anndes,
en faire Ie r~sumd ct Ia synthbse aurait ktE uric ambition ddraisonnable et nous avons choisi, trbs arbi-
trairement, de nous limiter I une sklection des conffirences du F.D.P. et du F.M.P. Nous prions lea auteurs
des sutres cotmnissions qui ont apportd uric contribution au sujet ici trait,4 de nous excuser de ne pas lea
citer. La liste des documents auxquels il sera fait allusion, constitue les r~fdrences (1) A (11) inclu-
ses pour les Symposiums et Sp~cialists Meetings. Nous avons cru bon d'y ajouter quelques AGARDograph's,
r~fdrences (12) .1 (14).

Le plan de l'exposd consistera A reprendre Is notion de manoeuvrabilitk, essentiellement en termes
de mdcanique du vol. Chaque point sera illustrd par des planches extraites des compte-rendus AGARD pr6ci-
tds. Le temps et Ia place disponibles ne nous ont pas permis de d~velopper largement les aspects opdra-
tionnels, ni le chapitre particulier de Ia simulation du vol A grande incidence.

4. -La manoeuvrabilit6

4.1. - Facteur de charke maximal instantand

La premibre demande des pilotes en combat sir-air est de pouvoir effectuer des virages plus serrda
que l'adversaire et pointer les canons dana Ia direction voulue le plus rapidement possible.

Dana l'immddiat, ceci se rattache A Ia notion de limite de manoeuvre (facteur de charge maximal
instantand) et ii faut avant tout pouvoir obtenir uric trls grande portance * et, ce qui n'est pas toujours
Equivalent, pouvoir voler A trbs grande incidence. Au ddbut du combat, l'avion sera en g~n~ral en rdgime
de vol supersoniquc ou tranasoniquc, A la fin il sera le plus souvent en subsonique. Les principales limi-
tations de Ia portance maximale instantandment disponible ont dtd indiqu~es par W.E. LAMAR (Rdf. 2) (Fig.
9) cc Agalement citkes dens l'Advisory Report, W. 12.

La porcance maximale peut etrc d'origine purement adrodynamique et dans ce cas d~pend exclusivement
de la configuration retenue (flbche, allongement, Epaisseur de Is voilure, becs, volets hypersustentateurs,
etc ... ) ct de la possibilitd de voler A grande incidence.

Un trbs bel exemple de mesure de l'incidence en vol jusqu'A plus de 50 degrds a 6td fourni par
K.W. ILIFF (Rdf. 4) (Fig. 10) 1 comparer I celui de 3.11. ABERCROMBIE (Rdf. 6) (Fig. 11) relatif au F15
Eagle. Malheureusement Ie nombre de Mach nest pas indiqud sur ces figures. (Cette absence de valeurs nu-
mdriques eat trla frdquente chez de nombreux auteurs, pour d'Evidentes raisons de discrdtion. Nous ne
pouvons que le ddplorer).

W. STAUDACHER, B. LASCHKA, PH. POISSON-QUINTON et 3.?. LEDY (Rdf. 7) (Fig. 12 et 13) ont montrd
coimment soufflage ou installation de nageoires peuvent amdliorer cc C, max, cosmmc lont fait B. SCHULZE
et M. CAIIO (Rdf. 4) (Fig. 14), avec, cc qui cat appr~ciable dana cc dernier cas, des graduations prdcises
de nombre de Mach ct d'incidcncc. De mime A.H.SKOW, A. TITIRIGA Jr.et W.A. MOORE (Rdf. 7) (Fig. 15) ont
signald l'effet de cloisons de voilure et cclui du braquage des Elevons. Dans le mi!me esprit lea perfor-
mances relatives de diffdrentes configurations delta ont Atd prdsentdes par C.W. SMITH ct C.A. ANDERSON
(Rdf. 7) (Fig. 16).

M otons plus prdcisdment quc cette portance eat A considdrer autant de faqon relative par rapport au poids
de l'avion (ct A Is poussic des moteurs dens Is cas d'un avion A pouesde orientable) qu'en absolu adrody-
namique (C ; e'f (at M, Re, Ce etc.) ct que le lien entre cc. deux approches passe par 15 notion de
charge a laire fcf. Rdf. 5, Fig' 5).
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Dlu point de vue de l'adrodynamicien, il eat essentiel demattriser le problL~me du ddcrochage (dk-
collement local ou gdndraliad de l'dcoulement) et comme sur lea ailes A forte flbche une grande partie de
Ia portance eat d'origine tourbillonnaire (cf. D. HUMMAEL, Rdf. 7, Fig. 17) ii faut chercher A retarder
ldclatement dea tourbillona d'apex et ne paa ae laisser pdnaliaer par ceux qui prennent naiaaance au nez
de l'avion, d'oO limportance de l'dlancement de celui-ci (cf. A.M. SKOW et A. TITIRIGA Jr. Rogf. 4, Fig.
18). L'influence dui nombre de Reynolda sur cea dcoulementa a idtd rappelde par J. NIRANDE, V. SCHMITT et
H. WERLE (cf. Rdf. 7, Fig. 19).

line limitation adrodynamique frdquemment rencontrde eat le "buffeting" (tremblement). 11 a'agit
de vibrations ddclenchdea par des phdnombnea adrodynamiquea instationnairea tr~a ddpendanta de Ia confi-
guration de lavion. Un exemple prkcie de variation de niveau vibratoire avec le braquage dea voleta a
dtd donnd par L.E. ERICSSON (Rdf. 8) (Fig. 20) concernant le YF 16 CCV. De m~lme l'effet dea "onglete de
voilure" a dtd signald par G. MOSS (Rdf. 7) (Fig. 21) aur in projet ddrivE du Harrier.

Ce dernier avion nous am~ne A rappeler que le facteur de charge obtenu peut rdaulter d'une intE-
gration propulaion/portance (soufflage de voilure, pousade orientable). 11 faut bien dire que l'article
de S.F. STAPLETON et B.V. PEGRAM (Rdf. 2) (Fig. 22), a'il montre quelquea configurations d'emport d'armea
inciate sur l'adrodynamique de Ia voilure plutdt que aur la ddflexion de Ia poussde. En revanche,
L.D. WOLFE et A.E. FANNING (Rdf. 5) (Fig. 23 et 24) ant donnd quelquea concepta de tuyarea orientablea
et exemples de gaina de limite de manoeuvre thdoriquement poaaiblea.

Pour clore ce chapitre sur Ia portance maximale utilisable noua dirona enfin que lea effeta d'ad-
rodlasticitd atatique sont acuvent oublids dana lea articles prdcitda. Par exemple, T.M. WEEKS, G.C. UHUAD
et R. LARGE (Rdf. 11) (Fig. 25) n'en parlent pas explicitement dana le caa de la voilure & floiche inverae
pour laquelle on manque en gdndral de donndea.

4.2. - Les Quaijitds deVVolAgrande-incidence:

Il ne auffit pas qu'en thdorie A une certaine incidence Ia voilure praduie une certaine portance.
Encore faut-il qu'en pratique le pilate puiaae en diapoaer. D'abord il y a A reapecter lea limitea atnuc-
turales ce qui implique la ddtermination des charges a~rodynamiquea localea tent atatiquea qu' instation-
noires ("buffeting", riaque de flottement). Ensuite il faut que l'avion soit pilatable.

4.2.1. StabilitE etatique longtitudinale - Efficacitd de gtouvernes - ManiebilitE.

Un compromie entre atabilitE et maniabilitd a'impoae et il a dea implications directes sur Is con-
figuration d'enaemble de l'a'ion : non seulement la voilure principale maia Egalement lea empennagee
(claaaiquea ou canards) et lea gouvernee doivent 9tre dimenaionnda et mia en place astucieuaement. Un re-
marquable fichantillon de caractdriatiques de momenta de tangage en fonction de I& portence (au de V'inci-
dence) pour diffdrentes configurationa a dtd donnd par A.J. ROSS et H.H.B.M. THOMAS (Riif. 9) (Fig. 27).
Dana le caa d'une configuration delta aana empennage, W.T. KENRER (Rdf. 9) (Fig. 28) a bien rdaumd lea
principalea limitations rdaultant A Ia foia dea exigencea de atabilitd, de l'efficacitd des gouvernee et
en particulier du fait que lea Elevona peuvent Atre saturds A la fois en tangage et en roulis. tine autre
comparaiaon des effete fatee et ndfeatee de la atabilitA longitudinale atatique a Etd prdsentde par
P. BOHN (Rdf. 5) (Fig. 29) en ce qui concerne lee Mirage III, F 1, G RA et 2000. Il eat certain qu'eutre-
fois on exigeait une atabilitd longitudinale atatique poaitive juuqu&l lincidence de ddcrochage (centre
de gravitd placE en avant du foyer adradynamique) ce qui e'accompagnait d'hyperstabilitd, aoit A grande
incidence, aoit en tranasonique,du fait dui recul important du foyer (cf. lea figures prdcddentee 27, 28
et 29). En plus on n'dtait pas A labri d'accidente de stabilitd (du genre eutccabrage ou autre) aurve-
nant parfois meme A des incidences moddrdes. Dens l'article de T.S. WEBB, D.R. KENT et J.B. WEBB (Rdf. 6)
aur le F 16, Is comparaison de Ia figure 30 qui montre dee C, non dquilibrda allant jusqu'l 1,75 et de Ia
figure 31 o6 ila cant limitdc vera 0,9 laisse prdsager Ia difficultd des problLmes d'dquilibrage que V'on
peut rencontrer. Lea effete particuliers de I'adrodlasticitd cur I& atabilitE ant dtd Evoquds par W.T.
KENRER (Rdf. 9) (Pig. 26).

Il faut noter que l'apport dui Contrdle Automatique gdndralied done ce domaine eat ddcisif. Nous
y reviendrone dana un chepitre spkcial.

Le manque de contr~le longitudinal I grande incidence peut provenir d'une diminution d'efficacitd
des gouvernes classiques et certains auteurs ant proposE in soufflage des gouvernee ou l'utilisetion de
gouvernes nouvelles, par exemple onglet mobile camme G. MOSS (Rdf. 7) (Fig. 32).



A foible vitesse Ia pression dynamique eat de toute fa~on insuffisante et certains comme W.T. KEHRER
(Rdf. 9) (Fig. 33) ant proposd l'orientation du vecteur-pouasse comme moyen de contr6le. A grande vitesse
c est au contraire la saturation des servo-coimmandes qui peut Otre cause de la r~duction de maniiabilitd.

Une derni~re mention doit @tre faite. Elle concerne lea limitations de manoeuvrabilit6 qui rdsul-
tent d'une perte d'un circuit hydraulique ou d'un endoimnagement des gouvernes. duo A une panne ou A V'im-
pact de projectiles. Une maniabilitd minimale doit 8tre assur~e dans ce cas. Ce problL~me a 6t6 Ovoqu6
par Lt Cl REMERS (Rf. 3).

4.2.2. Stabiiitd statique tranaversale - Couplage ogtdna/ata

Ce qui pr~cbde concernait aurtout le mouvement longitudinal de l'avion. Mais Ia stabilitA statique
tranaversale eat dgalement source de gras prablL~mes I risoudre. L'iddal serait 6videnseent que, jusqusaux
plus grandes incidences utiles sur le plan opkratiannel, l'avian ne pr~sente pas d'inatabilit6 de route.
Pour cette raison par exemple la taille relative des d~rives des avions s'est r~guli~brement accrue comme
l'a rappeld D.J. WALKER (Rkf. 9) (Fig. 34) ce qui devait malheureusenent se payer par une uugmentatian
corr~lative de masse et de train~e. La comparaison entre l'efficacit6 d'une ou de deux d~rives, l'utili-
sation de quilles, et l'effet en gdndral n~faste des charges emportdes sous fuselage ou voilure a dijA
Etk signald par H. WUNNENBERG et W.J. KUBBAT (Rdf. 5) (Fig. 35) et par B.R.A. BURNS (R~f. 1) (Fig. 36).
Cependant encore une fois le prablL~me a~radynamique A grande incidence, eat sana doute liE aux 6clatemente
de tourbillons. L'Evolution typique des coefficients adrodynamiques, telle que reprdsentde par J.R.
CHAMBERS, W.P. GILBERT et L.T. NGUYEN (RLf. 4) (Fig. 37), d~pend donc surtout de Ia forme du nez (cf.
A.M. SKOW, A. TITIRIGA Jr-et W.A. MOORE, R~f. 7, Fig. 38), de ls pr~sence ou non de virures, de mousta-
ches ou d'onglets (cf. A.M. SKOW et A. TITIRIGA Jr. Rdf. 4, Fig. 39 et 40), de canards (cf. W.T. KEHRER,
R~f. 9, Fig. 41). De trbs belles visualisations des Ecaulements tourbillonnaires 6clat~s ant 6t6 rdali-
s~es dans l'esu et signaldes par A.M. SKOW, A. TITIRIGA Jr.st W.A. MOORE (Rf. 7) (Fig. 42), meme s'il
n'est pas silr qu'au nombre de Reynolds du vol on retrouve bien la m~ine structure d'Ecoulement. Par ail-
leurs, des phdnambnes d'instabilitd des tourbillons et d'hyst~rdsis en fonction de l'incidence ant EtE
souvent rapportds (cf. K.J. ORLICK-RUCKEMANN, R~f. 7, Fig. 43).

La m~canique du vol traditionnellement enseignde d~couple de fagon excessive lea mouvements longi-
tudinaux et transversaux. Ndanmoins des ph~nom~lnes impartants de couplage, mfme en statique, ant 6t6 indi-
qu~s par D.E. JOHNSTON (Rf. 4) (Fig. 44) A propas du F.4 Phantom au par A.M. SKOW, A. TITIRIGA Jr. et
W.A. MOORE (RLf. 7) (Fig. 45) pour diffdrentes farmes de nez d'avions.

4.2.3. Stabilit s dynamique s - Rdponses transitoires aux commandes

Au-del& des Equilibres et des otabilitds statiques, le campartement dynamique de l'avion est Evi-
denanent un sujet important. En longitudinal on souhaiterait avair suffisainment d'amortissement pour que
la rdponse & la profondeur, souhaitde rapide sait cependant assez pure et que le risque de d~passer i-
cidence au le facteur de charge maximal soit aussi foible qu. possible, ainsi que le risque de pompage
pilotE. En transversal de n~me, il ne faut pas que lea ardres du pilate d~clenchent des oscillations di-
vergentes de type lindaire (roulis hallandais) ou cycle-limite ("wing rack") ou des 6chappdes non contr6-
l4 es en roulis ("wing drop") ou en lacet ("nose slice"). Du point de vue du in~canicien du vol, c'est en
fait la combinaison des stabilit~s statiques et dynamiques, langitudinales et transversales, des effica-
citds et effets secandaires des gouvernes (y campris et aurtaut lea nan-lindaritds, hystdr~sis, etc ....)
qui conditianne le compartement global de l'avian. Des exemples de "wing rack" ant 6t,& donn~s par J.R.
CHAMBERS, W.P. GILBERT et L.T. NGUYEN (Rdf. 4) et par D.E. JOHNSTON (Rdf. 4) (Fig. 46) qui montrent bien
dgalement l'Evolution des modes prapres de l'avian avec l'incidence et le ddrapage. La moddlisatian mathE-
matique de ce cas de vol reste prabldmatique. Lea adrodynamiciens ant introduit de nouveaux coefficients,
au cherchE A Etudier l'influence d'une rotation permanente our l'adrodynamique de l'avion. Lea principsux
montages tournants en service ant dtd rappelds par L.E. ERICSSON (Rdf. 8) (Fig. 47) et des comparaisans de
coefficients en oscillation et en rotation ant dtE prdsentges par K.J. ORLICK-RUCKEMANN (Rdf. 7) (Fig. 48).

4.2.4. Rdsistance A Ia vrille

11 n'est cependant pas facile de dessiner des configurations rdsistant I la vrille. De nombreux
critares ant dtA proposdas LCDP, Cn ( dynamique, Kalviste, Weissman, etc ... L'article de A.M. SKOW et
A. TITIRIGA Jr. ddjh citE (Rdf. 4) fait remarquablement Ie point our le aujet. on ne saurait conseiller
mieux que de le relire attentivement. Lea figures 49, 50, 51, 52 en sont extraites A titre d'exemples.
Notons enfin qus, dana cc domaine, le Contr6ie Automatique GdndralisE apportera, certainement une fois
encore des gains fantastiques.

4.2.5. maniabilitd latdrale

Les probl~mes de stabilitd dynanique transversale nous am~nent tout naturellement I parler de ma-
niabilitd en roulis, le renversement du sans de virage, rapids et sans danger de perte de contr~le, Etant
une ndcessitt en combat adrien.
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Diffdrents auteura comme W.T. KEHRER (P.df. 9) (Fig. 53) et 0. SENSBURG et H. ZIMMERMANN (Rdf. 5)
(Fig. 54) ont montrd lea avantages respectifs d'ailerons, d'dlevons, de spoilers, de Is poussde orien-
table et de 1'intercannexion roulis-lacet, pour satiafaire lea besoins de maniabilitd en roulis prdsen-
tds sur les Fig. 1, 3 et 4.

Nous reviendrons A propos du Contr~le Automatique GUndralis6 sur lea limitations qu'on eat encore
oblig6 d'imposer A la maniabilitd en roulis.

4.3. - Fonctiannement et rendement des entries d'air et moteura

Si lea qualitds de vol de l'avion lui confbrent des capacitds d'4volution accrues, ii faut s'aasu-
rer aussi que lea dquipements et surtout le moteur supportent ces conditions de vol extr~mes. Le fonction-
nement des entrdes dsair A grande incidence et leur rendement fait l'objet de nombreuses Otudes. P. BOHN
(Rdf. 5) (Fig. 55) a montrE les progr~s rdalisda sur Mirage 2000 par rapport aui Mirage Fl, J. DUNHAM
(Rdf. 5) (Fig. 56) a donnd des exemples relatifa aux F15 et F16, tandis que K.W. LOTTER et L. MALEFAKIS
(Rdf. 7) (Fig. 57, 58, 59 et 60) ant pr~sentE dea solutions envisageablea pour le futur et lea avantages
relatifs qu'il y a A placer des entrdes d'air sous fuselage, sous onglet, ou sous canard, avec ou sans
dispositifs mobiles.

4.4. - Les p 2ETfrmncE!_en Evolution (Taux d'acc~ldration - Facteur de charge maximal souteni).

Lea aspects pr~cddeimment 6vaquds concernajent surtout lea qualit~s de vol. Le chapitre des perfor-
mances eat le deuxi~me qu'il eat essentiel d'associer A Ia notion de manoeuvrabiliti. Il faut d'abord par-
ler de la poaaibilitE d'acc~ldrer rapidement stir trajectoire ati de freiner brutalement ce qui pr~sente un
grand avantage tactique. On voit donc se poser Ia question de Ia rapidit6 de rdponse du moteur et d'allu-
mage de Ia rdchauffe A partir d'un r~gime d'attente interm~diaire. Ceci a 6t6 trait6 dans certains sympo-
siums du Propulsion and Energetics Panel. II faut Egalement prendre en considdration le bilan pouss~e-
train~e A incidence et facteur de charge faibles. Un bon exemple des abjectifs vis~s par rapport A ce que
font les chasseurs actuels eat dann6 par R.D. CHILD, G. PANACEAS et P. GINGRICH (Rdf. 10) (Fig. 61) A
propas du v~hicule tdldpilot6 Hi Mat. On doit jssn~diatement y associer le bilan pauss~e-trainde A inciden-
ce et facteur de charge mayens au grands qui gouverne Ia notion de marge de manoeuvre (facteur de charge
maximal souteni). Des auteurs comme P. BOHN (R~f. 5) (Fig. 62) en ce qui concerne l'effet des becs du Mi-
rage 2000, oti RF. SIEWART et R.E. WHITEHEAD (Rdf. 5) (Fig. 63) pour Is prograimmation des becs et volets du
F18 Hornet ant mantr6 les gains de finesse qu'il eat possible de rdaliser aujaurd'hui. L'avenir paurrait
8tre dans les profils continuement d~formables pr~sent~s par R.F. SIEWART et R.E. WHITEHEAD (R~f. 5) (Fig.
64) et D.S. WOODWARD, R.F.A. HEATING et C.S. BARNES (Rdf. 9) (Fig. 65). L'objectif de meilleure finesse
explique aussi pourquai on revient parfois A des sules avec mains de fl~che et davantage d'allongement.
Par ailleurs, lea contraintes de stabilitd langitudinale et tranaversale classiques ant des implications
ndfastes (trainde d'dquilibrage, trainde de frottement et masse de grands empennages), c'est pourquoi Is
stabilitE artificielle, premier pas dana le Contrdle Automatique GdndralioE, permet des gains apectacu-
laires. En parallble, l'amdliaration du rapport poussde/poids (voir Fig. 5) qui tend A devenir sup~rieur
A 1 A basse altitude augmente aussi lea performances. On voit arriver le moment o5i Ia manaeuvrabilit6
serait telle qu'h Is limite de rdsistance des structures (8 ou 9 g) l'avion pourrait encore accdldrer.
On ressent alars le besoin de pauvair freiner et l'utilisatian d'adrofreins ati de Is reverse en vol peut
s'imposer (cf. Rdf. 5) (Fig. 23).

4.5. - Le Contr8le Automatique G~ndralisE

Quelles sant lea nouvelles possibilitds offertes par le Contrdle Autamatique GdndralisE

4.5.1. La stabilitE artificielle

Tout d'abord nous avons ddjA dvaquE le vol A stabilitE langitudinale statique rdduite, vaire mime
ndgative (avec stabilisation artificielle) qui apporte des avantages iusnddiata

- diminution de trainde d'Equilibrage, donc meilleure finesse, meilleures margea de manoeuvre comme rap-
pelE par R.A. WHITMOYER (Rdf. 4) (Fig. 66) et J. STALONY-DOBRZANSKI et N. SHAH (Rdf. 6) (Fig. 67),

- diminution de la taille des empennages, et mime de l'avion complet, d'oti gain de masse et de manoeuvra-
bilitd come V&a rappeld P.R. KURZHALS (Rdf. 8) (Fig. 68),

- diminution de Ia d~portance d'Equilibrage, oti ce qui revient aui mime, augmentation de I& portance maxi-
male de l'avion couplet, donc meilleure limits de manoeuvre.

Remarquona cependant que Ia combinaiaon d'un cas de vol A grands incidence avec tine alarge atatique
ndgative introduit tin risque suppldmentaire de perte de contr~ls si V'on approche du moment otk lea gouver-
ns de profondeur arrivent en butde (A piquer dana cc cas). Ccci eat tr~a bien illuatrd par W.T. KERRER
(Rdf. 9) (Fig. 69). Une circonstanca aggravante est tin ordre en roulis au mime moment (couplage par iner-
tie faisant cabrer et ddrsper l'avion). C'eat pourquoi l& plupart des constructeurs a' orientent vera tine
solution du genre limiteur atitomatique de domains (incidence, taux de roulia) come aignald par A.M. SKOW,
W.A. MOORE et D.J. LORINCZ (Rdf. 9) (Fig. 70) par exemple.



La possibilit6 de crder une stabilit6 transversale artificielle permet aussi de rkduire ia tailie
des ddrives ou d'accrottre le domaine en incidenice. Mais our ce dernier point les avis sont partag~s, car
lea accidents adrodynamiques engendrds par des dclstements de tourbillons de nez ou d'apex peuvent avoir
des effete d'un ordre de grandeur supdrieur A 1',fficacitd des gouvernes de direction (cf. Fig. 38, 39, 42
43).

Remarquons en outre que sur tat avion A Contr~ie Automatique Ckn~ralisk ia notion da stabilit# dy-
namique proprement dite perd de son intdrgt. En revanche, ia rdponse initiale de l'avion aux ordres du pi-
lote peut @tra am~liorde (cf. 3. STALONY-DOBRZANSKI et N. SHAH (Rdf. 8) (Fig. 71), mais ella peut aussi
ddconcerter l'utilisataur par son csractbre artificial (soit qu'elle corresponde A un systL~me d'6quations
difidrentielles d'ordre plus dlevd que sur l'avion natural, soit qua Ia digitalisation des commandes de
vol dlectriques introduisa des retards purs ou des sauts, eux-m~mes sources potentielles de pompage pilo-
td), 2t aussi parce qu'on manque de critbres efficacas (insucces relatif de ia notion de C* par exemple)
pour Is conception des lois de pilotaga.

Ces points ont dtd abondammant ddveloppds dans l'AGARflograph n* 234 (R~f. 14), an particulier dans
l'articla de K.J. SZALAI, S.R. BROWN et X.L. PETERSEN de is NASA Dryden.

4.5.2. L'anti-flottemant at l'anti-turbulence

Parmi lee sutres avantages apportds de faqon indirecte par le CAG, nous pourrions encore citer le
contrdie du flottement des structures, surtout avec charges externes, qui devrait permettre d'all~ger
l'avion donc d'amdliorer Ia charge alaire donc ls manoeuvrabilitd, mais nWest sans doute pas pr~s d'Atre
utilis6 an edrie, at lea dispositifs anti-turbulence. Ceux-ci ant un effat indirect sur la manoeuvrsbilit,
en particulier pour un avion qui serait polyvalent :pdndtration A bassa altitude ou appui tactique et
combat tournoyant. En effet, is manoeuvrabilitd requiert una assez faible charge alaire ce qui donna una
tres forte rdponse A Is rafale at c'est pourquoi on limite parfois Is surface de voilure. La lev~e de
cette cantrainta par un dispositif anti-turbulence perlnettrait des gains de manoeuvrabilit6 importants.

4.5.3. La Contr6le Direct da Forces

Un darniar avantage qusapporte le Contr~la Automatique CUndralisd est Is possibilit6 de d~coupler
lea forces at lea moments, ou autrament dit le cantr~le direct de forces. Cala permet de d~pointer le fu-
selage (effat de tourelle) A trajactoire constanta ou de modular Is trajectoire A cap et assiettes cons-
tents. (Voir F.R. SWORTZEL et Dr. J.D. Mc. ALLISTER (Rdf. 8) et R.A. WHITMOYER (R~f. 4) (Fig. 72)). Cer-
taina autaurs ant montrE, A partir de l'expdrience en vol sur YP 16 qua cela apporterait un avantage op~ra-
tionnel certain (Notons d'ailleurs qua cas nouveaux modes de pilotage sont sans doute essentials pour Is
fonction anti-turbulence). Dane Ie m~me esprit une meilleure r46gulation du motaur, entr~es d'sir et tuy'%re
(y compris la reverse en vol) amdliorerait Is rapiditE de contr8le de Is vitessa. On peut citer I'article
de F.R. SWORTZEL et Dr. J.D. McALLISTER (Rdf. 8) (Fig. 73) qui indique des autorit~s-objectifs pour cee
nouveaux degrds de libertE, at (Fig. 74) qui donna las rdsultats atteints sur YF 16. Remarquable eat le
papier de R.A. WHITMOYER (Rdf. 4) (Fig. 75) qui montre an contrapartie ce qu'on risque de pardre en perfor-
mances lorsqu'on affectue de telles manoeuvres de ddpointage.

4.6. - Probla~mes md'di caux_:- AsEcts Ego!nmiVue!

Aprba carte revue technique nous souhaiterians rappaler le Specialists Meeting organis6 par I'Aa-
rospaca Medical Panel (Rdf. 15) oOt fut montrde entre sutras l'iinprtance de is d~riv~e par rapport au temps
du factaur de charge (nombra de Jolt). La brutalitd accrue des manoeuvres qua pourront r~aliser las avions
future ne sara supportable par l'dquipage qua moyennant une mailleura disposition des cabinas at das orga-
nes de cotunande, en particulier en jouant sur l'inclinaison du si~ge commte signalA par N.E. VON GIERKE
(Rdf. 3) (Fig. 76 at 77) at A.G. BARNES (Rdf. 5) (Fig. 78). La question de Is prdsentation des informs-
tions au pilote (an particulier pour Ie pilatage des modes nouveaux) constitue 6galemant un chapitre de
largonomie trbs vaste at qui sort du cadre qua nous nous sonmtes ici fixd.

5. -Conclusion;

lUne bonne manoeuvrabilitd eat pour lea avions d'armes un factaur ddcisif de supdrioritE en combat
adrian.

L'AGARD (en particulier le FK? at ls FDP) a abordd ce sujet d'une manibre ou d'une sutre dane Is
plupart des rdunions de cam dernibres anndes, commte naus avons essayd de le isontrer. Notre expos6 n'aura
dtd qu'un survol rapids, une adria tras limitde d'exiples choisis, ii faut bien Ic dire, avec un certain
arbitraire, devant I'abondance de Is matibre disponible. Puissant la auteurs non citds ou mal citds nous
comprendre at naus pardonner I
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Une remarque doit Atre faite ce thLme de Ia manoeuvrabilitd est un sujet assez confidentiel et
beaucoup d'articles publids dans le passd ont vu leur intdrAt adrieusement rdduit parce que lea auteurs
ont dO masquer lea valeurs numdriques relatives A tel ou tel avion par soucd de discrdtion.

Ceci explique pourquoi le Comiti de Programme Technique chargd d'organiser le prdsent Symposium
qui vise I couvrir en une seule fois lea principaux aspects de Is question (Besoins Opdrationnels, Espoirs
d'amdlioration, Mdthodes de Prediction, Mdthodes d'Evaluation) a choisi de tenir ces conferences dans un
cadre Confidentiel-OTAN. Cette protection devrait permettre, nous lespdrons, davantage de libertd d'ex-
pression, pour le plus grand profit de toute Is communautd AGARD.
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REVIEW OF PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE ON
COMBAT AIRCRAFT MANOEUVRABILITY

by

Major A.W.Henni. RNLAF
Hartmarlaar 30

3760 XJ Soest
The Netherlands

SUMMARY

Based upon practical experience in both air-to-air and air-to-ground operations with F-84F. F-1O4G and

NF-5 fighter aircraft, an assessment is given of the importance of combat aircraft manoeuvrability.

In air-to-ground operations the effect of limited manoeuvrability on tactics is treated in terms of

speed/altitude and manoeuvrability requirements during ingress/egress and weapon delivery, in relation

to attack effectiveness and survivability against enemy defences. Present shortcommings are identified.

For air-to-air operations the parameters that influence the outcome of a manoeuvring fight are identi-

fied. The relation between manoeuvrability and tactics is discussed. It is concluded that the impact of

manoeuvrability on mission effectiveness becomes less prominent at increasing total number of air-to-air

capable aircraft, fighting in a limited airspace.

Dependent on the type of operation, dtsirable improvements in manoeuvrability are discussed witl

emphasis on turn performance (at low speeds), rapid speed changes and direct force aeneration. In this

context human tolerance limits are taken into account. It is stressed that the main problems contronting

a fighter pilot in the Central European environment are not related to manoeuvrability but to the availa-

bility of military subsystems.

iNTRODUCTION

I. The mission of fighter type aircraft in a conflict in broad terms is to participate in achieving a

favourable air situation and to contribute to the land, sea and air battle. In the Central European

theatre air superiority, the freedom to fight and to use aircraft where and when desired without signifi-

cant hostile interference from the air, has to include not only the suppression of the effectiveness of

the enemies air-potential but also his surface-to-air weapons. Therefore air superiority has to include

air-to-air engagements, counter air and counter-SAM operations. The latter being partly a fight of techno-

logy, partly an air-to ground operation in which tactics play an important part. Further support of the

battle by fighter type aircraft is done by air-to-ground missions.

2. Potential mission effectiveness of combat aircraft is determined by a number of factors, such as the

pilot's ability. avionicsweapons and related systems and the performance characteristics of the aircraft

ManoeuvrabilIty, the ability to change direction and magnitude of an aircraft's velocity vector, is the

factor in the performance of fighters to be dealt with in this paper. Basing myself upon practical expe-

rience as an operational pilot on F-84F and F-104G and as an Air Combat Tactics instructor on F-1o4G and

NF-5, I will give my personal view on the importance of combat aircraft manoeuvrability both in air-to-

ground and air-to-air missions, followed by some thoughts on desirable improvements. In conclusion, some

possibilities will be mentioned where improved weaponry and related subsystems can compensate for lack of

manoeuvrability.

THE IMPORTANCE OF MANOEUVRABILITY IN THE AIR-To-GROUND ROLE

3. In an operational mission manoeuvrability is an asset, used by the pilot in order to accomplish a

task to the best of his abilities. He thereby has to take into consideration the posibilities, or rather.

the impossibilities of his aircraft. Unless protected by perfect ECM and IRCM, high speed and low level

flight is what an air-to-ground pilot wants in the Central European high threat environment during ingress

; and egress and, if ,ossible, also during weapon delivery;this in order to reduce the time he will be

exposed to enemy defences. During a mission the manoeuvr;ng qualities of an aircraft in relation with air
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speed is one of the factors determining how closely terrain can be followed in low level flight when the

pilot wants to avoid detection by enemy radar or I.R. SAM systems. In this respect there is a difference

between e.g. the NF-S and the high wingloaded F-O14. It is noticeable that the average F-lO pilot takes

more care (=altitude) in performing recoveries from a pitch-down attitude than his colleague in a low

wingloaded airplane at the same speed. This is caused by the fact that the F-l04 pilot has to "pull" more

angle of attack than his NF-5 colleague in order to achieve the same amount of altitude loss in dive

recovery at equal speed. The F-104 reaches the point of high-speed stalling at a certain speed earlier

than a low wingloaded aircraft. This in combination with the F-104's pitch rate limiting system, which is

easily activated when pulling G following a so-called bunt manoeuvre where the pilot applied negative G

to follow the downslope of a hill, makes the F-104 or a high wingloaded aircraft in general less suitable

for low level terrain-following flight. However, in my opinion improved manoeuvrability in manually-flown

high speed low level missions in the relatively flat Central European theatre will only lead to minor im-

provements in the attainable minimum altitude because of the predominancy of the pilot's ability to detect,

interprete, decide and react, sersus speed. In a threat environment with sharp ridges, however, enhanced

manoeuvrability, especially when this leads to reduction of the time between control input and the required

change in aircraft trajectory, will be very helpful. In the context of terrain following, speed is a very

important factor. It is a known fact that with speed the average altitude above terrain depending on pilots

experience increases in manually flown low level missions. Both high speed and low altitude serve the

purpose of avoiding detection and tracking by enemy weapon systems, so that the pilot is faced with con-

flicting requirements. To fly really low level, the pilot will have to cut down his speed considerably,

thus sacrificing manoeuvring potential which makes this option less attractive. In fig. 1 the required and

available amount of positive G (for W/S120 and 90 lbs/ft
2
) is presented for an aircraft following a sinus

shaped contour with a wavelength of 1200 m and an amplitude of 30 m at different speeds, assuming CL  =1.

max

8f

nlG'sI

B[ 1200 mr

44

2P

0 100 200 300 40 500
Ve Iktil

Figure 1

The figure shows that at speeds below 415 kts an aircraft with a wing loading of 120lbs/ft
2 

is not able to

follow the contour. Flying high speed at a higher average altitude makes the aircraft detectable, which is

not attractive either. Systems like Radar Warning Receivers, ECM, IRCM and in the future Missile Launch

and Approach Detectors (MLAD) may be able to compensate for the enhanced vulnerability caused by increased

detectability. To find an optimum trade-off between speed and altitude requirements is a difficult task,

in which flight test against ground-to-air weapon systems and subsequent computer simulations, as performed

by the National Aerospace Laboratory in Amsterdam for example, are helpful. Another factor that has to be

taken into account is that low level r!de qualities usually are better with high wingloaced aircraft,

thus creating diverging demands for the wing loading of fighters that have to perform low level missions

at high speeds.

$ I I I II I i n ii i
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4. In the weapon delivery phase of the air-to-ground mission manoeuvrability related problems are of

the same nature as described above: high speed and low level flight reduce the time available for target

acquisition and weapon aiming, inducing the need for fierce last second manoeuvres where the danger of

high speed stalling is ever present. Here too reducing speed or flying at a higher altitude to enlarge

the time available for target acquisition and weapon aiming, results in an increased detectability by

enemy defences. Moreover, reducing the speed of an aircraft that was designed to fly fast, will greatly

reduce manoeuvring potential. For this reason this option is not a viable one.

5. A problem in itself is the significant degradation of performu:ce, including manoeuvrability, when

aircraft are loaded with external stores. This degradation is especially felt when defensive manoeuvring

-as a precaution or defence against tracking hostile aircraft or SAMs- is necessary. Weight and aero-

dynamic degradation, especially at higher angles of attack, reduce instantaneous and sustained turn per-

formance and handling qualities to such an extent that stores will often have to be jettisoned in evasive

manoeuvres, thus leading to an ineffective mission.

6. In conclusion it can be said, that in the air-to-ground mission, apart from defensive manoeuvring

against SAM's and other threats, the main difficulty in fulfilling the requirements for avoiding enemy

ground-to-air systems is the dilemma between desired speed, altitude and pilot reaction-time. In these

missiors enhanced manoeuvrability at high speeds will naturally be welcomed by pilots because it gives them

more opportunities to allow for late reactions and last second corrections but will not overcome afore

said dilemma. Better manoeuvrability at low speeds - A-10 like - will make the option to fly Iow and slow

to achieve timely acquisition of targets that are difficult to find, more viable than it is with most of

present generation conventional ground attack or multirole fighters. In my opinion however the fact remains

that, especially in relatively flat Central Europe fighters tlPt have to perform air-to-ground missions

will need high speed performance in order to survive in the present high threat SAM/AAA environment facing

NATO. Therefore an aircraft that has to perform in various types of air-to-ground missions, to meet the

demands for ingress and egress end to leave open the option of flying at low speeds for target acquisition.

retaining the capability for defensive reactions, needs manoeuvrability over a wider speed band than is

presently the case.

THE IMPORTANCE OF MANOEUVRABILITY IN THE AIR-TO-AIR ROLE

7. In air-to-air combat gaining or losing advantage can be expressed as changes in range, relative

position (angle off tail) and angle between longitudinal axes of the opponents. Performance characteris-

tics that are important in bringing about those changes are handling qualities, Specific Excess Power (Ps),

the limits of the flightenvelope and related to the previous factors: turn performance.

8. Good handling qualities, especially at high angles of attack , like spin and departure resistance,

enable the pilot to perform manoeuvres up to the edges of the flight envelope without the risk or fear of

losing control. Attainable pitch and roll rate are important factors in the initiation and execution of

manoeuvres. Ps in itself and in relation with angle of attack and load factor is a parameter of paramount

importance in the manoeuvrability problem. It not only enables an aircraft to climb and accelerate but

also provides the energy to turn. Favourable Ps figures give the pilot the opportunity to change range.

relative position and angle between longitudinal axes relative to his opponent favourably. The Ps figures

for a given airplane are very dependent upon the load factor. If, under set circumstances, an airplane

has advantageous Ps figures in 1 G conditions, the balance might shift considerable when pulling G's.

This effect is shown in fig. 2.

" '1n II ~ n I I / III i I l l l
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2 4\8 n (G's)

Figure 2

Wing loadings and aerodynamic properties such as CL - CD characteristics are accountable for this pheno-

menon. Another factor that influences turn performance ;s the relationship between speed and available

sustained and instantaneous G. Attainable turn rate and radius are directly related to these figures.

Available G at a certain speed is dependent upon design load limit and stalling speed (Vs). An often used

way to present the relationship ':!tween turn rate , radius, Ps, load factor and speed at a certain

altitude is presented in figure 3.

MACH

Figure 3

From graphs like this we can learn that a fighter pilot who wants to change the relevant parameters in an

air-to-air engagement to his advantage would like:

a. The lift limit at a lower speed than his opponent. This enables him to turn at small radii and

manoeuvre inside of his opponent's turn, thus reducing the range by icutting corners'. The resulting

higher instantaneous turn rate enables the pilot to gain "angles" on his opponent. Lowring the lift

limit speed will also bring the manoeuvre point, the point where mawimum turn rate and nearly mini-

mum radius can be reached simultaneously, at n re favourable values.

. ... - -- -- -- . ~ m m m o
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b. A higher design load factor than his opponent. Ths results in better turn rate and radius

at high speeds.

c. Higher Ps values than his opponent. This enables the pilot to manoeuvre with less energy bleed off

allowing him to continue a manoeuvring fight longer.

Fulfilment of these wishes paired with good handling qualities theoretically enables a pilot to gain ad-

vantage in any one versus one engagement. However, other factors, like visibility from the cockpit, air-

craft size, engine smoke, weapon system and avionics play an important part too. When we compare the.'-

speed graphs of various airplanes, relative strong and weak points in the performance of adversaries and

own aircraft can be found. This provides opportunities to compensate for lack of manoeuvrability by using

proper tactics.

TACTICAL PRINCIPLES AND TACTICAL DOCTRINES

9. In WW I the Red Baron was alleged to have said "When your opponent fires at the zig, you have to be

in the zag and when he 'ires at the zag, you have to be in the zig". This still is the basis of defensive

manoeuvring. Take care never to be co-located with the opponent's projectiles or missiles. Another maxim

of the old days still holds: try to manoeuvre for your opponent's deep six o'clock. This means try to get

low behind the opponent because he cannot see you there and it is a good position from which to close in

for the use of short range weapons. In air-to-air engagements the sun and clouds are still used for the

same purpose as in WW I. A rule like "never be predictable'' is still valid. Modern fighters look quite

different from their predecessors and the flight envelopes have shifted to higher speeds, altitudes

and load factors, but the manoeuvres they can perform are still the same:hard turns, creaks, scissors.

loopings, barrel-rolls etc. The entity of general rules, use of meteorological conditions, use of the

sun and the available two and three dimensional manoeuvres are called Tactical Principles. Basically

these principles have not changed in the history of air combat.

10. When we look at a one versus one engagement between an F-104 G and an NF-5 we are dealing with an

aircraft with a relatively high thrust to weight ratio and ditto wing loading and one with a low thrust

to weight ratio and wing loading. On top of that the NF-5 has better handling characteristics and a lower

Vs than the F-104 G. Design load factors are equal. These performance characteristics and interpretation

of the respective ',-speed graphs (not included in this paper for classification reasons) lead to the con-

clusions that the NF-5 has an advantage in roll and pitch initiation and in instantaneous and sustained

turns at lower speeds. At higher speeds the NF-5 and F-10 are equal qua instantaneous turn and the F-O4

gains some advantage in Ps, an advantage that is largely reduced, or even changed into a disadvantage,

under high G conditions because of the rather drastic increase in induced drag (see fig. 2). For these

reasons the NF-5 pilot will try to conduct a manoeuvring engagement against an F-104 - like aircraft at

speeds below the transonic region, whereas the F-104 pilot has to keep his speed, or better, the sum of

potential and kinetic energy up to avoid entering the zone where his opponent is superior. However, as a

turning fight progresses, both aircraft, trying to gain angle and range, will lose energy, because the

required turn rate and radius will force the pilots to pull more than sustainable G. This will cause both

aircraft to slow down, eventually leading the F-104 into an area of the flight envelope where the NF-5 is

superior. Before this occurs, the F-lO4 pilot will have to leave the fight because continued manoeuvrinq

will bring him in the situation where his only advantage over the NF-5, a higher Ps at transonic speeds,

is lost. Here we see that although both aircraft are capable of using the same tactical principles, each

of them will tend to use only those that do not bring at risk the aircraft's relevant superiorities. In

general, for an NF-5 this means: do not try to run away from a fast F-104, but force an overshoot. The

F-104 pilot will refrain from pursuing an NF-5 if this means sacrificing energy to a point where his

ability to run away - disengage - is in danger.

'i
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11. Where in a one versus one environment - weapon systems and pilot ability being about equal -
manoeuvrability and flight envelope are the factors dominating the outcome of the engagement, things

change when more air-to-air capable aircraft enter the scene. A numerial superiority can compensate

for lack of performance and manoeuvrability because it is very difficult to respond adequately to the

manoeuvring of two aircraft simultaneously. Manoeuvring against one will give the other opponent the

opportunity to gain an advantageous position. When we consider more aircraft in a relatively small

piece of sky the factor "situation awareness" has to be mentioned too. In my experience the maxim "it's

the one you don't see that kills you" becomes frightfully true. Once the opponents know each others where-

abouts the outcome of the fight is dominated by relative numbers and performance. In my opinion, however.

situation awareness - to get to know the whereabouts of threats, targets and friends - in a multi air-

craft air-to-air engagement is the more important factor provided that all participants use the right

tactics. Of course, also in the air-to-air environment enhanced manoeuvrability adds to an aircraft's

offensive and defensive abilities; to know when to go into the offense or defense, however, is especially

in a crowded air-to-air arena of more importance.

DESIRED IMPROVEMENTS

12. Introduction. In the previous paragraphs I reached the conclusions that in an air-to-ground
mission in the high threat environment to be expected in Central Europe the dilemma between pilot-reaction

time, speed and altitude and the problem of target acquisition are the main factors hindring the achieve-

ment of the high speed - low level profile that is desired during ingress and egress in order to avoid

enemy ground-to-air defenses. Enhanced manoeuvrability in this mission will help the pilot to fly slightly

lower at the same speed and will be useful in the weapon delivery phase to make aiming corrections. In the

air-to-air mission and also in the air-to-ground mission during reactions to air or surface-to-air threats,

enhanced manoeuvrability will enlarge the offensive and defensive capability of fighter aircraft. Situa-

tion awareness, however, is the prerequisite to offensive or defensive reactions and as such, in a complex

air-to-air arena, predominant to a high degree of manoeuvrability because the use of suitable tactical
doctrines can compensate for lack of it. In the following part of this paper I will go into desired im-

provements in manoeuvrability. Aspects like training, avi;cs, displays, weapons and weapon systems, how-

ever, cannot remain unmentioned.

13. Improved manoeuvrability. In the air-to-ground mission during ingress and egress through dense SAM

defenses manoeuvrability is used for the purpose of terrain following, avoiding obstacles, following

valleys and up- and down slopes of hills. A desirable improvement in this area is to allow for high in-

stantaneous pitch rates (reducing the risk or pilot's fear for high speed stalls and subsequent altitude

loss). Possibly highly responsive automatic manoeuvring flaps and less detrimental aerodynamical effects
of external stores at high angles of attack can offer solutions here. The use of direct force generation

in my opinion is a promising development in this field. Altitude variations for the purpose of avoiding

obstacles and closely following the terrain, with this technique can be obtained without changing aircraft

attitude. Direct force generation in a lateral direction offers the possibility to avoid obstacles without

having to bank and turn the aircraft, a manoeuvre which is pretty scaring and dangerous for the average

pilot because of the limited realistic very low level flight training attainable in Central Europe. In the

target acquisition and weapon delivery phase, especially in the high threat areas near the front lines and

around important targets, enhanced manoeuvrability can play an important part. As mentioned before, acquir-
ing targets, especially concealed ones, takes time. This means that a pilot has to fly higher to enlarge

his acquisition range or fly slower to enlarge the time available for finding the target or a combination

of these options. The first option means a higher detectability by enemy defences, the second one loss of

manoeuvring potential. The main problem, acquiring targets, can only be solved by advanced sensor and dis-

play technology. Enhanced manoeuvrabiiity can be helpful in providing the pilot with means to choose, de-

pending on the threat and other circumstances, whether to fly higher or slower. This means that manoeuvr-

ing potent al should be available also at relatively low speeds. This, however, in combination with the

ability to accelerate quickly in order to retain an aircraft's prime offensive and defensive strength:

the ability to change its position threedimensionally over long distances in a short time.
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In the weapon aiming and delivery phase of a mission manoeuvrability plays its role in preventive jinking

(irregular threedimensional changes in direction) against ground-to-air threats (provided that the weapon

aiming computer can handle the resulting aiming computations) and in precise manoeuvring during the final

part until weapon release. At medium and high speeds present fighters possess sufficient manoeuvring po-

tential for jinking. At lower speeds, however, especially with external stores, improvements are desira-

ble.

14. In the field of improved manoeuvrability for the air-to-ground mission fast responding automatic

manoeuvring flaps, thrust vector control and improved aerodynamic characteristics of external stores at

high angles of attack can improve instantaneous and low speed turn performance, whereas high Ps values

are necessary for required accelleration and sustained performance. Variable geometry wings can take eare

for better low speed characteristics while retaining high speed low level cruise qualities. Direct force

generation, vertical and lateral, will make terrain following more easy for the average pilot. In combi-

nation with advanced fire control computers direct force generation will add finesse to the aiming of un-

guided weapons.

15. In the air-to-air role design load limit as offered by aircraft such as the F-16 in my opnion

touches the fringes of what the human body can endure. Improvements In manoeuvrability therefore can only

be found in extending the flight envelope where the design load limit can be reached or sustained. This

comes down to improving the position and course of the lift limit line In the graph shown In paragraph S
and by enhancing the Ps values. This means low wing loading, favourable CL - CD relatlons and high thrust

to weight ratlo's. The new generation of fighter aircraft designed for air combat as well as R and D In

this field show that these Items get ample attention. Rightly so. New technology, associated with direct

force generation and thrust vector cnntrol, will play a part In further Improvements In manoeuvrabliity.

16. Improved systems. As stated, the main problem In the air-to-ground mission is target acquisition

under conditions of high-speed low-level flight as necessitated by the ground-to-air threat in Central

Europe. As long as these conditions prevail manoeuvrability helps the pilot to perform his mission.

Advanced sensor and display technology can assist in target acquisition. Major imorovements In the air-

to-ground mission effectiveness can in my opinion, however, only be expected when fighter aircraft regain

the survivable use of three dimensions, including altitude. For this, efficient ECM, IRCM and threat

warning as well as offensive options against ground-to-air systems, are necessary.

17. in the air-to-air arena the basic problem is situation awareness. So far the means for situation

awareness available to the fighter pilot are his forward looking radar, his eyes, a radar warning syste,

and radio information from intercept controllers. This will do perfectly well in a surveyable situation.

Manoeuvrability and weapon system in that case are predominant. In the rather unsurveyable air situation

that can be expected during a conflict in the Central Region enhanced manoeuvrability will do little to

improve mission effectiveness unless accompanied by means to improve the pilot's view of the situation.

Improved radar coverage and better means for identification and threat warning in my opinion are more

badly needed than improved manoeuvrability beyond that already offered by the new generation of fighters

that were or are being designed for air-to-air work.

18. Manoeuvrability and weapons. Weapons like high energy lasers are no longer pure science fiction.

In combination with sensors and fire control computers directed laser beams can become a defensive weapon

that takes away most of the necessity for defensive manoeuvring against guided missiles. Precision guided

air-to-ground weapons can, if delivery parameters become such that they are useful under European circum-

stances, overcome the need for precise manoeuvring for weapon aiming.

19. In the air-to-air mission off-bore-sight lII-aspect missiles can compensate for limited manoeuvra-

bility. Manoeuvring to bring a target within launch parameters will be an easier job with these missiles.

Use of these missiles in an air-to-air engagement will also reduce the effect of defensive manoeuvring

because it will be harder to stay or get out of the launch envelope. The only hope is to stay out of C

missile range or upset the missile's tracking or guidance systems.



20. Technological developments in the military subsystems tend to make manoeuvrabil ity requirements

less demanding. On the other hand, new weapons tend to provoke new defensive systems. It can therefore

be expected that the historical trend, in which neither IR nor Radar missiles banned out the close-in

manoeuvring fight, continues. Manoeuvrability therefore will continue to be a valuable asset in a

fighter's mission.

CONCLUSION

21. With respect to the manoeuvrability already achieved by the new generation of fighter aircraft

with an air-to-air task, main improvements leading to more effective missions are to be expected from

systems that overcome the basic problems confronting the present fighter business namely:

a. Regain the full use of the vertical dimension in the Central European threat environment wth

reasonable survivability.

b. Target acquisition.

c. Situation awareness in multi aircraft engagements.

22. Technological developments in the military subsystems, however, to my exoectation will not fully

overcome the problems and manoeuvrability will continue to play its important part. Enhancements in

manoeuvrability therefore deserve continued attention. Bearing in mind human limitations, fields where

improvements can be found are low speed sustained and instantaneous turn performance, direct force gene-

ration and enhanced ability to change speed.

I,'

4I
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THE MILITARY FLYING QUALITIES SPECIFICATION,
A HELP OR A HINDRANCE TO GOOD FIGHTER DESIGN?

by

RALPH C. A'HARRAH
NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND HEADQUARTERS

Washington D.C. 20502

and

ROBERT J. WOODCOCK
AIR FORCE WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL LABORATORIES

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OH 45433

SUMMARY

Based on recent experience with Air Force and Naval aircraft, the current flying
qualities specification is evaluated for application on a future fighter design.

The recent experience includes analog and digital fly-by-wire flight control systems
having multiple redundancy levels, and significant control law variations. Some specific
observations are shared on the following topics with regard to the flying qualities in
general and the specification in particular:

time delays

force commands

forward-loop integration

high gains

signal blending

equivalent systems

pilot location

high angle of attack

roll performance

systems integration

In addition, some general observations are made on the use of MIL-F-8785B, and a
Navy conducted survey on the effectiveness of the flying qualities specification is dis-
cussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

We have noticed a signficant erosion in confidence with our flying qualities speci-
fication in recent years. And with this erosion in confidence has come a lack of commit-
ment to understand the specification, and to actively utilize the specification guidance
during the evolution of the design. For a number of designers, MIL-F-8785B or C has
essentially become and after-the-fact check list that is often perceived to be more of a
burden than an asset.

There are several reasons for this situation. First, the specification is derived
from data on simple airplanes with simple control systems but our airplanes with advanced
flight controls constitute complex systems. The relevancy and the adequacy of the speci-
fication to handle these complex systems appropriately is therefore brought into question.

Second, the specification used to be the primary tool for evaluating the flying
qualities prior to first flight. Flight simulators, of increasing sophistication as the
design progresses, are now utilized as an integral part of the design process. The com-
putational capabilities available to support simulation hardware can model the complex
aircraft and flight control systems for pilot evaluation. Indeed, the design of advanced
aircraft today is virtually unthinkable without substantial flight simulation support.
Because of its sophistication and direct involvement with pilots, the simulator may be
more readily believed thin the specification, whether warranted or not.

The third major reason is resource limitations. The pressure to produce, at a
reasonable risk, a satisfactory fighter design with the minimum investment of resources
is the essence of the competitive aircraft business. This concern is not conducive to
supporting the significant effort required to continuously cycle the latest design para-
meter through a comparison with the specification while, in parallel, supporting a flight
simulation effort. The commitment of resources will inevitably be further confounded by
a signifioant aerodynamic or flight control redesign. The specification effort will
characteristically suffer even further under these conditions.



Acknowledqing that the above reasons and others have been used to justify deemphasis
of the flying qualities specification, let us now examine some reasons for reemphasizing
the specification.

First, the specification is the most complete compilation of flying qualities cri-
teria available. The criteria contained in the specification have evolved as aircraft
technology has evolved. The supporting data is unrivaled.

Second, our more recent aircraft designs with their flight control systems designed
on flight simulators have been disappointing. Advanced control system technology is
recognized to have great potential for providing enhanced flying qualities, but our new
aircraft are approaching first flight with some fundamentally bad flying qualities. One
recent design has required three years, several signficant control law changes, and a
complete change in design philosophy before approaching satisfactory flying qualities
characteristics. The A-9, A-10, F-16, F-17, F-18 and Space Shuttle have all had funda-
mental and significant flying qualities deficiencies which were undetected until early
flights, or were exposed during in-flight simulations prior to first flight. A more
active involvement of the specification during the design and development could have
prevented many of the problems encountered.

The purpose of this paper is to communicate our feeling that the flying qualities
specification needs to be more instrumental in guiding the advanced control system
design, and to discuss some of the subtleties involved.

2. NAVY EXPERIENCE

The applications of 8785 to aircraft utilizing advanced flight control systems have
certainly been limited in number. However, this admittedly limited exposure to advanced
flight control characteristics has shown no examples of satisfactory flying qualities
which the specification indicates to be unsatisfactory. In that sense our flying quali-
ties specification has not unduly restricted innovative control law implementation.
Further, tailored application with an open mind has allowed even such innovations as com-
plete reliance on fly-by.-wire.

There have, however, been numerous examples of control laws which were introduced to
improve the flying qualities over and above the specification, but were instead a source
of flying qualities decay. Four specific examples which will be discussed are: inappro-
priate blending of signals to be nulled by forward-loop integration; high forward-loop
gains; force rather than displacement command signal for the pilot; and forward-loop in-
tegration.

2.1 Time Delay

The major specification shortcoming uncovered during the Navy's most recent fighter
design was the need to stipulate the allowable time delay between the pilot's command and
the associated aircraft response. The latest revision to the flying qualities specifica-
tion, MIL-F-8785C, contains the time delay limits shown in Figure 1, which satisfy this
need.

TABLE XIV. Allowable airplane response delay.

Level Allowable Delay, Sec

1 0.10

2 0.20

3 0.25

Figure 1 - MIL-F-8785C Time Delay Requirement

While the importance of the equivalent time delay as a pilot acceptance parameter
was highlighted on an aircraft using a digital flight control computer, the portion of
the time delay attributable to the digital computer's inherent characteristics, i.e. the
computational cycle time, was a relatively small portion (less than 10%) of the total.
The major contribution was the cascading effects of prefilters, structural filters, dy-
namic shaping, etc., etc. Thus the substantially increased capacity of digital computer
to implement control laws and the innovativeness of the controls engineers to utilize
this capacity produced unacceptable performance during tight tracking tasks.

Examining equivalent time delay values on previous aircraft having limited-authority
augmentation and a direct command signal to the aerodynamic surfaces, we find values of
equivalent time delay which exceed the 0.1 sec. Level 1 limit and even approach the Level
2 limit value. For example, the equivalent time delay for the longitudinal response of
the F-14 is 0.15 seconds; for the A-7, 0.17 seconds. For these aircraft, only the surface
actuator and the stick dampers contribute to the equivalent time delay. Clearly, insert-
ing additional higher order elements in the system may ruin the tight tracking performance
unless compensating changes are made to the basic elements.
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The focus on time delay is critical to providing satisfactory tight tracking per-

formance. The insidious nature of time delay is illustrated by the inability of either
dynamic analysis or piloted flight simulation (at levels which would be considered
adequate by any measure) to uncover significant problems with both the Shuttle and the

F-lB. Only with the help of in-flight simulation (references 1 and 2) were the charac-
teristics ultimately defined and appreciated by the pilots.

2.2 Force Commands

The advantages of using force commands rather than displacement are the phase lead
(or lack of lag) in the command path, and maintaining control after a mechanical jam. A
disadvantage is the substantial filtering required to attentuate the structural mode/con-
trol system coupling. For trainer aircraft, a second disadvantage is the complex mechani-
zation of the cockpit controls so that the instructor pilot can readily monitor the stu-
dent's control strategy by viewing the motion of his own control. One of the contemporary
fighters has managed nicely with a force command system implemented on a side arm con-
troller. Another fighter/attack vehicle, which originally used force command implemented
through a conventional center stick arrangement, is being modified to a displacement
command center stick in order to relieve some of the required filtering. Had the required
filtering been added to accomodate the force command mechanization, there would have been
an associated deterioration of the tight tracking task performance, corresponding to the
increased equivalent system time delay. So for this particular example, the benefits of
phase lead were overcome by the required compensation to such a degree that remechaniza-
tion was necessary to achieve satisfactory characteristics.

2.3 Forward-Loop Integration

Incorporating forward-loop integration as a means of providing constant load factor
to stick force, -r constant roll rate to stick force, throughout the flight envelope must
appear attractive: several contemporary flight control systems utilize such mechaniza-
tions. The U.S. Navy currently does not share that view for the following reasons:
forward-loop integration of normal load factor error, pitch rate error, or a weighted
blend of the two produces neutral speed stability (and positive speed stability is still
a Navy requirement): no significant benefits are derived from the increased complexity;
and the resulting tendency for constant dynamic response characteristics over a range of
flight conditions is unnatural, and deprives the pilot of information useful in monitor-
ing the flight state of his aircraft.

Unquestionably the flying qualities specifications tailored for specific procurements
have, in the past, so tightly constrained some aspects of vehicle response (such as es-
tablishing an upper limit on roll rate which is inappropriately close to the lower limit
on roll rate) that use of an integrator has been encouraged if not required. However,
the current acceptance reqions of MIL-F-8785B and C have been and are being met without
resorting to forward-loop inteqration. This practice is encouraged.

2.4 High Gains

High forward-loop gains are attractive for quickening the vehicle in regions of

characteristically sluggish respcnse. The logic is intuitively attractive. How high the
forward-loop gain should be to provide the enhancement without provoking a sensitivity
problem is less clear, and is not explicitly addressed in the specification.

Numerous instances of unsatisfactory control sensitivity have been experienced with
the advanced flight control systems. The standard measures of sensitivity such as stick
force per g, and roll performance per stick force, indicated the advanced flight control
system to be nicely entrenched in the Level 1 region of the specification. However, there
were significant differences in the initial response. For overly sensitive configurations,
the initial acceleration values were higher than the corresponding Level I values for an
equivalent system. For the sluggish configurations, the initial accelerations were below
the equivalent-system Level 1 values. The implication here is that while advanced flight
control systems provide a limitless variety of control law combinations which will satisfy
the letter of the specification, consideration must be given to the fundamental response
characteristics which provided the data base for the specification. For example, the bank
angle response requirements were derived for control laws giving an initial roll accelera-
tion linearly varying with command, and the combination of the values of roll acceleration
and roll damping would uniquely establish the bank-angle response characteristics, Figure
2. Thus the pilot acceptance regions could justifiably have been expressed either as com-
binations of roll acceleration and roll damping or by the currently stipulated bank-angle
response criteria. The choice was arbitraty, except perhaps for considerations of con-
venience or ease of interpretation. The specification can be credibly interpreted only
as levels of bank angle response achieved with the associated combinations of roll damping
and roll acceleration. Calling for high levels of initial roll acceleration to be quickly
cancelled by feedback and forward-path integration providing the characteristics illustratec
in Figure 3 is clearly outside the specification guidance. Providing modestly high for-
ward path gains to alleviate sluggish response levels is appropriate, but both 0I and LFs
should be within the acceptance region.

An analogous situation exists in the longitudinal mode. The specification was de-
rived for control laws having the control anticipation parameter, CAP = 0 /ns$ always
equal to the variation of normal load factor to angle-of-attack sensitivity with short
period frequency, wn2 /n . However, as a practical matter there can be significant dif-

ference between CAP and n2/n for unsophisticated control systems, as discussed from

.. .. -,- -, ,. . . .. m.. m.., .,, n 0 -, m mm m m
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various viewpoints in references 3, 4, and 5, due to the lag contributions of stick dam-
pers and actuator dynamics. The use of forward-loop integration, high forward-loop gains,
and the associated additional prefiltering can cause even further distortion in the CAP,
wn 2/n relationship. Because of this distortion, satisfactory short-period response

requires the independent consideration of both the n 2/n and CAP parameters, as illus-

trated in Figure 4.

Further, the existence of significantly different acceptance regions for the two
parameters is suggested by DiFranco, reference 4, with comparative applications recently
done by Bischoff, reference 3. Additional alternative approaches to the short-period
response acceptance criteria have been recently proposed by Stengel, reference 8; Mitchell
and Hoh, reference 9; and Mooij, reference 5.

The approach currently recommended for fighter type aircraft, independent of these
new and different acceptance criteria, is to consider both CAP and n 2/na independently,
and to consider the acceptance criteria for both to be the existing specification.

2.5 Signal Blending

The advantage of blending washed-out pitch rate with normal acceleration to form an
error signal for a forward-loop integrator is the increased efficiency of the integrator
in nulling the high-frequency error content while providing a more docile controller of
subtle motions. The nulling instincts of such a blending are compatible for unbanked
flight. However, during rapid rolling maneuvers the parameter mix is not compatible.
Rolling about the stability axis suggests a constant normal load factor (Figure 5) and
thus an oscillatory pitch rate of magnitude 2 (n - cos 0). Alternatively, rolling about

the body axis produces a constant pitch rate Vbut oscillatory normal acceleration of mag-
nitude cos 0 (Figure 5). Thus the integrator would complement the stability-axis roll
if the error signal were simply normal load factor; and would likewise complement the
body-axis roll if the error signal were just pitch rate. The result of load factor and
pitch rate blending, however, was a disconcerting level of pitch coupling during the roll
maneuver. The solution was to adjust the relative gains of the two components so that
more emphasis was placed on the normal acceleration errors and the pitch rate signal was
de-emphasized. Figure 6 indicates the relative improvement of the load factor excursions
during 3600 rolls with the improved blending.

A solution would be the blending of angle-of-attack rate, rather than pitch rate,
with the normal acceleration signals. These signals are compatible during rolling
maneuvers about the stability axis. Alternately, the blending of pitch rate and attitude
would provide compatible signals for body axis rolls.

2.6 Equivalent Systems

During the presentation of reference 10, there was considerible discussion on a dif-
ficulty with equivalent system parameters derived from matching the pitch rate response
over a nominal bandwidth; the physical interpretation of an equivalent n. significantly
different than the value derived from the wind tunnel. In fact, the example of re-
ference 10 indicated a factor of 20 difference between the two values. More recent
matches, using both the pitch rate and load factor response over the same bandwidth, re-
sult in a sic, ificantly reductd migration of the equivalent n value, as indicated by the
superposition of the simultaneous matched data of Figure 7. While the na values are sig-

nificantly different, the control anticipation parameter is essentially the same for the
two different matching techniques, and therefore the interpretation of the pilots' accept-
ance is unchanged. The benefit of the dual match is simply that the results will be per-
ceived more credibly.

Application of the equivalent systems technique to the lateral-directional charac-
teristics has progressed through an in-flight investigation on the Air Force - Calspan
NT-33 (references 11 and 12). The flight-derived pilot rating obtained from evaluations
of various higher-order systems was used with the corresponding equivalent system charac-
teristics to compare with acceptance regions of the specification. The lateral-directional
matching utilizes a sideslip to rudder pedal response and a bank angle to lateral stick
response in order to get sufficient information for consistent identification of all the
numerator and denominator parameters of the second- over fourth-order equivalent system
describing function.

There are no definite "match" or "fit" criteria for the application of equivalent
systems, and with the experience to date there is little likelihood of establishing such
criteria in the near future. Pilot ratings of various higher-order systems, which had
the same equivalent system characteristics but with significantly different levels of
mismatch, indicated no significant variation of pilot rating with mismatch (reference 13).

An indepth look at equivalent system applications to several Navy tactical aircraft
(reference 3) clearly indicates that the relevant information on the acceptability of fly-
ing qualities characteristics can consistently be established independent of the mismatch.
In fact, example cases are shown with larger mismatches giving more intuitively reasonable
parameters than do the cases with exceptionally good matches. The level of acceptability
predicted from the equivalent system characteristics for the different techniques remained
unchanged, however.
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Based on the total equivalent system experience and the above two examples in par-
ticular, the absence of mismatch criteria is not considered crucial to the meaningful in-
terpretation of higher-order system characteristics within the specification framework.
What is clear is that without a specified equivalent system routine and a mismatch cri-
terion, the enforcement of the specification in an adversarial confrontation may be futile.
But given a mismatch limit, then the goal can easily become one of judiciously manipu-
lating the match routine to achieve the best set of equivalent system parameters from a
specification compliance viewpoint, while not exceeding the mismatch limit. An authen-
tically useful tool would thus be compromised. The point is that without a mismatch cri-
terion, application of the equivalent systems approach is done with the goal of getting
the best match and then evaluating the acceptability of equivalent systems' characteristics.

2.7 Aircraft Size, Pilot Location Considerations

As a result of discussion at the October 1979 AFFDL Flying Qualities Symposium (ref-
erence 14) on the very poor correlation of large-aircraft flying qualities acceptability
with the specification criteria for the short period requirements, the Navy conducted an
informal survey of large-aircraft characteristics. The original control anticipation
parameter (reference 15) which uses initial pitch acceleration, identified as CAP1 , was

compared to an alternate approach (reference 16) which uses initial normal acceleration
at the pilot, which will be called CAP2. CAP2 is simply CAP 1 times the distance from the
pilot to the instantaneous center of rotation for pitch control inputs, i.e., CAP2

nss 9 n ss

At issue is whether the initial linear acceleration index provides clearer guidance
than the current initial angular acceleration index. The essential difference between
the two parameters is the sensitivity to aircraft size afforded by the consideration of
the pilot's location. Forty-two data points on five different aircraft exhibited charac-
teristics ranging from the lower Level 1 boundary to below the Level 2-3 boundary for the
CAP 1 boundaries of the current specification as shown in Figure 8.

The aircraft had demonstrated Level 1 flight characteristics based on flight evalua-
tions and operational experience, but would be judge marginal to unsatisfactory based on
the current specification.

To compare the same 42 data points against the alternate format, the specification
boundaries were translated directly using a distance from the pilot to the center of
rotation of 9 ft. The 9 ft. value was utilized because, first, the upper Level 1 boundary
of the specification would coincide with the upper boundary suggested by reference 15 and,
second, for the modest sized aircraft providing the majority of the original data base,
reference 17, an average pilot-to-rotation-point distance of 9 ft. is not unreasonable.
For the large aircraft the 42 data points are shown in Figure 9 to migrate to the upper
Level 1 area of the revised format. There is now consistency between flight experience
and the specification alternative.

For modest sized contemporary military aircraft including the S-3, AV-8, F-14, F-15,
and F-18 a comparison of the two approaches, using over one hundred data points, indicated
the analysis to be unaffected relative to the acceptance regions, as illustrated in Figure
10.

The large-aircraft results of reference 18 verify the trend of the alternative sug-
gested here, namely that pilot location far forward of the center of rotation significantly
improves flyinq qualities acceptance.

3. NAVY FLYING QUALITIES SURVEY

In October of 1980, eight major U.S. aircraft companies were requested to participate
in a survey on the effectiveness of the Flying Qualities of Piloted Airplanes, Military
Specification MIL-F-8785.

The request stated that personal answers rather than the corporate view was de-
sired. The request further suggested that the mix of respondees within the company be a
stability and control engineer and supervisor, a flight control engineer and supervisor,
and the first-level manager responsible for both the stability and control fuzction and
flight control function. The stated intent was to get a sampling of perceptions which
were representative of the individuals primarily responsible for the flying qualities
exhibited by the military aircraft.

Forty-six engineers from eight major U.S. aircraft companies responded to the ques-
tionnaire. Sixteen respondees had backgrounds in flying qualities- thirteen.in fligb
control; and seventeen were experienced in both. The average level ot experience witn
MIL-F-8785 or its predecessor was 17.2 years, with a minimum experience level of 5 years
and a maximum of 30 years. Eighty-seven percent of the respondees had 10 or more years
of experience; 65% had 15 or more; and 50% had 20 years or more. The mix of technical
management to technical specialists was half and half.

The following are excerpts from the conclusions of the survey report, reference 19:

With respect to MIL-F-8785, a majority of the responders felt



that the design and development of a new high technology fighter would
benefit from using 8785 as the flying qualities specification.

that 8785 was most effective as a communication aid between government
and contractor engineers; the second most effective area was in providing
guidance during design and development, third most effective area was
that of being a specification.

that 8785 was an important factor in achieving satisfactory flying qualities;
after engineering talent, groundbased simulation, and good working
relationship between flight control and flying qualities organizations.

that 8785 was a factor in compromising flying qualities; ranked behind
schedule constraints, cost constraints, inadequate aerodynamic data,
and inadequate use of groundbased simulation.

that revising 8785 was the least effective investment strategy for
providing better flying qualities on tne next generation military air-
craft, for a fixed investment.

With respect to program management, the responses indicate

that program management's cost and schedule constraints are perceived
to be most responsible for compromising satisfactory flying qualities.

that program management is considered to have the most potential for
cost-effective improvements in flying qualities.

4. AIR FORCE EXPERIENCE

When MIL-F-8785B was adopted, complaints were heard on the following:

Overly complex requirements.

Requirements not related well to design.

Requirements not related well to flight test.

Requirements not related well to operational needs.

Requirements too stringent.

These same opinions are heard today. We must acknowledge a deqree of truth in these com-
plaints. Nevertheless, as the followinq discussion attempts to show, on the whole we
believe the current specification to be a valid, workable document. With attention to
correct interpretation, this utility appears to hold for a good number of recent or sug-
gested higher-order systems, digital mechanizations, etc. After a discussion of these
questions, the direction of some future handling qualities work will be discussed.

Some current requirements are certainly complex; a prime example concerns Dutch
roll, particularly roll/yaw coupling. There may be a simpler, more effective way to state
design criteria for this flying quality area of universally conceded importance - but
twelve years have not produced one. A number of the requirements reflect our inability to
adequately meet the needs of designer, procuring agency and user simultaneously.

Flight testing is tremendously expensive, and emphasis is properly placed on relating

the flight testing of a new design to operational usefulness. Thus, much of the flying
qualities demonstration is becoming a validation of the analytical model, so that more
detailed study can be done on the computer. With certain requirements such as those re-
lating to atmospheric disturbances, analysis of a model and qualitative spot checks are all
that flight test can accomplish. However, flight exploration of aircraft limits remains
important - indeed becomes more so as we increasingly rely on the flight control system
for both stability and control. Quantitative requirements are particularly difficult to
establish in this area; consequently a significant portion of the specification remains
qualitative.

Complaints about the effort needed to show the probability of having each flying
qualities level in the many envelopes are still heard. However, a rare testimonial from
industry, reference 20, is relevant here: A U.S. aerospace company discussed with the
Flight Dynamics Laboratory's Handling Qualities Group their early experience in applying
MIL-F-8785. The purpose of the study was to establish a set of flying qualities require-
ments for a weapon system development program, and to take a preliminary look at compli-
ance. At first, defining airplane normal states, failure states, and flight envelopes
appeared to be a task of monumental proportions. But defining the normal states for each
flight phase was found to be more of a bookeeping problem than anything else and was
necessary to assure the identification of critical combinations of configuration and load-
ing. This success, and the improved understanding of all aspects of the total system that
resulted, :onvinced the contractor that the effort was worthwhile. The only flight en-
velopes required in thi documentation effort were the Operational Flight Envelopes.
Since these represent the speed, altitude and load factor capability necessary to complete
the mission, consideration of the effect of external stores, etc., on airplane limitations
was not necessary, which simplified the task a great deal. The considerable overlap
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of the envelopes led to a manageable number of envelopes to be considered. The company
was very liberal in sizing, realizing that larger envelopes enhance the competitiveness
of their design. They had not come to grips with the problem of providing Level 1 flying
qualities within these large envelopes, and the impact on such things as system weight,
cost, complexity, reliability. They acknowledged that they might have had to reduce
these envelopes because of these considerations, in order to be responsive to the need
for a relatively simple system. The identification and assessment of system failure con-
sequences in terms of degraded flying qualities were found to be straightforward. Es-
tablishing the per flights probability presented no particular problem. Some failure
modes identified through this evaluation would not otherwise have been recognized. There
was little confidence in the accuracy of their failure probability analysis because of
the inaccuracy in the system component failure rate data available in the open literature.
Looking back on the application on MIL-F-8785B in this particular study, it was concluded
that the benefits throughout the service life of the airplane would more than compensate
for the additional design effort required. No changes were recommended to MIL-F-8785B
based on their experience in this application.

More recently we have seen a tendency to avoid these probability-based requirements,
relying more on an expanded list of specific failures along with the flying qualities
Level to be achieved after failure. Once even a preliminary flight control system has
been settled upon, such a list can be prepared with some assurance of adequacy, barring
radical design change. Whichever approach is taken, critical failures must be found and
their effects assessed. When overall mission-success and flight-safety reliability are
specified, the procuring activity may be willing to rely on those requirements entirely.
But for flight safety and mission effectiveness there is a definite need for a good
failure modes and effects analysis with respect to flying qualities.

4.1 High Angles of Attack

Increasingly, stability and control augmentation is being used to meet flying
qualities requirements, both as a result of increased performance demands and because of
the availabilityof increasingly sophisticated flight control systems. Flight control sys-
tems designed for normal flight conditions, where aerodynamic derivatives are mostly
linear and tractable, can become destabilizing near and beyond stall where, as noted, re-
quirements remain qualitative. A control system commanding normal acceleration, as in
the original F-Ill, was found to promote stalling. Below the minimum drag speed, normal
acceleration feedback tends to promote divergence, another manifestation of the "speed
instability" we normally associate with control of flight path at low speed. A pitch
damper will continue to add damping beyond stall, but its stiffness contribution through
the term ZwMq becomes destabilizing for positive Z w . Pitch attitude stabilization will

become destabilizing for large CD., inhibiting nose-down to maintain airspeed as angle

of attack increases. Reference 21 attempts to incorporate guidance for these and other
cases. Although the qualitative high-angle-of-attack requirements of MIL-F-8785C cover
such effects in a general way, the proliferation of possibilities with advanced flight
control systems make more specific requirements difficult.

4.2 Roll Performance

Roll performance has been a controversial subject from the beginning. While a certain
minimum performance is necessary, the price is significant in terms of structural weight,
reduced high-lift capability and system complexity. For fighter aircraft the original
pb/2V requirement was replaced by limits on time to bank through 90° , then an additional
upper limit put on the roll time constant. Air Force and NASA s iadies (references 22 and
23) had consistently failed to show the value of roll capability over half the 100 deg.
in the first second required in 1959 by MIL-F-8785; but in view of the service pilots'
insistence and the excellent success achieved in Korean combat, a reduction below 90 de-
grees could not be justified. The requirements are intended to apply throughout the
speed, altitude and load-factor dimensions of the pertinent flight envelopes, but in prac-
tice were demonstrated only at 1 g. For the F-15, the procuring activity wanted to empha-
size agility and so put special emphasis on getting the most feasible roll control power
at the low-speed edge of the V-n flight envelope. Reflecting experience with the F-15
and F-16, the new MIL-F-8785C has more explicit reference to flight conditions: 360" rolls
are required in l-g flight, and higher-g rolls through lesser angles somewhat related tc
combat usage. At low and high speed extremes the roll requirements are relaxed as a con-
cession to the natural falloff of aerodynamic effectiveness. Below the approximate "cor-
ner speed", the lowest airspeed for limit load-factor capability, less roll capability is
required. Closer to the l-g stall speed a further reduction is allowed. One effect of
this change should be to lessen the unusably high roll capability which results from at-
tempts to meet the stringent requirement over a broader speed range. Several fighter
data points - F-15 through F-18 - tend to validate the requirements, though some surveyed
pilots want more low-speed roll capability than inertial coupling will permit (reference
24). The F-16 roll performance has been quite satisfactory, and has benefited from a
shorter roll time constant (more roll damping) at zero control force, so that the air-
plane "stops on a dime". F-18 roll performance, initially below specification and con-
sidered inadequate, has been improved to meet the specification.

In a piloted simulation study of one-on-two combat conducted on the McDonnell fixed-
based air combat simulator, a conclusion on the importance of roll performance from the

study reported by Guthrie in Paper No. 23 was as follows:
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Rolling agility, which was formerly considered a second order
effect, . . . has been shown to provide first order air com-
bat consequences traditionally associated with large (30-50%)
changes in Ps or maneuvering CL.

Improved rolling performance in the vicinity of 300 angle of attack through differential
deflection of a variable-incidence wing was found to give much earlier kills and doubled
exchange ratios. While there are no means to investigate this result in actual flight,
the results do provide incentives for not reducing the roll requirements for air combat
any further.

4.3 Integration With Other Subsystems

if flying qualities are overspecified, the design options are narrowed and thus
overall effectiveness is degraded. How important are flying qualities to the success of
new aircraft? The answer, of course, depends on which flying quality is being considered.
Maintaining control is fundamental to flight as well as a prime safety consideration.
Beyond that is the maneuverability needed to perform design missions well. We can argue
about quantitative limits, or even the form of requirements; but we all seem agreed that
these aspects must be treated in detail.

Detailed levels of requirements on dynamic characteristics, however can be justified
only t9 the extent that pilots actually fly the airplane. Especially in the European
scenario of much interest to NATO, we hear of intense battles envisioned with dense con-
centrations of everything: aircraft, friendly and enemy; both human and automatic com-
munications giving directions, updates and other information; a multitude of sensors for
navigation, warning, target acquisition; and complicated onboard weapons, propulsion,
fire control, etc. systems to manage. To manage all these factors effectively takes so
much concentration that little time is left for flying the airplane.

As just one example of the help afforded by a more capable system, consider the
AN/ARN-101 Digital Modular Avionics System (reference 27) for more accurate ground attack.
With "28 indicators, 22 switches with 83 different positions and 56 pushbuttons",

• . . the computer solves the problem regardless @f release
parameters . . . However, we must get in the habit of meeting
specific parameters every time we drop. If we don't, (1)
impact angle and impact velocity will suffer to the detriment
of weapons effects, CBU patterns, etc.; (2) fuze arm and safe
escape will be jeopardized; (3) LGB guidance time and envelope
may be adversely affected; (4) aircrews lacking BFM skills may
fly into the ground and (5) improper delivery airspeeds may
degrade aircraft maneuverability.

Kinnan concludes, "The ARN-101 is capable, but it's not sophisticated. Take all of that
capability and mechanize it with two or three switches and one indicator; now that would
be sophisticatL ." That is quite a challenge for cockpit designers and systems integra-
tors.

It is commonplace to say that the pilot has become a manager. This leaves two pos-
sibilities for unloading the pilot: make the flying task as easy as possible, or automate
it. With these prospects before us, what dynamic characteristics will we need to specify?
Two examples show some implications of control integration.

Recent AFWAL simulations of an integrated flight/fire control system (IFFC) have
shown how a cooperative pilot-autopilot effort can improve air-to-air gunnery (reference
28). The head-up display shows the director-guided sight reticle and a box which indi-
cates the IFFC authority in normal acceleration and roll rate. In this version the pilot
can add his own pitch and roll commands to help the IFFC put the reticle on the target,
and to null the authority box on the reticle so that maximum IFFC authority is available
for tracking. The IFFC has complete control when the reticle is inside the authority
box, the pilot then retaining only limited control in roll (ailerons, while IFFC commands
the differential tail). For the simple initial conditions and target maneuvers studied,
performance with the IFFC was significantly better than with just the director sight or
a lead computing optical sight (and far superior to performance with a fixed sight).
Performance was almost as good whf.n roll control was given exclusively to the pilot, who
could see target bank angle while the IFFC could not. The evaluation pilots wanted to
keep actively involved, in order to monitor system operation. In this application we see
a continuing need for satisfactory response to pilot control, and a further need to
develop requirements governing the interface of manual control, displays and weapons
management.

Another IFFC application being studied by AFWAL involves air-to-ground gunnery and
bombing, the object being to present a more difficult target to the antiaircraft people
while improving flexibility and accuracy of delivery. Rather than rolling
out onto a straight-in approach, the pilot rolls into a sideslipping, rolling dive while
the system keeps the guns pointed toward the designated target; similarly bombs are re-
leased at a computed point in a turn. Here again we have indications that careful atten-
tion must be given to the division of duties and interface between the pilot and the sys-
tem.
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These examples use only the conventional moment-producing control surfaces. Other
papers presented here show some uses of direct force control as well. Mechanizations of
direct force control have ranged from blended operation with other flight controls by
means of the same controller through fully manual control by means of a thumb swith to
fully automatic control integrated with the fire control system. Reference 30 discusses
integration of flight and engine control for the Mission Adaptive Wing airplane with
variable leading-edge and trailing-edge camber, so commands to the multiple surfaces must
be optimized. Because of control limits, the various commands had to be prioritized ac-
cording to different criteria for, e.g., maneuvering, cruise and landing approach. It
has become very clear (e.g., references 31 and 32) that overall requirements must be de-
veloped and adhered to if such systems integration is to work. Handling qualities for
piloted control are a subset of these overall requirements.

The combat environment is getting more hazardous as well as more complex, with ter-
rain following/avoidance, ground- and air-launched missiles to avoid or defeat. It seems
unlikely that a pilot would relinquish flight control entirely. On the other hand, our
present requirements are largely predicated on his need to perform fine tracking-whether
air-to-air or air-to-ground. To the extent that automatic controls or guided, standoff
weapons take over this function, we can somewhat relax those requirements. But then how
much can we depend upon these automatic functions? In the F-16, for example, we have
already accepted reliance on electronics for control and stabilization essential to flight
safety, but with great attention to reliability and invulnerability. Other systems such
as fire control have not had commensurate redundancy, etc. We cannot have redundant radar
dishes in the nose. In the interests of operational readiness as well as flight safety,
it would seem prudent to keep up the more traditional capability as well. We also may
have high attrition early on, and rapid exhaustion of supplies or stand-off weapons,
advanced air-to-air missiles, deterioration of communications. After some initial engage-
ment we may be getting back toward the basics. A number of implications result.

Automatic ccntrol must be compatible with manual control to the extent that the pilot
can monitor performance effectively and insert additional commands or take over as the
occasion demands. As long as stockpiles of iron bombs remain, we will need the capability
to deliver them. As the burden of other duties increases (communications to or from AWACS,
JTIDS, etc.; navigation at low level, monitoring automatic terrain following/avoidance;
weapons management; sensor selection) automatic pilot-assist functions become essential to
the mission. Do performance requirements for such modes belong in a flight control system
specification as at present, on in the Flying Qualities Specification? What different
choices of control modes, automatic and manual, can be incorporated without leading to
confusion? It is apparent that a number of issues remain to be settled, and that flying
qualities requirements are central to the integration of control.

5. CONCLUSIONS

I. Consideration of the equivalent time delay characteristics is fundamental to
achieving satisfactory closed-loop tracking performance and should not be con-
sidered unique to digitally implemented control laws.

2. Based on the experience with "high-gain" forward loop systems to date, the
benefits may turn into liabilities when the time delay and sensitivity aspects
are considered.

3. For aircraft not utilizing angle-of-attack limiting, positive speed stability
is still required.

4. The simultaneous matching of normal load factor and pitch rate in determining
the equivalent system characteristics was found to provide values of equivalent
n which are more in line with the wind-tunnel-derived values than are the

pitch-rate-only match values.

5. An alternate formulization of the short-period frequency requirement, which ac-
comodates pilot location (and thus size) as a normalizing factor in the accept-
ance boundaries, shows promise conceptually in more appropriately reflecting
large-aircraft requirements.

6. Based on a survey of U.S. engineers, MIL-F-8785 is considered to be a reasonable
and effective specification for the next generation fighter.

7. Significantly more flying qualities problems are being experienced as a result
of not adhering to the specification guidance than are being caused by specifi-
cation inadequacies.

8. Active utilization of the specification to guide the flight control design is
necessary to assure satisfactory flight characteristics with minimum revisions.

9. Use of MIL-F-8785B in an airplane design (a) is not inordinately complex and (b)
uncovers problems that might otherwise be missed.

10. At high angles of attack, with a combination of nonlinearities and more stability
and control augmentation, flying qualities requirements will probably remain
largely qualitative, of limited help in design.
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11. Roll performance is important throughout the speed-altitude-load factor flight
envelope. At low and high speed, requirements recently were reduced, in line
with current satisfactory airplanes but with lingering misgivings.

12. The scope of flight control automation is expanding, to keep pilot workload
manageable and also to improve mission effectiveness. A role remains, however,
for piloted flight; and flying qualities requirements are central to system
integration.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A TENTATIVE FLYING QUALITIES CRITERION FOR AIRCRAFT
WITH INDEPENDENT CONTROL OF SIX DEGREE§ OF FREEDOM --

ANALYSIS AND FLIGHT TEST

Roger H. Hoh, Thomas T. Myers, and Irving L. Ashkenas
Systems Technology, Inc.

13766 South Hawthorne Blvd.
Hawthorne, California 90250

U.S.A.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this study was to develop a tentative flying qualities specification
for aircraft having direct force effectors that allow independent control over the hori-
zontal and vertical degrees of freedom. Such aircraft are referred to here as direct
force control (DFC) vehicles. The primary problem with developing flying qualities for
such aircraft is their unconventional responses as reflected in a very incomplete data
base including MIL-F-8785C. Accordingly, an essential part of the study involved a
limited flight simulation of a DFC aircraft.

From the outset the work was not intended to evaluate various DFC modes, such as
pitch pointing, wings-level turn maneuver enhancement, etc. (see for example, Refs.
1-4). Rather, the objective was to define what is and what is not acceptable, once it
has been decided to use a given DFC mode of control. Once developed and validated the
resulting criterion will be included in the Military Flying Qualities Standard and Hand-
book which is currently being developed to replace Ref. 5 (Mil-F-8785C).

BANDWIDTH HYPOTHESIS AND GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The use of auxiliary control surfaces which exert large direct forces along the air-
craft y and z axes allows (together with conventional surfaces) many combinations of
coupling between the aircraft degrees of freedom. The coupling can be favorable or
unfavorable. For example, the maneuver enhancement control mode (also termed direct lift
control) utilizes direct force control in the z-axis to produce favorable coupling to
augment the aircraft heave damping. Unfavorable coupling can "contaminate" an intended
purified response, such as lateral translation or wings-level turn, because of inappro-
priate or inaccurate feedback or crossfeed gains or equalization, possibly due, in turn,
to gain scheduling problems. Clearly, it would be a big job to consider and to specify
flying qualities for all modes of coupling for all possible DFC combinations. Rather, we
searched for and attempted development of requirements that are based on fundamental
aspects of DFC pilot/vehicle dynamics and therefore are universally applicable. In fact,
we did develop such a requirement based on the bandwidth hypothesis:

* Specification of bandwidth is an adequate flying quality criterion
for DFC dynamics

* The dominant effect of inter-axis coupling is its effect on band-
width

* The following characteristics must be separately specified

- Control authority

- Manipulator characteristics (gain, deadband, breakout,
etc.)

- Maximum pilot accelerations as a function of pilot
restraint and task

The bandwidth hypothesis makes the fundamental assumption that the primary factor in
the pilot's evaluation of a DFC mode is his ability to exert tight control to minimize
errors and thereby achteve improved closed-loop tracking performance. The hypothesis
originated from an old and well accepted idea -- namely, that a measure of the handling
qualities of an airplane is its response characteristics when operated in a closed loop
compensatory tracking task. The "bandwidth" (wBW) as a measure of the maximum frequency
at which such closed loop tracking can take place without threatening stability. It fol-
lows that airplances capable of operating at a large value of bandwidth will have super-
ior performance. An implicit assumption here is that inter-axis coupling or contamina-
tion, regardless of type or source, affects the pilot opinion only insofar as it affects
the bandwidth.

When flying a DFC mode with low bandwidth, the pilot finds that attempts to rapidly
minimize tracking errors result in unwanted oscillations. He is, therefore, forced to
"back off" and accept somewhat less performance (larger and more sustained tracking

*The work reported here was performed under the sponsorship of the US Air Force,
Flight Dynamics Laboratory, under Contract F33615-78-C-3616. Lt. Jack Browne was the
contract technical monitor.
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error) or to compensate with lead equalization. It is not difficult to imagine a clear
cut preference on the part of pilots for aircraft with increased bandwidth capabilities.

As mentioned above, the concept of using bandwidth is not new. The most recent
utilization of bandwidth was in the Neal-Smith criterion (see Ref. 6). This criterion
consists of a grid of the closed-loop pitch attitude resonance 6/%cf x vs. pilot equal-
ization for a piloted closure designed to achieve a specified bandwidth. Experience with
this criterion has shown that the results can be sensitive to the selected value of
closed-loop bandwidth. The criterion suggested in this paper utilizes the maximum value
of bandwidth achievable without threatening stability, thereby removing the necessity
for selecting a value for wBW a priori.

Another criterion utilizing bandwidth was suggested in Ref. 7. This criterion also
select *d a fixed value of bandwidth (1 rad/sec for power approach). Tt utilized the
phase margin *M and slope of the phase curve d/dw at the selected bandwiach frequency as
a correlating parameter. Again, experience has shown that the fixed value of bandwidth
limited application of the criterion.

It should be noted that a given level of bandwidth will only insure satisfactory
dynamics. Other characteristics of DFC airplanes, which must be separately specified,
are control authority, manipulator characteristics, and maximum pilot acceleration
depending on task and pilot restraint. In this paper we will concentrate primarily on
specifying a boundary that separates acceptable from unacceptble dynamics for DFC air-
craft.

The classical deLLnition of bandwidth (for example, see Ref. 8) is illustrated in
Fig. 1, as shown by the closed-loop response plot in the upper left corner. The gener-
ally accepted definition of bandwidth is the frequency at which the Bode amplitude is 3
dB less than the steady-state amplitude of the system (-3 dB is equivalent to approxi-
mately 70 percent). The fundamental intention of the bandwidth parameter is to separate
frequencies at which a system will follow the input from frequencies where it will not.
In the simple example attitude system of Fig. I, the pitch attitude 6 is approximately
equal to the commanded value, oc, at frequencies below l/T (the bandwidth). but rapidly
decreases beyond I/T. The point here is that the bandwidth is a fundamental measure of
the ability of the system output to follow the system input. The connection between the
frequency response and the time response is also shown in the lower right side of Fig. 1.
Here we can see that, for an ideal K/s shape, the bandwidth frequency and the system time
constant are, in fact, identical quantities (w = I/T). Furthermore, for the pure K/s
open-loop system of Fig. 1 the open-loop pilot crossover frequency is also exactly

the classical closed-loop bandwidth (frequency at which -3 dB and 45 deg occur). The
open-loop "crossover frequency" is defined by the simplified pilot loop closure gain
(horizontal line) intersection with the open-lop e/6. Because the two quantities are
nearly equal even for higher-order open-loop systems, we have taken the liberty of using
the term "bandwidth" when referring to the "crossover frequency."

Pure
Gain
Pilot Airframe

/Open Loop Airframe,, C + Ke
WSW 3fdB Pure Go/ n

dPu Gain
GL6~ ~ ~ loe Lo ------- 10Coue______________

Response- _e
log w(rod/sec)

0 .

45----------- Closed Loop .63 2T 3T-45 -

(deg) Phase T

-90 0

Frequency Domain Time Domain

Figure 1. Classical Definition of Bandwidth



DEFINITION OF BANDWIDTH USED IN CRITERION 9-3

In keeping with the above we define the bandwidth (wBW) for handling criterion

purposes as the crossover frequency for simplified pure gain pilot at which the phase
margin is 45 deg or the gain margin is 6 dB, whichever frequency is low'r (Fig. 2). In

order to apply this definition one first determines the frequency for ieutral stability
from the phase portion of the Bode plot (w 1 8 0 ). The next step is to note the frequency

at which the phase margin is 45 deg. This is the bandwidth frequency as defined by phase

wBW hase . Finally, note the amplitude corresponding to w1 8 0 and subtract 6 dB; the fre-

quehcy at which this value occurs on the amplitude curve is wBW ain" The bandwidth, wBW,

is the lesser of wBWphase and wBWgain If wBW - wBWphaseI tle system is said to be

phase-margin limited. On the other hand, if wBW = wBWgain, the system is gain-margin

limited; that is, the aircraft is driven to neutral stability when the pilot increases

his gain by 6 dB (a factor of 2). Gain-margin-limited aircraft may have a great deal of
phase margin, N, but increasing the gain slightly causes fM to decrease rapidly. Such

systems are characterized by frequency response amplitude plots which are flat, combined
with phase plots which roll off rapidly, such as shown in Fig. 2.

PHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BANDWIDTH

The considerations that are implicit in using bandwidth as a flying quality criterion
are summarized as follows:

Bandwidth is the lesser of two frequencies wewp,,,, and W Wgin

8 (s + I/T 82
) e - T'

8 S(S2 + 2CspWSs + W2
S SP

TO sp IGain margin

dLB Wgoin

w(rod/sec)

-lo-

(deg)

M450

-200

Figure 2. Definition of Bandwidth Frequency, wBW

4
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* Bandwidth is a measure of risetime or speed of response.

* The closed-loop system bandwidth is approximately equal to the
crossover frequency for a pure gain pilot.

* Low values of bandwidth are indicative of a need for pilot lead
equalization and hence poor ratings.

* The bandwidth is limited by stability considerations.

* Stability can be threatened by:

- Inherent phase lags in the desired region of crossover

- Adverse coupling or unfavorable zero locations

Requiring a minimum value of bandwidth is equivalent to insisting on rapid responses
to control inputs without overshoots or any other undesirable characteristics of low
damping. If such characteristics are not available through the basic airframe, it will
be necessary to achieve them via stability augmentation. If the basic values of the
limiting aerodynamic derivatives are low, high feedback and/or crossfeed gains will be
required. The implications of this are listed below:

* If the basic values of the limiting aerodynamic derivatives are

low:

- High feedback and/or crossfeed gains will be required.

- Failures will tend to be violent.

- Redundancy requirements will be high.

- High authority controls will be required to avoid saturation.

* The feedback sensors should be gustproofed, e.g., ay instead of 8,
etc.

The limiting forms for the DFC response modes shown in Table 1 were derived (in
Ref. 9) by assuming infinitely high gain feedbacks, which of course is not practical in a
real-world situation. However, the results are of similar form to those for more prac-
tical, lower gains. Hence, the following observations based on the limiting forms in
Table 1 are generally applicable:

Even when the feedback and crossfeed gains are ideal, the DFC
response characteristics are limited by certain inherent aerody-
namic derivatives. For example, the bandwidth of the vertical
translation mode is limited by Z (aircraft heave damping), even if
the ai-craft is perfectly decoupled.

* The longitudinal and lateral modes are symmetrical, that is. the
form for normal acceleration and wings-level turn are identical, as
they are for pitch pointing and yaw pointing and for vertical
translation and lateral translation. Given that these forms are
identical, results obtained for lateral DFC modes may possibly be
extended to the longitudinal axis (and vice versa) assuming that
the piloting tasks are similar.

FLIGHT TEST EXPERIMENT

The purpose of the flight test phase of this program was to fill in gaps in the data
base as required to develop a handling qualities criterion. The scope of the flight test
program was quite limited and hence a systematic variation of parameters to define cer-
tain boundaries was well beyond the resources available. A more practical approach was
to take the hypothesis and disprove, validate, extend, or modify it based on the results
obtained in the flight test program.

1. Description of Flight Test

The primary task selected for the flight test was air-to-air tracking. This task was
ideal because the target motions could be tailored to exercise a broad spectrum of fre-
quencies in the tracking aircraft.

Due to structural limitations of the side force generators, the Princeton University
Variable Response Research Aircraft (VRA) has a maximum maneuvering speed of 105 kt --
well below typical air-to-air combat speeds. It was therefore necessary to adjust the
range between the target and attacker to make the fixed gunsi ght dynamics consistent with
a typical air combat encounter (see Ref. 9, page 20 for details).

The primary disadvantage of testing at speeds well below typical air combat speeds
CM - 0.8) is that it is not possible to correctly simulate the 0.8 M aircraft dynamics

and the pilot acceleration cues simultaneously. This may be seen from the equation for
sensed lateral acceleration (Ref. 8):

aycg - Uo(B + r) - go
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TABLE 1. IDEAL RESPONSES POR DIRECT FORCE CONTROL MODES

CONSTRAMnS L_,MTzG tFP S OF 71F'- Oz

Normal SZw U
Acceleration az 1; e

( = 0) w 5., u - 6T &L N"! u t= T
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13 _ U

Pointing az  E SL, u 
5

T be -
(aj) eL T

weu

Vertical NL-

Translation e 5e, U 6 T 3L ' - w
(a2) :ieT

Wings-Level ray _rp

Turn 0 5Y(Ay) 6 '- 5, -' A SF S

Yaw .. a z
Pointing _________ _ .,

Lateral N -V y.

Translation ________

(02) I SF  Q ( - Yv)
50SA

If the B and r responses are correct, the lateral acceleration will be scaled down by the
inertial speed Uo . In the present experiment we elected to maintain the integrity of the
sideslip and yaw rate responses at the expense of side acUeleration cues, which were
about a factor of 5 less than those corresponding to M = 0.80. This was done in accord-
ance with the notion that visual cues are more dominant than acceleration cues in air-to-
air tracking, and with the VRA's maximum lateral acceleration (0.5 g) capacity. Lateral
accelerations as high as 0.5 g were utilized frequently during the experiment. This
would translate to about 2.5 g at M - 0.8. There is a requirement for additional work to
determine: 1) if 2.5 g lateral a is reasonable with any kind of practical restraint;
and 2) the effect of reduced authdrity on pilot opinion. An informal discussion with an
Air Force pilot who flew the YF-16 evaluation up to a - 0.9 g indicated that large a
might be acceptable if the pilot could be appropriate'ly restrained. Also, McAllisteY
noted (Ref. 10) that a 1 g command was acceptable, but a 1 g failure transient was objec-
tionable.

The air-to-air tracking scenario was developed to maximize the probability of expos-
ing deficiencies in the tracking aircraft. This exposure was obtained by tracking a tar-
get aircraft whose heading varied in a random-appearing fashion corresponding to a power
spectrum concentrated in, but evenly spaced over, the frequency range of interest. I. A.
M. Hall developed such a signal in Ref. 11 for the purpose of identifying the frequency
response characteristics of aircraft in flight. The signal developed in Ref. 11 is shown
in Fig. 3. The frequency content of this input signal as given in Ref. 11 is shown in
Fig. 4. This signal was selected because it has adequate power at and above the roll
mode time constant of most fighter aircraft. The square wave was introduced as a hard-
over sipnal into the target aircraft lateral autopilot servo via a left/right command
switch controlled by the target aircraft pilot. This signal resulted in approximately
three-quarters of full aileron travel at the testing speed of 105 kt resulting in roll
rates of approximately 30 deg/sec. The pilot of the target aircraft selected le' id
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right signals via the schedule in Fig. 3 where the numbers are the length of time in
seconds that the switch was held in the left or right position. This was accomplished by
taping the sequence as audible right/left commands and playing it back to the target
pilot during each run.

The primary mode selected to test the bandwidth hypothesis was the wings-level turn
(A model. This mode was chosen primarily because it has considerable potential for
future DFC aircraft in air-to-air and air-to-ground application.

The approach taken to test the bandwidth hypothesis was to generate a series of con-
figurations with adverse and proverse roll and yaw coupling in the wings-level turn mode.
If the bandwidth hypothesis is valid, the pilot ratings should correlate with bandwidth
regardless of the type or magnitude of coupling. The configurations shown in Table 2
were developed based on this line of reasoning.

2. Measurement of Bandwidth From Flight Data

The Variable Stability Research Aircraft (VRA) was mechanized to have response char-
acteristics identical to those of the YF-16 control-configured vehicle (CCV) at a flight
condition of M = 0.80 at 20,000 ft. The dynamic characteristics of the configurations
listed in Table 2 were identified using a pilot-generated frequency sweep input through
the DFC controller. A typical DFC control input and the yaw rate response are shown in
Fig. 5. The DFC controller for the wings-level turn mode was rudder pedals in this
experiment. The yaw-rate-to-pedal transfer functions were obtained via Fast Fourier
Transforms with typical results as shown in Figs. 6-8 for the baseline case, as well as
the adverse and proverse yaw cases, respectively. The bandwidth of these configurations
was obtained by simply noting the frequency at which 45 deg phase margin or 6 dB gain
margin occurs. The measurement of heading to DFC controller input was extremely simple,
requiring only a pedal position transducer and a rate gyro.

The Cooper-Harper pilot ratings from the flight test experiment are plotted versus
heading bandwidth in Fig. 9 for the air-to-air tracking task using the wings-level turn
mode. The open symbols in Fig. 9 signify that variations in heading bandwidth were
achieved via yaw coupling, that is, the crossfeed gain from the DFC controller (pedal) to
the rudder was increased above its nominal value to achieve favorable yaw coupling and
below its nominal value to achieve unfavorable yaw coupling. The closed symbols in
Fig. 9 signify that the heading bandwidth was varied via changes in roll coupling (e.g.,
pedal to aileron gain). To the pilot, favorable yaw coupling appears as a tendency for
the nose to abruptly move in the direction of the commanded turn; whereas unfavorable yaw
coupling appears as a tendency for the nose to initially swing away from the commanded
turn. When flying a configuration with favorable roll coupling, the pilot will observe a
tendency for the aircraft to roll in the direction of the commanded wings-level turn.

TABLE 2. LIMITED FLIGHT TEST EXPERIMENT

Purpose

To check the validity of the bandwidth hypothesis.

Configurations (Total - 17)

* Wings-level turn (WLT) with minimal coupling (1 configuration)

* WLT with favorable roll coupling (2 configurations)

* WLT with favorable yaw coupling resulting in similar bandwidth to
the above roll coupling cases (2 configurations)

* WLT with unfavorable roll coupling (3 configurations)

" WLT with unfavorable yaw coupling resulting in similar bandwidth to
the above roll coupling cases (5 configurations)

* Lateral translation:

- Bandwidth less than F-16 (Yv " 0.2) (1 configuration)

- Greater than F-16 in bandwidth due to proverse yaw coupling (I
configuration)

Tasks

0 Air-to-air tracking using discrete series of inputs on target roll
rate to excite all DFC modes (Fig. 3)

* Formation flying -- lateral translation only

----h--um •mm l I•II li ]•i•mn
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Figure 7. Fourier Transformed Heading Response -- Configuration

WLT 4 (Adverse Roll Coupling)

Configurations with adverse roll coupling tend to roll away from the commanded wings-
level turn. On the whole, te data in Fig. 9 support the bandwidth hypothesis. That is,the pilot ratings are similar for aircraft with approximately equal values of heading

bandwidth regardless of the secnon of Le fins (coupling). For example, the
pilot rating for Configurations WLT4 and WLT15 (adverse yaw coupling) are approximately
the same as the pilot ratings for Configuration WLT13 (adverse roll coupling). As can be
seen from Fig. 9, all three of these configurations have approximately the same heading
bandwidth of between 0.7 and 0.8 rad/sec.

The rating data in Fig. 9 indicate that even the best wings-level-turn configurations
barely met the classical definition of Level I flying qualities (e.g., Cooper-Harper
pilot rating equal to or better than 3.5). However, when one considers that the task
involved tracking a target which was undergoing large and rapid bank angle reversals, it
is difficult to conceive of aa configuration that would correspond to the description of
a pilot rating of 3 ("minimal pilot compensation required for desired performance").

A summary of the flight test results is given below:

* The bandwidth hypothesis appears to be valid, e.g.,
- Yaw and roll coupling are rated equally when they occur at the

same bandwidth.

- Favorable coupling results in little rating degradation.

v Control ensitivity was found to be critical at elevated levels of
favorable coupling.

" Pilot acceleration was noted to be a problem for favorable coupling
even at the reduced levels of lateral acceleration used in this
flight test.

" The bandwidth required for Level I flying qualities was 1.25 and
for Level 2 was 0.55 rad/sec.*

:I *Level I implies a Cooper-Harper Piloting Rating of 3-1/2 or better and Level 2
implies a rating range between 3-1/2 to 6-1/2.
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" Use of conventional controls for gross maneuvering and DFC control
for fine tuning was found to be acceptable and even desirable.

* The bandwidth required for the path deviation task was 0.3 rad/sec
(formation). This is consistent with previous conventional mode
results as well as with the F-16 lateral translation results.

As noted above, the issue of control sensitivity had to be addressed especially at
elevated levels of favorable coupling. The pilots were allowed to vary the control sen-
sitivity during the experiment. It was found that for the favorable coupling cases (both
yaw and roll) non-optimal levels of control sensitivity led to severe degradations in
pilot rating. When the coupling was small or adverse there did not appear to be a
noticeable dependence of pilot rating on control sensitivity.

Pilot acceleration was noted to be a factor, especially for favorable roll coupling.
This was a consequence of the pilot's head being above the roll axis and hence would not
scale with flight speed. Some pilots objected to this more than others.

TENTATIVE SPECIFICATION

A tentative flying qualities specification based on the results discussed above is
given in below:

Dynamics

The response of the control variable defined in Table 4 shall have at
least 6 dB of gain margin and 45 deg of phase margin at w > _ rad/sec
(from Table 3) for Level 1 and rad/sec (from Table 3) for Level 2.

Control Authority

The control variable defined in Table 3 shall achieve a value equal to
or greater than for full CCV control input.

Acceleration of Pilot

Abrupt DFC inputs shall not produce pilot head or arm motions that
interfere with the appropriate tasks as defined in Table 3. Pilot
restraints shall not obstruct his normal field of view or interfere
with manipulation of any cockpit control.

A study of control authority was beyond the scope of this program, and hence has not yet
been determined. Values of bandwidth, which were shown to be imiting in the flight test
experiment, are presented in Table 3. The variable for which bandwidth is to be speci-
fied depends on the task being performed. An initial attempt to define the appropriate
variables based on the piloting tasks is presented in Table 4.

TABLE 3. BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENT IS TABLE 4. CONTROL VARIABLE DEPENDS ON
TASK DEPENDENT DETAILS OF TASK

Required Bandwidth Task Control Variable
Task (rad/sec)

Level 1 Level 2 Air to air tracking Pipper error for
_k > a 4

Tracking (CAT A) 1. 25 Q 55 R

e Air to air gunnery 6 orq/acceptable if

s Strating R
a Photo
s Dive ombing Air to ground tracking

s Pointing tasks P or

Path Deviation (CAT C) 0.30 0.10 - ring

SFormation - Phot

* A r to air refueling Flight path tasks Path angle

s Apprach -Dive bombing

Path Deviation Tasks and Path angle
Short Final and Landing 1.0 ? Landing
("CAT D")

V
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EXPERIMENTAL FLIGHT TEST PROGRA4S FOR IMPROVING COMBAT AIRCRAFT MANOEUVRABILITY
BY MANOEUVRE FLAPS AND PYLON SPLIT FLAPS

by

D. JACOB, D. WELTE, H. WONNENBERG

DORNIER GMBH
Postfach 142o
799 Friedrichshafen

SUMMARY

The paper describes two flight test programs which are currently in progress with the Alpha-Jet as test
vehicle.

In the first program the standard wing of the aircraft is replaced by a transonic wing with manoeuvre
flaps. Wind tunnel and flight test results are presented which show the increase in performance and
manoeuvrability based on the improved drag polars and buffet limits.

In the second program pylon split flaps are used to provide flat turn and side step manoeuvres by an
alternating deflection of the four left or right split flaps. A drag modulation mode is realized by
symmetrical deflection of all eight flaps.

1. INTRODUCTION

The German Ministry of Defense is currently sponsoring two aerodynamics and flight mechanics oriented
experimental flight test programs at Dornier which are based on the Alpha-Jet as a test vehicle. The pur-
pose of the programs is to show the improvements in manoeuvrability and performance which can be obtained
by replacing the standard wing by a transonic wing with manoeuvre flaps and by installing pylon split
flaps for direct side force control and drag modulation.

In the first program, called TST (Transsonischer TragflUgel = Transonic Wing),which incorporates a tran-
sonic wing with manoeuvre flaps (FPTg. 1), part oT the flight testing has already been completed, so that
first flight test results can be shown.

The flight tests of the second program called DSFC (Direct Side Force Control) will start later this year.
The pylon split flaps to be investigated in this program ar attTched To pylons on the standard
Alpha-Jet wing.

2. THE T S T - PROGRAM

2.1 General Information

The TST-program consists of the design, manufacturing and flight testing of a transonic wing with
manoeuvre flaps. The main purpose of the program is the investigation of the improvements in performance
and manoeuvrability obtainable by a transonic wing on a subsonic/transonic combat aircraft and the
development and testing of theoretical and experimental methods required for the design of future transonic
combat aircraft.

Specific points of interest are:

- 3-D effects on moderate aspect-ratio wings

- performance of a transonic wing in a broad CL-M-region

- effectiveness of manoeuvre flaps on a transonic wing

- the behaviour at and beyond the buffet boundary

Since a complete description of the design philosophy and the theoretical aid experimental work up to 1976
is published in reference /1/, only a short review of the background of the program is given here.

The program started in 1974 when the German Ministry of Defense (BMVg) awarded a contract to Dornier as
prime contractor and VFW-Fokker as subcontractor. It was joined by ONERA in 1975. Fig. 2 shows the parti-
cipating agencies and their main contributions. The DFVLR supported the program by a series of wind
tunnel tests.

Flight testing began in December 1980 and is currently continuing as a joint effort of Dornier and the
German Flight Test Center (BWB AFB LG IV and E-Stelle 61) in Manching. Since not all configurations have
been flown so far and since the already available data have not yet been completely evaluated, only
preliminary results can be presented. A final evaluation will be available next summer.

mmmm m m mmmi m u m
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2.2 Design Description

Compared with a conventional wing a transonic wing offers the following advantages either alternatively

or in combination:

* increased maximum flight velocities

* inreased lift coefficients at a given Mach number

results in: - increased tationary and non-stationary load factors

consequence: - improved manoeuvrability

- reduced vulnerability

* increased wing thickness

results in: - lower structural weight

- increased tank volume

consequence: - increased radius of action

* reduced sweep angle of wing

results in: - lower structural weight

- improved stall behaviour

consequence: - reduced landing velocity

The selection of the optimum design parameters depends on the requirements. In the TST-program the choice
was limited due to the following restrictions:

9 Cost and airplane availability considerations allowed only a replacement of the wing and no further
modifications. Since the tail could not be modified, the wing planform (sweep angle) had to be kept
constant (Fig. 3).

* An increased drag-rise Mach number could not be fully utilized due to thrust restrictions. Therefore,
a thicker profile was selected which could be generated without changing the existing wing spar (Fig.4).

Based on these considerations, the TST experimental wing shows the following differences to the wiyg of
the standard Alpha-Jet (Fig. 5):

e Transonic profiles
(thickness, approximately 20 % increased)

* Extended wing leading edge
(to improve area distribution)

* Manoeuvre flaps
(consisting of slats and 25 % single-slotted fowler-flaps).

Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the new TST-profile with the profile (modified RAE 103) of the standard
Alpha-Jet. With a thickness of 12.4 % at the root and 10.3 % at the tip it is approximately 20 % thicker
than the standard profile. It is designed such that the drag rise Mach number is not decreased at low lift
coefficients and increased at high CL-values.

The different slat and flap positions are described in Figures 7 and 8. The s andard Alpha-Jet has no slats
and 30 % single-slotted landing flaps with a fixed hinge-line. In the q = 32 -position both flaps have the
same extension of the wing planform.

On the current experimental flight test wing the flaps and slats cannot be moved in flight. Due to funding
restrictions it was decided to use fixed flap positions, which can be changed on the ground corresponding
to the five positions shown in Figures 6 - 8.

2.3 Results

The configurations described in the previous section have been designed by a series of theoretical and
experimental investigations. Most of the low speed tests have been performed by the DFVLR. In addition to
2D-transonic tests in the S3-Wind tunnel the ONERA contributed high-speed tests with a 1:10 model in their
S2-wind tunnel at a Reynolds number Re - 2.5 .106 (based on mean aerodynamic chord) and a full scale half-
model test in the S1-tunnel at Re = 4-- 25 ,10t. In the transonic Si-tunnel with its 8 m diameter test
section the actual half-wing of the airplane attached to a simplified fuselage could be tested. The wing
(Fig. 5) was equipped with the same devices used in the flight tests:

- static pressure tubes at 4 sections

(48 pressures in each section)

A - 20 kulite dynamic pressur probes in 4 sections on the upper side of the wing
i
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- a rotating pitot-rake for wake measurements at the trailing edge

- 5 accelerometers for buffet analysis

- 24 strain gages for load and buffet analysis

Flight tests began on December 12, 1980 with the clean configuration (flaps and slats retracted) and were
continued with the configurations qv = 5°/Qk = 320 (Fig. 8) and qv = 00 extended / k = 50 (Fig. 7). The
test data have only been partially evaluated, so that he folloging results describe mainly the clean
configuration with some additional data for the Qv = 5 /ik = 32 configuration.

As shown in Fig. 2, the flight tests are performed in cooperation with the German Flight Test Center (E-61)
in Manching. The flight envelopes for each configuration are opened by Dornier, while the majority of the
flights for performance and control evaluations is carried out by E-61.

In Fig. 9 flight test results for the TST and the standard Alpha-Jet are compared for the clean configu-
ration at Mach number M = 0.50, M = 0.70 and M = 0.825. The drag polars C (C ) of the TST were obtained
from steady flight data. Additional flight test points, derived from non-tationary manoeuvres, will be
added later on. As expected from wind tunnel tests the difference between TST and Alpha-Jet polars is
small at M = 0.5 but increases with increasing Mach number. At M = 0.825, which is close to the design
Mach number for the TST, the transonic wing has a considerably lower drag than the standard wing.

Fig. 10 shows good agreement of drag rise curves from flight tests and wind tunnel tests for the clean
configuration. As pointed out previously, the transonic wing was designed such that there is only a small
increase of the drag rise Mach number at small lift coefficients CL and a larger increase at larger CL.
It has to be kept in mind that the improved drag rise characteristic of the TST has been obtained with
a 20 % thicker wing!

In Fig. 11 the lift coefficient CL for buffet onset (or light buffet) is plotted as function of M.
In this figure buffet onset is defined as the point ( , CL) where the root mean value o- the wing root
bending moment CF reaches twice thq value it has at small angles of attack. The results were obtained in
the S2 wind tunnel at Re = 2.5 .1Db. The thicker transonic wing can reach higher buffet-free lift
coefficients than the standard wing. The additional increase which can be realized by manoeuvre flaps is
considerable.

Buffet curves derived from flight test results are shown in Fig. 12. The absolute values of these buffet
onset curves are somewhat lower than the values presented in Fig. 11. The difference between transonic
and standard wing is, however, similar in both figures. Aiming and manoeuvre limits lie, of course, at
higher lift coefficients for both wings.

The TST flight test curves based on pilot perception are supported by data obtained from wing tip accele-
rometer. The divergence point of the wing tip accelerometer agrees closely with the pilots impression of
buffet onset. A more detailed analysis of different buffet indicators is in progress.

In Fig. 13 the maximum lift coefficients for both wings are compared. For the clean configuration the
maximum lift coefficient of the transonic wing is increased by ACL = 0.04 relative to the standard wing,
while for the landing configuration the increase is ACL = 0.37 which is mainly due to the slat on the
TST. Similar to the Alpha-Jet the stall behaviour for both configurations is very good with early stall-
warning, symmetrical stall and full control in the stall region.

After the major aerodynamic results obtained from wind tunnel and flight tests have been describe. ne
corresponding improvements in performance and manoeuvrability have to be discussed.

Fig. 14 shows the radius of action of the Alpha-Jet-TST and the standard Alpha-Jet. The transonic wing
increases the radius of action considerably because of the following reasons:

- reduced drag

- increased wing thickness (increases internal tank volume)

- wing leading edge glove (also increases internal tank volume)

The maximum stationary load factors reached with the TST in flight tests are increased by approximately
I g in the complete altitude range (see Fig. 15).

Fig. 16 gives a comparison of non-stationary manoeuvre limits for a load factor of n = 7.5 at buffet onset.
The curves describe the maximum altitude for buffet-free flight at n = 7.5 as function of the Mach number.
They are based on the buffet onset curves of Fig. 12 for the clean wing and Fig. 11 for manoeuvre confi-
gurations. It is clearly seen that the transonic wing with and without manoeuvre flaps allows n = 7.5
manoeuvres at much higher altitudes or vice versa considerably larger non-stationary load factors at a
constant altitude.

The improved maximum lift coefflc,'nts at low speeds discussed in Fig. 13 lead to reduced corner speeds,
increased turn rates and reduced turn radii as shown in Fig. 17. The major improvement is obtained by
deflecting the TST manoeuvre flaps. Comparable figures for the standard wing in landing configuration are
non included because the flaps of the standard wing are not designed for loads corresponding to n = 4 g.

. 2.4 Conclusion

! "The flight test results described In the previous section indicate that a transonic wing with manoeuvre

1aour
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flaps offers substantial improvements in performance and manoeuvrability compared with the standard wing.

A more detailed analysis including a comparison of the complete flight test results with theoretical
results and experimental data obtained in different wind tunnels will be presented after completion of the
fIight test program. The theoretical and experimental experience gained in the TST program will facilitate
the effective design of future subsonic/transonic combat aircraft.

It is planned to continue the TST program with manoeuvre flaps which are automatically positioned in flight
such that an optimum increase in manoeuvre performance in the entire flight envelope can be realized.

3. THE DSFC - PROGRAM

Another research program, which is realized with an Alpha-Jet as test aircraft, will investigate the
effectiveness of pylon split flaps for direct side force and drag control purposes. When proposing this
paper to the program committee, we expected that first flight test results could be presented at this
meeting, too. But due to some additional unforeseen tasks of the provided test aircraft, one of the proto-
types, the begiii of the flight tests is retarded. Therefore, only some of the aims and technical aspects
of the program can be shortly discussed here; a detailed description was given already at an AGARD-FDP
Symposium /2/.

The pylon split flap arrangement at the Alpha-Jet enables th.: aircraft to use some CCV-techniques with
only few modifications and without a complex control system. Fig. 18 shows the arrangement which consists
of two flaps at each pylon. Using the first 15 mm of the rudder pedals travel for control of either the
four left or the four right flaps to produce left or right DSF. A control of all eight flaps simultaneous-
ly produces an effective drag control.

Fig. 19 shows the operational modes which can be realized with the system:

- side slip free change of the course with constant bank angle, which is faster than the conventional
heading change and does not disturb the moments equilibrium;

- side step manoeuvre at constant attitude for crosswind compensation and formation flight control
improvement;

- drag modulation for sudden decelerations in air combat, steeper approaches at sufficient engine thrust,
quicker deceleration from cruising to approach speed and glide-path control.

Different configurations of DSFC control surfaces were analyzed in the theoretical and experimental study

(Fig. 20):

- special control surfaces under the wing

- split flaps and spoilers at the pylons

- vertical canards

Fig. 20 shows the effectiveness measured in the wind tunnel of the different configurations.

The criterium to achieve an effectiveness as great as possible with small coupling moments and low tech-
nical complexity finally led to the decision to pursue the configuration with split flaps at the four
external store pylons.

Since the center of pressure of the pylon split flaps is situated near the aircraft center of gravity with
respect to the z and x-direction, it could be expected that with DSFC flap deflection no or only incon-
siderable coupling moments will occur, so that a coupling between DSFC and the conventional control sur-
faces is not necessary for the compensation of these moments.

Two configurations of the flaps, a longer and a short one, have been investigated by wind tunnel tests
with an 1:5 Alpha-Jet model. Fig. 21 shows the effectiveness of two representative flaps at the inner
station. The difference between flap I and 2 is caused by induced side-wash effects at the pylon, which
enlarges the effectiveness of flap I and reduces it for flap 2. The interference effects in roll, second
diagram of the Fig. 21, shows that both flaps are producing an opposite rolling moment. This fact has
been used to compensate the remaining coupling moments internally by a proper adjustment of the different
deflections of the four flips. Furthermore, the absolute values of the coupling moments are signifi-
cantly smaller for the shorter flaps and as the next Fig. 22 thows, also the hinge moments, which would
cause less hydraulic power for actuation.

A final evaluation of the wind tunnel results showed that with the shorter flaps even the same overall
effectiveness than for the longer could be realized with the control law of Fig. 23 including the com-
bined rudder deflection due to the corresponding pedal travel. The effective maximum side force coefficient
corresponds to a lateral acceleration of 0.4 g at VC = 400 kts.

The remaining coupling moments, due to non-linearities, request a simple artificial yaw, roll and pitch
damping equipment. The next Fig. 24 shows the effectiveness of the split flaps in drag producing which
creates twice the value of the normal air brakes with the same small nose-up pitch coupling moment.

The flight test program, which is envisaged to start in the very near future, should demonstrate the
expected improvement in manoeuvrability and aiming capacity. The flight tests are planned in two phases:

",mnm nninm mmm l miiim n
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one is to check-out and optimize the system itself and give some TirSt qualitative results, the second
phase will include gun firing and weapon release tests using this new equipment to show whether the
advantage are quantitatively significant enough to discuss a possible installation into the series
Al pha-Jets.
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MULTIVARIABLE CLOSED-LOOP CONTROL ANALYSIS AND
SYNTHESIS FOR COMPLEX FLIGHT SYSTEMS

by
David K. Schmidt

School of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Purdue University

West Lafayette, IN 47907
U.S.A.

SUMMARY
In this paper, a flight control system analysis and synthesis method is presented

that is intended to be especially suitable for application to vehicles exhibiting complex
dynamic characteristics. For such vehicles quantitative handling qualities specifications
are not usually available. However, handling qualities objectives are specifically intro-
duced in this method via the hypothesis of correlation between pilot ratings and the ob-
jective function of an optimal control model of the human pilot. Further, since aug-
mentation and pilot operate in parallel, simultaneous determination of the augmentation
and pilot-model gains is required. Desirable augmented dynamics are obtained for a
variety of complex systems and the method is experimentally verified in the case of
simple pitch-damper gain selection for optimum pitch tracking performance.

PREFACE

Clearly, in the design of flight vehicles, the piloted performance of these man-
machine systems and the difficulty of the piloting task is extremely important. The
ultimate measure of merit in this regard is the pilot opinion ration (P.O.R.) of the
vehicle's handling qualities. By means of an established rating method (i.e. the Cooper-
Harperl rating system), the pilot's subjective rating, considering performance and
difficulty factors, is quantified through flight tests and/or man-in-the-loop simulation.
The overall objective of this paper is to present a unified methodology for achieving
desirable man-in-the-loop performance of advanced, complex flight vehicle systems.

The two fundamental problems to be discussed here, generally stated, are

* On what quantitative factors does the pilot rating depend and how can the
pilot's opinion rating be analytically predicted?

" If a proposed vehicle is predicted to be unacceptable to the pilot, how should
the vehicle be modified to achieve maximum pilot acceptance or performance?

A multitude of vehicle-dependent factors are ultimately involved. They include

1. Instrumentation availability and information quality, or the machine-to-man
information interface

2. Control manipulator design or the man-to-machine information Interface and

3. The inherent dynamic properties of the pilot-vehicle system

In this paper we are primarily concerned with the latter very important area dealing not
only with the human element, but also with the aeronautical systems areas of flight
vehicle control systems analysis and synthesis with emphasis on systems of high order.

1. BACKGROUND

Historically, the pilot's opinion rating was almost completely dependent on the
vehicle's rigid body dynamics. The approach taken to solve the two fundamental problems
stated above was to correlate a host of pilot opinion data with these rigid body dynamic
characteristics (e.g., the frequency and damping of the various modes). 2 Acceptable
open-loop vehicle dynamic characteristics have then provided the vehicle designer the
specifications or design objectives.

This approach has been appropriate for vehicles exhibiting conventional dynamic
properties dominated by these rigid body modes. However, quantitative specifications
based on pilot opinion data are almost nonexistant for vehicles with non-conventional
dynamics resulting from foreign operating environments or radically new designs; for
example, control-configured vehicles (CCV's). Furthermore, the effects of dynamic modes
previously ignored, such as aeroelastic and control or display augmentation, have been
found to significantly alter pilot opinioi ratings from that "predicted" by simple rigid
body handling qualities specifications. 3- These effects become extremely important
when considering new large, flexible and/or highly augmented vehicles of the future.

An alternative approach to the open-loop method described above is that of analyt-
ically predicting the pilot rating by means of a pilot-vehicle model. The most notable
of these techniques, priginally applied to a VTOL hover task, was the "paper pilot"
proposed by Anderson.:' In this approach, as well as in later applications of the
"paper pilot", parameters in a describing-function pilot model of assumed form were
chosen to minimize a pilot rating metric, and this metric was empirically related to the
pilot opinion rating. This rating metric consisted of a measure of performance (e.g.,
rms tracking error) and a measure of pilot work load expressed, in this case, in terms
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of "lead" required In the pilot's describing function (see McRuer 6 ). In an assessment
of this technique7 , it was found that a pilot rating metric based on easily-,..asured,
closed-loop performance parameters correlated well with pilot rating in certain cases.
Other more recent efforts have been reported by Smith o , Onstott9 ,10, and Brulle &
Andersonll. These approaches also utilized a frequency response approach to modeling the
man-machine system dynamics, or a pilot describing function.

This fact is the fundamental difficulty with using these approaches for higher
order systems applications. The form of the pilot's describing function must be specified
a priori. For "conventional" vehicles and "conventional" piloting tasks this may be
possible. However, for radically new multivariable vehicles such as those cited previously,
the analytical pilot model is not well established. The pilot is known to adapt his gain
and form of equilization to the vehicle and task, and clearly, the accuracy of any analyt-
ical pilot rating prediction will depend on the validity of tne pilot-vehicle model. A
much more general model is required, a model which determines the pilot gains, equilization,
etc. for the vehicle and task in question.

2. PREDICTING PILOT RATING

Due to the multi-variable aspects of these new system concepts, an optimal-control
pilot model1 2 appears appropriate. This modeling approach has been utilized successfully
to predict piloted vehicle performance in numerous tasks, including low visibility
landingsl 3 , piloted aircraft system stability 1 4 , and to investigate display design. 1 5

The model1 2 is based on the assumption that the well-trained, well-motivated human
pilot adjusts his gains and compensation for the vehicle and task such that an objective
function, JD, is minimized subject to human limitations. Where

J = E i iT Qx +u Ru + Gu )d ; E(.) denotes expected value
p C T- 0 p p p P3

and Q, R, and G are selected weighting matrices, and the plant dynamics are modeled by
the linear relation

x = Ax + Bu + noise (2)P

The pilot's control vector is u, and the pilot's vector of (delayed) observations is

= Ci (t-T) + noise (3)

Furthermore, Hess 16 has shown that the optimal control model may be used for predic-
ting pilot opinion for simple vehicle (plant) dynamics and for the helicopter hover task.
He convincingly argues that if pilot opinion is driven by performance and work load, the
index of performance in the optimal-control pilot model, Jn, should reflect this, due to
the fact that Jp is expressed as rms (or quadratic) performance, control activity, and
control rates. The use of this modeling approach for pilot rating prediction allows for
a natural pilot rating 7etric via the pilot-model objective function. Proper selection,
based on a careful definition of the task, of the state and control weights (Q, R, and G)
in the objective function ultimately predicts a dynamic model for the pilot plus a pilot
rating. Since this objective-function/rating correlation provides a valuable tool for
handling qualities research and flight control synthesis, as used in the methodology to
be presented, validating it over a wide range of tasks and plant dynamics is appropriate.

To this end, an analysis of Arnold's (Ref. 17) simulation results for fourteen air-
craft configurations flight tested earlier by Neal and Smith (Ref. 3) has been completed.1 8

A fixed set of pilot model parameters were found for all cases in modeling the simulated
regulation task, and a strong correlation, shown in Figure 1, was obtained between the
cost function and rating. Furthermore, modeling the same fourteen configurations in the
tracking task used by Neal and Smith indicated reasonable correlation as well, considering
no experimental data is available from the Neal and Smith tests to check the pilot model
parameters in this case. Other results presented in Ref. 18 indicate that with the vehicle
and task properly modeled, an objective function/rating correlation is evident for highly
augmented aircraft and very flexible vehicles as well.

3. SYNTHESIS METHODOLOGY

Utilizing this rating hypothesis, a methodology for augmenting the man-machine system
dynamics to improve pilot acceptability has been proposed by Schmidt1 9 based on the
following analysis. Recalling the previous discussion on pilot ratings, if the smaller
the value of the pilot's objective function the better the pilot rating, then the best
augmentation will minimize the pilot's objective function J (defined in the optimal
control pilot model) as given in Eq. (1), or

( T TQ5F + UTR- T G ) (4)
Jp = E IT o +p Guu)dti

We shall choose then, as a reasonable performance index or objective function for
the vehicle augmentation system
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J =J + E lim T T FUdd (5)
Aug p tT- J 0c cti

or the pilot's objective function subject to a "penalty" on augmentation control energy,
U. The pilot-optimal control problem, as posed, is to determine the augmentation control
input that minimizes the above JAu subject to the "constraint" that the pilot will be
choosing t, to minimize JD. Note hat in solving this problem, two controls, p and Uc,
minimizing two different objective functions are to be found. The plant dynamics

described in terms of these two control inputs are

x = Ax + B U + B u + noise (6)pp cc

To be presented now is the original solution approach, along with a summary of pre-
vious results, after which an extension will be presented. Finally, we will conclude
with an experimental verification of this extended methodology.

3.1 ORIGINAL METHOD

Now the result obtained from the optimal control pilot model is that the pilot's
control input may be expressed as

TN a = -Kp x - 6p + noise (7)

when the scalar control is taken as stick deflection, for example, and TN is the
pilot's neuromuscular time constant (nominally 0.1 - 0.2 sec.),adjusted by adjusting
the weighting (G) on ip in the objective function. Further, * is the pilot's best estimate
of the system state vector. Now under the assumption that the pilot's control input could
be approximated by

T pN = -K x- 6p + noise (8)

where x is now the actual state vector rather than the estimate state, the solution to
the pilot-optimal augmentation control problem stated previously is (as in Ref. 19)

uc = -Kxx - 66 p (9)

This system structure may be represented as in Figure 2. Further, it was shown19 that
the gains K , Kx, and K6 may be determined by simultaneously solving two coupled Riccati
equations, one yielding the augmentation gains Kx and K6 and one yielding the pilot gains
p n the optimal control pilot model. It can also be shown that the above control law

is globally optimal via the theory of cooperative, non-zero-sum differential games. The
control strategy, known as a Nash equilibrium solution to the cooperative control problem,
or game, is known to minimize its cost function JAug subject to the constraint that up
is chosen to simultaneously minimize its cost function J Since the optimal-control
model is based on exactly this assumption, we may claim this to be the case for the pre-
diction of Up, and refer to this augmentation as "pilot-optimal".

In recent applications of this methodology2 0 ,2 1, the problem addressed was the analysis
and augmentation synthesis of the plant dynamics of the (air-to-air) tracking task. The
system included not only the flight vehicle rigid body and actuator dynamics, but the
display dynamics of lead-computing sights with a heads up display (HUD). In the cases
investigated, these display dynamics introduced primarily "numerator dynamics" in the
error-to-elevator (E(s)/ 6 E(s)) transfer function.

The objective of the investigation was to determine the augmentation of the high
order system, with the absence of handling qualities specification, to improve the tracking
performance, and maintain or improve pilot acceptance. In the process of doing so, a
perhaps more important and fundamental objective was to determine the most desirable high-
order plant or "controlled element" dynamics. Although improved pilot acceptance has not
been completely verified experimentally yet, correlation with previous work (Ref. 22) and
proper trends in parameters known to affect pilot rating (objective function magnitude,
amount of pilot lead required) were obtained. Also, based on linear systems analysis
techniques, rms tracking error, stick deflection, and stick rate (work load) was signifi-
cantly reduced. By parametrically varying the level of augmentation, we were also able to
establish trends in the desirable plant characteristics, and to relate these trends to
the asymptotic properties of linear, optimally-controlled systems. Simultaneously, we
were able to predict the changes in the human operator characteristics associated with
varying high-order plant characteristics.

The schematic for the display is shown in Figure 3, where the line of sight to the
target, 1, and the displayed lead angle, X, are as shown. With the linearized equations
of motion for the vehicle, the line of sight and displayed lead angle, and colored noise
representing the target motion, the model may be represented in the usual vector-matrix,
differential equation

x = Ax + B8t + noise (10)

with stick deflection 6st the control. For pitch tracking the state vector may be
taken as
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= , X, , e, 6, 6e]

and the system model is summarized in the table below.

Table 1

SYSTEM MODEL

PITCH TRACKING

Rel. Line of sight, 8 = fl(0, 0, YT ]

Target flight path, T = f2 (aT ) Error, c = X - 8

Target Acceleration aT- noise obs. Vector, Ty = [E, , X,]
n

Lead Angle, X = f4 ( or 8, 0, a, aT ) Qii = [16, 1, 0, 4]

Vehicle Dynamics - F-4E Short-period N= . sec.
dynamics M = .9; 10,00OFt

To aid in the system characterization we may note that the transfer function compatible
with that of the controlled element in a compensatory task is in this case

E(s)/6 st(s) = K(N 1 S3 + N2 s
2 

+ N3 s + NO) (11)

s (Tfs + l)(ras + 1)(s + 2wss + WSP

where N1 - N 4 are functions of vehicle characteristics as well as display characteristics.
Note in the denominator the vehicle short period and actuator dynamics, and a display
time constant Tf that depends on the type of sight considered.

Now, the empirically determined pilot's objective function for this task for a variety
of system dynamics was found

2
3 to be

= Ef4 li 1fT0(T Q F+ g s2 )dt (12)

with Q,, = [16, 1, 0, 4] and y defined above. In addition, the stick-rate weighting g
was selected to yield an effective neuromuscular time constant, TN, of 0.1 seconds.

Now, the pilot-optimal augmentation uc, is chosen to minimize the cost function

S= +E lim1 T fu 2dr (13)
c p I T-- T j10  .)

where in this case, uc is an effective stick deflection. So for various selected values
of control weighting, or f above, we generate a family of augmented systems.

The resulting system eigenvalues for an unaugmented and (various) augmented systems
with one particular lead computing sight equation are shown in Figure 4. The roots
(denoted by X's) vary from the unaugmented (labeled U) through augmented levels A, B, and
C(C being the highest augmentation gains considered). When the pilot closes the loop on
these systems, the resulting closed-loop system eigenvalues are denoted by the circled
data points. We have found that these trends are explainable, at least qualitatively,
i . terms of the asymptotic properties of the eigenvalues of optimally-controlled systems.
Further, with this methodology, we are able to quantitatively determine these specific
trends. Finally, predicted tracking performance for this case is shown in Table 2 below.

Table 2. AUGMENTED PERFORMANCE (rms)

Unaugmented Level Level Level

A B C

Tracking Error, e(deg, 3.05 2.50 1.12 0.31

Stick Deflection, 6 st(deg) 3.71 3.64 3.51 3.68

Stick Rate, st(deg/sec) 7.33 6.64 5.36 5.10

oa T= 5g's, D = 1000 ft.

Consider now the application of this methodology to a vehicle system with a different
display. In this case, the sight equation results in a much less dynamic display almost
representative of a fixed sight. This is closer then to pure pitch tracking with only
airframe dynamics included. The trend in augmented short-period eigenvalues in this case
is shown in Figure 5. Note the difference in this trend from that in the previous figure,
or the effect of the sight dynamics on the optimum vehicle dynamicsl Also shown Is the
comparison of these (vehicle short period) results with those of Hollis.

2 2 
In his analysis,

Hollis determined the vehicle augmentation yielding the best pilot rating via the "paper-
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pilot". Pitch rate and plunge acceleration were used for augmenting only the vehicle with
a fixed sight (with no display dynamics). It is seen that the results are in general
agreement with the trend determined by Hollis' consideration of several sets of vehicle
dynamics.

The more challenging problem of pilot-vehicle analysis and augmentation for a multi-
axis air-to-air tracking task has also been considered. 1 The dynamics of the system, as
in the pitch tracking analysis in the previous section, include both vehicle and display
dynamics. However, the flight condition to be considered is a highly banked turn with a
normal load factor of four (i.e., 4 g turn). This involves several issues not frequently,
and in some cases never, considered in previous investigations of pilot-vehicle dynamics.
These extenuating issues result from the significant amount of unsymmetrical coupling
between the elevation and azimuth axes of the system and the multiple control inputs
involved (i.e., elevator, aileron, and rudder).

The open- and closed-loop root loci as augmentation level increases from unaugmented
(denoted by U) to higher levels of augmentation (denoted 1-4) are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
The first figure shows the (primarily) longitudinal eigenvalues (recognizing this system
actually has coupled longitudinal and lateral-directional modes), with the second figure
depicting the (primarily) lateral-directional roots. As with the pitch tracking results
above, the augmented system roots are denoted as "X" and the piloted closed-loop roots
are denoted as "0". Finally, the sight equation Is-that resulting in the less dynamic
display, as previously discussed.

Examination of the longitudinal root locus shows that the trends are changed only
slightly from those obtained in the single-axis pitch-tracking analysis. However, the
close proximity of the open-loop roots to the closed-loop roots for the unaugmented
plant (U),as well as the level-two augmented plant (2), indicate less compensation being
introduced by the pilot than in the single-axis case, due to his limited bandwidth and
a much more complex task.

Finally, note again that the predicted improvement in tracking performance due to
Level 2 augmentation is significant, as shown in the table below.

Table 3

AUGMENTED SYSTEM

RMS PERFORMANCE

Tracking Error (deg) Control Inputs (in) Lateral Accelerational

Elevation Azimuth (ft/sec
2

EL AZ Est Ast Rped a

Unaugmented 1.78 1.72 0.23 0.15 0.10 0.78

Augmented 0.54 0.20 0.19 0.11 0.06 0.25

3.2 EXTENDED METHOD

The above encouraging results were obtained under two important assumptions

1) The pilot's compensation resulting from state estimation has little effect on
the optimal augmentation

and

2) The augmentation implementation allows full-state feedback

Now assumption 2 is never true. A much more realistic control law is linear feedback of
easily measured outputs such as pitch rate and accelerations, or a control law of the
form

Uaug EYoutput

and (14)

Youtput , CXvehicle

Furthermore, we will show that assumption 1 is untrue as well. Finally, correlation
with this extended approach with fixed-base simulation results will be demonstrated.

As shown in Ref. 24, the solution is as follows. Recall that the control pilot's
input is given (from the optimal control model) as

u -K x - Kuu + vm

or .m(15)

up -[Kx:K
u ] X + m
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where vm Is the motor noise vector with zero mean and intensity Vm and is col [x, Up

If the original system is x = Ax + Bu + Dw, the dynamics of the plant with the
pilot's control included is given by:

0=[A + [Ix KuI +[Bu+ [D ] (16)

YS = [C s OI (augmentation measurement)

Also, the state estimation dynamics of the pilot is represented by

A [As Bui fMt i( (17)
x = K + 2 - x) + ; Y = C p (t-r) +[K KuJ PJ~ P.A P pP

where As = A + BECs, and M1 2 are Kalman filter gains. So we wish to find the optimal
controller us = Eys which m nimizes the index of performance:

= m + E l TT 1 u U d (18)s f o s st

and J as given previously, subject to the constraints

A B 0 0B -
0 K K q0 0 vm (19)

q = - -q + -- s -- --- --- -- )

M C 0 As+MIC B 00 Ml

M2C p  0 Kx-M 2Cp Ku  0 M2

Y [C S 0 0 01 q

with VP toe pilot's oberservation noise vector.

Now Js can be written as

E f lim 1 T(qT q + us Fs)dt I- o 0 Q2

with (20)

[ Q 0 -- 0 0 10 Q2 0 0 KTGK KTGK

0 0 KT GK K TGK[X u u

And more compactly, we have

q A 1 1  A 1 2 B]u D
A2 1  A2 2  0 Do0 D2 ] (21)

Ys " [c2  O]
where the newly introduced matrices have obvious structures from the above relationships.

This system of equations with the constraint

us . Eys  (22)

defines the suboptimal output feedback problem.25 ,2 6  The necessary conditions for
optimality based on first variation principles gives the following expression for
the gain trx E

T T
E -F- I [B 0] H*L* C 2 ([C2  0]L )- (23)0 0

with H and L positive definite unique solutions of

I-
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r oI roT
ATM + MA c  + %E+ =2  (24)
o [ Q 0 0

and

AL' + LA + (25)
cD o  D2  0 DT

where WT = diag EW, Vm, Vp I (the noise covariance matrices)

and1 a n A l l + B 2 E C 2  A I 2 1 
( 6Ac = (26)

A21 A2 2

The matrix L is the covariance matrix for the entire system and it is given by:

[ Ll1 LI21 LI I = E [ xx T ] (state covariance) (27)
L = 2 Lj L12 = EExjT1= L22 E [ J ] (state estimate covar(ance)

Rewriting E in partitioned form we get

E* =_FlBT8 H 11 T (0 L 0T )- 
1FB 812 L C (0 L C T (28)-B2  11I1 2 2 11I22 1 2 1 2 2 LII12F 211 C2 ) 28

or *
E = E1 + E2  (29)

As we can see, two terms contribute to the total augmentation gain matrix. The
first term is due to the plant (vehicle) dynamics, where the second is due to the plant
and (pilot's) estimator dynamics. This shows that we can not a priori neglect the
pr-esence of the pilot's estimator in the synthesis of the optimal stability augmentation
system, or assumption 1 stated previously is false. Furthermore, if we assume that the
augmentation has a full-state feedback structure (or assumption 2 were true) we would
have

h 2 - I (identity)
I

and the gain matrix E becomes

E= -1 TH - I T H L L (30)
2 11 H 1 2  12 11

Only the first term on the right hand side of the relation is the result from the original
method. The second term represents the contribution to the total gain (E

*
) of the

estimator In the pilot model.

This extended methodology is now applied to "predict" the optimal pitch rate feedback
gain for a T-33 aircraft in a position tracking task. The results will be compared to
experimental data obtained from fixed-base digital simulations.

2 7

The short period dynamics of the aircraft in level flight at Mach= 0.5 and
altitude 15,000 ft, is given In state variable form as

-0.1 0 0 0 0 1
0 = 1 (31)
= 0 -1.0524 -3.01 -14.5164. (

0 0 1. -1.384J 1-0.843 J 0

where the commanded pitch angle is given by the relation:

6e . bec + , w white noise process, zero mean, intensity a (
b c W(32)

Wb - 0.1 (break frequency)

The state vector is xT [0 , e, 4, a] and the total elevator control is the sum,
6p + 6s, of pilot's and aug~entation inputs, respectively.

The indices of )erformance to be minimized by 6p and 
6
C are

J - E T JU 0  - 8 )2 + 0.002 A ]d

P T ( T 20c-ptjuis. o+'m1j (33)
SJs Jp + 0mi .o dt3

I..0.6d

.3
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The pilot is able to perceive position error information (0 0) and the augmertation
measurement is pitch rate @ only, thus: c

p Vp
(34)

ys = [O 0 1. 0]

The table contains the augmentation gains predicted with and without inclusion of the
pilot's state estimation.

Table 4. PITCH RATE FEEDBACK GAIN

Predicted Gain with Estimator Predicted Gain Without Estimator,

in Pilot Model In the Pilot Model

-0.24 o.09(!)

The importance of the effect of state estimator is underscored. The optimal gain obtained
by neglecting the estimator actually decreases pitch damping. As it can be seen from
Figures 8 and 9, the predicted gain and the gain obtained from experimental data produce
very good agreement for the best pilot rating. Finally, note the correlation between
pilot rating (Figure 8) and the sum of the rms error plus stick rate-or "quadratic
objective function"-obtained from simulation (Figure 9).
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INTEGRATION OF AVIONICS AND ADVANCED CONTROL TECHNOLOGY
by

M. E. Waddoups
Director, Technology Demonstrations

and
C. A. Anderson

Vice President, Engineering
General Dynamics
Fort Worth Division

P. 0. Box 748
Ft. Worth, Texas 76101

SUMMARY

Two seemingly exclusive requirements, low-cost tactical
fighters and night under-the-weather operations, are being
merged by means of advanced technology. The key operational
problem is forced by the extremely difficult timeline for low-
altitude, high-speed, air-to-surface weapon delivery. The in-
herent economy of single-seat operation can be developed by au-
tomation. The key technological problems are caused by the lack
of volume in a small fighter. In order to achieve automation of
the required tasks, flight path control and sensor interfaces
must be developed. Based upon emerging hardware and software
technology, flight control and avionic subsystems can be opti-
mized and integrated to achieve capability previously unavail-
able in small fighters. The AFTI/F-16 test-bed aircraft, in
which the subject technology will be flown as a subset, is now
approaching first flight.

(NOTE:The complete text of this presentation was not available
at the time this Proceedings was sent for printing.)

THE CHALLENGE
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h 'FIGURE 1
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TOMORROW'S DEMONSTRATOR IS PREPARING
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Enhanced Piloting Control Through Cockpit Facilities and A.C.T.

by

D.J.Walker P.W.J.Fullam
British Aerospace P.L.C. and Flight Systems Department
Kingston-Brough Division Royal Aircraft Establishment

Brough, North Humberside Farnborough, Hampshire

U.K. U.K.

1. SUMMARY

The last decade has seen major developments for directly improving combat manoeuvrability in
the field of aerodynamics, avionics, thrust vectoring and control systems. Unchanged however, is
the pilot and to make the most of these technological improvements the relationship between man and
machine must receive particular attention. It was with this aspect in mind that, as part of its
studies into future aircraft design, BAe Brough embarked on a flight programme with the RAE using
their A.C.T. Hunter to complement the ground based advanced cockpit evaluation facility at Brough.

This paper concentrates on the manoeuvring aspects of this work arid covers total loop control,
advanced cockpit, flight control programme and specific activities.

The latter item elaborates on the following activities from the flight programme: General
manoeuvring, force sidestick, depressed roll axis, non-linear pitch controller and carefree
manoeuvring.

2. INTRODUCTION

A joint RAE/BAe flight research programme has been stimulated by a desire to improve, through
flight control, the performance of the pilot aircraft combination in carrying out the range of tasks
demanded of a modern combat aircraft.

Although the joint activity specifically concerns RAE's ACT aircraft Hunter XE 531, it is the
intention here to show how this work relates to advanced cockpit programmes such as the one being
pursued at BAe ?rough. Futhermore the concept of total loop control (see Section 2) has been an
important consideration in the design and implementation of the experiments. A cockpit programme
covers many areas of study including seat design, switches, displays, safety etc. but the primary
areas of commonality with the Hunter programme concern inceptors and HUDs (Fig.l).

The scope of this paper is thus total loop control, advanced cockpits and the Hunter flight
programme with emphasis on manoeuvrability aspects.

3. TOTAL LOOP CONTROL

It is important to recognise that to give a pilot proper control of his aircraft in a maneouvring
sense, then design of the control system must encompass the entire loop around the pilot or, more
correctly around the piloting task (Fig.2). This is particularly so with modern control systems which
can be tailored to suit the task under consideration - which itself can be automatically sensed by the
system in numerous ways, both directly and indirectly.

Total loop control begins with a broad specification of the piloting tasks in terms of
manoeuvrability, handling and display requirements. The ptor wi'th its variable shaping, the
control laws which convert direct and feedback signals in fesired response, and the visual
gjispys are all then related; they can each be varied electrically and strictly should alT---
une together. However, despite this ability to optimise the control system for any given task, so

numerous are the tasks demanded of a modern combat aircraft that the main objective of flight testing
is to achieve an efficient yet tolerant system which needs as few mode changes as possible so as not
to over complicate the software. There are inevitably compromises, but from the work done so far on
Hunter XE 531 it would appear that some of these can be surprisingly acceptable.

It should be noted that the combat task will inevitably involve control of the vehicle at the
boundaries of the flight and structural envelopes where the pilot needs to be aware of his proximity
to these limits. The control system design must ensure both desirable handling and departure
protection in order that all possible combat advantages may be achieved.

4. ADVANCED COCKPIT

The cockpit is the pilot's interface with his aircraft and the outside world (Fig.3). Clearly
there are basic ground rules to be used to ensure that it is suitable for the tasks of a combat
aircraft. Manoeuvrability, the subject of this symposium is of prime consideration and obviously
field of view, displays, seating, operational systems, inceptors and handling are all important
factors (Fig.4). (The relationship between manoeuvrability and handling seen here is that the
manoeuvring potential of the aircraft cannot be properly exploited by the pilot without good handling.)

An active control system contributes to the cockpit design in several ways. It is important that
the pilot's attention is not dominated by having to fly the aircraft, and this is particularly
important in air to air combat. Here ACT is able to automatically prevent the aircraft from
manoeuvring beyond safe limits, whether they be aerodynamic or structural. Care has to be taken,
however, that the envelope provided is not more restrictive than an experienced pilot could use merely

-p because of ill chosen laws. As indicated above, good handling is just as essential near to the
manoeuvre boundary as in any other part of the flight envelope. ACT is able to provide this.
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As demonstrated so well by the F16, ACT also gives the designer freedom to locate what can now
be a miniatbre inceptor either in the centre or at the side of the cockpit thus greatly assisting in
display location. Results from the Hunter flight programme indicated that a force stick in particular
can offer improvements in manoeuvre response.

Displays are another cockpit facility which sould integrate with the flight control system.
The many parameters involved in, for example, energy management make this a difficult subject to
present and there are many candidates. In any type of guidance or management system however,
experiments have shown that the best results are obtained when the influential parameters on the
display are under direct rather than indirect control of the pilot.

What could be considered as an extreme case of control complementing display requirements is in
air to air combat when in fact the pilot has not the time to refer to a display; here the control
system can provide him with a safe flight envelope i.e. carefree manoeuvring.

5. FLIGHT CONTROL PROGRAMME

A joint RAE/BAe programme was set up between Farnborough Flight Systems Dept. and Brough to
research into flight dynamics aspects of an actively controlled aircraft Hunter XE 531 (Fig.5). This
aircraft is a two seater, the experimental right hand cockpit (Fig.6) area having been provided with
a quadruplex full authority analogue active system in all three axes. A safety pilot with
conventional controls is retained in the left hand seat and this makes a versatile research and
demonstration vehicle.

The programme so far has comprised of an initial piloting evaluation, force sidestick and
conventionally shaped centre stick evaluation, and currently new control laws and other stick
configurations are being assessed (Fig.7). With the addition of discrete micro-processors, the
programme will then move onto research into more new control laws including those necessary for
carefree flying, some of which will be related to system architecture. It is quite wrong to suppose
that with the advent of high agility wide envelope fighters that flight control work is necessary
only at the boundaries. The majority of the tasks will still be within the broad 'centre' of the
envelope (see Figure 8).

The programme has a recognised experimental procedure (Fig.9) in which ideas are processed through
various stages of simulation to become suitable for flight. The analysis is carried out using a
combination of classical control theory and time plane responses. The first stage of piloted
simulation is an 'ergonomic' rig (Fig.lO) based at Farnborough 4n which much preliminary optimisation
can be carried out before moving on to the full simulation facility. Some examples of the rig work
are shown in Figure 11 which shows the crosstalk generated when a pilot tries to apply pure single
axis inputs with a fixed sidestick. Also shown are typical force signatures to operate the stick
switches. It should be noted that these effects do not always appear to cause significant problems in
the air because of the extra feedback available to the pilot in the real situation. They do however
represent a spurious compensation task which can be minimised by careful inceptor design.

Full pilot-in-loop simulation is carried out on the general purpose facility at BAe Hatfield
(Fig.12). Although the cockpit is not fully representative of the Hunter, the HUD facility is common
and efforts are made to make the seat/stick geometry close to that on the aircraft. The simulation
tasks are matched as closely as possible to those of the aircraft, which itself is representative of a
combat aircraft (see Figure 13).

6. SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

In this section, results relevant to the subject of this symposium will be discussed.

6.1 General Manoeuvring

Hunter XE 531 has a rate demand flight control system in the primary 'up and away' axes of
pitch and roll, with in effect direct rudder and limited authority yaw dampina Thus the
aircraft basically obeys gyrometric control laws and as such will manoeuvre differently from a
conventional aircraft. This fact has been commented upon by the pilots (Ref. 1), and as a
generalisation the effect seems to be nether good nor bad, just different. There are
exceptions and a purpose of the flight progranme is to identify possible problem areas. For
the control designer there is a conflict of choice for roll axis between that to optimise fine
tracking and the usual axis alignment for gross manoeuvring (see 6.3). Also, and common for any
combat aircraft, there is a conflict between the desired pitch response for fine tracking and
for gross manoeuvring (see 6.4).

6.2 Force Sidestick

A Lear Siegler force sidestick with a General Dynamics specified grip has been flown in
the side position on Hunter XE 531. This equipment is identical with that of the early models
flown in the production F16, having minimal compliance. Initial testing tended to support the
critics of this type of controller and a PIO on take off was experienced (see Fig.15), though
this was readily recovered by the safety pilot. An intensive simulation exercise followed
which eventually resulted in improved stick signal electrical shaping, but to satisfy the need
for effectiveness over the range of tasks tabled previously two sets of curves emerged - one
more suited to take-off and landing, the other to 'up and away' flight (see Fig.16). In
addition there still remained a tracking versus manoeuvring conflict in terms of stick
sensitivity and absolute forces. Primarily because most of the flying would be 'up and away',
that shaping was selected but such was its acceptability in flight (compared with more critical
simulation results) that it was eventually successfully used for takeoff and landing. Thus
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with this force stick, shaping is critical, but a single shape solution was found that was
linked and tolerant to the range of tasks.

6.3 Depressed Roll Axis

A simple gyrometric roll demand system with its axis approximately parallel to fuselage
datum will result in marked pendulous motion of the target when fine tracking with a depressed
aiming point (necessary because of factors such as lead time and gravity drop). However, for
normal manoeuvring a roll axis may be achieved close to wind axis by means of roll/yaw
crossfeeds etc. In the current Hunter programme a control law is being assessed which
constrains the aircraft to roll about an axis depressed some 4 deg. below flight path datum,
limited to small perturbations only. This limitation is due in part to. surface limitations
(see below) but primarily avoids the large variations in lateral acceleration which would
otherwise occur during rapid full rolls.

The programme is still being flown, and the initial results are encouraging (see Fig.17).
However, because the means of implementation which is through a roll rate demand to rudder
crossfeed, one has to be aware of structural limitations due to the increased sideslip and
rudder angle required (see Figure 18).

6.4 Non-Linear Pitch Response

For gross manoeuvring a rapid aircraft normal acceleration response is required, whereas
for fine tracking a relatively sluggish response is required - and this has emerged as a somewhat
fortuitous benefit of limited authority autostabilisers, but only around Ig. It is intended
that the non-linear pitch filter currently being flown on Hunter XE 531 provides a response
which not only varies with size of fore and aft stick input but is able to operate about a datum
which shifts during a steady manoeuvre. Simulated responses are shown in Fig.15.

Although the control law is undergoing some optimisation in the current flight programme,
acquisition and tracking during air to air manoeuvres has been significantly improved.

6.5 Carefree Manoeuvring

This is an important area which has been referred to earlier in this paper.

Although a simulator programme has been carried out, this feature is not due for
implementation on the aircraft until next year. Of the candidate systems considered, the one
selected incorporates an angle of attack limiter based upon that produced for the NASA F8
programme (Ref. 2). Briefly, the limiting system operates full time in parallel with the normal
pitch control system, and that which demands the greater nose down elevator is automatically
selected. Some changes from the F8 system have been made to improve handling near to tie
manoeuvre boundary. The main advantages of this system are considered to be its relatively hard
limit and constant handling qualities up to the limit.

Flight assessments will also include any possible boundary penetration, a facility offered
by the well known depature and recovery characteristics of the Hunter, and will provide
opportunities to compare different handling characteristics in this region.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The need for interrelated cockpit/displays/controls design aimed at optimising pilot task
performance is seen as the basic for an experimental programme encompassing pilot inceptor, cockpit
display and control law design and flight assessments. The programme described offers valuable insight
into task control problems widely applicable to modern aircraft.

Refs. 1 RAeS Lecture, London 1979
A.J. Leng and R. Searle

2 F8 Digital CCV Control Laws
G.L. Hartman, J.A. Hange, R.L. Hendrick
NASA CR-2639 (1976)

*
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF CRYOGZN1C WIND TUNNELS AND THEIR APPLICATION
TO MANEUVERING AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY

by
E. C. Polhamus and R. P. Boyden
NASA Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA 23665 U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Because of the strong influence of Reynolds number, Mach number, and aeroelasticity
on the aerodynamics of combat aircraft in the high angle-of-attack range encountered dur-
ing maneuvers, the unique capabilities of the new cryogenic wind tunnels offer the air-
craft designer important new capabilities for validation of his design methodology as well
as the ability to isolate various effects. This paper, therefore, discusses the cryogenic
wind tunnel relative to its potential for advancing maneuvering aircraft technology.

The first portion of the paper consists of a brief overview of the cryogenic wind-
tunnel concept and the capabilities and status of the Langley cryogenic facilities.
Included in this part is a review of the considerationis leading to the selection of the
cryogenic concept such as capital and operating costs of the tunnel, model and balance
construction implications, and test conditions ard will be related to requirements spe-
cifically associated with maneuvering aircraft technology. Typical viscous, compressi-
bility and aeroelastic effects encountered by maneuvering aircraft are illustrated and
the unique ability of the cryogenic wind tunnels to isolate and investigate these param-
eters while simulating full-scale conditions is discussed. The status of the Langley
cryogenic wind-tunnel facilities is reviewed and their operating envelopes described in
relation to maneuvering aircraft research and development requirements.

The final portion of the paper reviews the status of cryogenic testing technology
development specifically related to aircraft maneuverability studies including force
balances and buffet measurement techniques. Included are examples of research carried
out in the Langley 0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Wind Tunnel to verify the various
techniques.

SYMBOLS

A aspect ratio
A/C aircraft
b wing span, meters
c mean geometric chord, meters
Croot root chord, meters
CA axial-force coefficient
CL lift-force coefficient
Cm pitching-moment coefficient
CN normal-force coefficient MD
CB,D dynamic wing-root bending-moment coefficient, qS

D balance diameter, centimeters
f frequency, hertz
g acceleration due to gravity

k reduced frequency parameter, 4-, radians

wind-tunnel reference size, meters
M free-stream Mach number
MD time averaged rms value of dynamic wing-root bending moment, newton-meters

l.FF(n) nondimensional fluctuating pressure parameter
NF normal force, newtons
Pt stagnation pressure, newtons/meter 2 or atmospheres
q free-stream dynamic pressure, newtons/meter

2

Ra Reynolds number based on c
S reference wing area, meter

2

S.L. sea level
Tt stagnation temperature, kelvin
V free-stream velocity, meters/second
W airplane weight, newtons
aangle of attack, degrees
B angle of sideslip, degrees
W angular frequency, 2rf, radians/second

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years interest in greatly expanded maneuvering envelopes of combat aircraft
has increased as a result of technology advances that provide both controllability and
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high levels of maneuver lift at angles of attack well beyond the normal stall limit of
earlier generations of aircraft. Representative of the technology advances involved are
automatic departure and spin prevention systems, the development and exploitation of the
"controlled separation" concept by various forms of vortex lift maneuver devices, appli-
cations of advanced variable camber concepts, use of thrust vectoring and direct lift and
side-force generation, and various "multiple lifting surface" concepts. The expansion of
the operational angle-of-attack range of combat aircraft associated with these technology
advances is accompanied by an increased exposure to flows that are highly Reynolds number
dependent such as, for example, fuselage forebody cross-flows particularly with respect
to noncircular cross-sectional shapes, symmetric and asymmetric vortex breakdown phenom-
ena associated with vortex maneuver lift concepts, and a variety of induced flows result-
ing from the interactions of vortices shed from various components. The complexity of
the high angle-of-attack flow phenomena is increased further by the fact that the high
thrust-to-weight ratios of most modern combat aircraft allow the high angle-of-attack
penetrations to be performed at high subsonic speeds introducing strong shock boundary-
layer interactions.1 ,2

In order to fully exploit the concepts for improved combat maneuverability, improved
design capabilities are needed with regard to both computational and experimental aero-
dynamic methods of simulating the full-scale Reynolds number characteristics of the com-
plicated flows. The new cryogenic wind tunnels with their high Reynolds number capabili-
ties and unique operating envelopes offer the possibility of greatly improved experimental
capabilities. The purpose of this paper is to describe the development of cryogenic wind
tunnels, to indicate some of the ways in which they may be used for combat maneuverability
research and development, to illustrate some of the developments in cryogenic wind-tunnel
technology, and to describe some of the remaining problem areas.

2. THE CRYOGENIC TUNNEL CONCEPT

Ten years ago, in October of 1971, a small group of researchers and technicians at
the NASA Langley Research Center began a cryogenic wind-tunnel technology development
program that led to the current interest and application of the concept to new transonic
facilities having high Reynolds number capabilities and unique operating envelopes. The
primary advantages of the cryogenic concept can be described with the aid of figure 1
where three methods of increasing the Reynolds number capability of a wind tunnel are
shown in relation to the drive power required. For transonic tunnels, increasing size
alone to obtain full-scale Reynolds number capability is prohibitive from both the drive
power requirements and the cost of the tunnel. The pressure tunnel approach, while some-
what less prohibitive, also requires large drive power increases as well as undesirably
large dynamic pressures which translate into large model and balance loads. The prob-
lems associated with these two approaches result from the fact that they increase the
Reynolds number by increasing the inertia force. The cryogenic approach avoids these
problems by providing large decreases in the viscous force while the inertia force, for a
constant Mach number, remains constant. With regard to drive power it can be seen that
the reduced velocity at constant Mach number resulting from the reduction in sound speed
with decreasing temperatures actually reduces the power requirements as Reynolds number
increases. This characteristic makes the highly desirable continuous-flow fan-driven
tunnel a practical option in place of the intermittent "stored energy" approaches pre-
viously being considered for new high Reynolds number transonic tunnels.

Because of these and other advantages, researchers at Langley initiated an extensive
cryogenic wind-tunnel technology program resulting in the National Transonic Facility
(NTF) which is nearing completion. The research and development program leading to this
new facility can be briefly summarized with the aid of figure 2 which presents photo-
graphs and basic characteristics of the three Langley cryogenic wind tunnels.

Shortly after the initial analytical studies of the concept in the autumn of 1971,
an existing scale model of a low-speed wind tunnel was insulated and modified for cryo-
genic operation which began in January 1972. It was in this model tunnel that the basic
concept for cooling, that of spraying liquid nitrogen (LN2 ) at about 78 K directly into
the tunnel circuit was developed and complete evaporation of the LN2 demonstrated down to
a tunnel temperature of 80 K. Many of the practical considerations associated with the
development of a cryogenic wind tunnel were investigated and a few critical aerodynamic
experiments were made in such areas as, for example, boundary-layer simulation in cryo-
genic gaseous nitrogen and the use of a water-jacketed strain-gage balance for force
measurements.

The encouraging results of the analytical and experimental studies were reported
during the AIAA 7th Aerodynamic Testing Conference in September of 1972, 3 and following
additional analytical studies, including the investigation of "real gas" effects and its
important conclusion that gaseous nitrogen is a valid transonic test medium,4 ,5 a deci-
sion was made in late 1972 to build a pressurized transonic cryogenic "proof-of-concept"
tunnel 6 shown by a recent photograph in the center of figure 2. This highly successful
"proof-of-concept" tunnel began operation in the autumn of 1973 and later was converted
to a research facility and designated as the 0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel. This
facility, which can operate at pressures up to 6 atmospheres, was designed and con-
structed "in-house." After a series of critical aerodynamic proof-of-concept tests7 and
a broad cryogenic wind-tunnel technology program, the cryogenic wind-tunnel concept was
selected in 1975 for the new U.S. National Transonic Facility shown in the lower photo-
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graph of figure 2. This unique high Reynolds number facility, which is to serve the
needs of NASA, DOD, industry, and universities, is nearing completion at its Langley site
and is expected to begin shake-down runs in early 1982.

3. THE NATIONAL TRANSONIC FACILITY

The National Transonic Facility8'9 is being constructed on the site of the deacti-
vated 4-foot supersonic pressure tunnel to take advantage of existing variable speed
induction drive motors, drive control system, cooling towers, and office building.
Because of the pressure requirement of the NTF (8.8 atm.), a synchronous motor has been
added to the drive system bringing the total drive horsepower to 120,000. Although simi-
lar to most fan-driven tunnels there are certain features of the NTF that are dictated by
the ability to operate at high stagnation pressures and cryogenic temperatures. For
example, to reduce both the cost of the pressure shell and the consumption of liquid
nitrogen, the volume of the circuit has been minimized, with the major contributing fea-
ture being the wide-angle diffuser located immediately upstream of the settling chamber
which considerably shortened the circuit length. Directly related to the cryogenic
operation are, of course, the liquid nitrogen injection nozzles located, for efficiency
reasons, upstream of the fan and the internal thermal insulation which shields the rela-
tively thick pressure shell from the tunnel flow, thereby reducing liquid nitrogen con-
sumption required for cooldown and avoiding thermal cycling of the pressure shell. To
further reduce operational cost by maintaining tunnel pressure and temperature during
model changes, test section isolation valves and a tunnel access system which provides a
"room temperature" work environment in the test section are provided.

A further indication of the construction status of the National Transonic Facility
can be seen in figure 3 where photographs of a portion of the control room and of the
tunnel test section, taken in August 1981, are shown. The control room, which is com-
pleted and equipped, houses the data system complex which includes subsystems for facility
and model control, aerodynamic data acquisition, process monitoring, data management,
etc.10 In the interest of high productivity and reduced operational cost, four identical
computers with switchable peripherals have been provided. In addition, the system pro-
vides for real-time displays, on-site data analysis, a link to the Langley data reduction
center, and national user access for pretest planning, software development, and debug-
ging. An additional feature related to reducing the high cost of full-scale Reynolds
number testing is the development of a completely automatic system to control tempera-
ture, pressure, and Mach number. Experience gained with the successful automatic control
of temperature and pressure of the 0.3-m TCT has added confidence that the NTF control
requirements will be achieved.

The photograph of the test section shows three of the four walls in place, the
angle-of-attack strut, and the high-speed diffuser. The test section has all four walls
slotted and is 2.5 meters square which will allow models large enough for good construc-
tion fidelity to be tested at the high angles of attack of interest for highly maneuver-
able combat aircraft. Information has been recently published11 to provide potential

users of the NTF with the information necessary for preliminary planning of test programs
and for preliminary layout of models and model supports.

An indication of the degree to which the NTF will simulate the full-scale character-
istics of maneuvering combat aircraft can be seen in figure 4 in terms of the Mach number-
Reynolds number envelope for a typical combat aircraft. 8 Because of the increase in wall
interference effects at the high angles of attack of interest for maneuvering combat air-
craft, the model size has been reduced such that the mean aerodynamic chord, Z, is only
6 percent of the square root of the test section area. This results in a E of 15.0 cm
being used to define the Reynolds numbers of the NTF envelope. The full-scale aircraft
Mach number-Reynolds number envelope derived from its altitude-Mach number combat arena
(3g and above maneuvering envelope) is shown by the shaded area. The comparison indi-
cates that for this aircraft the NTF should be capable of simulating the complete sub-
sonic portion of the combat arena and the higher altitude portions of the transonic
region. Also shown is a composite envelope derived from the maximum capabilities of
existing U.S. tunnels. The large increase in the Reynolds number capability afforded by
the NTF is readily apparent.

With the NTF described and its capabilities in simulating the coi.bat arena indicated,
the remainder of the paper will describe some of the aerodynamic research and development
testing capabilities associated with the cryogenic pressure tunnel concept and review
selected portions of the Langley cryogenic wind-tunnel technology program, particularly
with regard to high angle-of-attack combat aircraft applications. Some of the operating
envelopes will be described followed by discussions of portions of the cryogenic testing
technology program related to force and moment testing, and buffet testing.

4. SOME UNIQUE OPERATING ENVELOPES

Because of the ability to independently control stagnation temperature, pressure,
and Mach number the cryogenic pressure tunnl offers some unique operating envelopes that
allow new freedoms in aerodynamic testing. For example, figure 5 illustrates a constant
Mach number operating envelope in terms of Reynolds number and test section dynamic
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pressure. This envelope is bounded by the maximum and minimum stagnation pressures and
temperatures. The maximum stagnation temperature line is representative of conventional,
noncryogenic, pressure tunnels and illustrates the large variations in dynamic pressure
that accompany Reynolds number sweeps in these tunnels. These large variations in
dynamic pressure, in addition to restricting the useful Reynolds number due to excessive
model, balance and support system loads, result in aeroelastic effects accompanying the
Reynolds number effects. However, as indicated by the arrows, the cryogenic tunnel
allows large Reynolds number sweeps at a constant dynamic pressure and dynamic pressure,
or aeroelastic sweeps at constant Reynolds number. The large reductions in dynamic pres-
sure at a constant Reynolds number that accompanies the reduced temperature is also an
important test consideration that will be discussed later.

The ability to adjust dynamic pressure in the cryogenic pressure tunnel while hold-
ing Reynolds number constant has implications with regard to both aeroelastic model test-
ing and model loads considerations. For example, figure 6 shows the variation in wind-
tunnel dynamic pressure associated with the simulation of aircraft aeroelastic distortion
and Reynolds number over an altitude range. The left part of the figure illustrates the
conditions encountered in conventional pressure tunnels. The symbol represents an aero-
elastic model designed to watch both the full-scale aircraft aeroelastic distortion and
the Reynolds number for the sea-level condition and the lines represent the variation in
tunnel dynamic pressure associated with matching these conditions as the altitude is
increased. Since temperature changes with altitude, the conventional pressure tunnel
cannot match both Reynolds number and the variation in the dynamic pressure required for
simulation of aeroelastic distortion. At a simulated altitude of 12,000 meters, the dif-
ference in dynamic pressure associated with matching the two conditions is about 27 per-
cent. However, as shown on the right side of figure 6, the cryogenic pressure tunnel
provides a Reynolds number matching envelope that encompasses the dynamic pressure
required for aeroelastic matching and therefore has the capability for matching Reynolds
number and aeroelastic distortion over the altitude range with a single aeroelastic model
and at a much lower dynamic pressure. Advanced model construction technology will, of
course, be needed to handle the cryogenic aspects of an aeroelastic model.

The above capability also has implications in relation to model loads encountered
over the Reynolds number range as illustrated in figure 7. In this figure, the lift
force in newtons generated by a typical combat aircraft model for a Mach number of 0.9
and for an aircraft wing loading of 2870 newtons per square meter is presented as a func-
tion of Rc for a CL of 2.0 at an ambient temperature condition and for a series of
CL's at the minimum cryogenic temperature set by a local Mach number of 1.4 from conden-
sation considerations. First, by comparing the model lift force at a constant CL the
large reductions in model loads, for a given Reynolds number, resulting from cryogenic
operation can be seen. Of additional interest for highly maneuverable combat aircraft is
the fact that in the cryogenic mode the dynamic pressure ratio matching capability illus-
trated previously by figure 6 results in the model lift load (CL x q) for a given maneuver
load factor remaining essentially constant with Reynolds number (or equivalent altitude)
just as for the aircraft.

Also of interest is the fact that in the cryogenic condition, a full-scale Reynolds
number simulation of a 7g maneuver at an altitude of 12,600 meters can be provided with a
tunnel stagnation pressure of only 2 atmospheres. Since several of the existing conven-
tional pressure tunnels of the NTF size operate up to 2 atmospheres, it is pertinent to
note that if the model strength is sufficient in those tunnels at the lift coefficient
corresponding to the 12,600-meter altitude, it will be sufficient at cryogenic tempera-
turEs where full-scale Reynolds numbers can be simulated all the way to sea-level
conditions.

These ne% capabilities provided by cryogenic pressure tunnels to isolate Reynolds
number, Mach number, and aeroelastic effects and to match conditions over the aircraft
operating envelope promises to provide greatly improved research and development cap-
ability and is of particular importance for maneuvering combat aircraft.

5. FORCE AND MOMENT TESTING

The majority of aerodynamic testing related to maneuvering combat aircraft consists
of conventional force and moment measurements to establish the aerodynamic performance,
stability, and control over the wide range of flight conditions expected to be encoun-
tered. A major portion of the extensive cryogenic wind-tunnel technology program being
carried out at Langley deals with this type of testing and selected portions will be
described.

5.1 Model Technology

Even though cryogenic operation provides large reductions in model loads relative to
an ambient temperature tunnel of the same size at the same Reynolds number, the combina-
tion of relatively high loads and the effects of cryogenic temperature on the mechanical
properties of materials has resulted in sizable model design and construction challenges
for complicated scale models of combat aircraft.

Although 0.3-m TCT cryogenic technology and airfoil research programs are developing
experience in such areas as material selection, machinability, new construction concepts
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(including orifice installation), heat-transfer effects, etc., the size of the 0.3-m TCT
precludes much of the practical experience required for the large three-dimensional NTF
models. This primarily two-dimensional model program, which includes in-house research
and development, contracts with model construction firms, and a metallurgical research
project at the University of Southampton, has indicated that for the current state of the
art, model construction time and cost is considerably greater than for the lower Reynolds
number ambient temperature tunnels. While indicating that satisfactory airfoil models
can be constructed, it has been shown that "non-handbook" metallurgical changes must be
carefully considered with regard to material selection, machining, etc.

In order to identify and solve additional problem areas associated with the highly
stressed and complicated NTF combat aircraft models, an extensive research and develop-
ment program directed towards model design and construction is underway with both in-house
and contract efforts. Focal points for this study are the in-house design an. construc-
tion of a "pathfinder" model and its support sting and the development of an NTF "users
criteria" document.

5.2 Strain-Gage Balarce Technology

In general, the laboratory studies and operational experience of the 0.3-m TCT during
the past 8 years have indicated that the basic instrumentation technology developed for
cryogenic testing is generally satisfactory and should be directly applicable to maneu-
vering combat aircraft studies in the NTF.

An indication of the type of cryogenic instrumentation development programs being
carried out and an illustration of the manner in which the 0.3-m TCT is utilized in con-
junction with other laboratory types of evaluation equipment can be derived from a review
of the strain-gage balance development program.

As with most of the testing to be carried out in the NTF, the research and develop-
ment testing associated with maneuvering combat aircraft will require internal strain-gage
balances capable of accurately measuring large aerodynamic loads over a wide temperature
range. The development of such balances has been a continuing part of the Langley cryo-
genic technology program with the initial studies concentrated on thermal control using
standard balances. A water jacketed balance was tested in the low-speed cryogenic tunnel
in 1972, and in 1974 a conventional balance with the addition of resistance heaters was
investigated in the 0.3-m TCT. In 1975 the program was expanded 1 3 to develop design
technology in the areas of balance material, strain gages, solder, wiring, and moisture-
proofing to allow the effects of the cryogenic environment on strain-gage output to be
minimized. This extensive research program has provided new technology information that
has been applied to the design and construction of successful cryogenic balances of both
thermal controlled and nonthermal controlled types. Both types utilized strain gages
that were developed so the gage factor and the balance material modulus temperature
effects were compensated such that the sensitivity shift over the entire temperature
range was only -0.7 to -1.0 percent, greatly minimizing heater and calibration require-
ments. The nonthermal controlled balance design resulted from the development of a tech-
nique in which a computer system matches experimentally determined gage characteristics
to select companion gages in a four-active arm bridge circuit such that there is essen-
tially no zero shift with temperature. Further, by installing two gages transverse to
the principal stress axis the sensitivity shift due to temperature was reduced to
-0.3 percent or less.

Following extensive laboratory tests, both balance types were tested under aerody-
namic load over the complete NTF temperature range in the 0.3-m TCT. Photographs of the
balances tested as part of the evolution of the NTF-101 balance are shown in figure 8
along with the respective aerodynamic bodies used during the tests. The two small bal-
ances of the High Reynolds Number Cryogenic series are designated HRC-l and HRC-2 with
the HRC-l being the conventional balance with resistance heaters added that was tested
in 1974. The HRC-2 balance was the first balance completely designed for cryogenic
operation and was tested in both thermally controlled and nonthermally controlled ver-
sions with satisfactory results. The NTF-101 is the first full-scale NTF balance and is
a nonthermally controlled design based on the gage-to-balance material and gage-to-gage
balancing technology described above. It is a high capacity type balance providing a
normal force of 28,910 newtons with only a 6.03-centimeter diameter and was designed to
meet the force and size requirements of a planned NTF model. The tests of this balance
in the 0.3-m TCT verified the previous findings, in laboratory experiments, that this
type of balance produces reliable, repeatable, and predictable data from 300 K down to
110 K under steady-state conditions. Recent tests have shown that the improved gaging
techniques provide equally good results during temperature transients on five of the
components. Research directed towards improving the axial component transient tempera-
ture response is continuing.1 3 Although temperature transients can be greatly minimized
in a continuous flow tunnel such as the NTF, improvements in the axial response could
increase data acquisition rate.

An example of types of balance data obtained from tests that have been carried out
in the 0.3-m TCT is presented in figure 9. The example shown is for the nonthermally
controlled version of the HRC-2 balance installed in a delta-wing model. The sample
shown is for a Mach number of 0.30 with the measured model normal-force, pitching-moment,
and axial-force coefficients presented over an angle-of-attack range up to approximately
300. Tests were made at three tunnel stagnation temperature conditions, a cryogenic con-2' dition of 100 K, an intermediate temperature of 200 K, and an ambient temperature condi-



tion of 300 K. To maintain a constant Reynolds number of 4.85 , 106 the tunnel stagna-
tion pressure was varied as the temperature was varied. The main strut angle of attack
was determined by an accelerometer, maintained at ambient temperature, located on the
turntable. The effect of the varying dynamic pressure on model angle of attack was
accounted for by sting and balance bending calibrations. Aeroelastic effects on the
model shape were negligible due to the short span and extreme thickness. For this
unheated balance sensitivity corrections due to temperature were applied as determined
from the laboratory tests. As mentioned previously the later NTF-101 balance utilizes
new gaging -echniques which automatically compensate for temperature. The results shown
in figure 9 indicate excellent agreement between the results for the three tunnel stagna-
tion temperatures, particularly for the normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients.
What appears to be poorer agreement for the axial-force coefficient is associated with
the fact that the axial load provided by the model was a very small fraction of the axial
capacity. These and other data obtained during the balance studies demonstrate that
accurate force data can be obtained using unheated strain-gage balances.

An indication of the current status with regard to the sizes of one-piece balances
required to develop various load capacities, a consideration of particular importance for
high angle-of-attack testing, is given in figure 10. Here the normal-force capacity in
newtons is presented as a function of balance diameter in centimeters. The curves repre-
sent three balance capacity levels. The lower curve represents the upper bound of
Langley's existing conventional noncryogenic six-component balances, the center curve
represents a "high-capacity" balance capability that has been obtained without degrading
performance, and the upper curve indicates the additional load capability that can be
provided in three-component balances. With regard to cryogenic balances three six-
component designs covering a normal-force range up to 90 x 103 newtons have been com-
pleted and the mid-size balance, the NTF-101, which has been constructed and successfully
tested in the 0.3-m TCT is indicated by the upper solid symbol. The two cryogenic three-
component balances, the HRC-I and HRC-2, are shown as the two lower solid symbols.

Although research and development is continuing to provide further balance improve-
ments it appears that the current technology should provide balances suitable for the
high angle-of-attack testing associated with maneuvering aircraft.

6. BUFFET TESTING

A phenomenon which can degrade the maneuver capability of a combat aircraft is the
onset of buffet and the rate at which it builds up with increasing angles of attack.
Since buffet is a separated flow phenomenon, it is, of course, often highly dependent on
Reynolds number. The new cryogenic wind tunnels offer unique opportunities to improve
the ground-based simulation of full-scale buffet characteristics. In addition to the
obvious Reynolds number advantage, the cryogenic pressure tunnel offers advantages such
as increasing the ratio of aerodynamic-to-structural damping and providing a certain
degree of control over the reduced frequency parameter with a single model stiffness.
These characteristics of the cryogenic pressure tunnel will be discussed in the following
sections.

A precursor study, in preparation for buffet measurements in the NTF, has been
carried out in the 0.3-m TCT 1 4 to determine if an existing buffet testing technique, the
measurement of the unsteady wing-root bending moment, can be used successfully at cryo-
genic temperatures. The aerodynamic configurations utilized for the study, shown in fig-
ure 11, were selected as a result of discussions wth Dennis G. Mabey of the British
Royal Aircraft Establishment in connection with a lecture on dynamic aeroelastic model
tests in cryogenic tunnels which he presented at Langley.-

The aspect ratio 3 rectangular wing with its "peaky" type airfoil provides the
opportunity to investigate the shock induced separation type of buffet while the 650
delta wing with its sharp leading edge generates the leading-edge vortex flow typical of
supercruiser type of combat aircraft and provides the opportunity to investigate the
effects of vortex breakdown on buffet. The semispan wing models were cantilevered from a
turntable in the sidewall of the two-dimensional test section of the tunnel. It is recog-
nized there are sidewall interference effects because of the relatively large size of
these three-dimensional models compared to the size of the test section. However, for
the purpose of comparing results at ambient and cryogenic temperatures the wall inter-
ference effects are of little importance.

6.1 Model Construction and Instrumentation

The semispan buffet wing models were constructed from the same type of aluminum
alloy, 7075-T6, as the turntable to which they were mounted. This was done in order to
eliminate any possible effects of differences in thermal expansion characteristics between
the model and the turntable over the range of test temperatures in order to provide a
rigid model mounting to keep the structural damping as low as possible. A strain-gage
bridge and two thermocouples were bonded with cement into recesses machined into the upper
and lower surfaces of the wings near the root chord. The remaining void was then filled
back to the original surface with the same cement which is rated for use over the tem-
perature range of interest of 100 K to 300 K. No artificial transition was used to trip
the boundary layer on either of the models for these tests. The first natural frequency
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in bending at ambient temperatures for the rectangular wing is about 270 hertz and for
the delta wing the frequency is about 492 hertz.

The buffet data system used for these tests is a two-channel integrated unit designed
by personnel of the Instrument Research Division at Langley. The system determines the
average root-mean-square values of the unsteady voltage signal from the bending-moment
gage by integrating the time-varying portion of the signal for a preselected time interval
which may be varied from 1 to 99 seconds. For this test an integration time of 20 seconds
was used. The unsteady bending-moment signal was recorded on magnetic tape for later off-
line analysis.

6.2 Test Procedure

Before the actual wind-tunnel test, the models were loaded statically while in an
environmental chamber in order to determine the effect of the large temperature range on
the strain-gage sensitivity. The variation in the sensitivity with temperature was found
to be linear and to increase by 21 percent for the delta wing and 24 percent for the
NPL-9510 wing over a range of temperature from 300 K to 110 K. This rather large change
in sensitivity with temperature is apparently the result of the strain gages not being
well matched to the aluminum alloy used for the models. The calibration curve for each
of the two models as a function of temperature was used to correct the gage sensitivity
in the data.reduction.

After the wind tunnel had reached the required test conditions and the angle of
attack had been set, the gain of the buffet system was adjusted to maximize the output of
the unsteady wing-root bending-moment signal. This signal was monitored with an oscillo-
scope and a recording oscillograph for amplifier overload and for the allowable input
range for the analog tape recorder. The unsteady bending-moment signal was then inte-
grated for the 20-second time interval chosen for this test and then recorded on the
tunnel data system. Afterwards a 20-second segment of the unsteady signal was recorded
on magnetic tape for later analysis. A separate desk-top calculator was used to compute
and plot the dynamic coefficients for on-line display.

6.3 Buffet Test Results

The range of test conditions for the delta-wing model is shown in figure 12 for a
Mach number of 0.35 by the envelope of the Reynolds number and the reduced frequency
parameter combinations. The stagnation pressure and temperature are indicated along the
boundaries of the envelope. The ability to provide this unique envelope in a cryogenic
tunnel with a single model is a result of the wide range of temperature control and its
effect on the speed of sound and thereby on the reduced frequency parameter at a given
Mach number.

As shown in figure 13, results were obtained at the same free-stream velocity, which
gave almost the equivalent reduced frequency parameter, and the same dynamic pressure by
adjusting the Mach number and the stagnation pressure. At these low Mach numbers any
Mach number effect should be small. Good agreement for the unsteady bending moment was
obtained over the entire range of angle of attack using this procedure. This good agree-
ment in the dynamic root bending moment is considered to demonstrate that the root
bending-moment strain-gage technique operates satisfactorily at cryogenic temperatures.
The variation in the reduced frequency parameter in figure 13 from 5.71 to 6.01 radians
for the ambient and the cryogenic data, respectively, is a result of the frequency of the
first natural bending mode increasing with a decrease in temperature because of an
increase in modulus of elasticity of the aluminum alloy. As will be seen later, it is
possible that the small difference in reduced frequency parameter could conceivably
account for the small differences in the data.

The unique capability of the cryogenic tunnel in which control of the speed of sound
can be utilized to provide a range of reduced frequencies while maintaining constant Mach
and Reynolds numbers is illustrated by the results presented in figure 14. Shown are the
data for a Mach number of 0.35 and a constant Reynolds number for two values of the
reduced frequency parameter obtained by temperature variation. Also indicated is the
angle of attack at which vortex breakdown has reached the wing trailing edge as obtained
from the study of reference 16. The buffet measurements indicate that the onset of buffet
coincides with vortex breakdown at the trailing edge and that the intensity, which
increases as the vortex breakdown moves toward the wing apex, is highly dependent upon
the reduced frequency. At a given angle of attack beyond buffet onset the buffet inten-
sity is seen to increase greatly as the reduced frequency parameter is increased from 3.49
to 6.01. It has been suggested by Mabey1 7 that the reduced frequency effect shown in fig-
ure 14 is consistent with the increased magnitude of the excitation spectrum with
increases in reduced frequency observed by Keating in an analysis of oscillating surface
pressures on a model of the BAC 221 slender wing research airplane. These effects were
attributed to the frequency content induced by the vortex flow in which breakdown had
occurred at abcut the one-half root chord longitudinal station. To illustrate this pos-
sible correlation figure 15 has been prepared. The data by Keating are shown on the left
side of figure 15 with the nondimensional fluctuating pressure parameter plotted against
the frequency parameter. On the right side of figure 15, the buffet coefficient for the
delta-wing model is plotted for vortex breakdown at about 50-percent root chord and for
breakdown at 25-percent root chord. The leading-edge vortex type of flow on these two
types of slender w ngs should be similar even though the detailed geometry of the plan-
forms is different. The increase in excitation for values of fb/V of 0.78 to 1.34 is
considered analogous to the increase in the buffet coefficient over the same range of



frequency parameter. The demonstrations of the capability of utilizing a conventional
buffet test technique at cryogenic temperatures, and of the benefits of temperature con-
trol over a wide range with regard to controlling various buffet parameters, along with
the research results obtained, should be of value in assuring efficient use of the NTF
for combat aircraft buffet studies utilizing simple wing-root bending gages.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

During the past decade a great deal of progress has been made in the development of
high Reynolds number cryogenic wind tunnels and in the testing technology required to
utilize the unique capabilities of these facilities. Subsequent to the U.S. decision, in
1975, to construct the National Transonic Facility, interest in the concept has grown
throughout the world and, at present, there are at least 10 small and moderate size cryo-
genic tunnels in operation or under construction in the U.S., Europe, and Japan in addi-
tion to the Langley tunnels.18-20 Besides the national programs, there is also a four-
Nation program in Europe to develop a large European Transonic Wind-tunnel (ETW).1 8 The
operational experience and cryogenic technology programs associated with these programs
will augment the Langley experience.

With the NTF scheduled to begin operation in 1982, experience will be gained in a
cryogenic tunnel large enough to carry out full-scale Reynolds number research and
development at the high angles of attack applicable to maneuvering combat aircraft aero-
dynamic technology.

If these new transonic high Reynolds number facilities live up to their unique
potentials, they will provide outstanding capabilities for improving maneuvering combat
aircraft technology.
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ETAT DE L'ART ET PERSPEC-TVES NOUVELLES

RELATIVES A L'ETUDE DE LA PERTE DE CONTRGLc tf DES VRILLES

M.G.VANMANSART et D.R.TRISTRANT

Institut de Mcanique des Fluides

I.M.F.L.(France) 5 bd Painlev6, Lille

ABSTRACT. -

During these last years, integration of new technologies was in permanent and rapid evolution,
concerning the design of modern fighters, and has considerably enhanced its potential area of use. In a
more complex and synthetic manner, we are dealing today with problems connected to flight qualities,

manoeuvrability, performance and security.

Utder atmospheric disturbances and pilot orders, the dynamic response of the airplane system

can be considered as the behaviour result of four sub-systems highly interactive

- mechanical mass and inertial aspect
- structural elastic aspect
- aerodynamic both high angles and rotations field

- automatic control : concepts, new control-surfaces.

The strong connection in these systems also depends on the airplane configuration and approached

flight domain. In particular, it is in the high angles evolutions domain that these connections are the
most significant and the requirements in stability and manoeuvrability prediction matter are particularly

important from the point of view of security problems. On another hand, in this field, we have to focus the

loss of control or spin prevention systems.

The definition of these active or passive means during the design stage, and their reliability

require an improved knowledge of the airplane behaviour at the limits of its evolutirn domain.

Taking into account the complexity of encountered problems for the prediction of the airplane

behaviour in high angles, departure or spin domain, there is no unique solution for obviously covering the

whole needs. A diversification of complementary methods has to be developed in association with synthesis

works which could involve as more as possible components influencing the airplane dynamic response.

The aim of this paper is to present some of these experimental or analysis methods, particularly

developed in the I.M.F.Lille, which contribute to the airplane behaviour prediction 3t high angles and
stall/spin. The presentation cannot be exhaustive I it proposes a brief review of the method, its contri-
bution to the study of considered problem illustrated by a few examples, its limitations and the expected

development prospects.

I - TNTinDUCTION.-

Au cours des dernitres ann6esl'int6gration de technologies nouvelles en constants et rapids
Ovolution dens la conception de l'Avion d'Armes Moderne a considurablement 61argi son domaine potentiel
d'emploi et pose aujourd'hui, de faqon plus complexe et synth6tique, lee probibmes lis aux qualitis de
vols, A la manoeuvrabilitd, & la performance et A la s~curitA.

La r~ponse dynamique du systeme avion soumis aux perturbations atmoesph~riques et aux ordres
pilots peu Atre consid~r6e comme la r6sultante du comportement de quatre sous-ensembles aujourd'hui

fortement interactifs (planche 2) :

- Mcenique aspect massique et Inertiel

- Structural aspect 6lastique
- A06rodynamique : domains des grands angles et de fortes rotations
- Commands automatique : concepts, gouvernes nouvelles.

L'intensitA des couplages entre ces systkmes dspend aussi de la configuration de l'avion et du

domaine de vol abordt. C'est singuli~rement dens le domaine des Avolutions aux grands angles qua ces
couplages sont lee plus marqu6s et qua lee besoins en matiers de pr~diction de stabilitt et de manoeuvra-
bilitd. associ~s aux problmes de s~curit6, sont particuli~rement importants. En outre. dens ce domains.
une attention nouvelle ast port~e sur les systmes de prevention de perte de contrdle ou de vrille. La

d6finition de ces moyens actifs ou passifs au stade du projet, ainsi que l'valuation de leur robustesse,

ntcessitent une connaissance accrue du comportement de l'avion aux limites de son domaine d'ovolution.

Corte-tenu de le coirlexit6 des nroblitres rencontrs pour la prediction du comportement de

l'avion dens les domaines du vol aux grandes incidences, de la parts de contrdle ou do la vrille, il est
clair qu'aucune technique ne peut couvrir l'ensemble des besoins. Une diversification de m6thooes
compl~mentaires doit Itre ddveloppfe, associ6a A des travaux de synthhse pernettant l prise en compte
du plus grand norrtre de composantes intarvenant dens la roponse dynemique de l'avion.

L'objectif de ce papier est de presenter un certain nombre de ces m~thodes exp~rimentales ou

d'analyses, en d~veloppement notamment A II.M.F.Lille, contribuant A la prediction du comportement do
l'avion aux grands angles, ports de contrdle et vrille. La presentation ne oeut Otre exhaustive, rf.(1
at $2J z ells propose un bref axposd de lo mthode, ma contribution A l'Atude du problime consid~rd
illustr~s par quelquas exeples, ses limitations at les perspectives do d6veloppemnt envisag6es.

[-
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2 - TECHNIQUES EXPERIMENTALES APPEJQUEES A L 'ETUDE BE LA PERTh' BE CONTROLE, CRAP/IFS IVCTDENCES ET VPLLES.-

2.1 - Reanrques gdn,6rolea - Pr~sentation d'ensemble de-s di verses apprcches exp4rimentes.

Las techniques d'essais cur maquettes, applicables 3 '6tude des grandes iricidance-vrille,
recouvrent, d'une part les m~thodes classiques de soufflerie d6tarmnination des caract~nistiques
a~rodynamiques etatiquas at dynamiques at, d'autre part, des techniques so~cifiques en constant d~velop-
pement faisant appal aux maquettas libres ou semi-libree.

La figure 3 pr6sente uns classi4cication d'ensentble des techniques expdrirrentales rises en oeuvre.

Canpta-tenu du nomrrtr de variables 3 considtrer et de l'arplitude du domaine de variation des
pararnitres, les essais en soufflerie sir maquettes captives feront appal A des montages vari~e sollicitant
les divers degr~ss de libert6 at seront coordonn~s par un programmse exp~rirrental gtn~ral tr~s 43troiterent
connect6 6 Ia structure considtrte de la mod~lisatior math~matique du torseux atrodynamlque (voir ref.(3}).

L'apport des essais cur maquettes libres st fondarvental dane ce domaine d'6tude car ils
repr~sentent une approche synth~tique indispensable 3 la validation des travaux da base relatife 3
l'6laboration de modtles mathtmatiquae de representation, et qu'ils constituent une voia directe quasi-
unique de pr~diction globale de comportan-ent dane Ie domaine de la perte de contrtle, de l'efficacit3
des eyettmee de prevention et des techniques de r~cup~ration. Lee nmihodes permettent 6galeriunt d'6tablir
des corr~latione directes avac las essais grandeur.

Sur la validit6 de ces techniques et leur repr~sentativit6, un commentaire g~n~ralemnt formul6
est celui des effete da Reynolds et ae Mach. Les esais claseiques en soufflarie apportent cur ca point
des Iltrrente de rtponse et un certain apaisesert. Lee effete du noetre de Reynolds sont 'troitemrent his
3 la configuration g~omftriqua. Pour lee avions d'arnee, la configuration voilure fltch6e et bord d~attaque
midnce eat relativerrent insensible au nostbra de Reynolds juequ'3) des valeurs basses d'environ 0.5 10
notameent pour lee caracttristiquee de d~crochage et de stabilit4? lat~rale aux grands angles :parts de
contrdle, vrille d~butante. Dane le domaine de vrille proprarvent dit, lea effete lee plus significatife
du nombre da Reynolds sont attribuds au rdle d6termninant du fuselage, en particulier de la gmttria de
l'avant. Les sections circulairee de fuselage-avant sont rdputtes peu seneiblee au nostire de Reynolds
shore que h'effat est d6terminant pour des sections plus anguleuses.

0e maniore gdrale, la fiabihiti de la pr~diction des vrilles en soufflerie eat bonne. Ella
eat illustr~e par la corr~lation avec lee rdsultate grandaurs (,1l.4) :lee cas de vrille sont plus
nostireux en soufflerie que cur avion, mais incluent toujoure lee cas r~els. Lee essais 3 tendance
peesimiste de Ia souffierie peuvent Atre irrput~s aux conditions initiales at 3 l'environnemnnt
cals de la maquette.

Lee effete du nom-bra de Mach sont aujourd'hui encore tr~s difficiles 3 apprtcier car Ia
domains d'incidence dtsrapage b 6tudier nWest pas euffiesnenent couvert par lee soufflerias trans ou
supereoniques.

2.2 - Essais stir maquettes captives en souffierie.

2. 2.1 - Aspects gdndraux - r4fj 4J / 15) , (6) , () at (8)

Las techniques sont aujourd'hui trEs r~pandues at en conetant ddvelopperrent. Leur diversification,
en particulier dana lee montages dynamiques, r~sulte du double souci d'une simulation dynamique repr6-
sentative des Avolutions vari~ee de l'avion at -Ji llobeervabilit6 des coefficients de stabilitd dynamique
sur Ia base d'un modhle de reprdsaritation appropri.

Las essais statiques en soufflerie jusqu'aux tr,&s grands angles d'incidence-d~rapage, at lea
ufficacit~s statiques des gouvernes, constituent Ia base de 1l'identification earodynamique de lavion.
Cas essais doivant Itre men~s avec de particuli~res pr~cautions compte-teiu des fortes non lindarit~s at
des grandas amplitudes de variations, associdas A de forts couplagas des corvvosantes du torsaur
sarodynamique (variations de a,. p par pas trAs faible Cu axcurel-in an continu dane Ie domaina ( 01, ~1
En pr~Alabla aux assais at A lanalyse deD contributions dynamiques, la moddlisation du torseur statique
doit Itra anvisagia avec une attar, Lon sp~ciale. Ella contribue notarwient de facon d~terminante h ha
rechercha d'Atats ou de domainas probebles d 'dquilibre de vrille stationnaire en y adjoignanit, ultd-
riauremant, leffet de U continu (aec 'a.,T. 01 ainsi quA6 una prid~termination des damaines d'ineta-
bihit6 perettant d'apprt~cier lee tends-ices A la parte de contrdle.

Au stade pr~liminaira. ce caractere ast usuellem-nt appr~ciA par des critires du type C n y
ou LCOP > 0. Quelques remarques sur leepect modlisation du torseur etatique sont formuldes n y
plus loin.

En addition A la reconnaissance 'lu torsaur statirrue, l'identiflcation de la contribution des
param~tres dynamiques. introduits par des Avoluions du type grands mouverrlnts avles at rapides (perte
de controls. recupertion), oscillatlons,ou rotations continues avec superposition Aventualla daglta-
tions Isrilles stationnairss Cu agit~esl. n~raqsjte 1p, dlAelopperrent en soufflerie de neyas de
simsulation dynanique.
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Lee principalee caract6ristiques de cee techniques exp~rimentales sont propos~ee planche 5.

De rrime qua pour lee essais statiques, lee techniques dynamidques ne couvrent pes A l'heure
actuelle eimultan6mant le domains ( o( , P ,M, Re) souhait6. Ces techniques peuvent Atre classdss selon
trots types principsux de mouvesente simulfts

- Technique d'oscillations forc~ee autour d'un 6tat moyen
- Technique de balance dynamique en rotation uniform
- Technique des grands mouverrents nor, pdriodiques

parnsettant notammsent de d~crire des trajactoiras dane l'espace d'6tat.

Dertains montages en soufflerie perettent une s',erpoeition de cee mouvenunts.

?lentionnone l'apport d~terminant de ces experiences dane des 6tudes paramn(trique5 a ffet de Re,
Ml, gouvermes, amplitude et fr_6quence rtduite et 1/excellente adaptation A une instrumentation extensive.
Dependant. lee interftrencec atrodynamiques ou rmicaniquas de la souffisrie et du montage crient de
dglicatc problimes dane Ie traiterrent des informiations {voir rif. 9}.

2.2.2 - Technique des oscillations forodes et des qnenda mouvsrents.

Des meithodes sent bien connues car exploit(2es dapuic prtcs de vingt ens, et derreurent d'une
grands actualit6 dane le domains des grands angles. Laur contribution associge aux rtsultats statiquas
fournit des informations prtcieusee dens le rtgirre du decrochage at du debut de la perte de contr~le,
car lee facteurs d'amrtiserent dependent fortesunt des variables d'itat et de leurs d~rivdes. Dane
le domains de la vrille, laur contribution st plus douteuse. On ne connait pee en effet aujourd'hui
le r~la joud par Ia caractire htlicntdal de l'coulment li6 6 la rotation uniforms vie-6-vis des
amortisearents provanant des oscillations autour de cet 6tat moyen. Des 6quiperrente eptcifiques
parmettant de superpocer oscillations en roulie ou lacet et rotation uniformie cont en developpement
Il'I.M.F.L. afin de validar catte hypothtse {rtsf.1O} (planche 10).

Un montage typique deetint3 aux macuras par oscillations forcfts est prtsent6 plancho 6.

Il prand place dane la soufflerie horizontale de l'I.M.F.L. (diarmitre 2,5 m, 55 m/'s).

Il parrret le positionnerrent de la maquatta dane le domaine (x, 90* et dt6tablir des

rotations autour dec axes maquetta salon p, q et r indtspendamrent ou da fagon corrbin(?e.

Lee modes de fonctionnament en p r at p q sant reprtsentft cur catta planche.

Ce montage act anim6 autour des 3 axes par des moteure hydrauliques pilotts par servo-valves
at gin(?rataurc de fonctione. La maquette act port(?s par une balance six cumposantas.

La mode de fonctionnament usual be cc montage ect celui d'oecillatione forcbes pour lesquelles
un u~couplaga dec divers degrts de libert6 a 6t6 recherch6, associ6 & un domaine extensif d'incidence
derapage. Deseaemrples de rtsultats sont prtsent~s planche 7 et plancha 8 e ffet classique amortisseur-
motaur du C *. ( 0C]. affat be l'amplitudeaet de la frtquence sur D y ( P) en oscillation forcte be
lacet. l~

Un autre mode ds fonctionnsnt du montage est actuellerment Lstudit pour perrrettre de rtalieer
des trajactoires dane lespace d'6tat (p. q. rH A partir de lois reprtsantatives d'un mouvement type
perte de contrdle. identifi6 par ailleurs (maquette de vol libre), et reproduit en soufflerie. Dette
proc~dure devreit persmettre d'tstudier la stabilit6 du phdnom()ne autour da cette trajectoire nominale 4101.

Une deuxi~rwe possibilit6 serait 6galerrent offerte, Ella consisterait, pour lee mouvements autour
du centre de gravit6. A rtalicer une loi de (W calcults en terrps rtel en fonction des rresuree
instantentses du torseur r~duit A L M N de telle sorte qua celui-ci soit nul pour une maquette en
similitude dynamique de l'atrodyne. Il est indispensable d'essocier A cette proc~dure lee entrees du type
gouvernes. Des rMthodes trbs attrectives sont n~anmoine tr~s delicatee de midse en oeuvre.

Un autre dispositif expdrimental de la mirre famille et de plus forte capacit6 fonctionnant
dens la rime soufflerie est reprAsentL6 planche 9. Il est utilisA§ A la fois pour les cusures en statique.
en oscillations for:Aes :tangage ou lacet ou roulis dane une variante du montage non reprtsent~e. at
percet, dane le domsaine (0c4p 450), des mouvenunts selon des lois varias pour des maquettes de plus
grande taille (1.5 m).

2.2.3 - Balance rotative de l'T.M.F.L.

La balance rotative de l'I.M.F.L. per-cut la mesure dea caract~ristiques earodynamiques dane un
trie large domaine d'incidence-d(3rapage pouvant pr~senter des mouvermunts de rotation Alevis et continue.
Ainei,ce montage a Wr conqu pour couvrir deux grandee gares d'eseeis :d'une part,l'dtude du domaine
de vol jusqu'aux grandee incidences avec la poseibilitA d'y adjoindre un taux de rotation, d'autrs part
l'Atude de la vrille avec la poseibilitA de simuler un tel mnuverrent avec de norrtreux degrds de libertA.
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LL-scription dut montage.

La balance rotative est install~s dens Is soufflarie verticals de l'I.rl.F.L. La plancha 1D
pr~ssnta un s ch~ma du montage avec ses difftrents degrts de libart6 at las limitations cinamatiquas sur
chacun d'aux.

Pour un dascriptif corrplat at dfttiii6, nous renvoyons la lectaur 3411) mais nous rappa 1'arons
toutafois qua:

- is vitassa maximum de la souffleria st da 40 rn/s
- la taille maxi des maquettas st da 1,5 m
- las gouvamaes da is mequatta psuvant Atre 6vantusllarrsnt motoris~es
- las origineiitts da ca montage vis-3-vis dlautras balances rotatives rtsidant dens laxistenca

des paramttras suivants
A = angla antra la vitessa V du vent et l'ae de la rotation principals du mountae (anfa ou+
R = rayon vrille distance entra Is centre de gravit6 at l'axa da vrilla

+r = cap relatif angle sous lequal is naz de l'evion regards lae de vrills
* t.lorsqus At 0, laxa da rotation eat vertical, ce qui annuls laffet pulsetoire da

is peanteur sur las mssures en rotation at donc las vibrations du syst??ma.

Osux riotorisations existent aujourd'hui sur ca montage permettant les rotations continuas an 9i
at an $suivant lus daux sans de rotation.

Plus de d~ateils quant aux possibilitts cin~matiques du montage sont foumnis dana {12}. En
particuliar, catte balance rotative peut, grace au paramotre X~ , dissociar las coefficients earodyna-
miquss du type C. ou Cn de ceux du type Cm;( ou Cn. dens is domains des petits angles.

14?aures - Traitement.

La chafne c'acquiaition aasocide au montage dispose de 30 voiss de mesures psrnsttant ainsi
d'obtanir des informations simultantes de is pression cinttique, des diff~rantes voiss balance at das
diff~rents peramitres cin~rsatiquas. Cheque information est codds sur 12 bits c dautra part 1'6chantil-
lonnage des signaux paut Atre sffsctu6 jusqu'A is frtquence maximae de 760 Hz. Toutes las informationa
sont stockts sur bends magnttique at font l'objet d'un traiterrent diff~rL6 j12) qui corports un filtre
nurAtrique passa-bas optionnel pr~c~dant un second 6chentillonnaga. Catte nouvelle discr-itisation reside
dens una proctdure de moyannes 3 lint~risur de fenfitres d(?couptses sur l'angle de rotation
L'analysa spectrae du signal ptriodiqus st obtanus par EFT at panrst ensuite d'effactusr dens is
domeina frtquantiel is rejection des raes r~sultant da bruits structuraux ou dlactriques, callas-ci
ayant Atb prbaiabisrrsnt identifis.

Des assais en rotation continua sur avion d'arss ont 6t6 affactu~s A l'I.M.F.L.. Ousiques
rtsultats de ces esseis sont prtsentts plenches 11 at 12. Cauls-ci reprtssntsnt,sur uns periods en
is variation das coefficients etrodynarsiques, da l'incidsnce at du dtrapege. p, q at r 3stant constants
au cours d'un esesi.

La plench Ilie correspond 3 un esi A ? = 0, c'ast-3-dire aec (x at p constants,aux corrections
de soufflarie pr~s.

L'analysa des r~sultets de ces essais (b &k, nuls) pour diversas valaurs de Q dens is
domains des angles "normaux' dtbouche cur iidentifi cation des coefficients d~rivts lids 3 p. q, r.

Puis, dens un second temrps, is basculerrent du montage par rapport A is direction du vactaur
vitasse pret dleffectuar des rotations o6 incidencas at d~rapages variant au cours d'un tour. Cs type
d&essai introduit donc is contribution des variables suppl~mentaires qua sont &k at p.Sur is planche lib
figure ls rtsultat d'un asasi des ce type, 6 p, q, r constants.

Tent qu'incidance at d~rapage restant dans is dorsains des petits angles, is modola lin~Aire
classique de mtteniqus du vol rests valide, at de tels esseis perrsttent alors d'identifiar lee
coefficients airodynarrdqucs his aux d(?riv~cs &c at p

Puis, cur la figures 12a at 12b, nous evons raprisenti deux r~cultets d'ecsais similei'res
(P1un sans, i'autre avac A I meis dens uns germs d'incidancas beaucoup plus Alar~s ( cc myn-450).
On peut noter elors l'apparition d'oscillationBscur las coefficients de moments (surtout cur is C I
mirae pour laessei 3 oc constant at p nul. Un peu plus loin,nous assayerons de donnar une intarprt-
tation de ce phinomAne.

Quant A l'essai A iA - 200, oOr lincidenca vanie entre 650 at 250 (fig.12b). alors qua is
d~rapags vanse entre -20 at 200, on voit da tr~s fortes variations des coefficients. Cat asset, tots
riche en informetions,ast toutefois tr~s difficile A interpr~ter.
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2.3 - Essais sum' rmquettee libres en Zaboratoire.

Les mtthodes exp(3rimentalam sur maquettes libras contribuent de fagon d~terwninante et fiable
2la prtdiution de comportament de l'avion aux grands angles, tout particulibraemnt du fait d'una repr6-

mentation globala du systbrle avion et des Evolutions caracttsristiques. Sules perrkettent aussi dt6tablir
des corrilations di rectes avec I'avion.

Ces m6thodes sont ddveloop6es 2 l'I.Mt.F.Lille depuis 1965 et sont exploittes dane des domainem
vari~s :identification de paramitresjr(3f. 13J (stabilit6 at conirdle. qualit6s de vol aux grands angles,
techniques du contrale actif, ainsi qu',) 1 'etude du corrporterrent en turbulence ou pour des 6tudes
d'impact (atterrismage). Le domeine d'applications conmid6r6s ici est pr~ment25 planche 13.

Les aspects mp~cifiquas de cette m~thode sont rappe~sm planche 14. tile O~n~ficia notamment deas
conditions de laboratoire en ce qui concerne l'environnement. et de possibilit6s de sollicitations verides
introduitem aux conditions i-itialaa at au cours du vol litre .

La mithode exp6rirmentale inst simpvle. D~es maquettem non propuls6em, en sim> i"tude dynamique,
mont misam en vol libra au moyen d'une catapulte, le vol libra racouvrant un parcours de 35 2i 59 m melon
leg installations, avant rbcupiration de la maquetta.

Les principales spicifications relatives 2 la maquatte, 2i son instrumentation. sux antr~es,
sux conditions initiates ainsi qu'aux 6quipementm sot sont pr6mant(?em planche 15.

Cette technique en constante 6volution permet l'int6gration dans les maquettes de capteurs et
d'actionneurm de hautes performances associis 2 des syst~mas de t~l(rsitrie et de t~l~scontrle numdriquem.
ainmi que la mime en oeuvre de microprocasseurm ambarqu(2s pour la gin~ration de lois de commande at ls
cr'iation din bouclas de pilotaga intarnes. Des logicials spEicifiquas sont d~svelopp6s pour l'acquisition
at la gin~ration de boucles de contr~leaen tamp~is r~al, pour l'6laboration des variables di6tats at la
restitution du tormeur atrodynamique 2 partir dam donn~as trajactographiquem at dynamiquas, ainsi qua pour
l'identification de param? tres (on trouvera, en rif.113},plus de details sur cam mtthodes).

Daux laboratoirem da vol libra sont exploittm 2 l'I.M.E.L. Une vue gin6rala de ces installations
eat pr~sant~e plancha 16 at platchn 17.

La pramibra daentre allas eat utilis~a pour l'idantification de paramCtras. coefficients
mtationneirem, parsm~tres de mtabilit4 dynamique ou afficacit6 de gouvarnes 2 partir de vols libras. Deam
6tudas de qualit~m de vol y mont rdalimsas :vol aux grands angles, stabilit6 at msnoeuvrabilitL5, 6tudem
de gouvarnem nouvallas, technologie du contrea actif. Ella est par ailleurs 6quip~e de g6nerataurm Cie
rafalem at d'une table d'inpact, pour dam 6tudas de vol en turbulence at d'atterrissage.

L a sa conde installation eat ap~cifiquament destinteasum 6tudes de dtcrochaga, parte de contrle,
vrilla d~butsnte, prevention de parta da contrdle ou de vrille. Catta installation, an courm de develop-
parent, mare opdrationnalle courant 1962. D~es ammaim de vrille d~sbutante viennent d'y Otre rCalisis at lam
premiers r~mul lati obtenus sont particuli~resnnt d~mcnstratifm.

Nous illustrons las possibilit~s do cam m6thodes exp~rimentales par un examle slimple pr 6sant6
planche 18. Les r~sultats me rapportent 2 des assais d'ef-icacit6 d'une corrmanda automatique de stabi-
limation de facteur de charge normal avec ou sans superposition d'ordra pilota. L'ordra pilota eat idi un
double cr~neau A la direction superpos6 2 la cormsande autorsatique. Den telm esaes sont r~slists an
param~trant notarmant lea conditions initiales :incidence, d~rapage, an installant des conditions dyna-
miques au largage (p, q, r.A6n ...l) etc. Ils contribuant 6 l'ouvartura d'un dorsaine de vol, 2 l'exaren
de la msnoeuvrsbilit6 en liaisfon avec ls simulation.

2.4 - Les essais our nuquettes Zibres en soufflerie vert-icole.

2. 4.1 - Easais otasaiquea.

Las essais de vrille libre ont cosnenc6 2 l'I.1tF.L- il y a plus de 30 ens et,2 ce jour. pr~s
da 200 maquettes d'avions da tous types (arrras, transport. ltgers) ont W1 assaytes, et lee norrtreuses
corrtlstions des vrilles maquetta at avion ont rsontr6 l'utilitts de cam essais en soufflarie verticale.

La soufflerie varticale persn t, en premier lieu, d'6tudier ha vrille stabiliste at la r~cu-
p6ration 2 partir de ceble vrille ;dans certains cas,il eat 6galement possible d'oblenir des rensei-
gnasents sur l'6btablissemant de la vrille. Cependant, ii eat bien 6vident qua la souffleria verlicale
ne paul pas couvrir la phase d'entr~e en vrille. Celia-cl aera analysta par des mtthodes de vol libre
en laboratoire ou par maquebtes abrrnsphtriques tltilot~es (rflA.T.).

La soufflerie verticale prtsenle l'avantage de pouvoir 6tudier avac le aillaur rappcrt
efficaclt6/coOb linfluence de tout pararstre cur la vrille at la sortie de vrille d'un avion:

- Pararrtres massiques m tasse, ceribrage, inerties, chargerrent dissyrvttrique, altitude
- Param~bras g~snmibriques :valets. bacs. a~rofrains, train d'atlerrissage
- Paramhbtres massiques at g~orntriques charges externes.
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De plus, lore de l'6tuda de l'ayton 3 l'6tat da projat (alare qua ca gdomdtrie nest pas encore
totalerrent fig~s), il act facile de or~voir cur Ia maquette des 6ldriente arruviblee perrietlant de rapr6-
center plucisurs geometriee du projet.

Par ailleurc. la soufflerie verticale pernet da d~finir lee caract6rietiquae d'un moyan de
cecaurs (parachute, fue~e, ar~tec) appropri6 au type da probldrre Aventuallemant rencontris.

Enfin, caome naue Ie ierrons ultdriauremant, certainac maquettac de vrilla (sufficamment
dirrencionndes) cant inctrumientdas afin da ddfinlr avac prdcician las caractdristiquec cin6,matiquac da
la vrilla (planch 23'

En debars des 6tudac prapres aux aviores exictants bu en projet, des Ctudas 3 caractdra gdn(?ral
cant entraprices : 6tudas pararr,6triquac faitac ur dec maquettes ddrnnntables at parnettant da raprdcantar
de norrbreucec at divarsec geometrias dea la vailUra at/au du fuselage at/a~, dec ar-pannagac. A ce cujat,
ciaone una 6tuda rdcanta relative 3) la vrllle des avions d'arrns actuals. Las avians cant caractdri-6c,
entre autrec, par un avant da fucalage tr ,s long, L,6n~rataur de fortes asyrnatrias d'6coulerient aux grands
anglac, cuccaptiblac notasrent de crdar des difficultes; da rdcup6dration de vrille. CLest le probldr-e Mit
da "longe nez' dont l'irpartanca act mica en 6vidance, na seaet-ce qua par l'abondance des travaux
affeccu6s cur le sujat.

Nous naus propasans Jet cde l-crlre eorrent s'ect pru-,ent6 lPun das probidnec lids aux "longs
nez" lore des ascaic dane Ia saufflaria varticale de 2tFL

Au coure d'una etude 3 caractdra gdndral, nouc nvans repr~sent6 cur una maquatte d'avians
d'ane dec naz de farmes divercac at parfois tm non rdalictac (planche 19).

A Ia suite dec rdcultatc da cette cariragna dtassels, nous avons Pu cleccer las nar an 3 graupac
(plenche 20)

-nar dits "bone"
-nar dits "rrcyenc"
-nar dits "meuvats".

Fr-ecisonc maintenawu ce qua nous entandons par nar ban at nar mauvaic un nar act Cit "ban" cc,
peujr iea e caine g~oretrie dea la maquetta, 3 partir d'une v;ille statiannaira, an. arrenant lee gouvarnes
r74,r la rQcprtton. catta darniedia act obtanue cystdmatiquernent. Par contra, avec un naz flcuvais, la

rV-uo(-raticn paut na pas Ltre obtenue : nouc observans elors una vrille trbc lance, sauvant oscillatji 2,
-i ueA sa naitenir Iangtamps, A Ia ltrite se parpdtuer.

i feet prdcicer qu'avec un "nar mauvaic" Ia probl?3m, da cortia n'apparaft pas syctomatiqarrerr't.
6'~~t'tude. l'6volution de la vrtlla vars una franche sortie ou 'zars ene vs-ile- mainte nue ncs a bare

11/st,)re ;mais,par Ia cuita,naus noes somrrec aparqus qua Is caractbre du phdnorcdna final ddpandait
nijerent do (a gdarr~tria da 1'axtrrrs pointa du ner. Ainci, una faibla imperfection da catte pointe

pouvait con %tionnar Ie phdnom~na at il eufficait de d6placar (par rotation du nez autour dea son ass) cetta
irrjerfactia' pour transformrer una franche rdcupdration an refuc da sortie, at invercamant. Par contra.
pc~r en n, oil ban, ca rotation n'a aucune influence cur la sortie.

be rndns, dane la suite des ascaic, il nouc suffisait de placer une petite singularit&5 cur la pointe
du nez, au ban andrait, pour obtanir syct~matiquerrent una bonne sortie, ou au mauvaic androit pour
obtenir eyctdsmatiqerent une sortie douteuce.

Pr~cicone qua ce darniar r~cultat pact dtre obtanu rrArri avec las gouvarnac 3 fond pour la sortie
ainci laeffet dec gouvernee deviant cecondaire en regard da celui de la petite ddfarmation de nez.

dna aetre ramarqua act Ogalerrent h signaler : 3 priori nous aurions nu envicagar qua plus Ie nez
act long, plus Ie problLrre da sortie sereit marqu6. Gala nWact absolu-nnt pac le cac (plancha 20).

En couffleria. nous avone pu r~duire l'ieportanca dui probldrre "long nez", vaine cTAin la
cupprirner par divers muyane dont Ia plus sOr sartle Etre dec virurec (plancha 21).

La question qui sa pocait alors ttait da cavoir ci le problbma long nez trouv6 en saufflarie
pouvait apparaftra 6galacmnt cur l'avion. Aprie analyse de documents relatife A divarece cempagnac d'eccaic
en vol at 3 cartaine incidents ou accidents de vrille. ii act apparu qua le probl~ce pouvait E1tra
rencontr6 cur avion Inous evans paur example dec anregictremnte de vrilla qua roes prdcentone (plancha 22):

Dane Is ler cae de vrille (vrille tr~c agit3e maic A agitations arganis6ee). lee gouvanee cant
recantrdss pour obtenir la sortie jcatts derni~ra act obtenue mate tr~ic tardivarrent : c'ect un example
de sortie doutausa du type da calls trouvie en soufflarie, meis rappelons qu- las gouvarnee ne cant qua
recentres.

Dane Is 26me cas, le gauchiesemant (gouverne en prmncipe pr6pondmrante cur cet avion) act
aedA fond pour Ia sortie. Cstte manoeuvre n a pas d'influsncs sur Is sortie qut recta tr~s longue

canine en souffisris, l'sffst dee gauvernes dsvisnt secandaire.

Dana le 3cme cas, IPevion set dquipA da viruree. La vrille eat netterrent moins agit~e at Ia
dur~e del sortie eat divis~s par deux. Lomns en souffleris, lee virures ant un effet favorable via-A-via
de la rdcupiratian.
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21.4.2 - Instrientation des maquettes do vritle Zibre.

Jusqu'A une poque r!ente. las escais de vrille libre en coufflerie se faisalent Ai l'aide be
maquettes dynamiquerment serrtlables A I'avion (masse, Inerties, altitude) dont lee gouvernes pouvajent
§tre radio -t9?lcorcand~es, d'aur oar tout ou rien, puic par corrrande proportionnelle. Lee caract~ris-
tiques principales des phinom~nes 6tajent relev~es A vue, avec recours CAventuel A des d~pouilleeents de
film pris A cadence acc~l~rde pour analyser plus finenent, en diff~r6, certaines 6volutions tr ?s rapidee
at/ou complexes. Cependant. les valeurs retanues ne portelent uniquement qua cur lee parambtres fonda-
neuntaux de description g~oomitrique et cin~matique de la vrille, A savoir

- viteece angulaire Qi et lin~aire V
- attitudes 8 a t ct,
- rayon de vrille R, et 6ventuellaemnt Ie cap relatif associA t r (plancne 10).

Notons que, pour dec essais classiquec. cette proc6-dure reste actuelle.

Cependant. nous verrone plus loin, que, pour ues Atudes g~nirales, ou pour des recouperrents
avion-maquatte u s complete (notarvent pour lee vrilles agities), ou encore pour lee flesoins de
"la visualisation de Ia vrille "au pilote cur simulateur ou console graphique, il est apparu indispen-
sable d'instrumenter la maquette de fagon plus complete.

L'instrunentation des maquettee de vril.le deviant possible avec linceseante miniaturisation
de capteurs etarquables performoante at de leur Alactronique aeeoci~a. royennant - dane un premier temps
une adaptation de la tailla des maquettee (- 30 %, soit au total pr?2s d'un matre pour Ia longueur du
fuselage), ainsi qua da leur type de construction (thermo-formiage, fibres de verre. de carbone, Kevlar)
afind'accrcttre au maximum lee capacitie d'emport du fuselage qui se trouve ainsi creux at tr~s l6ger tout
en gardant un maximum da soliditA pour cubir au mieux lee essais.

Ainsi. des maquattas d'avions d'arrres rtcents at rdrre dec maquettes d'avions l~gers ont pu §tre
Aquip~es en partia des installations suivantes

- recopies de gouvernas
- accdldromftres

- aeserviesements de gouvernee 6 dec gyromt~trea
- asservissamrente de dispositifs de secours 6 des acc~ltsrombtree at gyrom~tree

-mrotorisation (couple gyroecopique, at Aventuellerrent - pour lee avione l6gers A h~lice -
effete s~pards de la traction, couple de renversarrent, sane oublier l'effet global)

- soufflage de l'axtrados de la voilura, etc..
in example de rdsriltato act donnA. planche 23.

Par ailleurs,au troj/ers du concept CAP, Is r~sietance de l'avion au depart en vrille act l'objet
O'una attention epfciale. Il act donc hautement souhaitable de pouvoir instrurrentar lee maquettes de
anIlle de fagon la plus compl~te poseible. Cec maquettes aeraient utilisables a la fois an soufflerie
verticale at dane le laboratoire de vrille d~butente d6J6 d~crit. Lee essais actuallaerrnt r~aliess
parrrettent d'augurer d'une telle faicabilitA.

2.5 - Essais stir maqettes Zibres abnosphhiques tddpilotdas.

Une nouvelle technique compl~rrentaire pour l'Atude de la vnille des avions lfgers, d~veloppie
A l'I.M.F.L., act rapidement mentionn~e dane cette commeunication.

Ella utilise comee support d'exp~rience dec maquettee atmosph~sriques t~l~pilot~sec (MAT). La
maquette pour cec escaic est en similitude de Froude, A l'Achelle d'environ 1/5,mctorie~e at inctrurrentte,
la masse variant de 5 A 6 Kg cuivant l'Aquipernent.

Pour la premibre casnpagne d'eecaie, l'objectif de base a 6t6A d'Avaluer la validitt de ce moyen
d'eccai. Pojur cela, nouc avone menA parall~lement, sur une Trgce maquette, des ecaic de vrille en soufflerie
verticale at des vole atrrnsphtsriquee t~sl~pilot~c. Une bonne correlation entre cee deux moyens d'eesaie a
pu A3tre mice en evidence:

- d~monstration de modes de vrille diff~rente selon 16 cene de rotation
- effet de la prtsence d'ar~tee ventralec cur ces deux modes.

Lee MAT ce pr~asentent coae an moyen d'eceaic offrant la poceibilitA d'Astude du phtsnom'lne global
parte de contrdle, vrille, r~cup~ration, A dec Reynolds plue favorablec vie-A-vie de la perts de contr8le
avec price en compte de Ia motorisation.

3 - AUTRES AETHODES D'ATUDES. -

3.1 - Figuration cotimde des mouv~eientsa oti grands ang les,

Au coure des escaic en vol, lore dec premiere tours de vnIleo, curtout pour un avion dense, la
trajectoire nWest pas verticale et Idvolution des valeure des aeciettee ne reererrtle en rien A) celle
obcerv6e en coufflerie bors de ph~snorr~nes identiquec.
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Les pianches 24 et 25 mettent en 6vjOnra ,a -varenze de rissultats sur lea attitudes pour des
meuvamants absolument identiques mais d~crits autour is xr'ajectoire-s diff~rentes. Lee essais grandeur et
caux de soufflerie ne sont donc g~ndralement pas directemant comparablee, du momns en ce qui concerns les
earam ?tres g~nm(3triques de description de is vriils identifi~s en seufflerie et les mgsas pergus par le
pilots.

A ce propos. c) partir des enregistrements affectu(§s en vol lore de is campagne i'essais de vrille
d'un avion d'armses, un logiciel a Wt6 mis au point, paresettant is representation des 6volutiens de
l'avion, au coors de lesesi, tellee qu'elies sent obeerv~ss en soufflerie verticals (vrille avion -
urille couffleria). Autrement dit, leoriginaiit6 de cette animation 6lectroniqus (cur console graphique)
r~side dans is fait que la description des mouvemants de l'avion a lieu dane un rep~re hA( A is trajec-
loire moyenne ClVase de l'h~licolds de is vrihie). qui correspond alors A laxe de is seufflerie
verticals.

11 y a done similitude des paramLtrec g~om~triques de description de is vrille.

Dautre part, une m~thode de figuration persist de repr~senter sue pildtes. A partir dec enre-
gistrementa de soufflerie (parambtres cin~matiquss), une visualisation directs de leur horizon at/eu
d'instrumente de bord (tools Pilots antre sutree) (vrnus souffieria - vrille avion). Cetta "visua-
lisation Pilots' contnibue da faqon avantageuse A) is formation des pilotes par is reconnaissance des
diffdrente mouvements de is vrille anvisageables cur l'avion concid~rd, at ce sor !s transposition du
mouvement autour d'une trajactoire tendue, come cest is cas pour l'avion.

Tr~s demonstratives, ec m~thodas d'animation peuvent contribuer a

- faciliter is com.,araison des r~cuitats avion at msqustts
- ddmontrer rapidement is validitfs d'une mod~listion reath(?matique de Is onusl
- avartir le Pilots daessas du genre de pht~nerens qu'il rancontrara sur son svion
- former lee piloteseat laur permettra de reconnaftre lee divers mouvaments Ccs qul nest
souvent pas 6vident) afin d'sppliquer is consigns ad~quate.

L'inthr~st p~dagogiqus de is figuration anim~s da is vrilia nest plus A) d~mentrer, eurtout
pnur lee ph6nos ,nee tris agitds at, de surcroit, lorequs l'entralnsmsnt vclontaira cur avion act
initerdit.

3.2 - Conprisons vols-souffiZerie die onuse,

La transposition des r~sultats de couffisnia at isur validation, is price en cempte de l'opinion
do 'pilots" rendent indispensable on rebouclage des informnatione entra is soufflerie at las vole avant
lee essais grandeur, at entra lea volseat ias oufflanis sprbe ec ge~rs eseals. En particulier. avant lee
vole, las discussions 6-changs eantre sooffisurs at pilotes pr~cantent damn int~rots majeure

- illustration eux piletes dec phdnomins attendus.
- optimisation des consignee avac price en compta do is charge du Pilote at de sa propra

exp~nience.

Apr??s lee aesie grandeur, is cienparsison vole-soufflerie act syst~smatiqoament envicag~s. Pour
Atre valable, ella na psut s'sppuyer qua cur lee enregistrements des param ?tree dynamiques at des
gouvernee. Afin de e'sffrsnchir de is pants de is trajectoire r~ella. leaeanragistremente sont alore
trait~s afin de proctder notammeent A is figuration anims vole soufflarie expes~s pr6c~darment.
Cells-ci s'av~rs parfois indispensable conie on paut is conetatar an se reportant A is planche 26. Sur
cetta planchs~figurent lee simulations da 4 vrilies agit~es diff~reventt

La premi~re st agit~e seuiemant salon "l'angle de gite" * , celul observE6 autour d'une
trajectoira verticals ou redresse verticalanent :lee composantas p at q sent agit~Es.

La deuxiEma onusl st agit~e saulement salon "l'sssiatte longitudinale" e les treis
composantas p, q at r sent catte fois oseilles.

Or. lee trois composantas de fl sont Egalarrent agit(eas ci is vrille st agit~e A is fois ene
at Ot at, de plus. lee phases sent lee mies qua pr~c6derment. La saule diffdrence "visible" st dane
l'arrplituda balay~e par p :plus forts maintanant qua dane is deuxi~re cas.

La quatri~ms example mantra qu'un d~phasage affectant una des daux voles (0 ou 41 paut
affecter l'amplituds des trois voies de masure en laissant supposar una orille A agitations sur e9
at 4' plus ou momns fortes, alors qu'eues sent inchang~es.

Dane de tale eas, ls figuration anim~e Cools - seufflerla) da ha orile rend de pr~cieux
services.

Pared d'sutrss trsitenents des informsations grandeur, eltons is restitution des coefficients
a~rodynamiquae at laurs recoupenrents avec las r~sultats de la balance rotative, pour des mimes
conditions dessais.

La canvparaison vols/sauffleria. qui et affeotues cheque fois qua possible, a fait qua is
m~thoda daessais a dvolud sans ceasa at qua l1intrpritation des rtsultats at la conclusions ont
ainsi Wt anthiories.
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Quent aux §ventuelc @Lcertc' entre la coufflerie at les vole, ile Sont de deux sens

- en, ce put cor cerne lee avions l65gers, la soufflerie eat parfois optimicts, c'est-A-dire qu'un
r~sultet trouv6 marginal en soufflarie peut se dft~riorer et devenir mauvais en grandeur ;

- en ce put concerne lee avions d'armes, le soufflerie est parfois paseimista, c'est-)-dire qua
flee mauvais r~sultats trouv~s en soufflaria pauvent ne pee Atre retrouvtc lore des essais en vol (planche 4).

Par contre, at en ce put concerne tous lee avions. las resultats trouv(?s fre-ce en coufflerie
(franchoemnt mauvats ou francherrent bone), restent francs en grandeur. 4ussd, lorepue ion Atudie toute
modification g~om~stripue de ia maquette flu un dispositif do sacours. e'arrenge-t-on pour obtenir elore des
rdsultets frcancs pour assurer is mgrne officacite en grandeur.

3.3 - Etude statie- tiqua - corrtOlation ut'iona - t'riZ.les.

La flanpue de donndes et l'expLrience que posstde ll..F.L. depute plus de 30 ens ever l'Astuce
de pr rs de 200 mapuettes d'avions de bous types lut a penmis o'envisager une 6tuoe de corr(2lation entre
lee caract~rietiques des edrodynes et cellas de leurs vrill'es. Cette 6tuda a pour but principal d'ortenter
lee evionneurs yore des formulee de g~om~tries sines avec Is rreilleure probabilite possible ; ella nea
pee la prdtention oe predire lee caract6ristiriuee de is vrille au vu de ls gcotrie. Dar aillaure, ii est
6vtdent qua blue la population sera grende, plus 11 en sortira de ranseignemants ;eussi, 11 serait
souhaitable d'y ejouter toutas lee donndes compldnunteiree provenant de l'Etrenger Sur ce eujet.

La population deavions a ate divts~e en trots grandes cat~gorias afir' de regrouper Asventuellement
des g~om~trias ayant un caract~re commun dens leur allure gbn~rale:

- evions l6gers 41 % actueilemwnt
- avions de transport 3 %
- avions d'armes 45 1

Pour l'instant, une puarentaine de parametrec geometripuas at maseipues ont AtA utilises pour
repr~senter au mioux lee ceract~ristipues de tous lee avions (mecca, inerties, surfaces, bras do levier
de surfaces, positions relatives, singularit~s, ...). Bien entendu, toutes cas grendeurs comb ramendes
cans dimrension.

Huit parambtres g~om~tripues at cin~matipuas de description de Ia vrille ont 6t6 pris en considA5-
ration (aesiattas longitudinale at traneversae, vitesses do rotation et de chute, rayon do vrille.
intaneitAs des agitations, leur type at lour mode). Pour la plupert daentre aux, ces param~tres alnt 6t6
ostimts on vrilla libra 3 la soufflerie verticala at ont 6t6 ddcomvoses an classes do modalit~s ordonndes.

bans son ensemble, 1. base de donn~es pout 6tre cond~a pour ddtarminer des fem,' les do ddpart.
Par example, pout ustre recharche It? souc-ensombla des avions d'arrree 3 forte flicha put ont una vrilla
plate at rapide, at l'6tudo de correlation eat men~sa cur cette famillo.

bans un prermiar tamps, des corr~lations simples at intuitives antra lee caractbristipuec da Is
vrille ant Wt recherch~ses. Par example. la corr~lation antre una vrilla ) la foic plate at rapido a Wt
v~rifi(?e. Cool permettrait da r~duira cous certaines conditions, par uno premibre analyse multidimencion-
nalle des variables de vrille, le noetre de variables ind~pandantes. Ces prami~rec corrdlations n'6taient
pee le but recherchAs initiaearent, mais en observant la planche 27, montrant una matrica de corr~lation
simrple antra lee cerect~rictipuas da vrillo, on comprandra facilerrent. quo l1intorpr~totion dec rtsultats
future n~cassitara une analyse approfondia. Cetta planche nouc indipue on affat deux correlations vreiment
bonnec (taus avions) at A priori Avidantes:

e9 at Vz plus l'attitude eat piqu~e, plus is vitacca de chute croft a
U at R plus Ia rotation at repide, plus is vrilia eat cantr6a.

La corrilation eat dLejA plus faibla cur W at 0 : plus Ia rotation eat repida, plus Is vrilla
eat calmo, eels il y a aucci beaucoup de vrillas lantac qui coot celmas. Moem chose pour 8 at (b :Is
corr~lation serait lot meilleure ci Von prenait an compte le geuchiccasent.1

Dens un second temps, des corr~lationis cur trols parsam~tras ont 6tAs celcul~ac. Slas englobant
Ia corr~latlon simple, an 6tant plus fines at plus dgtailigac.

Falcent suite A cas premi()ras dtepes, una analyse multidimenclonnalle sara affactuf~a cur
lansambla des caract~ristiques avions. La m~thode A priori is plus apta A tralter dec donndes A iajfoic
quelitetivac at puentitative eat una m~thode dite, de segmentation a.ele r1aelise. cur is farsille da
d~part, una partition par dichotomies cuccassives, en souc-farsillec is plus distinctas possible, tout an
6tant ie plus homogbnes possible vis-A-vic des caract~sristipuas da Is vrillo. Appararmmunt. catte erthode
se pr~ta asses bian A lintorpr~tetlon des risultats. Par example, reprenons is pianche 27 at exarcinons
la corr~latlon B O .Cella-ci eat relative A laensemble des avions at au domains de coevrlc entre
-9

0 
at 0*.

La corriletion faibla observ~se pout vouloir dire daux choas

- colt qua n eat absoluet indiparidant da 9
- soit qua Is courba $ f( ejpricants uns symitrie.
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Si maintenant nous subdivisons l'axe San diff~rantas trenches, at clua pour chacuna d'antre
alias ous caiculons la corr~lation Q - S . nous ailons obtanir:

- soit c) nouveau una valaur tr~s failble pour toutes las trenches Sca qui prouvarait qua0
est affactivanunt ind~pandent de (9 (chose improbeble)

- soit das corr~ietions baaucoup plus fortas, ca qui nuntra bian qua Ia courba e26 st
sym6triqua (an l'occurrence par rapport A 9 = -5)

Nous voyons dooc, par un eaempla simple aA la plancha 27, qua las correlations tr~s faiblas
pauvant 9tra d'un int~rdt aussi grand qua las corr~lations tr~s fortes ; 1 suffit pour s'ao convaincra
de pratiquar la m6-thoda da segmentation.

O'autras m~thodas d'anelyse pauvant &~tra anvisagtes pour ILstuda etatistique da la vrilla.
par axempla caile dita canonique. Cette rtthoda racherche, A partir des daux ensembles de caract~ristiquas

avions (x)at vr-ilas (yk1, las daux variables alat b
1 

raspectivrrnnt costiinaisons lin~airea des x'j at

yK at tallas qua Ia carrd da la corr-6lation antra a 1a t bi soit maximum. De miss, soot rsctiarch~ses
2 2 1 2 1 2a at b A carrAs de corrdlation maximum. mais tallas qua a at a , ainsi qua bl at b . soient non

corr~l~es. Catta rmtthoda prtsente n6anmnine i'inconv~niant da mel sa pritar aux variablas qualitativas.

En r~sum6. las divers objactife des Atudes de corr,6lation soot:

- affactuer d'abord une synth~sa da ca qua possLde lII.M.F.L. en vua de vArifiar la validitA!
d'url certain nombra de critAres g~n~ralamnot admis pour ciasser las vrillas an fonction des g(anttries
at/ou inertias des avions (T.O.P.F. 3 .. )a

- charchar de nostoreux critCres permettant una meillaura estimation des caract~rs de Is vrilla
avac une probabilitA suffisannant granda ;

- fournir A l'avionneur des indications sur las choix A porter au moment du projet de son avion a

- d~gagar las tendancas en vrilla A priori principales d'un avion nouveau A g~ortria at
maerties donn~as a

- constituer un support A une moddlication ult6rieura an indiquant ca sur quoi il st important
d'insistar.

3.4 - Adrodynrsique at rnod4Lisotion.

Wd4isation.

La d6terssination des qualitds da vol. des performances, des Avolutions d'un avion de combat
ndcessite, dens ls r~solution des equations d'6quilibra, is connaissance la plus exacts possible des
efforts ea(rodynamiquas axerc~s sur l'avion. Or. l'snsemtls des rsoysns d'essais dont dispose lI.M.F.L.
contribue 'usemant A d~terminar cas efforts dens un large domaina de vol. Des campagnes d'eesais sont
r~alisaes at pernettant la constitution d'una banque de donns o6a figurent lee valeurs des divarsas
composantes du torsaur earodynamique an fonction de cauls du vactaur d'Otst, c'est-A-dira g~n~ralemant
(X . p, q. r,

Ici apparalt is problbme de is i-d~siisation. notanisent dens is domains des grands angles.
La mndE~i lin~aira trbs largement appliquA pour las patitee incidences nWest alore pee satiefaisant.
Ousiqus r~sultate exp~rirmentaux rfaslis(?s A l'I.t1.F.L. en statique sur avions d'arrnnc sont pr~sentis
plancha 28. La figure 28a nous r-rmtre Ilapparition,avac 1l'incidence, dun fort coefficient da lacet
pr~santant lui-ndrrs de fortes c. zontinuittss at donnant lieu. d~jA au nivsau de is modilication du toreur
etatiqus. A la d~couverta de c~rieux probikrs...

Plusisurs mtthodac de mod~lisation pourraient essayer de prendre en cwcpta de tale phinomhnes
l'uns dantre alias conictarait,A partir d'un ensemble de r~cultats axpirisuntaux, de raprisenter
l'6volution d'un coefficient adrodynamiqus en fonction de toutes las variables c'itat. Caci reviant alors
A ddterminar l'Aquation d'un hyparplan dens un espace de dimensions n*i o6i n st is noure total
de variables dens is modl. Dependent, ca genre da mithoda prisants nianasaine deux inconvinients
principaux :d'une part, ella niceesite. pour itre exploitable. un nomtre d'escaic tris impsortant I
d'sutre part, commce ella no feat pes intervanir Ia corprihansion des phinorcbnes touts extrapolation
effactufs en dahors du domains investigui lore des essaic sertle heserdeusa.

o plus, si Pon observe plus pricisiment cette ma~ma planche (28a), on ramarquara qua la
densitA de points ransuris st nettecunt plus irportsnts au voisinags des maxima at dos minima qua dane
las phases intarctdiaires. Caci settble aecriditer i':iypoth~sa de ieciaence d'Astete d'6quiiibrs
stables pour l'Acoulamfent autour de is maquatte.

Cetta ramarqua diboucha alors cur une seconds ide de reodilisation quA consistarait A
consid~rer l'incidance at is dirapags coma 6tant lee paramhtree fondamentaux du modbe, caux qui fixant
l'Atat diLquiiibra de l'Acouiarmunt. lee autras pararrttrac comma p. q at r n'intarvenant qua comes dec
fecteurs de variation autour de cet 6tat d'6quiiibrs. On pout voir d'eillsurs qua lee variations du C
obtenus A oc- 450 at p q (plancha 12a) pauvant s'expiiqusr simvlermsnt A Is vue du risultat de n



lessai statique (28a) qui comporte une forte discontinuit6 vers 45*. Ceci couligne donc irportance
dleffectuer aux grands angles des SSaic etatiques aD l'explaration en incidence ect effectude avec un
pas tros fin. L'essentiel des campagnee d'eccaic consicterait elors A effectuer une cdrte dacssaie
etatiquec de faqon A distinguer lee diffdrente r~gimee d'6caulement.

Maic le prablbme de la imd~lication se camplique encore un peu ci lVon observe le r~sultat
suivant c ur Ia figure 28b, nous pr~sentons un escet effectu4 exactement dans les ses conditions
flue celui de le figure 28; mis A part qu'une petite diccontinuit6 gbom~trique (en loccurrence une
asp~ritAs) a 6t6 paste au prbaleble cur le nez de la reaquette. On peut elars observer que lellure de
la caurbe de C ns'en trouve farteurnnt modifi~e (voir f 2.4.1). Ceci montre donc qu'une l6gbre modifi-
cation en un endrait bien prtcic de Ia maquette peut changer notoirement l'6coulesmnt et peut
conduire A3 une autre forme de modblication. Celle-ci paurreit reprendre l'idfe dec Atats d'6quilibre
meis, eu lieu de prendre en carrqte un torseur au niveau dui centre d'inertie de la maquette, ella pourrait
consid~rer cette maquette cosyce un ensemble de plucieurs Al65ments (nez. voilure, d~rive, ... I cur leequele
incidence et dbrapage ant dec effete distincte. Ceci conduit elors dens la proc~dure dasceais A) reurer
des torseurs cur chacun de ces diffdrents Albrcents.

Toutec ccc mbthodes vicent Ai canstruire un mad~le de repr~sentation des efforts earodynamiqUes
de fegon A pouivoir lee prendre en corrcte dens lee Equations de le re~canique du vol. Alors la reconnaissance
de touc lee mouvemente types rencantrdc aux grands angles cur avians dearmes (comma [a vrille, lee auto-
tonneaux. etc ...l) peut 6tre pleinernent effectude grace A une imithode d'analyse cosine. par exeample, celle
dite les bifurcations qua Mhonieur GUICHETEAU (14) a d~velopp~e A l'O.N.E.R.A. et dont 11 presente un
exposE dane le cadre de ce colloque.

CONCLUSION. -

Un bref panorama des principelec m~thadas misec en oeuvrc A61MEL pour 1'9Etude de la perte
de cantr~la at des vrilles a 6tE pr~centA3.

En regard de la camplexit6 des phfnam~nee. nataryent du point de vue a~rodynamique. lee efforts
A d~velopper, en vue d'una prbdiction efficace des crmortemente aux grands angles devraient 9tre
orient~c dens lee directionc suiventes

- D~velappement accru de m~thades de simulations dynemiquec repr~sentatives ci oufflerie ou
en vol libre (aspect representation des ph~namEnes).

- Analyse du point de vue a~rodynaminue exp~rimentele et th~orique respect comrbhension des
ph~nam~nes).

- Recherche et d~velappement de madblec de repr~sentation fieblec fond~c cur des concepts nouveaux
(choix de perem~trec d'6tat r~ellement deecriptife. price en carrpte de phdnomtnes loaux dens Ia cadre
d'une mod~licetian par El6ments ...l) (aspect pr~diction du corsportement).

Des remarquec cant particulitrement fonddec pour traiter efficecement de la prdvention de le perte
de contrdle et dec vrillec ainsi qua des limites de maneuvrabilitA aux grands angles.
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APPLICATION DE LA THEORIE DES BIFURCATIONS
A L'ETUDE DES PERTES DE CONTROLE SUR AV1ION DE COMBAT

par
Philippe Guicheteau

ONERA

92320 Chatillon, France

RESUME

Le mouvement d'un avion peut Atre d~crit de mani~re rigoureuse par un systime diffkrentiel non lin~aire,
d~pendant de pararsetres, liant les variables d'Otat (incidence, d~rapage, vitesse .. )4 et les variables de com-
mande (braquages des gouvernes) par l'intermkdiaire des 6quations de la m~canique du vol et du mod~le a~rody-
namique.

La mathode propos~e ici consiste A d~terminer leo limites de stabilitd du syst~me et A pridire l'dvolu-
tion de celui-ci lorsqu'il devient instable. Elle fait appal A la thacrie des bifurcations des systbmes
diffdrentiels non lindaires.

1. INTRODUCTION

Depuis de nombreuses annkes, l'ktude des pertes de contr6le et des vrilles sur avion de combat eat un
domaine de recherches trg~s important. Malgrg les efforts d~ployks, l'analyse de tels ph~nomanes reste encore
tras ddlicate en raiaon de leur complexit6, de leur caract~re appareimnent aldatoire et des faibles connais-
sances dont on dispose en adrodynamique A grande incidence.

Pourtant, l'examen attentif de nombreux rdsultats d'essais en vol sur des avions tr~s diff~rents r~v~le
d'dtonnantes similitudes de comportement qu'il semble difficile d'attribuer au hasard. D'autre part, des 6tu-
des de vrilles en simulation ont montr6 qu'il 6tait possible, avec un mod~le ad~quat, d'effectuer des recou-
pements satisfaisants avec des essais en soufflerie ou en vol, sugg~rant sinai que la vrille eat une carac-
t~ristique du systame diffdrentiel utilis6 dans les simulations.

Par opposition aux 6volutions A faible incidence, le comportement des avions A grande incidence eat ca-
ract~risd par des mouvements de grande amplitude pour lesquela l'analyse lin~aris~e de la stabilit4 ne four-
nit que des renseignementa tres limit&s.

Pour toutes cea i.aisons , une 6tude d~terministe du comportement des avions dana le domaine non lin~aire
a 6t6 entreprise. On a utilis6 des rdsultats mathamatiques tras importants relatifa aux applications diff6-
rentiables et regroup~s sous le nom de th~orie des bifurcations. Grace A l'outil num~rique, la m~thode pro-
pos~e ici offre l'avantage de traiter des 6quations c,'4plates. Pour illustrer cette nouvelle approche des
ph~nomanes non lin~ai'~"s d- la m~canique du vol, on pr~sente deux applications.

La premiere traite le phdi -,m,%ne bien connu de l'auto-tonneau avec un modille d'avion coefficients cons-
tants et des dquations simplii).!es. Malgr4 la simplicitd du systbme 6tudid, on met en dvidence l'existence
d'6tats d'6quilibre multiples associds A un braquage donn6 de gouvernes.

Dana Ia seconde, on 6tudie le comportement A grande incidence d'un modL'le a~rodynamique non lin~sire
d'avion de combat, en utilisant lea 6quations complates de Ia m~canique du vol, sans aucune hypothase sim-
plificatrice. Grace A 1'dtude des bifurcations du syst~me ainsi construit, on pr~voit par le calcul et on
retrouve en simulation des phdnom~nes tres gdn~raux de saut, d'hystdrdsis et de cycle limite qui pr~sentent
de grandes analogies avec des comportements qu'il eat classique d'observer en vol.

2. BIFURCATIONS ET THEORIE DES CATASTROPHES

2.1 - Avertissement

11 n'est paa dana l'esprit de cette communication de se aubatituer aux ouvragea sp~cialis~s exposant
les fondements mathdmatiques de Ia thdorie des catastrophes (1). Toutefois, il semble indispensable d'en
exposer quelques aspects, illustrds par des exemples, pour faciliter Ia compr~hension des chapitres suivanta.

2.2 - Premier exemple :Ia catastrophe de Riemann - Hugoniot

Considdrona l'6quation diffdrentielle scalaire

dMZ- (' a* - b

dano laquelle :c repr~gsente l'4tat d'un syst~me et (a,b) des parambtres de coummande lentement variables.
Cette Equation ocalaire peut 6tre considdrde cousne repr~sentative de l'Evolution de la variable x dana un
champ de gradient dont Ia fonction potentielle cot ddfinie par leo relations

,k - 3rad (C.1C-x))

L4  2.

Par consdquent, 1'Etude des minima et des maxima de Ia fonction 41-x)renseigne our Ia stabilitd ou Pins-
tabilit# des dtats d'dquilibre du syatime. 

1

Supposons que V'on fixe a (a - - 3), que P'on faase varier lentement b de - 3 A + 3 de telle sorte que
la variable x atteigne un dtat d'equilibre pour chaque valeur de b (fig 1), et que x soit en x, au d~but de
Ia variation de b. Pour b - +2, le minimum de la fonction<c=)devient un point d'inflexion et, pour une pe-
tite varation de ce param~tre, x pasoera rapidement de l'Etat x, i& l'Etat x2. De mme, si V'on change le sens
de variation de b, x reotera en x2 jusqu'h ce que b atteigne la valeur -2 et '"oautera" ensuite A 1'dtat xl.
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On note au passage que l'on vient de mettre en dvidence un hystdr'sia dOI au fait que le saut de xI vera x2
ou de x2 vera xj ddnend de l'histoire de is variation du param~tre b.

Reprdsentons dans iespace (x,a,b), is surface WM des points d'dquilibre d~finie par -0 et 58 pro-
jection (C) sur le plan (a,b) (fig.2). Dana ce plan, le lieu des points tela que l'dquation A-0 admet trois
racines est A l'intdrieur d'une courbe en farina de pointa. La frontibre entre lea r~gions de l'capace (a,b)
ayant un nombre diffdrent d'Etats Vdquilibre eat appelde surface de bifurcation. Sur cette surface, la super-
position d'un minimum et d'un maximum crde un point d'inflexion pour lequel lea d~rivdes premibre et seconde
de4rc?4 a'annulent. Par consdquent, en dliminant x des Equations

~a = =3 ow= *b 0

on obtient l'Equation de Ia surface de bifurcation

De cette darnibrc, il vient immdiatement que si a est ndgatif, ii acre possible de se trouver sur cette
surface et donc d'Otre sur un point de bifurcation. Aussi, pour Eviter cette situation que l'on qualifie de
"catastrophique", il acre n~cessaire qua a soit positif (fig.2).

2.3 -Deuxi~me example :bifurcation de Hopf. (fig.3)

Considdrons un syt.Ame de dimension 2 an coordonndes polaires (-29 ) dana lequel
%" - e42. 2L.

Leastos crrespondent h un Equilibre doivent satisfaire 1'6quation '2c -'17) - 0 cc qui entraine
=0 o.u

4  = J.- avec C aO. Pour C e-, saule la solution ' 0 existe (foyer stable).
Pour C 7O, Ia solution -1 = 0 davient instable (foyer instable) et une nouvelle solution -1 -Mc apparait. Cette
derniare correspond A un cycle limite dont le rayon croit comma .f . La point C eat un attractcur vague et
reprdsente le point de bifurcation de Hopf.

3. BIFURCATIONS ET MECANIQJE DU VOL

3.1 - Mod~lcs d'aviona utilis~s.

L'application de Ia th~oric des bifurcations portera sur deux modilcs d'avions.

L'avion A poss~dc un mod, a adrodynamique lindaire at A coefficients ind~pendants de l'incidencc. 11 eat

utilisE pour traiter l'exempla simplifig de l'auto-tonneau (6 4).

L'avion B poss~dc un mod~le adrodynamique non lindaire sans hyst~r~sis, dont Ia validitE s'6tend A des
incidences -10'-- 6O(C-+ 90' at de3 ddrapages -40*--( & 1--+40.
Ii eat utilis6 dana le deuxi~me example d'application de Ia thdorie des bifurcations qui concerne certaines
pertes de controls A grande incidence.

La mod, le B eat celui d'un avion de combat fictif A aile haute at empennage arri~re. Il eat cependant
rdalista car il eat issu d'unc synth~se de nombreux essais de soufflerie. Ses caractdristiques sont r~sumdes
A Is figure 4.

La formulation du mod~la B a EtE adapt~e aux besoins des calculs de m~canique du vol. Chacun des six
coefficients globsux CC, Cm, Cn, Cx, Cy, Cz, s'exprime de fagon inddpendante en fonction des param~tres
d'influence : ot, ,' f , 9, -1 1 gouvernes.
Ainsi lea non-lindarit~s at lea couplages adrodynamiques s'expriment dana un ddveloppement en sdrie de Taylor
autour des valeurs de r~fdrence (Etat nominal) d~finies de Ia faqon suivanta

L'expression gdn~rale des coefficients cat de Is forme

C:= ce(W' V-1 ovo -,atzS. 0) , ac r-S) - be Lz, SO) ac C(wrP). --

- Lea coefficients C. sont appelds coefficients nominaux. Hea sont nor lindaires en fonction de l'incidence.
En particulier, lea coefficients nominaux lat~raux n'ont pas EtE choisis syat~matiquenent nuls, aux incidences
supgrieures A 200, en vue de simuler lea diasymdtrias adrodynamiques identifidEs aur de noinbreux avions A
grande incidence.

- Lea tarmes AC expriment Is variation par rapport h a courbe nominale, du coefficient C, en fonction du
param~tre x. Ce sont des fonctions pairca ou impairas du param~tre x suivant Ia nature du coefficient 6iC
at de x.

3.2. - Equations du mouvement.

La systL~me d'Equations adoptE reprdsente un mod~le complat puiaqu'on y trouve

-lea trois Equations de moment, en auppoaant 0 - F , 0

R;? Er* . Cc -B6) gr - Epc? : ISEtCe

B4 -Cr ..(BAp (r98 Fo O m
2 .(',

C; A -(a 0) 9 -rg V C1
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- lea trois dquations de force,

177[ 17co-so c&Ap - Vfslaor cog 13; cscsinypt) . V(%sh -e.ng -

m['s t Vc..sj3f Vrc~. eom -C -3P 5/ ' cest3)J

a~q AS ( e saincp . I f.SVCY
2

m i - .~ st V V( os os( 3( - sio *fj V (p sin(3 - alcsc c &A))

- deux Equations cindmatiques. L'46quation cindmatique d'Euier en cap %V , West pas prise en compte.

q qcos 99 - r aip t
Les non-lindaritds de ce syst~me sont nombreuses et peuvent Etre ciassdes en deux cat~gories

- La premidre renferme celles qui Sont intrins~ques au systfte et qui sont dues A l'dcriture des 46qua-
tions du mouvement d'un solide dana lespace (lignes trigonomitriques et couples gyroacopiques).

- La seconde contient celles yii proviennent du rsod le adrodynamique de l'avion considifrd. Dana cette
catkgorie, il convient de faire une distinction entre:

lea non-lindaritda de courbure des coefficients adrodynamiques,

lea non-iindaritka de couplage, comme certains coefficients adrodynamiques qui d~pendent de deux
variables. ex :Ct,*,,

Cette distinction W est pas 6vidente A priori, mais elle eat juatifide par l'expdrience.
En effet, lea pr-rnires conduisent A des 6volutions brutales, pour une variation douce" des braquages

de coimmandes, lea *.r' des oscillations plus ou momns entretenues.

3.3 - Mise en oeuvre .h- la th&c e des bifurcations

3.3,1 - Calcul des 6tata d 6quiilibre

Bien que dana certains cas particuliera (auto-tonneau) une solution analytique soit enviaagesble, Is
mdthode utilis~e consiste A rechercher numgriquement tous les 4tats dd6quilibre du syst~me diffdrentiel non
linkaire ci-dessus pour chaqut combinaison du triplet de braquages de gouvernes (S S " S ) .

Le systilme diffdrentiel non lin~aire des 6quationa de la mdcanique du vol se ramilne A la forme gdndra-
le:

; =F XC

dana laquelle

X eat un vecteur de dimension n appeld vecteur d'6tat

C eat un vecteur de dimension m appel6 vecteur de commande

F eat un ensemble de n fonctions continues ddrivables non lindaires ddpendant I Is fois de 1'6tat et
de la cossnande.

On se propose d'6tudier i'ensemble des Etats d'46quilibre (M du syst~me ddfinis par X=0 loraque le
vecteur de cousnande vanie.

Lorsqu'on fait i'hypothLse classique salon laquelle le syat~me eat lindaire, il n exists qu 'un seul
Otat X v~rifiant I& relation F(K,C) -0, pour une valeur donn~e du vecteur de coimnande. Par contra, lorsque
le systAme eat non lir~gaire, ii peut exister plusieurs ktats d'Equilibre diffdrents vdrifiant la relation
X=0 pour une valeur -Innnde du vecteur de coummande.

Le traitement numkrique de ce problL~me recLle de nombreuses difficultids. La m~thods employde vise A
ddcrire is surface d'Oquilibre du systkme A l'aide d'une variable descriptive. Cette idde, due h Klopfettateita

1, a donne' iaissance A de nombreux algorithmes amdliorant Is pr~cision, Ia rapiditd du calcul at pouvant
traiter de nomnbreux cas de bifurcitions. Ils sont dus pnincipalement aux travaux de Davidenko, Keller 17] et
Kubicek 18].

Dana le cas pr~sent, on a repris en is modifiant ldg~rement l'algorithme proposE par Kubicek 18].

3.3.2 - DUtermination de ia surface de bifurcation

LI s'agit de recharchar l'ensemble des 6tats d'6quilibre tels que une (ou plusisurs) valeur proprs
(considdrds comma un nombre complaxe) ds la matrice jacobienne du syst 6me X F(X,C) possbde une Partie
r~ells nulls. Cette condition skpare en effet lae domaines des Equilibres stables at instables.

Dana la suite de cette Etude, on ne s'intdrease qusaux bifurcations associ~es A una (ou plusieurs)
valeur propre nulie.



La resolution rigoureuse de ce problbme peut @tre faite en utilisant 1'algorithme utilis6 dans le
paragraphe pr~cddent en adjoignant, au syst~me diff~rentiel initial, une condition aur le d~terminant de
la matrice jacobienne (DeL= 0). L'adjonction de cette dernii-re condition p~nalise beaucoup le temps de
calcul. Pour cette raison, on a choisi de construire la surface de bifurcation A partir d'un maillage de
ia surface d'6quiiibre. Bien qua momns prdcise, cette faqon de proc~der procure non saulamant la points
de bifurcation mais aussi lea points d'6quilibre qui existent au-delA, et vera lasquels le systoma tend
apr~s avoir traversd une bifurcation.

3.3.3 - Prediction du comportement A grande incidence

La d~marche pr~sentde ci-dessus correspond A une description atatique de lensemble des 6tats d'6qui-
libra possibles, stables ou non. La prediction a pour objet de ddfinir I'6volution dynamique qui se produit
au franchissemant d'une surface de bifurcation.

Elle eat rdalis~e en interpr~tant lea r~sultata obtenus ci-dessus. Cette 6tape de is m~thoda eat assu-
r~mant la plua d~iicate car ii s'agit de passer d'informations quantitatives A une description qualitative
d'un comportament dynamique. Ella ne doit pas 6tre faite en se guidant aveugldment sur lea valaurs propres
des dtats dd6quilibre. Bien que cala soit tris schdmatique, il eat possible de d~gager quatre r~gles de
pr~diction qui ne s'exciuent ps mutuellement:

a) Lea surfaces d'6quilibre pr~sentent des propridtds de sym~trie en raison de is symdtrie du mod~le. Dana
ce cas, les perturbations extdriaures agissant aur l'avion le font tendre vera un 6tst d'6quilibre ou
1l6tat syrs~trique.

b) Lea manoeuvres sont ex~cut~es rapidamant, ou bien Is vitease de lavion ast importanta. Dsns ce cas,
l'avion peut prdsenter des partes de contr~ie partielles non pr~visibles par lea caiculs pr~c~dents.
Pour ca type de manoeuvre, lea caiculs n~gligeant linfluence de Is pesanteur permattant ia prediction.

c) Pendant is manoeuvre, tous lea dtats d'6quilibre vera lesquels tend le systoime sont stables. Dana ces
conditions, is prediction ne pr~sente pas de difficultd.

d) Apras une bifurcation-, lea dtats d'dquilibre en pr~sence sont instables osciliatoires. Dana ce dernier
cas, Is prediction se ddrouie en daux temps. En faisant provisoirement abstraction des valeurs propres
imaginaires conjugu~es on d~termine l'6tat d'6quilibre th~orique d~fini par R=0 vera laquel tendrait
le systL~me dana 1lhypoth,),e oti ii aerait stable. Puis, on pr~cise is pr~diction en int~grant le mauve-
ment du syst !me autour de cat dtat d'6quilibre, spr~a lavoir soumis I une petite perturbation afin de
mettra en 6vidence l'existence 6ventuelle d'un cycle limita ou d'autras ph~nomilnes osciliatoiras non
lineaires qui ne sont pas trait~s actuellement par Is mdthode expoa~e plus haut.

Malgr6 is briilvet6 de cette classification, is m~thode eat efficace, cormaa le d~montrent las paragra-
phes 4 at 5.

3.3.4 - Vrification par simulation

L'axp~rience acquise par le traitemant d'un grand nombre de cas eat tr~s pr~cieuaa pour pr~dire cor-
rectamant le comportement d'un avion au-delA d'une bifurcation. GrAce A catta exp~riance, at dana de nom-
breux cas, ii n'est pas indispensable de simuler Is manoeuvre 6tudi~e pour connaitre le comportamant de
1 'avion.

Mais pour lea cas difficiles cit~s A l'alin~s d) ci-dessus, ou si un doute se pr~sente, il faut
affectuer qualques simulations. Un avantaga consid~rable de is m~thode eat qua la diagraimnes de bifurca-
tions permattant d'ajustar lea manoeuvres de pilotage A coup s~r, at sinai de n'ex~cutar que lea cas de cal-
cul partinenta. Cas simulations sont r~alisdes au mayan d'un programme d'int~gration du mouvamant qui prend
en compta des 6quations compliltas at toutas lea non-lin~arit~s.

on justifieasinai, a poat~riori at si n~cassaire, lea hypathsaes simplificatrices qui aursiant pu
6tra faites dana la calcula de bifurcations at dans is pr~diction.

4. APPLICATION A L'ETUDE DE L'AUTO-TONNEAU

Catte pramilra application ast un example simplifi6 de lutilisation de lIa thkorie des bifurcations A
1'6tude du phdnomclna dsauto-tonneau qui ast connu depuis fort longtamps at dont l'6tude a dt6 reprise r~cem-
ment par Schy, Hannah at Mehra [2,3,4].

4.1 - Hypothlaes

L'expdrience at lea calculs antdrieurs [51 ayant montr6 qua l'auto-tonneau sa produit A faibla inci-
dence, qua Ia vitesse de l'avion vanie pau at qua l'influence de is pasantaur est ndgligaable, le systlme
diffdrential camplet des Equations de Ia m~canique du vol a dtd simplifi6 de Is fa~onk suivante

- le modle d'avion eat A coefficients constants (incidence faible)

- l'dquation de trainde eat absanta (vitasse constants)

- on suppose qua la termt, renfarmant Is quantitE g/V soot toujours petits at constants.
Cette derniare hypothlse prdsente l'avantage de d~coupler lea deux ESquations en 9 at 1$ et de ne ps
contraindre le mouvemant de lsvion I s'effectuer autour d'un axe vertical.

4.2 - Etude de l'auto-tonneau

Les hypothLbses ci-dessus conduisent A dcrire un sysLue difffrentiel simplifid dont on cherche len-
~~' aemble des itats d'dquilibre 0 , P-4 0 ).



En supposant ad= =0 et 9=A=0 et en n~gligeant l'influence du terme , le syst,'me se met
sous la forme:

,o: *4p'*f P -F ,f f P pt f,

qui, par on changement de variable vc p--fr , se ram~ne A l'6quation diffdrentielle

6 F

z.dx.'- cx-_ * ct

Ainsi, on met en 6vidence la forme canonique d'une singularitd de %" a'ppel~e "catastrophe
papillon" dont l'6tude fait apparaitre des points de bifurcation pouvant entrainer des sauts pour certaines
valeurs des param~tres (a,b,c,d).

En effet, pour un braqua§e de profondeur A piquer effectu6 A partir de la position de trim correspondent
A 1lincidence choisie ) - , et gouvernes transversales au neutre,il exiate 5 4tats d'dquilibre poasibles

rep~r~a Al et A5 sur la figure 5, et non pas on seul comme le pr~voit lapproximation lin~aire. Les 6tats
Al, A3 et A5 sont stables ;A2 et A4 sont instables. Partant de 1'6tat nominal A3, on braquage rprogressif do
gauchiasement correspondant A une manoeuvre b~nigne de roulis h droite, effectu~e sous facteur de charge
16gLrement n~gatif, d~place le point de fonctionnement jusqo'en A'3, pois le fait "sauter" vers A'1.
Pr~cis~ment, Ia vitesse de roulis r~pond toot d'abord A peo prls lin~airement (cest-A-dire intuitivement)
A la sollicitation do pilote, pois, brosqoement, elle "saute" ; one valeor excessivement 6lev~e par rapport
A la commande. Le pilote d~cide imm~diatement de ramener le gauchissement au neotre. Cette manoeuvre est
A peu prls sans effet, et le demeure mime sail braque le gauchissement en sens oppos6. Ces deux ph~nom~nes
apparaissent nettement en simulation (figure 6) .Ces simulations, rdalisdes avec des dquations compl~tes,
sogglrent deox remarqoes:

- l'influence de Ia pesanteur se traduit par one oscillation des variables d'6tat autour d'une valeur moyen-
ne sans modifier les phdnomlnes,

- la prise en compte de la pesanteur fait piquer l'avion et le fait acc~l~rer. Il s'ensuit que Ia vitesse
de roulis ne se stabilise pas A la valeur calculde pr~c~demment. En fait, on remarque qu'on peut r~dcrire
le syatlme 6tudi6 en utilisant Ia variable rdite p"- P1/V. On vdrifie alors que, malgrd laccroisse-
ment de Ia vitesse de l'avion et de la vitesse de roulis, la valeur de po'est parfaitement atabilis~e A
Is valeur prdvue par lea calcola d'6qoilibre.

De Ia mime fagon, one action A piquer AIsl profondeur paut provoquer le saut spontan4 d'un dquilibre
de type A3 vers on dqoilibre de type Al (figure 7).

Enfin, aur ce rdsaau de courbes d'dquilibre an observe que, partant do point Al, gauchissement ao
neutre, on pourra retrouver 1l6tat d'6quilibre initial A po = 0 par on nouveau aaut obtenu en ramenant
Ia profondeur A s position de trim (simulation figure 8).

4.3 - Conception d'une loi de pilotage pour 6viter l'auto-tonneau

Outra la description do comportement de 1'avion, le calcul des dtats d'dquilibre et des points de
bifurcation procure de pr~cieux rensaignaments sur les moyana d'dviter lea saute. Dana le cas prdsent, le
calcul de Ia surface de bifurcation dona le plan ( ST , So ) pour on braquage de profondeur donnE montre
qu'il exista one zone privildgideckns laquella on ne rencontra ps de bifurcation (figure 9). Il 9sensuit
qua si V'on astreint le systlme A demeurar dana cette r~gion do plan, lavion aura on comportamant quasi-
ment lindaire par rapport aux commandes 9t at 6.,m . En pratique on tel systlme eat on couplage gauchiasement-
direction, dont de nombreux examples existent. Bien qu'ila na modifient pas lea dseaux d- courbes da bifur-
cation qui sont intrinslquas A l'avion, uls en modifiant l'apparence, car lea Equilibres accessibles ne Cant
plus lee mamas, at plus aussi varids, come an t~moigne la figure 10. En simulation is saut a disparu
(figure 11).

4.4 - Remarques de vynthbse sur l'auto-tonneau

Cat example simple montre lefficacitd de Ia m~thods.

En affet, au-dell de la mise en Evidence de limportance des tarmeC de coupisge par inertia grace A
on modile simple at lindarise, le phdnomina de l'auto-tonneau a regu one explication claire at rigoureuse.
Par silicons, on a po dbaucher one mdthodologie pour Is recherche de lois de casnde qui protagent la
avions de combat contra lea pertas cs contr~le.

5. APPLICATION AU COMPORTMIENT D'UN AVION A GRANDE INCIDENCE

On rappalle qua Is m~thods propose conduit thdoriquament A dtudier lea multiples infinitds d'dtats
d'Equilibre possiblas d'un modle entitrement non lindsire. On a donc choisi de prdsenter lea r~sultats
de Is manibre suivants

- l6re partie mouvements de pilotage transversal I position fixe de ia profondeur

- 26me partie fouvements de profondeur pure (le modile d'avion est dissymitrique).

Le souci de richesse de l'exposd a conduit A insister dons Is premibre partie our Is mdthodologie, en
ddcomposant lee diffdrentes ftapes du raisonnement. Dana is seconds, on insists plus largement our la
aspects "qualitfs de vol'.
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5.1 -Pilotage transversal h at 13', 9- - cra

11 s'agit d'6tudier ls comportement du modile B lorsqu'on effactue des braquages d'ailerons et de
direction autour du vol en palier A partir d'une incidence de j30* Le probl~me Etant Sinai posE, le syatimt
diffdrential Etudid ne d~pend plus que de deux paramitres ( St , Sn ).

La premihra Etape dui caicul consiste A d~terminer Is surface d'Equilibre dui syst~me loraque St et S.,
variant. Par example, si Von fair un balsyage des braqusges de direction, A gauchissement nul, on observe
qu'il exists de nombreux Etats d'Equilibra qui correspondent A des valeurs tr~s diffdrentes des variables
d'dtat (figure 12).

On note, au passage, qu'su deasue de 200 d'incidance, lea courbes de l'Erar en fonction de Ia commande
perdent lair propridtt de aymdtrie, en raison des dissymdtries inclusas dana le mod~is pour simuler 1'a~ro-
dynamique & grande incidence.

Ensurte, pour chaque 6tat d'fquilibre, on calcule lea valeurs propras de la matrice jacobienne. Actual-
lament, on distingue trois types da points d'dquilibre, suivant lea valaurs propres

- caux qui ont toutes laura valsurs propres A partie rdelle n~gative,

- ceux qui ont una ou piusiaurs valeurs propras rdelies positives,

- ceux qui ont leun valeura propres rdelias n~gatives mais qui posadent au twins 2 valeurs propres imagint
naires conjugudes A partia rdelia positive.

Lea premiers sont stables, lea seconds sont inetablas at inaccessibles, lea troisiiMas, instablas aux
aussi, pauvant conduire h l'apparition d'oacilletions non lindaires entretenuca (cycle lixaite).

Ensuite, on d~termine la projection done l'eapace des coummandes ( it , Sn ) de I'ensemble des points
pour lasqu-is is Partia rdella des valeurs propres passe par zdro. Dana is suite de carte communication, on
ne raisonnera qua cur lee points de bifurcation correspondent au changement de signs des valeurs propres
rdelles ( figure 13). En affat, is cas des valeurs propres imaginaires A partie rdelle positive ndcassite
in traitement particulier non encore mis en oeuvre, at dont Is porrde pratique n'eat pas encore clairament
dtablia. Sur Is figure 13, Is nombra d'Erats d'Equilibre eat indiqud par zones. La traverada d'une ligne
de bifurcation se traduit par lVapparition (ou is disparition) de deux Etata d'Equilibrea.
Ii eat A noter qua is surface de bifurcation n'est pas symdtriqus par rapport au centre du diagramme.

L'Etapa suivanta consiste & prddira le comportement de i'avion lorsque is pilots agit sur la gouver-
nee de gauchissement at de direction. Pour cela, at compte tenu de la configuration du diagramme de la fi-
gure 13, on choisit d'Etudier deux manoeuvres symdtriquea par rapport au point d'Equuiibre initial difini
plus haut. La previbre eat constitude par un braquags du manche & gauche ( Fe - + 10') suivi d'un braquags
du pied A gauche de Sn - 0* A Sn - + 20' exdcutE en deux temps, en s'arrlrant qusiques aecondes & mi-
braquage (Sn - 100). Dapr~s lea courbes d'Eiquiiibre quasi-statique correspondant A carte manoeuvre
(figure 14), Ia systame ne traverse pas da point de bifurcation. Maigrd cels, au voisinage de St~ - 10',
is variation des paramitras d'Equulibre eat importante en raison de is proximitd de Ia bifurcation, at peut
entratner une perturbation sur Is reouvement de l'avion. La aeconde manoeuvre eat sym~triqus de Ia pramitre.
La pilots agit our is manche A droite ( ST -id1 puis aur Is direction A fond A droite da Sn - 0' &

Sn- - 20' en a'arr~tant quciques instants & mi-braquage. L'analyss des courbes d'Equilibrs (figure 16)
montre qua, parrant d'un dtat stable, is systhma traverse uris bifurcation pour FP - -l0* at 6Sn . - 12*.
De plus, au-deli de 

6
n - - 12', Ic systhms tend vers une branche d'Equilibre instable oscillateire. En

intigrant iea Equations dui systims loraque V'on perturba l'Etst d'Equilibre donnd par is rds6lution da
i'Equation i - 0 pour Sq - - 20', on prfidit l'existanca d'une oscillation non lindsira entretanus sur routes
lea variables du aystbme.

La demuire Etaps, facultative, de i'spplication de is mdthodologie eat destinds A ddmontrer l'exacti-
rude des pr~dictions par Is simulation. La premihrs manoeuvre (figures 14 at 15) montre qua ie mouvemant
de i'svion est perturbi par is passage A proximitd d'une bifurcation. Dana is seconds (figures 16 et 18),
on observe qua Is comportament du systams sat "quasiment lindaire" juaqu'A Is combinaison de braqusges
( Se - - 10', FL - - 10') ; puis, apparalt Is saut sum lee variabis d'Etat at is ddvaioppamant du cycle
limits escosiptd (figure 17).

5.2 - Mouvemants de profondeur A partim de 0( - 13'

11 sagit de d~terminer lee diffdrants comportasiants qua pout prEenter un avion lomaque is pilots
sgit seuleant our Is profondaur & cabrer ou & piqusm & parrir d'une incidence de 13' avec Is gauchissement
at Is direction au neutre ; compte teni qua is modbls sirodynamique B eat diasymdtmique au-deli de at-a 20'
(figure 20). Las calculs de Is surface d'Equilibra at de Is stabiliri de chacun des drats mettent en Evi-
dence de noubreux points da bifurcation (figure 19) qua IVon vs Etudier.

Portant des conditions d'dquilibma A I'incidance da 13' at cabrant ldgbrement, on mancontre uns pre-
mitre bifurcation IhntO",5', Ella correspond approximativement a l'apparition da l'instsbilitd spirals
primae par la critires traditionnala. Le ratour A Is stabiliti se situs vera Jn, s - V'. Entra cci daux
valeurs, l'svion sat instable an vol ractiligne at, sur ins perturbation tranavarsala, ii tend vero un vol
en virago dentlha caractiristiquss sont ditermindes par lea deux branches d'dquilibre stable situdes antre

Smu- 0,3' at Suns - 4' (figure 21).

Lcrsqus 1'action A cabrer sat plus importants e n 16*),on trouva ut. '-lure de 3 bifurcations
tints proches dent l'sxistsncs samble itra lidse Iis diasymitrie du medtls I grat... l:Ance. Ds plus,
iorsqu'on itudis Is stabiliti des diffirentes surfaces d'dquiiibreaen prisence, on a . ingoit qu'eles
sent soit instables, soit instables oscillateiras. D'une manitra g~ndrate, lee simulations mentrent qua Is
conjenctiem ds bifurcatians at ds surfaces instabis antralna-un comportamant tris agiti do I'svien (figure 22)
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En effet, loreque le pilot. tire sur le manche suffisammient pour se placer au voisinage de Ges bifurcations
l'avion commnce par subir une excursion tras rapide en d~rapage en raison de l'instabilitd oscillatoire
qui correspond A 1a divergence du roulis hollandais. Ensuite, en continuant le braquage A cabrer, I 'avion
entre done une vrille tr~s agitke. Il serait hasardeux de gdndraliser mais ce comportemont du systL~me n eat
pas sane rappeler des portes de contr~le transversal, rdelles, obtenues gouvernes tranoversales au neutre,
lorsque 1e pilots exdcute une forte montde en incidence ou une cloche.

Au-delh de So'= - 220. on observe une bifurcation importante. En effet, pour lea braquages extr~mes,
il ne rests plus qu'une seule surface d'dquilibre, tr~s dloignde de la bifurcation qui entraine un saut et
une grand. variation des paramatres d'kquilibre. En outre, cette surface est instable oscillatoire et,
pour iSn~ - - 25%, elle admet un cycle limite que V'on retrouve en simulation (figure 23). En ce point, on
peut montrer quo silVon continuait a cabrer, l'avion tendrait vera une vrille plate, tras stable (cK-xO0),
dont il ne sortirait pratiquement pas, sauf si certains mouvements de gouvernes pouvaient restaurer un

niveau d'agitations permettant la sortie.

Par contre, si V'on ramdne la profondeur au neutre, le cycle limit. ae transforme en oscillation diver-
gente, le systdme s'gloigne de Ia surface de vrille et vient converger vera l'6tat stable initial a ce 130.
Grice A la grande efficacitd de Ia profondeur du modtle B, ii est donc possible de sortir de Is vrille
(figure 24).

Loreque l'action sur Ia profondeur est A piquer, deux surfaces quasiment sym~triques par rapport A
l'axe r - 0 apparaissent. Dane ce cas, si l'on compare 1a forme et l'dvolution de Ia vitesae de roulis
rdduite (Pl/V) avec cells obtenue au paragraphs 4 et figure 7, on constate une grands similitude, malgrd
lea hypothLbses aimplificatrices utiliades dans 1'dtude de l'auto-tonneau et Is difffrence entre lee moddles
d'avions (figure 25).

Done le cas prdssnt, il s'agit des surfaces correspondent & l'6tat d'6quilibre vers lequel tend
l'avion apr15 avoir effectud des auto-tonneaux, enchainds autour d'une trajectoire semi-balistique.

s surfaces peuvent Otre atteintes en sortie de vrille connie le montre Ia simulation (figure 26).

Cette rapide revue des diffdrentes bifurcations dues A l'action sur 18 gouverne de profondeur montre
un des aspects de la puiaaance de cette analyse.

En effet, une dtude de simulation pure des pertes de contr8le serait longue et hasardeuse alors que
Is calcul des caractlristiques de la surface d'dquilibre pormet de conclure rapidement. De plus, pour
vdrifier lea prddictiona, il suffit d'effectuer quelques simulations cruciales.

6. CONCLUSION

Lea rdsultats prdsentds dane cette commnunication montrent la richesse des renseignements fournis par
la thdorie des bifurcations applique A la mdcanique du vol.

Cette technique ne dispense cependant pas de is recherche d'un bon modble adrodynamique de l'avion
6tudid, valable dans une large game d'incidence ot de ddrapage autour des manoeuvres envisagdes. So
prentibre mise en oeuvre eat un peu lourdo, mais par la suite, grAce A la finesse de l'ing~nieur, elle
apporte unemoissonde renseignements qui compenso largemont lee inconvdnients mentionnds ci-dessus.

Le0 potentiel de cette technique eat conaiddrabls. SElo constitus un outil efficace et rigoursux pour
1'Etude de l'influence des non-lindaritis our le vol de l'avion. Outre lea indications qu'elle fournit
Evidemment our la limits de validitd des calculs lindariegs, ells permet d'envisager sdrieumement une
approche ddterministe des problames de pertes de contrdle. 11 rests entendu que Is qualitE du rdoultat
aera directement fonction de Ia qualitd du modale &Arodynamique. Hais Ia constitution du modble requis
oct peut-6tre un probltme momns difficile qu'on pourrait Is craindre.

En effet, certains des rdsultats d'application ment So dane ce texte tendent I montrer qu'un
modal. statique -m~mo A trbs grands incidence- auffit ddj- . rendre compte de couportemente irrdguliers
St agitio, qui euscent dt# qualififs do pseudo-aliatoires dana un contexto essais en vol0 par exemple.

Enfin, I& thdorie des bifurcations constitue Is premier pas, ddcisif, done l'Etablissement d'une
mdthodologie pour la conception do systtmes do conmnandes do vol qui puissant offrir I coup sOr une protec-
tion contre les pertes do contr8le.
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PREDICTIONS OF AERODYNAMIIC CHARACTERISTIC OF

HIGHLY MANEUVERABLE CONFIGURATIONS

by

W. B. Brooks
Senior Staff Engineer, Aerodynamics

and
T. 0. Beatty

Senior Engineering Specialist, Aerodynamics

Vought Corporation
Box 225907

Dallas, Texas 75265

SUMMARY

Vought has surveyed the ability of a variety of currently available engineering type methods to
predict the lateral/directional characteristics of arbitrary configurations. The programs surveyed
generally had either non- linear or arbitrary body capability, but not both. Published comparisons
between the Hypersonic Arbitrary Body program and experimental data suggested a direct extension of the
commonly used Allen-Jorgenson cross flow analogy to arbitrary bodies. Though useful, however, this
extension of the Allen-Jorgenson method did not include dynamic pressure losses on aft lifting surfaces.

Vought has recently begun examination of a non-linear approach which computes the forces on a
combined bouy/separated region contour and corrects these forces by an empirical momentum deficit in the
separated region. For axisymetric bodies the method reduces to the standard Allen-Jorgenson cross flow
approach. Two potentially major advantages over the Allen-Jorgenson method are that the method does
provide a model for predicting body-fin interaction and that the method is extendable to arbitrary
oodies.

NOMENCLATURE

AR is the reference area V is the free stream velocity
Al = Area of Physical Body v is the lateral velocity component
A2 = Area of Combined Body W is the complex potential
a is semi width w is the vertical velocity component
b is semi height &X is the distance between cross sections

is the length adjusted cross flow Y the side force
drag coefficient

(Cn/Cno) is the shape adjustment based on
Newtonian Newtonian theory . y + i z

Ca is the coefficient of momentual deficit is the angle of attack
F = Y + i N B is the angle of side slip
L is the body length P is the free stream density
N . the normal force . is ARC TAN aa/Bb
R is the equivalent radius
q =v + i w

1. INTRODUCTION
The preliminary design assessment of the
maneuverability of advanced configurations
requires adequate predictions of aerodynamic
characteristics. Many of these configurations,
such as those shown in Figure 1, blend the
propulsive, lifting, and load carrying, elements
to form an efficient air frame. To analyze such
configurations Vought has combined many of the
currently available methods into an analvsis
system called VAAAS. A modular cons, :tion
philosophy allows new methods to be easily
incorporated as acquired. This system has
permitted a systematic examination of current
methods that predict lateral directional

, characteristics of advanced configurations. Of
/ 'the methods examined only the Hypersonic

Arbitrary Body Program (HABP) had even limited
- non-linear aerodynamic predictive capability for

, , ,arbitrary geometries. Good agreement between
prediction and experimental data from the
Aerodynamic Configured Missile (ACM) study (e.g.,
Reference 1) initially suggested a Newtonian flow
modification to the Allen-Jorgenson cross flow
analogy. This modification has been accomplished
and has proven useful in predicting lateral
directional characteristics of arbitrary lifting
body configurations. For complete configurations
the Newtonian modification did not provide

FIGURE I Advanced Configuration adequate estimation of body-fin interaction.
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Recently Vought has been investigating an approach suggested by work performed at the Naval Weapons
Center (NWC) in which the potential flow is computed based on the physical body and the separated flow
region to the lee of the body. A simple separated flow model is then applied to the flow inside the
separated region. The method reduces to the Allen-Jorgenson analogy as a special case but is expected to
also estimate the body-fin interactions so critical to the prediction of lateral directional
characteristics.

2. VUUGHT AUTOMATED ANALYSIS SYSTEM (VAAAS)

VAAAS is divided into three basic parts. These parts, illustrated in Figure 2, are the geometric
input, analysis, and output display. The input and display functions of the system are common to all
analysis methods. To maintain this commonality, an input pre-processor and an output post-processor for
each method are included in the system. This serves two purposes. First it maintains the basic systems
structure, and second each analysis methods maintains a stand alone capability.

A primary task in the analysis of an arbitrary configuration is the formulation of the digitized
computer input. In the VAAAS system, configurations are formed and stored as components using a
Hess-Smith quadralateral representation (Reference 2). Three options are available for inputting these
components; cards, digitizing tablet and utilization of specified shapes. Early in a design, a digitizing
tablet input is inefficient since accurately scaled cross sections are required. An example of the
geometry input is illustrated in Figure 3.

INPUT GeOomletry This System'l InteractivelS' m ~ g krn. ,

INPIY Sylemusing Tektronix 4014

I w .oo L i ft i
ANALYSIS 

MouePrga

OUTPUT Plo usig ekro ix01

FIGURE 2 Program Organization FIGURE 3 Typical Panel Geometry

Because each analytical method maintains its
orginial form, the standard program output is
available. But for most evaluation purposes
graphical presentations are more convenient. It
is desirable that these presentations include not
only analytical configuration analysis, but
comparisons with experimental data, when
possible. To aid in both purposes the VAAAS
output post processors store the results of the

...... ... analytical programs on index sequential files in
the same form as results stored from wind tunnel
test examinations. Consequently, both analytical
and experimental files can be accessed through
computer procedures for either interactive........... presentation using the Tecktronix 4014 or hard

copy Calcomp type plots for formal presentations.
FIGURE 4 Terminal Output Examples are shown in Figure 4.

3. ANALYTICAL METHODS SURVEYED

At present VAAAS contains the analytical routines illustrated in Figure 5. Of these only the"ADVANCEDu routines have significant arbitrary body capability, and only the Hypersonic Arbitrary Body
Program (HABP) has both arbitrary body on non-linear capability. This particular program has been
extensively compared with experimental data for arbitrary configurations, for example the aerodynamic
configured missile (ACM studies reported In Reference 1). The results obtained to date are quite
encouraging; however, the limitation of the program to higher Mach numbers limits its usefulness.
Previous experience indicated non-linear capability and particularly a procedure for the shadowing of one
component by another is of critical importance for determining lateral directional characteristics.
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Recently a number of groups, such as the Naval
Subsonic Transonic Supersonic Surface Weapons Center and Nielsen Engineering,

have initiated research efforts to develop
non-linear methods for non-circular bodies.
These efforts, however, are still in the
development stage. As these or other new codes
reach "production" status Vought intends to
incorporate the more appropriate ones into the

Nonlinear Lift - MICOM VAAAS system. However, until such codes are
available, some modification of existing methods

Moore-HSdC is required. Both the MICOM and the Moore-NSWC
programs, illustrated in Figure 5, estimate the

ADVANCED" non-linear effects through variations on the
axisymetric version of the Allen-Jorgenson

? APAS method, Reference 3. Because of the nature of
this method, the proper way to extend the

W IwdWoodward approach to non-circular configurations (and
particularly to the prediction of lateral

VAPE -HASP directional characteristics) is not obvious.
(Oouglas Neuman) Jorgenson, in Reference 3, suggested an approach

in which the Newtonian force on a given cross
section is ratioed to that of a circular cross
section. This ratio is then used to modify the
empirical cross flow drag coefficient

FIGURE 5 VYAAAS Methods in the non-linear computation.

This results in the expansion (taken directly from Reference 3).
A(d/C = 2n Cd SIN 2  (Cn) R dx

d/ NONLINEAR AR 0 no  NEWTONIAN

4. NEWTONIAN EXTENSION OF ALLEN-JORGENSON ANALOGY

While Jorgensen's original suggestion is limited to angle of attack variation, the conceptual
idea of computing the Newtonian force on a section and then empirically correcting the results based on
test data for circular cylinders is at least feasible. (In practice the task is simpler if the angle of
attack/side slip dependence is included in the Newtonian factor.) Indeed the ACM experience, Reference 1,
with the Hypersonic Arbitrary Body program suggests this extension of the Allen-Jorgenson method may
produce satisfactory results at least at the higher Mach nutbers. Such a computation has been carried out
explicitly for an elliptic cross section. The resulting side force factor is

2b 4 a b 3/2 TAN coso ( 2  2

- os o L (b/ a)262 - _2j _a 4b/a sinlo

+o-e.-- 2/3 TANH -1 L 2 sinful} ; a>b
2/3-Fa (b/a) 2  sn j ~

The constant of proportionably is somewhat arbitrary. The direct adaptation of Jorgenson's work would be
to use a proportionably factor of 3/8 1/liE, but Vought experience suggests the a" not be included and
appropriate changes be made in the Allen-Jorgenson integral. The complexity of this explicit relation
illustrates the necessity of machine computational procedures for evaluating the Newtonian factor for
truly arbitrary bodies. Experience with the Hypersonic Arbitrary Body Program suggests the required
coding proceOures are already available.

In carrying out his Newtonian computations, Jorgenson assumed that the lee side of the section
approached vacuum conditions. The ACM studies of Reference 1 found this assumption was only satisfactory
at very high Mach numbers. In the ACM studies a modified pressure relation was required for good data
correlation. Also, Jorgenson did not address the shielding problem.

b. ANALYTICAL COMPARISONS

For evaluation of potential procedures Vought has relied heavily on the experimental data for the
configuration shown in Figure 6. This configuration offers a variety of cross sectional variations and
has been extensively tested by NASA at supersonic speeds.

The body inlet side force characteristics of the three configurations at a Mach number of 2.50
are shown in Figure 7. Also shown is the Newtonian extension of the Allen-Jorgenson method for
configuration Bi1. (In performing this computation the inlet/body cross section was assumed to be
elliptical.) The general shape of the curve is encouraging. It is interesting to note the effect of
inlet orientation on the shape of the curves. Both the 12 and 13 inlet curves show a far more complex
dependency on angle of attack. The dotted line across the curves illustrates the attitude at which the
windward inlet is aligned with the cross flow. Each curve tends to be linear for an angle of attack

tII
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Increment that is "roughly symetric" about this
point. At the higher angle of attack end
"linearity" of this region there is a noticeable

_____. reduction in the slope of the curve. (Indeed the
side force declines locally for the 12 inlet.)
After readjustment the curves are roughly
parallel to the Bll1 inlet. This behavior is
consistent with the Newtonian approach since, at

--<{_ - -large angle of attack the separation pattern for
each cross section would be similar.

Ih 12 13

FIGURE 6 Test Configuration

A component build up for the 12 configuration is shown in Figure 8. Of particular interest is
the full component characteristics. Note that the side force begins to drop off around 3 degrees probably
due to shielding of the vertical fin. This side force decline continues up to around 14 degrees at which
time the fin should be totally blanked. At this point the side force again picks up and maintains a slope
roughly parallel to that produced by the wing effects. As would be expected the data appears to confirm
the need for shadowing effects in any good lateral directional computational procedure. Thus, while the
Newtonian extension of the Allen-Jorgenson method contains several potentially useful features, additional
improvements are necessary. Current work along these lines are discussed in the next section.
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FIGURE 7 Body Inlet Comparisons FIGURE 8 Wing Tail Effects

6. PROJECTED IMPROVEMENTS

A principle shortcoming of the methods considered is their inability to predict the vortex and
separated flow regions which develop at angle of attack. These flow regions have significant impact on
the lateral/directional characteristics primarily because of effects on the vertical tails. Even with
computer advances, the adequate representation of these regions is still beyond the current practical
state of the art. The most ambitious efforts involve the Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes Equations. Not
only are these codes large and time consuming, but also success is critically dependent on the turbulence
model used. Unfortunately an effective universal turbulence model does not now exist. A second approach
is the multi vortex codes procedured by Wardlow and Nielsen. To date these codes have been limited to
simple geometry. The codes have a fundamental problem in that a "cloud" of discreet vortex elements, no
matter how carefully choosen, do not represent the physical flow phenomena within the bound of the cloud.
For example, axial momentum deficits within the separable region are not easily represented within the

region while the vortex "swirl" flows are locally
exaggerated. Thus, the model is overly complex
for predicting flow fields outside the separated
region without offering a physically meaningful
model within the separated region. The

SEPARATED REGION shortcomings of this finite vortex model have
suggested a simpler approach which may be equally
valid physically and a good deal more efficient
computationally. This is to treat the potential
flow around a composite body/separated region and
then treat the separated region in a

MISSILE. comparatively simple fashion. Vought has made
some preliminary estimates within slender body
theory using a conceptual approach. In thesePOTENTIAL FLOW BOUNDARY estimates, the boundary of the separated region
is assumed to be generated by lines parallel to
the free stream velocities as shown in Figure g
While this is an obvious over-simplification, it
does include many of the critical features of the

FIGURE g Conceptual Model comparison.

amm
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From slender body theory, Reference 4 the complex force on an element of the combined body/separated
region is:

F -i (a.. - Wd - %V, 4_.Al

Altering the expression to included the momentum deficit gives the expression.

F e-ieV, iW d - OVXo i, [A + Ca (A2 -Ai)j

For a simple illustration of the conceptual approach, consider a circular body with an
approximately, elliptic combined body. (Similar to that shown in Figure 9.) Because of the geometry it
is sufficient to consider only angle of attack.

F=i N
q -- iw

For an ellipse the appropriate Laurent expansion of the complex potential is

W- i w ( - b a +_b) +

Therefore around a closed contour:

W dz.- b +b (2,

Similarly the areas are:

Al w b2

A2 = a b

This leads to a force estimation:

N - WV _ . 0 (C a D2 + (1-C a) wu(ab)

For a body lamina

d Cn = 2 (Ca d(rb 2 ) + 
(1 - C4 ) d ( a b)

dx dx

Simplifying to a high fineness ratio body:

a - b x ia/

Hence;

dCn - 2 ad( b2 ) + (1 - Ca) 2a 2 b +
dA d

Note this is identical in form to the Allen-Jorgenson cross flow method with

Cdc - 1/2 (1 - CA)

This approach has two major advantages over classical Allen Jorgenson theory. First separated
flowlfin interference is estimated since the region of influence is bounded. Second, at least
conceptually, the approach is directly extended to arbitrary cross sections at arbitrary roll
orientations. Both these advantages stem a methodology that Is nearer to a rational perturbation
philosphy (e.g. related to boundary layer theory) than to an analogy. Indeed by employing an "inner"
model to the separated flow a fully rational iteration scheme might be possible.

Vought has adapted this preliminary model to the APAS slender body method, etc. Starting at the
nose, an initial cross section is projected back along the free stream velocity vector. This is
accomplished by the simple translation.

yl- aXisin o
21 - aXtcos o sin i
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A4t the next station this produces possibly two
overlapping cross sections, as shown in the first
part of Figure 10. A Cauchy integral criteria is
used to remove interior arcs and then
sequentially connects the remaining segments, as
illustrated by the middle part of Figure 10.
These cross sections are combined into a single
cross section, a shown schematically in the
second part of Figure 10.

STEP I
PROJECT COMBINED C'I The flow around the combined cross section is
SECTION TO NEXT + 1 computed using the slender body subroutines ofBODY SECTION APAS. The computation is continued by projecting

the combined section back to the next body
segment, etc. The computation of the momentum
deficit correction to the force involves only the
determination of the difference in the cross

STEP2 C11i sectional area of the combined and body cross
REMOVE INTERIOR. '*I sections and the coefficient of momentumARn T deficit. For present purposes the CDc curve

STEPC 3) C' + 1 of MOORE in the NSWC program is used to infer
Ca. While the basic methods are linear, a

COMBINE REMAINING non-linear result is produced since the cross
nCSETOSNOLE sectional geometry of the combined flow field now

changes with angle of attach as

FIGURE 10 Composite Cross Section Development well as side slip.

The procedure is still in the early stages of
evaluation. Because of the close connection with
more conventional cross flow methods, several of
the more prominent shortcomings of the
Allen-Jorgenson method will likely remain in the
present formulation. Because of the tendency of
the current approach toward a rational

perturbation procedure, several potential avenues to correcting these shortcomings are open. This would
include a more rational selection of separation boundary and/or improved model of the separated region.
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SUMMARY

The variations of camber and twist along a wing required for optimum performance in low Ig' (cruise)
and high 'g' (combat) flight are discussed. It is shown that a wing with active leading-edge and
trailing-edge manoeuvre devices scheduled with angle of attack, and structurally tailored to control
aeroelastic bending and torsion, can approach optimum performance. However the torsional stiffness of
such a wing may be too low for satisfactory roll control at high airspeeds in supersonic flight. Some
compromise to performance is implied If torsional stiffness has to be increased to provide adequate
control capability.

1. INTRODUCTION

The advent of transonic three-dimensional computational flow prediction methods, together with more
powerful computers, affords the wing design aerodynamicist with the means for a far more accurate
determination of the optimum wing shape for best performance over a range of important design points.
At each condition the aerodynamicist will define camber and twist distributions along the span of the
wing. These requirements are to be met by a combination of mechanical means - appropriately scheduled
leading-edge and trailing-edge manoeuvre devices - together with aeroelastic distortion of the structure
under the loads applied to it. Structural tailoring is carried out to achieve the required aeroelastic
properties, use of carbon fibre composite materials increasing the scope for change.

Besides aiming for the wing shape offering optimum performance the structural designer must respect
other aerodynamic requirements. In particular roll control effectiveness must be retained at high speed,
and margins from flutter must be provided. This paper considers the compatibility of the control and
performance requirements for an aeroelastically tailored wing. It is assumed that flutter considerations
are fully accounted for during tailoring. Data presented is based on the results of a parametric
investigation of aeroelastic tailoring on a family of wings covering planform variables applicable to
a fighter aircraft.

2. QUASI-STATIC AEROELASTICS

To aid understanding of later parts of the paper a brief introduction to the mechanics of aeroelastic
distortion is given.

Figure 1 shows the undistorted and equilibrium distortion positions of a swept back wing carrying
load. Twisting of the wing due to loads applied ahead of or behind the flexural axis is easily understood.
What is perhaps less obvious is that while loads applied on the flexural axis by definition cause pure
bending of that axis i.e. zero twist In planes normal to it, in the free stream direction nose down twist
(wash out) results on wings with swept back flexural axes. Figure 1 illustrates this case. Deflection
of a trailing edge control causes nose down twist from both torsion and bending.

Nose down twist reduces the local angle of attack on the wing section and therefore aerodynamic loads
are reduced. Hence flexible wing lift curve slopes are less than rigid wing values (unless the flexural
axis is designed to be well aft and/or unswept) and trailing-edge control effectiveness is reduced by
flexibility.

In the case of a swept forward wing bending along the flexural axis causes nose up twist (wash in).
This effect reduces, or even reverses the torsional nose down twist due to deflection of a trailing edge
control. This situation is quite attractive but careful design (using carbon fibre composite materials)
is needed to achieve a satisfactory wing free from divergence at high speed and to avoid excessive mass.
Such matters are beyond the scope of the present paper.

3. OPTIMUM CAMBER AND TWIST

Figure 2 shows typical section profiles for optimum performance (maximum lift/drag ratio) at low Ig'
and high 'g'. The required change in camber with 'g' is essentially confined to the extremities of the
aerofoil and this change can be matched approximately by progressive deflection of leading-edge and
trailing-edge manoeuvre devices.

Figure 3 shows lift/drag ratios for a wing with various manoeuvre device settings. These lines
could be derived theoretically for attached flow but more likely result from wind tunnel testing of a
rigid model. Optimum performance Is achieved by scheduling the manoeuvre device settings with angle of
attack such that the envelope shown by the dashed line Is followed. Typical schedules are illustrated In
Figure 4. Additional decambering at low angle of attack might be applied for supersonic speeds.
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Twist is used to achieve the optimum spanwise distribution of lift at given design points.
Requirements are almost always defined by calculation but spot point testing of a 'bent wing' model can
be used to verify the final design. Typical twist requirements at low Ig' and high Ig' are illustrated
in Figure 5. The twist at lg is largely built in during wing manufacture but the additional twist at
high 'g', which can approach 100 at the wing tip, must be achieved aeroelastically. Figure 6 shows that
the required twist distribution can be obtained inboard of about 3/4 semi-span on wings constructed from
composite materials. In the tip region the twist requirement is not achievable due to reduced loading
and the need to maintain torsional stiffness to prevent tip flutter. The comparison shown in Figure 6
is typical of that for a range of planform parameters applicable to fighter aircraft.

4. AEROELASTIC RATIOS

The flexible wing to rigid wing aeroelastic ratios for the wing described in the previous Section are
now considered. Figure 7 shows the lift curve slope ratio at Mach numbers of 0.9 and 1.2. The subsonic
values are a natural consequence of the twist design requirements for subsonic conditions. At supersonic
speeds it is likely that specific high 'g' twist requirements have not been specified and the lift curve
slope ratios are therefore fall-out from the subsonic design cases. Both subsonic and supersonic values
are acceptable.

Trailing-edge (flaperon) roll control effectiveness ratios are shown in Figure 8 at the same Mach
numbers. Subsonically the situation is just satisfactory but supersonically flaperon reversal occurs at
relatively low airspeeds even when only the inner half of the flaperon is used. To meet the subsonic
twist requirement this wing was tailored to have a well forward flexural axis so that the significant
increase in torsional stiffness needed to restore acceptable roll control capability at supersonic speeds
would reduce aeroelastic twist and therefore introduce a performance penalty. The penalty at high 'g'
(combat) could be reduced by building in additional twist during manufacture though this .,ould be at the
expense of low 'g' (cruise) performance.

Aeroelastic tailoring studies for other planforms suitable for fighter aircraft show that the results
of Figure 8 are some of the more severe. Increasing aspect ratio and reducing .taper ameliorates the roll
control situation though not to a sufficient extent to make it acceptable.

The implications on performance of non-optimum camber and twist distributions are briefly discussed
in Reference 1.

5. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

In the foregoing part of this paper interactions between the flaperon roll controls and other parts
of the airframe have not been considered. The downwash change over the tailplane and sidewash induced
over the fin can significantly reduce the rolling moment available from flaperon deflection. These effects
were discussed at the 'Aerodynamic Characteristics of Controis' Conference in 1979 (Reference 2).

6. CONCLUSIONS

The advent of transonic three-dimensional computational flow prediction methods allows spanwise
camber and twist distributions to be defined which will maximise performance over a range of flight
conditions including cruise and combat. Wind tunnel testing of conventional and 'bent wing' models
provides a complementary means for checking out the theoretical predictions and extending results into
regions where the theory is not applicable.

Camber requirements can be met by actively scheduling leading-edge and trailing-edge manoeuvre
device settings with angle of attack. Twist variations must be achieved aeroelastically.

Aeroelastic tailoring enables the separate twist distributions needed at low Ig' and high 'g' to be
approached through built in twist at low 'g', aeroelastic distortion at high 'g'. However the resulting
torsional stiffness of the wing may be low and trailing-edge roll control effectiveness unacceptable at
high airspeeds in supersonic flight. Increasing torsional stiffness to provide satisfactory roll control
effectiveness implies performance must be compromised.
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SUMMARY

An evaluation is presented of the drag-due-to-lift, maximum lift, and stability and
control characteristics of tailless, canard, and aft tail configurations of highly
maneuverable combat aircraft, using both aerodynamic surfaces and vectored thrust for
pitch control. The same low aspect ratio wing planform was used on all the
configurations. Control configured vehicle concepts were employed. Variable wing camber
employing leading edge and trailing edge flaps was used to reduce profile drag. The
center of gravity was located as far aft as allowed by the stability and control criteria,

in order to reduce subsonic and supersonic trim drag.

The critical pitch control criterion was found to be the providing of adequate nose-
down pitch acceleration in the angle of attack region near maximum lift. The aft center
of gravity limits for both tailless and canard configurations without pitch thrust
vectoring were required to be forward of the optimum location for minimum subsonic
maneuver trim drag. The aft-tail configuration was not limited in this manner. In
addition it could attain a higher subsonic maximum lift. It also had a greater design
flexibility since the aft center of gravity limit could be influenced by the tail area.

For these reasons it was the preferred configuration.

The addition of pitch thrust vectoring to the canard and aft-tail configurations was
onnsidered inappropriate. In both cases it is redundant since both configurations already

have a control capability separate from the wing, and in both cases it cannot be used to
improve the subsonic trim drag. Addition of pitch thrust vectoring to the tailless

configuration improved the subsonic and supersonic trim drag to the extent that the

combined configuration could be considered comparable to the aft-tail configuration.

Additional design studies would be required in order to make a decision.

SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS

AOA,0(- Angle of attack
a.c. Aerodynamic center

e.g. Center of gravity
c.p. Center of pressure

Deflection

L/D Lift/drag ratio
LEF Leading edge flap
MAC Mean aerodynamic chord
PTV Pitch thrust vectoring

SM Static margin
TEF Trailing edge flap

Introduction

Combat aircraft maneuverability is an important aspect of the total air combat
effectiveness. Performance and flying qualities characteristics are the prime ingredients
in maneuverability. These characteristics can be studies in aerodynamic terms by an
evaluation of drag-due-to-lift at low angle of attack, maximum lift capability, and
stability and control parameters over a wide angle of attack range.

The paper describes an evaluation of the longitudinal stability and control, maximum
lift, and drag-due-to lift characteristics of tailless, canard and aft tail configurations
using both aerodynamic surfaces and vectored thrust for pitch control. The main objective
was to understand the basic principles of the configurations, rather than to examine them
in great detail, so approximations were used in order to simplify and clarify the
presentation. Also it must be recognized that many other factors will influence the
choice of a tail configuration, such as arrangement integration, mission requirements,
cost, etc., but these are beyond the present scope. The same basic wing planform having a
low aspect ratio, high leading edge sweep and low taper ratio was used on all the

configurations. The rationale for this was that the trend is in this direction for future
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fighters. In addition, the tailless configuration requires low aspect ratio to obtain
adequate control moment arm, so a low aspect ratio is the only planform that can be used
on all three configurations. Also the comparison of aft-tail and canard configurations is
essentially independent of the wing planform.

The configurations are shown in Figures 1, 2, and 3. The canard is close-coupled to
the wing and slightly above it. A low aspect ratio highly swept canard is used to provide
a large stall angle of attack with no abrupt lift loss. No canard flaps were considered.
All three configurations have the same canted twin vertical tails.

Control configured vehicle concepts were employed. An active control system was
assumed with the primary control provided by elevon, canard or aft tail, with and without
pitch thrust vectoring. A variable camber wing employing leading edge and trailing edge
flaps was used for all the configurations. Lateral-directional stability and control
characteristics were assumed to be satisfactory in order to limit the scope of the study.

The aerodynamic performance criterion was to minimize drag for the primary combat
region which is at subsonic speed, with angle of attack (AOA) below about 15° . A
secondary consideration was to maximize lift for instantaneous turns. This consideration
does not permit limiting the angle of attack below that for maximum lift.

For supersonic performance, no direct evaluation of lift/drag ratio was attempted.
Instead, for comparison purposes, an approximation to the level 3f trimmed drag-due-to-
lift was used. This was the difference, in percent of the mean aerodynamic chord (MAC),
between the allowable aft center of gravity (e.g.) and the optimum e.g. at supersonic
speed. The optimum e.g. was based on the assumption that for a tailless configuraion,
zero elevon deflection is optimum, and for a tailled configuration, the tail lift
coefficient should equal that of the wing. In other words, the optimum c.g. for a
tailless configuration is at the supersonic aerodynamic center (a.c.), and for a tailled,
at the tail-on supersonic a.c.

Stability and control criteria were established relative to AOA ranges for maneuvers
and relative to aft center of gravity (e.g.) limits. Pitch trim capability and fast
response to controls were required to angles of attack of 30" to 40* which is greater than
the AOA for maximum lift. The capability of trimmed post-stall operation to about 60° AOA
was evaluated as an option. Positive aerodynamic stability at higher AOA was provided to
preclude departures during inadvertent pitch transients at low airspeeds.

Three aft c.g. limit criteria were applied, in order to provide adequate nose-down
stall recovery pitch acceleration and to avoid excessive complexity in the flight control
system. An accurate determination of the required nose-down pitch acceleration would
require an assessment of the lateral-directional stability and control characteristics
which is beyond the present scope. The lateral-directional characteristics are important
due to the influence of kinematic and inertial coupling, which can produce unwanted
nose-up pitch rate and acceleration, which must then be overcome ty the longitudinal
control. The value of pitch acceleration used h~re in the cases without pitch thrust
vectoring (PTV) corresponds to about 0.3 rad/sen at a low flight dynamic pressure with
full nose-down aerodynamic control deflection.

PTV can supply a large nose-down acceleration at high thrust settings which would
allow the e.g. to be far aft. However consideraion must be given to lesser thrust
settings, including idle. This is because the tactical situation may call for a defensive
"break," and the desire to slow down and force the opponent to overshoot. Also in the
case of engine failure at high AOA, it is required that the aircraft be recovered to low
AOA. The criteron used here in the cases with PTV is that at zero thrust the pitching
moment at any AOA may not be positive, but can be allowed to be essentially zero. Note
that in this study the only use of PTV was to provide pitch control power; its use to
augment lift is not addressed.

The third aft c.g. limit criterion imposed related to avoiding excessive complication
in the flight control system. Other studies have indicated that the control system rate
required increases rapidly as negative static margin is increased when flight in
turbulence is considered. Specialized high response actuators are required as the static
margin becomes increasingly negative. In this study a value of approximately 15% MAC
negative static margin, tail-on, was established as the limit.

The appropriate negative static stability level defined with flaps and controls fixed
was selected for each configuration to optimize performance while satisfying the stability
and control criteria.

Basic Data Common to All Configurations

For the wing-body configuration, subsonic wind tunnel test data were to determine the
optimum leading and trailing edge flap deflection schedules to minimize drag at angles of
attack up to 15". In practice, an iterative process is used to select the deflections of
the leading edge and trailing edge flaps. However, to simplify the presentation we will:
first, determine the optimum leading edge and trailing edge flap deflection schedules to
minimize drag at angles of attack from 0 to 15*; second, above 15' angle of attack, select
flap deflections from stability and trim considerations; third, determine the
wing/fuselage pitching moments with these flap schedules; and fourth, evaluate the
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stability and control of the three complete configurations, first using either elevon
control, canard control or aft-tail control, and then adding pitch thrust vectoring in
combination with the aerodynamic control where appropriate.

Drag-due-to-lift is comprised of induced drag, profile drag and trim drag. The
induced drag of all the configurations is the same, because the same wing planform is
used. The profile drag is also the same for the three configurations, because the same
airfoil and flap schedules are used. The trim drag then constitutes the primary
difference among the three tail configurations.

The subsonic wing profile drag is significantly reduced by deflecting the leading
edge and trailing edge flaps with varying angle of attack. This is P'own in Figures 4 and

5. Figure 4a shows subsonic drag polars for three leading edge flap (LEF) deflections,
0
°
, 20*, and 30

°
. It indicates as expected that as AOA is increased, the minimum drag is

obtained with progressively larger LEF deflections. If the LEF is scheduled automatically
with AOA, the envelope drag polar indicated can be obtained. Figure 4b shows the
resulting LEF deflection schedule with AOA. Figure 5 indicates that the same process can
be carried out with the trailing edge flap (TEF) to obtain minimum drag at all lift
coefficients, with the LEF deflection scheduled according to Figure 4b.

At supersonic speeds, trailing edge flaps generally do not reduce drag, so it is
assumed they are not deflected. Leading edge flaps at very low deflections may provide
some benerit, depending on leading edge sweep and Mach number.

The slope of scheduled LEF and TEF deflection with AOA is shown in Figure 6 as a
function of Mach number', showing that the scheduling is reduced at transonic speed, and no
scheduling above some supersonic speed.

In determining subsonic trim drag, the primary factor is the tail-off pitching moment
which determines the magnitude and basic direction (up or down) of the tail load required
for trim. The tail-qn pitching moment characteristics are only used to determine the

local flow field direction and tail deflection needed to achieve the required trim load,

and are secondary factors in trim drag.

Optimum subsonic trim drag occurs at zero or very low positive tail loads. Therefore
it is desirable to locate the center of gravity (c.g.) to operate at the tail-off center
of pressure with scheduled leading edge and trailing edge flaps.

The pitching moments obtained at various LEF deflections are shown in Figure 7 as

well as with scheduled LEF. The moment center was chosen to produce a negative static
margin (SM) of -15% of the mean aerodynamic chord (MAC). This selection is arbitrary at
this point. The reason for that amount of negative SM is shown in Figure 8, which shows
pitching moments for various TEF deflections with scheduled LEF deflections. Also
superimposed is the data for TEF deflections scheduled for minimum drag. The flap
incremental lift, drag, and pitching moments are such that when flaps are scheduled for
minimum drag, there results an effective increase in "stability" at low angle of attack
equivalent to about 15% MAC for this class of planforms. Therefore, the optimum subsonic
trim drag (zero tail load) at low angle of attack is achieved when the aircraft is 15% MAC
unstable with the tail off and flaps fixed at low AOA.

Optimum supersonic trim drag occurs at slightly positive tail load; therefore,
optimum supersonic trim drag is achieved with approximately neutral aircraft stability
with tail on and flaps zero.

This aft e.g. location associated with the scheduled flaps at subsonic speed
significantly improves the supersonic drag-due-to-lift. With this type of wing planform,
the aft shift of the aerodynamic center (a.c.) from subsonic to supersonic speed is
apprr Uimately 15% MAC, as shown in Figure 9, so that the e.g. would be located

approximately at the supersonic s.c., tail-off, providing a low level of trim drag.

The lift curves are shown in Figure 10, showing that maximum lift is attained at

about 25
° 

AOA.

The other basic data required is the effectiveness of the pitch thrust vectoring

(PTV) to be applied where appropriate. Engine size i assumed to produce a take-off

thrust to weight ratio of 1.1. A maximum thrust vector angle of 30' is used. The

resulting pitching moment coefficient available from PTV is shown in Figure 11 as a

function of Mach number. The values shown are those available from the gross thrust; no
interference effects are included.

The previous discussion has related to the basic wing-body aerodynamics and PTV. Now

these data will be used in applications to each of the three tail configurations:

tailless, canard, and aft tail. For each configuration the stability and control

considerations will dictate an allowable aft e.g. limit. Since -15% SM with tail off has

been shown to be the value for minimum subsonic trim drag, the extent to which each

configuration can approach that value will determine its level of trim drag compared to

the minimum.
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Tailless Configuration

The tailless configuration subsonic stability and control characteristics are shown
in Figure 12. Figure 12a shows data at the same c.g. as that at which the wing-body data
were presented, that for -15% SM, the optimum location for drag. It will be seen that
there is a large range of AOA at which the configuration cannot be trimmed, even with full
TEF deflection of 30° . 30* deflection of a simple hinged TEF produces the maximum
available nose-aown moment. It is clear that the e.g. must be moved somewhat forward of
the optimum aft location. The degree of e.g. movement is determined by the minimum
required amgunt of nose-down pitch acceleration. The criterion applied here is to provide
0.3 rad/sec nose-down, as discussed previously.

The data in Figure 12b has been transferred to a farther forward e.g. to produce the
nose down pitching moment required. Instead of the desired -15% SM, it has only -7% SM.
The resulting effect on trimmed L/D at a maneuver lift condition is shown in Figure 13 as
a function of SM. At the allowable aft c.g. the L/D is 11% less than the optimum.

Considerations relating to supersonic trim drag are indicated in Figure 14, showing
the a.c. variation with Mach number. Optimum e.g. locations for minimum trim drag are
shown for subsonic and supersonic speeds. As discussed above, the optimum subsonic e.g.
location is that corresponding to -15% SM. At supersonic speed, neglecting considerations
of wing twist and camber to vary the pitching moment at zero lift, the optimum e.g.
location is that at which zero elevon deflection is required for trim; that is, at the
supersonic a.c. The subsonic nose-down pitching moment criterion requires that the e.g.
be 8% MAC forward of the optimum supersonic location also. Trailing-edge-up elevon
deflections will be required for trim, and increased trim drag will result.

The configuration is stable above the critical AOA region as indicated by the elevon
deflection required for trim shown in Figure 15. The sense of the deflection is shown as
"Forward Stick" and "Aft Stick," as though the pilot's control stick were directly
connected to the control surface.

Noted at the right of the figure is the maximum instability in terms of the control
deflection per degree of aircraft AOA. This derivative is proportional to the amount of
static instability and inversely proportional to the control effectiveness. It can be

considered as an indication of the rate of control deflection required to overcome the
aircraft tendency to diverge. The value will be used in comparing the three
configurations. Also shown is the maximum deflection required to provide a varying AOA
cipability. This is summarized in Figure 16, showing, for example, that if it is desired
to provide an AOA operating region approaching 60°,the required total elevon deflection
capability is 600.

The maximum trimmed lift capability is shown in Figure 17 as a function of SM. The
lift and moment characteristics of the flaps place the highest value at -10% SM. This
value of -10% SM can be obtained by interpolating between the data in Figures 12a and 12b,
and setting to zero the pitching moment at the critical AOA. This produces the e.g. at
which the wing-body aerodynamic data is self-trimmed and incorporates the LEF and TEF
deflection for maximum lift. Because of the nose down pitch control requirement, the
tailless configuration with -7% SM can attain only about 95% of the aerodynamic lift
capability.

In summary, for the tailless configuration, without the use of pitch thrust
vectoring, the center of gravity must be moved 8% MAC forward c' the optimum position for
subsonic trim drag. This is necessary to provide for trim and pitch-down control at
medium angle of attack. With this center of gravity location, the tailless configuration
is 7% MAC unstable at low AOA, but becomes stable above 25" angle of attack. Trimmed
post-stall operation can be achieved up to higher angles of attack, if desired.

Adding pitch thrust vectoring permits the use of a farther aft c.g. location and more
nearly optimum trailing edge flap deflections for minimizing drag-due-to-lift at subsonic
and supersonic speeds. The criterion for allowable aft movement of the c.g. has been
discussed above: at zero thrust, the power-off pitching moment is not required to be
negative, but can be allowed to be essentially zero.

The allowable aft e.g. movement can be estimated by interpolating between the -15% SM
data in Figure 1?a and the -7% SM of Figure 12b. This indicates that the c.g. can be
allowed to move about 3% MAC farther aft than in the case without PTV. The tailless
configuration wish PTV then has -10% SM and its maneuver L/D is within 7% of the optimum.
Using the PTV to furnish trim capability could provide an even highe- aerodynamic L/D but
at some loss of thrust component in the flight direction. By appropriate scheduling, the
proper combination of PTV and TEF for maximum thrust-minus-drag could be provided for all
maneuver conditions.

In terms of supersonic trim drag, the e.g. location is within 5% MAC of the optimum.
Relative to subsonic maximum lift without thrust effects, the c.g. location produces the
highest value obtainable. Trimmed post-stall operation to high angle of attack is again
possible, if desired.
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Canard Configuration

For the canard configuration, the pitch control limits are shown in Figure 18a for
the optimum c.g. which has 15% negative SM with canard off and flaps fixed. Again a large
AOA region is shown to be untrimmable. The critical AOA is about 60 ° , where the canard
has very little nose-down trim capability. To provide AOA capability to 60', increasing
the canard size is very ineffective, so the e.g. must be moved forward. The resulting
pitching moments are shown in Figure 18b, showing that the required nose-down moment is
provided. The e.g. is again 8% MAC forward of the optimum, so that the negative SM,
canard off, flaps fixed is -7%. The canard increment in stability is -10% MAC, so with
the canard on, the configuration is 17% unstable at low AOA with flaps fixed. This
instability is marginal with regard to the -15% SM limit established by flight control
system considerations. The L/D at a maneuver lift condition is shown in Figure 19a as a
function of tail-off SM. Data are plotted as a function of tail-off SM in order to
maintain a more constant reference in comparing the three configurations. I' also is a
direct indication of the c.g. location. The data are then re-plotted in Figure 19b as a
function of tail-on SM as a reminder that with the tail located forward, the degree of
instability is greater with the tail on. The canard configuration at its aft c.g. limit
has 7% less L/D than the optimum.

Relative to supersonic trim drag, the a.c. variation with Mach number is shown in
Figure 20 for canard on and off. The optimum e.g. locations for subsonic and supersonic
speeds are shown. The optimum subsonic location is again with negative 15% SM with tail
off. The supersonic location shown is based on the assumption that at the optimum
location, the canard lift coefficient should equal that of the wing. This corresponds
approximately to the canard-on a.c. The e.g. location established by the nose-down
pitching moment criterion is seen to be very close to the supersonic optimum.

The reason for the small nose-down trim capability of the canard is indicated in
Figure 21, showing that there is considerable upwash at the canard over the 250 to 60* AOA
range. This makes the AOA of the canard very large; for example, at 60° aircraft AOA the
canard AOA is about 75'. A canard deflection of -75° is required to just reduce the
canard lift to zero. As the canard is deflected farther in the negative direction, the
canard lift vector passes close to the aircraft c.g., producing little pitching moment.

Canard effectiveness data is shown in Figure 22, and canard deflection for trim in
Figure 23. The configuration is unstable at all AOA to 60° . The required total canard
control deflection to provide varying AOA operating capability is shown in Figure 24. 900
total canard deflection is required to operate over a 60' AOA region.

The maximum trimmed lift capability is shown in Figure 25 as a function of tail-off
SM. Whereas at forward e.g., with positive SM, the canard adds lift, as the e.g. is moved
back resulting in negative SM, the canard increment decreases. At -10% SM where the tail-
off data are self-trimmed, the canard must provide zero pitching moment, and test data
indicates that it adds no maximum lift.

In summary of the canard configuration, for trim and pitch-down control at high angle
of attack, the center of gravity must be moved 8% forward of the optimum center of gravity
for minimum trim drag at subsonic speed. Then with fixed flaps and controls, the canard
configuration was 7% unstable tail-off and 17% unstable tail-on at low angle of attack.
The canard configuration becomes aerodynamically more unstable above 15* angle of attack
and only becomes stable above 60 angle of attack. Trimmed post-stall operation at 60"
angle of attack required -60 ot canard deflection. Due to the instability, at 60 angle
of attack, 20" additional canard deflection was required for pitch-down control (total -

80"). At the aft c.g. the canard added 7% in maximum lift capability to that available
with the tailless configuration.

Adding pitch thrust vectoring could permit a more aft e.g. location except that this
Would violate the aft e.g. limit criterion relating to flight control system complexity;
the configuration is already marginal with -17% SM tail-on. The canard size could be
decreased to permit the aft e.g. movement, but it would soon become unrepresentative of a
canard concept. Also PTV is redundant when applied to a configuration which already has a
control capability independent of the wing. Thus the addition of PTV to a canard
configuration does not appear to be a desirable concept.

Aft Tail Configuration

Pitch control limits for the aft tail configuration are shown in Figure 26 at the
e.g. for minimum drag. In this case the tail was sized to produce the required nose-down
moment at stall, so the optimum e.g. for drag can be used. The configuration then had -
15% SM with tail off, flaps fixed, and -11% SM with tail on, flaps and controls fixed.
The flow field at the tail is shown in Figure 27 showing that the downwash developed by
the wing below stall gradually reduces to zero at high AOA. This permits a large nose-
down moment to be developed with only moderate tail deflections.
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The resulting tail effectiveness data is shown in Figure 28. The static stability is
shown in Figure 29 and the total pitch control deflection is shown in Figure 30.
Approximately 80* total deflection was required to provide a 60" AOA operating capability.

The trimmed L/D at a maneuver lift condition is shown in Figure 31a as a function of
tail-off SM. The aft tail configuration can attain the maximum value. The data are then
re-plotted as a function of tail-on SM in Figure 31b. With the tail located aft, the
degree of instability is less with the tail on. Relative to supersonic trim drag, the
a.c. variation with Mach number is shown in Figure 32, tail on and off. The optimum e.g.
locations for subsonic and supersonic speeds are shown, based on considerations presented
above. To carry positive lift on the tail to trim at supersonic speed, the e.g. would
need to be aft of the subsonic optimum. This would indicate some trade-off between
subsonic and supersonic performance could be considered by moving the e.g. aft.

The maximum trimmed lift capability is shown in Figure 33 as a function of tail-off
SM. The highest value occurs at -18% SM for the tail area used. This might provide
additional incentive to move the e.g. farther aft.

In summary, the aft-tail aircraft can use the center of gravity for optimum
performance at subsonic speed. With fixed flaps and controls, the aft-tail aircraft was
15% unstable tail off and 11% unstable tail on at low angle of attack. The aft-tail
configuration became stable above 25' angle of attack. Trimmed post-stall operation at
60* angle of attack could be achieved with -50' of tail deflection, and the required nose-
down response could be achieved with +30' deflection.

The use of pitch thrust vectoring as an additional pitch control is not necessary to
minimize trim drag with an aft tail, but may reduce the tail size required. However as
discussed in the case of the canard configuration, this would make the configuration less
representative of an aft-tail concept and PTV is redundant since there is already a
control capability independent of the wing. Thus the addition of PTV to an aft-tail
configuration does not appear to be a desirable concept.

Configuration Comparisons

Since we have discarded the application of PTV to the canard and aft-tail configurations
as being redundant and undesirable, the comparisons will be of the three configurations

without PTV and the tailless with PTV.

In the case without PTV, both the canard and aft tail configurations have an
advantage over the tailless in that they both provide a control capability separate from
the wing. Thi:. provides the possibility of considering various concepts to improve the
aircraft capability. The concepts include fuselage pointing, direct lift control and ride
qualities improvement.

Another general consideration relates to the level of confidence inherent in each
configuration that the aerodynamic characteristics obtained during the design development
stage can be carried over into the actual aircraft. For both the tailless and canard
configurations, determining the aft e.g. limit depends strongly on an accurate knowledge
of the absolute value of the wing-body-flap pitching moments at moderate and high AOA.
This is not true of the aft tail configuration, since its aft c.g. limit can be varied by
changing the tail area. Absolute values of pitching moment are very difficult to obtain
from wind tunnel testing. Therefore in the case of the tailless and canard
configurations, there is somewhat less confidence that the desired aft c.g. limit can be
obtained on the actual aircraft. This is especially crucial in the case of the tailless
configuraion. Figure 34a compares the L/D values for the three configurations as a
function of the tail-off SM. The symbol denotes the aft e.g. limit for each. It can be
seen that the tailless configuration has a greater sensitivity to e.g. location and
therefore loses performance more rapidly if it is found that the e.g. must be moved
forward to obtain the required stall recovery moment. In the case of the aft tail, an
additional design flexibility is available in that the tail area can be increased if
necessary to maintain the desired SM.

Figure 34a compares the L/D as a function of tail-off SM. Figure 34b shows the same
values of L/D but as a function of tail-on SM. It will be noted that the aft-tail and
canard L/D values are essentially the same, but they are obtained at considerably
different levels of tail-on SM, -11% MAC for the aft tail, and -17% MAC for the canard.
Thus the canard configuration has considerably greater risk in terms of developing a

satisfactory control system.

Figure 35 contains a comparison of maximum trimmed lift coefficient without thrust
effects. The aft-tail has the highest value. Again the tailless configuration has a
greater sensitivity to the level of stability.



Figure 36 compares the values at the respective aft c.g. limits of the parameters
which have been quantified. As indicated, the subsonic performance parameters favor the
aft tail; supersonic performance, the canard; stability and control parameters, the
tailless. When the various additional considerations are accounted for, there is a
preference for the aft tail.

Figure 37 compares the values using PTV where appropriate. As discussed above, PTV
offers added capability only in the case of the tailless configuration, allowing the aft

c.g. limit to be 3% MAC farther aft. In addition it provides a control capability
separate from the wing and allows consideration of the additional control modes such as
fuselage pointing, direct lift control and ride quality improvement. It also relieves, to
some extent, the concern about wind tunnel data accuracy. Thus the tailless configuration
with PTV is competitive with the aft tail, and a decision would require more detailed
design studies.

Conclusion

Within the scope of the aerodynamic considerations included in this study, it is concluded
that, without pitch thrust vectoring, the aft tail configuration is preferred. When pitch

thrust vectoring is added to the tailless configuration, it becomes sufficiently
comparable to the aft-tail configuration that additional design studies would be required

to make a decision.
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FIGURE 17. TAILLESS CONFIGURATION MAXIMUM LIFT
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A. 15% UNSTABLE TAIL OFF WITH FLAPS FIXED (LOW a) B. 7% UNSTABLE TAIL OFF WITH FLAPS FIXED (LOWed
25% UNSTABLE TAIL ON WITH FLAPS & CONTROLS FIXEO (LOW Of) 11% UNSTABLE TAIL ON WITH FLAPS & CONTROLS FIXED (LOW a)

90

CANARD CANARD
MAX UPLOAD MAX UPLOAD

-V PITCH DOWN
CD.60 MOMENT REQUIRED

0 UNTRIMMABLE

4TAIL OFF ITAILOF

No"N

30 - I
I o

0.3 0.2 0.1 0 -0.1 0.2 0.1 0 -0.1 -0.2
CMC CMCG

FIGURE 18. CANARD CONFIGURATION PITCH CONTROL LIMITS, SCHEDULED L.E. & T.E. FLAPS
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C B

~AFT C.G. LIMIT

4 4

2 2

ON I0l
+10 0 -10 -20 0 -10 -20 -30

STABLE - --- NSTABLE - UNSTABLE

A. TAIL-OFF STATIC MARGIN 1% MAC) 8. TAIL-ON STATIC MARGINM( MAC)
FIXED FLAPS, LOWa FIXED FLAPS, LOWO

FIGURE 19. CANARD CONFIGURATION LIFT/DRAG RATIO, SUBSONIC SPEED, CL-~ 0.7'
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690

so DESIRED CSG., SUBSONIC--4 .P. ITHFLAPS

Z3 ALLOWABLE C.6
~t FLAPS UP, CANARDOFF ;-i so

FLAP UPCANAD ON DESIRED C.G.,SUPERSONIC
S20

0

0 0.4 0.0 1.2 1.6 2 .0

MACH NUMBER

FIGURE 20. CANARD CONFIGURATION
AERODYNAMIC CENTER 0

200 100 0Ic0 200
UPWASH DOWNWASH

FIGURE 21. CANARD CONFIGURATION,
FLOW FIELD AT CANARDK 1% UN~~S EDLED TAIL OF WT FLAPS XD(O C7%USCHEUED TALE WT. FLAPSIE(LWa

17% UNSTABLE TAIL ON WITH CONTROLS FIXED (LOW a)
90

PITCH DOWN
MOMENT

60 * REQUIRED

CANARD
MAXCA-R

-DOWNLOAD MAX- CANARD *DOWNLOAD CNR
MAXMA

UPLOAD DWLA

30

*TAIL OFF

C MC 
CMCG

FIGURE 22. CANARD CONFIGURATION PITCH CONTROL
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7% UNSTABLE TAILIOFF WITH FLAPS FIXED ILOWal)
17% UNSTABLE TAIL ON WITH FL.APS FIXED (LOW a)

(USTBE)9

REQOD PITCH-DOWN DEFL TRIM

60

(STABLET)LE

30 0

00

V 30

30

MAX U1NSTABLE 5-1.5da

a(DEG)

FIGURE 23. CANARD CONTROL DEFLECTION 0 0609

SELECTED MAX TRIM ANGLE OF ATTACK (DEG)

20 INCLUDES NO ENGINE THRUST EFFECT FIGURE 24. CANARD CONFIGURATION,
2.C TOTAL CANARD CONTROL DEFLECTION

1.5 -*2oSCHEDULED LE & TE FLAPS
15% UNSTABLE TAIL OFF WITH FLAPS FIXED tLOWaJ

11% UNSTABLE TAIL ON WITH FLAPS & CONTROLS FIXED (LOWa)

LU 7 %

so-

+20 +10 0 -10 -20 -30 30-PIC'DW
TAIL-OFF STATIC MARGIN (N MAC)MOETRQID

FIGURE 25. CANARD CONFIGURATION MAXIMUM LIFT%.*

90, 0
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FIGURE 26. AFT-TAIL CONFIGURATION
PITCH CONTROL LIMITS
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FLAPLAPS

4 _ I -,1

FIUR 27. AF-AL-OFGUAIN
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SCH EDULE L.E. & T.E. FLAPS
15%UNSTABLE TA IL OFF WITH FLAPS FIXED (LOW a)

11% UNSTABLE TAIL ON WITH FLAPS & CONTROL FIXED (LOW a)

- TAIL MAX DOWNLOAD TAIL MAX DOWNLOAD

0

TAI MA60LA ~AI TAIL MAXLOLOA

TAIL MA UPLOA% O-N

RoJ

0.3 0.2 0.1 0 -0.1 -0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 0 -0.1 -02
CM CGCMC

FIGURE 28. AFT-TAIL CONFIGURATION PITCH CONTROL
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;-1 (STABLE)

a(DEG)

FIGURE 29. AFT-TAIL CONTROL DEFLECTION 0 30 60 0

SELECTED MAX TRIM ANGLE OF ATTACK (DEG)

S FIGURE 30. AFT-TAIL CONFIGURATION,
TOTAL AFT-TAIL CONTROL DEFLECTION

7 DESIRED C.G. SUBSONIC
'0"a AFT C.G. LIMIT AFT C.G. LIMIT TAIL OFF C P. WITH FLAPS ' T I

ALLOABLEC.GDESIRED C.
40' TAIL 0 F A.C. SUPERSONIC

ci

2 - t FLAPS UP
46

~20
0 .,.. u

+10 0 -10 -20 +10 0 -10 -20
STABLE -I1- UNSTABLE STABLE -I- UNSTABLE 01 . I

A. TAIL-OFF STATIC MARGIN 1. TAIL-ON STATIC MARGIN 0 0.4 0.8 1.2 12 21
(1% MACI (16 MAC) MACH NUMBER

FIXED FLAPS, LOW ~ FIXED FLAPS, LOW a

FIGURE 31. AFT-TAIL CONFIGURATION LIFT/DRAG FIGURE 32. AFT-TAIL CONFIGURATION
RATIO, SUBSONIC SPEED, CL - 0.7 AERODYNAMIC CENTER
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INCLUDES NO ENGINE THRUST EFFECT
2.0

00

1.5 -- J. 40

14AFT C.G. LIMIT

2 - - ..o- ,TAILLES

- - I-ICANARI
, ..-. AFT-TAIL

0.5 *J a[I I
+10 0 -10 -20 +10 0 -10 -20
STABLE...-UNSTABLE STABLE -- UNSTABLE

A. TAIL.OFF STATIC MARGIN % MAC) B. TAIL-ON STATIC MARGIN N% MAC)
0_I I FIXED FLAPS, LOW* FIXED FLAPS, LOWa

+20 +10 0 -10 -20 -30
TAIL-OFF STATIC MARGIN (% MAC)

FIGURE 34. COMPARISON OF MANEUVER L/D WITHOUT PTV

FIGURE 33. AFT-TAIL CONFIGURATION
MAXIMUM LIFT

2,0

CANARD

250

AFT TAIL,,.*-" •
.0 NOSE-OOWN PITCH

1.0 ACCELERATION
.. o. 0.3 fRAOiSEC

z

w TAILLESS

0.5 AFT C.G. LIMI
- TAILLESS /

SI! CANARD/
. ,- AFT TAIL

0o - I I
+20 +10 0 -10 -20 -30

TAIL-OFF STATIC MARGIN (% MAC)

FIGURE 35. COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM TRIMMED LIFT
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PARAMETER DESIRED TAILLESS CANARD AFT TAILVALUE

PERFORMANCE

SUBSONIC MANEUVER L/D LARGE 6.2 6.7 6.9

SUPERSONIC TRIM DRAG (C,G. - OPTIMUM C,GJ, % MAC SMALL -8 0 -10

SUBSONIC MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENT LARGE 1.36 1.45 1.55

LID SENSITIVITY TO SM SMALL LARGE SMALL SMALL

SENSITIVITY TO ABSOLUTE PITCHING MOMENT SMALL LARGE LARGE MODERATE

STABILITY & CONTROL

-SM, SUBSONIC. TAIL ON. % MAC <15 7 17 1

MAXIMUM UNSTABLE d6/da SMALL 0.5 1.5 0.7

STABLE ABOVE _ ADA SMALL 250 600 250

TOTAL CONTROL TRAVEL REDUIRED TO OPERATE TO 60 DEGREE ADA SMALL 60O 90
° 
0O0

CAPABILITY OF OTHER CONTROL MODES YES NO YES YES

FIGURE 36. COMPARISON OF CONFIGURATIONS WITHOUT PTV

DESIRED TAILLESS CANARD AFT TAIL
PARAMETER VALUE (WITH PTV) (NO PTV) (U0 PIV)

PERFORMANCE

SUBSONIC MANEUVER LID LARGE 6.5 6.7 5.9

SUPERSONIC TRIM DRAG (C.G. - OPTIMUM C.G.). % MAC SMALL -5 0 -10

SUBSONIC MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENT LARGE 1.45 1.45 1.55

LID SENSITIVITY TO SM SMALL LARGE SMALL SMALL

SENSITIVITY TO ABSOLUTE PITCHING MOMENT SMALL MODERATE LARGE MODERATE

STABILITY & CONTROL

-SM. SUBSONIC, TAIL ON, % MAC <15 10 17 11

MAXIMUM UNSTABLE dbIda SMALL 0.7 1.5 0.7

STABLE ABOVE _ ADA SMALL 25 
°
00 250

TOTAL CONTROL TRAVEL REaUIRED TO OPERATE TO 60 DEGREE ADA SMALL 500 B00 80
°

CAPABILITY OF OTHER CONTROL MODES YES YES YES YES

FIGURE 37. COMPARISON OF CONFIGURATIONS USING PTV WHERE APPROPRIATE
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EVALUATION DY AVMIONS EN COMBAT SZMULE
CALCULATEUR CONTRE CALCULATEUR

OU CALCULATEUR CONTR PILOTE HUMAIN
par

3. PEDOTTI
AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT-BREGUET AVIATION

78, Quai Carnot - 92214 ST CLOUD - France

Y. HIGNARD
CENTRE ELECTRONIQUE DE LW ARMEMENT

35170 BRUZ - France

Risunii

Un programme de simulation du combat a~rien & un contre un a 6t6 d~velopp&. Ce modile
LAMA (Logique Adaptative de Manceuvre Adrienne) a iti validi par des 6tudes thioriques et
par des essais pilote/mod&le suir Ie simulateur du CELAR.
11 permet soit une modilisation entiirement num~ris~e, soit une simulation d'hostile interactif
oppose i un pilote sur simulateur.
LAMA est i la fois un moyen d'~tude de nouveaux systimes d'armes et un hostile performant
pour lentrainement des pilotes.

1INTRODUCTION

Compte tenu de la part de plus en plus grande donn~e i la fonction "Sup~riorit6 A6rienne" pour les
avions de combat modernes et de l'6volution resultante des capacit~s de manoeuvre de ces avions, ii a paru
ncssaire de d~velopper un programme de simulation de combat a~rien.

11 est en effet indispensable de pouvoir comparer au stade avant-projets l'efficacit6 en combat afrien
des divers compromis r~alisables compte tenu des autres contraintes. Or cette comparaison avec les moyens
classiques de calculs de performances est rendue difficile, voire impossible pour au momns deux raisons :

a) laspect compromis conduit i envisager des projets plus performants dans certaines zones du domaine de vol ou
de la polaire, momns dans d'autres, cc qui ne permet pas de conclure au vu de simples tableaux de chiffres.

b) refficacit6 de dispositifs permettant de d~coupler attitude et forces (CAG, tuyires orientables, voilures
pivotantes, etc...) est impossible i juger en termes de performances pures.

Ce moyen d'itude, par sa simplicit6 de mise en oeuvre (calculs sur ordinateur) pr~sente une souplesse
qui en fait un outil compi~mentaire des 6tudes sur simulateur. I] permet, d'une part, de d~gager des premi~res
conclusions qui orienteront les essais sur simulateur et les rendront plus efficao~es ; d'autre part, un tel programme
peut Ltre oppose i un pilote sur simulateur :11 constitue alors un hostile dt r. ' 4rence int~ressant car les combats

ilote/ordinateur sont plus r~p~titif s donc, en g~n~ral, plus faciles &int'eescmaspoepite

C'est de plus un moyen pour Iling~nieur d'acqu~rir Ilexp~riene.- 4- . --net de mieux apprehender cc
qul se passe lors d'un engagement air-air, et donc de dialoguer plus aisiment avet !s pilotes op~rationnels.

Telles sent les r~flexions qui nous ont pousse i mettre au point un tel outil.

Notre premier objectif a kt6 de rialiser un programme limit6 au combat i un contre un :c'est le
programme LAMA (Logique Adaptative de Manaeuvres A6riennes) qul sera pr~senti ici. Historiquement it a d'abord
iti divelopp6 en version ordinateur/ordinateur. 11 a k6 par la suite, cree une version adapt~e au temps r~ed pour
permettre sa validation contre des pilotes sur les installations de simulation du CELAR i Rennes.

11 a 6t4 base au d~part sur .

- l'analyse des programmes existants dans ce domaine

- des interviews de pilotes op~rationnels pour mod~liser au mieux le processus d~cisionnel du pilote

- l'analyse de diroulements de combats sur simulateur et en vol.

11 s'cst enrichi au fur et i mesure par deux voles diffirentes:

a) Ia vole thiorique : apports de Ia th~orie des jeux diff~rentiels, qui assure lloptimaliti de la solution

b) I& vole exp~rimentale : analyse critique des combats calcul~s et des combats pilote/ordinateur enregistris lors
des phase de validation.
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2. LE MODELE LAMA

2.1 - Principe giniral

A un instant t. donni, les vecteurs itat des deux adversaires sont connus. On en diduit leur situation en
considirant les aspects stratigiques et inerg~tiques, ainsi que les autres iliments pouvant intervenir dans la
dicision.

De cette situation, on di.duit un certain nombre de manmuvres possibles pour chacun. Ces manceuvres
sont calcul~es sur un intervalle de temps A t,. Les positions obtenues pour un avian sont alors comparees a la
position pridite de l'adversaire au bout de cel m~me temps. La manmuvre retenue sera celle qul correspond a la
position la plus favorable au bout de At,. Elie est alors intigr~e stir un intel valle de temps At. (fig. 1).

2.2 -Analyse de la situation

Pour caractiriscr la situation de chacun des adversaires i un instant t. du combat, LAMA prend en

compte les aspects stratigiques, 6nerg~tiques et les autres 616ments His aux contraintes imposces aux systimes.

2.2.1 - La situation strat~stique

Cette partie de l'anaiyse de la situation a pour but de d~terminer, en fonction de la position relative des
adversaires et de leur armement, si P'un oti l'autre b~nificie d'un certain avantage.

Pour cela, on a difini un certain nombre de r~les basis sur une schimatisation du domaine de tir. Pour
la difinition des r8les, on utilise un angle N, angle but, angle que fait la rif~rence avian avec la droite joignant
les 2 adversaires (fig. 2).

La partic g~om~trique d'un domamne du tir d'un armement quelconque petit 6tre basie stir les angles ?A
et et stir la distance D entre avions. Par exemple:

'A A*' Amax

;kB>ABmin

(Dmin < D /< Dmax (fig.3)

On caractirise aiors neuf r~les dif f rents basis aussi stir ces grandeurs; (fig. 4):

R8le Tris Attaauant les conditions g~omitriques du domaine de tir sont satisfaites

R8le Tris Attapuant Proche les conditions angulaires sont satisfaites mais D < Dmin

R8le Attaquant situation favorable mais conditions de domaine non satisfaites

Par exemple 7%Amax< AA < 2 ,Amax
Dmax <0 D<2 Dmax

R8le Attaquant Tris Proche :comme tris attaquant proche mais avec une vitesse de rapprochement
qui Jaisse pr~voir un dipassement imminent.

R8le Tris D)6fensetir, Tris Difenseur Proche, DNfenseur. DNfenseur Tr~s Proche : r~les sym~triques
des precidents

R8le neutre :toutes les autres situations

La ditermination du r~le fixe la strat~gie & adopter, c'est-i-dire Il'ventail de manceuvres i essayer et

les critires de choix.

2.2.2 - La situation inerxitique

Elie concerne piusieurs aspects:

- Il'vitement sol : dis que la pente est nigative, on compare laltitude i une altitude plancher dapendant de la
pente. Dis que Javion passe sous cc plancher, les manceuvres conduisant i rendre la pente plus nigative sont
61iminies du choix ; plus l'altitudc diminue et plus le choix de manwuvres se restreint pour ne laisser
I inalement que des maneuvres de ressource au facteur de charge maximal.

- les vitesses faibles : les zones de vit~sse faibie sont surveillies par le biais des facteurs de charges maximaux
praticables. Ce sont les zones (D etB) du do maine de vol (fig. 5).

Dans la zone ® , le choix des manwuvres en compitition est restreint aux man~euvres permettant de
regagner de l'inergie, et d'autant plus sevirement que la pente est plus grande en valeur algibrique.

Dans la zone®-n ,y on se limite aux manoeuvres 1 dH/dt > 0 quelle que soit la pente.

- les vitesses ilevies:t Ia zone @C) correspond aux vitesses supirieures i la "corner speed" (vitesse oii
nmax = n structure, donc de manceuvrabilti optimale). En fonction de Ia situation stratigique, on tient compte
dans cette zone de 11intirkt qu'il y a i se rapprocher de cette "corner speed".

- Is situation enerfetipue relative - 116cart d 6nergie entre les deux adversaires est pris en compte essentlelle-
ment pour decider de redure ou non la poussee.
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2.2.3 - Les autres ilments de la situation

D'autres iliments sont pris en compte pour juger de la situation instantanie. Les prrncipaux Sont:

- les limitations structurales avion :Mach, Vc..

- les limitations pilote :le facteur de charge maximum praticable est automnatiquement r~duit dis que le temps
passe i fort facteur de charge atteint une certaine valeur.

- le temps de riponse moteur :si la poussee est r~duite, on tient compte du temps qu'il faut pouir atteindre Ia
poussee maximale.

2.3 - Les manceuvres 61imentaires

Les man~euvres ilimentaires sont essayes i vitesse constante pour gagner du temps de calcul. Elies
sont caractirisics par le plan dans lequel cites se dirouient et un facteur dc charge.

2.3.1 - Les planis de manceuvre

Ce sont des demi-plans passant par le vecteur vitesse de lavion considiri et difinis par Vangle f que
fait ce demi-plan avec le demi-plan vertical haut passant par cc vecteur (fig. 6).

Parmi ces plans, on en distingue deux particuliers :

- le plan d'interception, plan passant par Ia position pridite de l'adversaire (P= Pi)
- le plan pricicnt, plan contenant l'acciliration de l'avion considiri (plan osculateur i Ia trajectoire au point

considiri) ( F = P p

Les diverses manceuvres essayies s'effcctuent dans des demi-pians choisis, suivant la situation, parmi
les suivants:

F = 0*~ , P, P~ i ' ! W +,!90, 60'

2.3.2 - Le factcur de charge

Les diverses man~euvres cssayies sont calcuies Ak aussi i des factcurs de charge choisis suivant la
situation dans unc liste comprenant:

- n maximum autorisi (compte tenu de toutcs les limitations)

- n marge de manceuvre

- des fractions de n marge (en cas de vitesse faible)

- n=n n. tel que la trajectoire passe par la position priditc de l'adversaire

- n = n tel que la trajectoire projctie soit tarigente au cercic instantani projeti pratiqui par
lAdversaire.

A titre d'excmple, dans une situation tris attaquant saris problime d'inergie, les man~euvres essayes
sont:

0.= pente constante

Fi n max
PiP n = n.i

Dens Ie cas symitrique (r8ie tris difenseur):

=P n max

=Pi n max
) = i! 3 n max

Si dens ces situations stratigiqlues se posent des problimes de faibles vitesses, les facteurs de charge
sont limites a n marge ou i une fraction de n marge suivant Ia pente.

2.4 - Le choix de Ia manceuvre

Ce choix est base sur i'appriciation de Ia situation A l'issue de Ia manceuvre. Pour ce faire, on dispose
d'une tiste de I I questions posies de telie fagon que V'on peut ripondre par oul ou par non et que la riponse oui Soit
favorable. Ces questions sont du type de celles que se pose un pitote (fig. 7).

Les questions posies sont 1k encore fonction de la situation :seion le cas, on utitise entre 3 et 9~
questions. Une riponse out vaut un point ; une riponse non ziro.

La manceuvre qui obtient Ie maximum de points est retenue.
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2.5 - Les cornmandes

Pour 1'mntigration de la trajectoire, on applique alors &un modile avion complet, 3 commandes:

*le facteur de charge retenu

l a gite airodynamique telle que la trajectoire se diroule dans le pian de manceuvre retenu

l a manette des gaz qui est command6e pour raduire la pouss6e dans certains cas bien pricis:

a) en poursuite pour rester i distance de tir

b) pour iviter le dipassement

0) pour se rapprocher de la corner speed.

2.6 - Exemples de combats

Les figures 8 et 9 donnent deux exemples de combats calculis par le programme LAMA.

Ces combats opposent deux avions A et B identiques i la masse pris. Les conditions initiales, avantagent
l'avion A : il est pointi sur lavion B ( A = 0', & M = 1.1 et 9000 in). L'avion B est & la m~me altitude, & un Mach
plus faible (M = 0.9) et orienti tel que A1 B =I10*.

La distance initiale entre les avions est de 3500 m.

Les figures 9 et 10 donnent pour chacun de ces deux combats:

- la projection des trajectoires dans le plan x, y
- la projection des trajectoires dans le plan x, z

Ces trajectoires sont graduies en temps par un point chaque 5 secondes. Ces combats sont limitis & 120

secondes.

- l'volution des angles ?k A et 'ABen fonction du temps.

Dans le premier cas (fig. 8), Ilavion B, d~savantagi en position initiale, lest aussi en masse
(masse = masse A+ 10 %). II est donc: momns performant que lavion A qui, dans un engagement en spirale
descendlnte, conserve son avantage initial et a des opportunit~s de tir missile.

Dans le second cas (fig. 9), clest au contraire lavion A qui est p~nalis6 en masse. Le combat se diroule
& peu pris de la mime maniare que pricdemment, mais apris une minute environ, c'est lavion B qui reprend
lavantage et tire.

3. VALIDATION DU MODELE

Avant de pouvoir utiliser un tel modile, et de croire aux conclusions qui en ressortent, il faut etre

certain de deux choses :

I - que les manwuvres effectuies sont bien les meilleures possibles

2 - que le comportement global du modile est comparable a celui d'un pilote dot6 du m~me avion et
face au mfme adversaire.

Nous avons donc men6 en parallile deux types de travaux:

I- cr~atioi d'un programme de combat utilisant la th~orie des jeux diffirentiels

2 - rialisation de campagnes de combats pilote/LAMA sur le simulateur du CELAR.

Ces deux types de travaux ont permis, outre la validation, l'am~lioration du mod&ie par l'analyse des
diffirences observies.

3.1 - La th~ot ie des ieux apipliqie au combat a~rien

Le combat a~rien a un contre un est caractirisi par:

deux joueurs

dont la victoire de lPun exciut la victoire de l'autre

dont les 6volutions sont rigies par des 6quations diffirentielles.

11 entre donc dens la catigorie des jeuxc diff~rentiels a somme nulle qul ont fait l'objet d'~tudes
approlondies.

D'une fa4;on genirale, le principe d'un tel jeu peut s'exprlmer de la faovon suivante:

Soi A etB deux joueurs

X Xet Y les vecteurs 6tat de AetB8

-u et v Ics vecteurs commande de A et B.



Les &iuations d'6tat sont de la forine

dX- F Mxutt) dY = G (Y,v,t)

On difinit une fonctioli coOt 3 (X,Y) que doit minimiser A et maxim iser B.

11 taut trouver un couple de stratigies (u ,V*) tel que

*u* minimise 3

*Nmaximise 3

3.1.1 -Formulation du problime du combat airien

a) Leseutondtt
Le combat se diroulant dans 3 dimensions, le vecteur itat a six composantes (on suppose les masses

constantes)

Les iquat ions d' itat: sont donc les iquat ions de ]a mican ique du vol, A savoir:

i v CosCos X 9 (FCGSCK -Px)/M -g5iflI
- v.Co3 sinX (R. + 9  in oK) cs /mv C0t 5 /Y
- v in (Rz+ 9 Finc )51nJ/mtr cos 'd

06 x, y, hi sont les coordonn~es dans Ie repire absolu

v la vitesse airodynamique F la poussee inaximale

% la pente 0( l'incidence

'X Ilazimut r Pangle de gite

9 la commande de poussie
Rx, R. les composantes de la risultante des forces airodynamiques.

b) Les commandes

Slincidence ( sur laquelle s'exerce une cantrainte non liniaire qui pose de grandes difficultis dans la
r~solution du problime :

V > VC 0(max tei qUE l TL nmax
-L'angle de gtte .t- i80J -4 -. <+180'k

-La commande de poussie 90 -- 9. 1

c) La fonction co(It

La fonction coOt retenue est de la forme

J3 C1 sin' + C1,i 9" + C30(t)-ij tl(hisin' !8A(O4 k1 n ; 1 9t)

oa' C1 , C2, C3, kit k2 sont des constantes et @A1013 les angles difinis sur la figure n* 10.

On pout remarquer que cette fonction eat composie de deux: termes :

- un terme caractirisant Is situation 1 P'mstant final tfdu jeu (termes C1 C2 C3)
- un term. int~gral tenant compte de la farron dont le jeu s'est daroul6 entre t =0 et t = tf.

On peut noter aussi que si C 3 =0, cette fonction est totalement sym~itrique, clest-i.dire qu'au dipart du
jeu i1 est Inutile de fixer qui est le poursuivant et qui est le difenseijr (si C 1  C2 e k2)

3.1.2 - Algorithmes de r~solution

La risolution anajytique dfun problime aussi complex. eat ividemnment impossible. 11 a done iti fait
appel aux techniques de l'analyse numirlque d~veloppds pour risoudre les probl~rne d'optlmisation (Rif. 1).

Deux voles s'offrent alors i

1) La rechercie rune solution point-sell. par ui algorithm. type Arrow-Hurwicz. On cherche alors deux
strateigies u , v tonies que

J ( U *, U) -4 1 (uir U s v* (Uu )V (u
L'lnconv~nlent de cette m6thode est qua I. point-sell. nexiste pas forciment.
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2) La recherche dun Min-Max (ou dun Max-Min) par un algorithme type Uzawa faisant appel & loptimisation non
diffirentiable (Rif. 2) et o6I la contrainte non 1ineaire est traitac par des techniques de Lagrangien
augmenta (Rif. 3).

Pour un Min-Max, on va en effet chercher deux stratigies ul et vtelles que

J (u, o,r) zMi Max J (u,aV)]
U VJ

Cette mathode est plus puissante et conduit plus sOrement 1 une solution, mais avec des temps de calcul
plus importants.

On peut noter qu'on damontre que, si un point-selle (u vA existe, alors:

Maxf(Min J(, U)j =J ( u*,*) =Min daxJ (uti, 1
VU L U ly

3.1.3 - Techniques et exemple de calcul

Une premiire technique cansiste & calculer le jeu de 0 i t. Un exemple de cette technique est donni
sur la figure n 11.1!

11 s'agit dun engagement entre deux avions identiques calculi en Min-Max

- dans les conditions initiates

Z = 9000 m (6) - =0
D = 3000 mn (%). = *
M-A=0.9 MB =0.

- sur un temps de 7 secondes avec modification des commandes toutes les secondes

- avec CI= C 2 =I C 3 =kI= k 2 = 0

La figure 11 prasente les trajectoires de chacun des adversaires projet~es dans les plans xy et yz,
Il'vohution en temps des 3 commandes, de la fonction coOt totale et de ses deux termes en C1 et C 2.

L'avion B effectue un break en descente vers son adversaire ; Ilavion A ajuste ses commandes pour
Ilinstant t 6tre pointa sur son adversaire (A. 0) tout en essayant de minimiser %B en ouvraiit sa trajectoire vers
l'extirieu/.

La grosse difficulta de cette mathode, riside dans le fait que la convergence est dautant plus difficile
que le temps t f est plus long et ceci eat fonction des conditions initiates.

La seconde technique consiste i effectuer des siquences de sous-jeu dune durae limitie, dont la
convergence eat pratiquement asauree.

La figure 12 prasente le m6me engagement que pricidemnment, mais calculi selon cette seconde
technique sur une duric totale de 20 secondes.

Le Principe est le suivant : & Ilinstant t. on calcule un sous-jeu de 4 secondes, sur t., t. + 4 sec . On
retient lea commandes obtenues sur Ilintervalle t., t. + I sec . On recalcule in sous-jeu de 4 secondes & partir
de t. + I sec, dent on retient les commandes sur t. + 1, t. + 2 , et ainsi de suite ..

On ne peut plus certifier que Ia trajectoire soft optimale de 0 a t mais par contre les dicisions prises
chaque seconde sont toujours lea meilleures possibles i l'horizon des 4 seconds.

3.2 - L'exgprImentation Pilote/LAMA

La premi~re version de LAMA 6talt ordinateor/ordinateur. Elie a it adapt&e et implant~e aur le
simulateur Ate combat du CELAR pour Otre validie centre des pilotes.

3.2.1 - Description dui Simulateur de Combat A~rien

3.2.1.1 - Ganiralis

Le Centre dElectrenique de l'Armement (CELAR), implanti i BRUZ pis de RENNES, posai~de un
slmulateur de combat airien iquipi de trota cabines pilotables. Chaque cabine, munle de sea commandes de vol,
posnlde son matirlel 6lectronlque et optique n6cesaaire I I& projection de l'lmage aol et de la cible adverse et
constitue un systime pliotable pouvant fonctionner solt lnd~pendamnment, soft coupli i flune des deux autres
cabines ; dana un avenir proche, i1 eat privu un fonctionnement simultani des trota systimes pour des Atudea de
combat it deux contre tan. Ces trots ensembles de pilotage mont compl6tis par des consoles de visualisation
permettant be contr~le des combats.

3.2.1.2 - L'envlroonement pilote et lea moyens de contrle dui combat

En combat adrian, lea Livolutlans des aviens itant d'une grande amplitude, nous avons renonci it tous
mouvements des cockpits, par contre lea Images aont projeties sir 360 degr&s Chacun des 3 systLmes comprend:
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- un cockpit et une planche de bord,
- un icrari sphirique de 6,40 mitres de diamitre entourant totalement la cabine,
- un syst~me de projection de l'horizon tournant en roulis, tangage, lacet, et donnant sur 360*

une image du sol issue de 6 diapositives fish-eye, obtenues par photographie airienne d'un
terrain diffirentes altitudes,

- un systime de pro jection de l'avion adverse,
- un syst~me de ;0nration de l'image avion soit A base de segments, soit A partir d'une

giniration synthetique d'images,

- pour l'une des cabines une combinaison anti-g et tin gravi-siige (g-seat) mumi de
2 mouvements stir le fond, I mouvement sur le dossier, un coussin de si~ge et I caussin de
dossier.

Le contr~le des combats se fait en temps reel et en play-back sur des consoles graphiques. En
permanence, Ia console centrale fournit une vue perspective du combat avec trace spatiale et au sol des avions.
Le cadrage est automnatique. On peut y lire 6galernent des renseignements indispensables tels que altitude, vitesse,
incidence .... Les autres consoles soot reservees soit a des vues perspectives speciales identiques 1 celles qulaurait
un observateur occupant la place pilote, salt i l'itude des systimes d'armes (p~nitration & l'intirieur des doinaines
de tir des missiles, trajectographie des missiles que P'on petit voir 6voluer en temps rieI).

3.2.1.3 - Les moyens de calcul-

Les iquations de la micanique du vol, les calculs des systimes d'armes et du programme LAMA sont
risolus dans un calculateur, bi-processeur, d'une puissance de cinq millions d'opirations par seconde, ce qui permet
tine cadence d'&hantilloonage de trente millisecondes. Les images de contr~le du combat sont Anires par un
second calculateur associi i des consoles graphiques. La fabrication des imafes avions projetees a Iint ierde
simulateurs est rialisie par tine 6iectronique spicialisie qui gin~re synthetiquement l'avion s~lectionni dicrit
par tine suite de facettes dont les coordonnees sont contenues dans tine base de donnies.

Le programme LAMA est appei~ toutes les secondes et envoie ses dicisions aui modile avion.

3.2.2 - Les risultats obtenus

LM.Les combats de validation ant opposi de nombreux pilotes d'essais et op~rationnels ati programme

Les premiires campagnes ant tout de suite mis en ividence les qualitis man~euvriires du modile, ainsi
que quelques lacunes auxquelles il a pu 6tre remidii.

La possibiliti de suivre les combats, soit du poste de directeur de vol, soit de la cabine "pilotie" par
LAMA, a montri le rialisme du comportement et Ia qualiti des dicisions, de LAMA.

Les pilotes dans leur ensemble ant conclt i l a validiti du modile dans tout le domaine de vol et, ceci,
quelles que soient les conditions d'engagement. LAMA petit donc 6tre qualifii d'adversaire valable en combat
air-air i tin contre tin, ce qtii valide sa logique de dicision.

Pour quantifier cette appriciation, Ia figure 14 prisente Jes risultats d'une des campagnes d'essais aui
cours de laquelle :

- 4 pilotes ant iti opposes a LAMA, les pilates et LAMA disposant du m~me avion
- dans I I conditions d'engagement diffirentes choisies par les pilotes.

Cette figure donne Ia durie moyenne par vol de presence dans les conditions de tir pour LAMA et pour
le pilate et, ceci, pour chaque condition initiale. Elle montre stir Ilensemble tine ligire supirioriti du modile.

La figure 15 montre it titre d'exemple tin combat pilote-modile enregistri lors de cette campagne. Les
conditions d'engagement sont rigoureusement symitriqties : m~mes avions i la mL~me masse se presentant 1 m~me
vitesse (M = 0.9) et mime altitude (Z =6 kin), en face i face dicali de 3 km. Dans le cas prisenti, c'est Ilavion B
qui est piloti par LAM A.

Les 5 premi~res secondes soot neutralisies pour permettre aui pilate d'appricier sa situation
lengagement dibtite riellement aui moment du croisement. Les detix adversaires virent alors l'un vers l'autre ati
maximum des possibilitis de I'avion et s'engagent dans tine spirale descendante. 11 nly a pas de prise davantage
avant le temps 70 s ; 1 cet instant le pilate dolt mal appricier la meilleure manwuvre a effectuer, LAMA prendL'avantage et l'amillore pragressivement jusqu& #tre en bonne position pour tirer aui temps 120 s.

4. CONCLUSION

Aujourd'hul on petit affirmer que les objectifs poursuivis au dipart ant it atteints.

LAMA est tin programme qui a iti reconoti valable pour juger de llefficaciti d'un avion en combat
airien i tin cantre tin. C'est donc tin outil qui permet de comparer diftirents systimes, salt ordinateur/ardinateur,
solt pilote/ordinateur ouir simulateur.
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C'est ce titre quil fait maintenant partie intigrante des moyens de recherche de nouivelles tormules
d'avion ou de nouveaux systimes d'armes, et ceci quel que soit le type d'armement envisagi.

Pour les comparaisons de systimes, deux processus ant it utilisis, suivant le problime posi ; on peut:
- soit opposer chacun des systimes en compitition a un adversaire de rifirence donni
- soit les opposer systimatiquement deux i deux.

Les pourcentages de combats gagnis, nuls et perdus, permettent alors de les classer et de conclure
(fig. 16).

Cette utilisation de LAMA en fait un instrument de mesure dont I'emploi, comme tel, nicessite
quelques pricautions. Hi est, entre autres, indispensable de slassurer que ni les condition., initiales, ni le critire de
gain choisi ne peuvent fausser les resultats.

Be plus, le succis des phases de validation sur simulateur a fait apparattre une autre utilisation possible
pour LAMA :cet hostile performant, pouvant simuler n'importe quel systeme connu, peut Litre utilisi comme
moyen d'entraTnement des pilotes. Cette nouvelle fonction de LAMA nicessite de divelopper autour du modile des
moyens d' information sur la stratigie qu'il adopte, af in d'accroltre ses qualitis pidagogiques.

Signalons, enfin, que des travaux sont actuellenment en cours pour adapter ce mod&Ile au combat
multi-avions pour prendre en compte le contexte opirationnel.
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Fig. 6
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THE ASSESSMENT OF AIRCRAFT COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS USING A NEW COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

by

Michael Falco and Gilbert Carpenter
Research Department M.S. A08-35
Grumman Aerospace Corporation

Bethpage, NY 11714, USA

SUMMARY

This paper presents a synopsis of the experience gained using a newly developed computational method
for the assessment of aircraft combat effectiveness in the design concept phase. The approach employs a
stochastic learning method, in conjunction with dynamic simulation. to derive aircraft maneuver strategies
in the form of a feedback control based upon a discretized set of threat visual or warning system cues. The
derived strategies maximize either survival probability or kill probability in the one-on-one setting.
Computational results are presented for selected aircraft designs in missile and gun combat.

INTRODUCTION

In the early phases of combat aircraft design. there is a need for a methodology to better quantify
combat effectiveness in terms of such aircraft system attributes as maneuver performance, threat warning
capability, weapon lethality, and countermeasure capability. The associated models are required to be of
high fidelity in terms of dynamical similitude and yet flexible enough to allow an orderly evaluation of the
sensitivity of the effectiveness measure to changes in the system attributes. To be meaningful, it is
necessary to have a methodology that utilizes kill probability as the effectiveness measure and develops an
"optimal" effectiveness solution for each parametric case of the combat model considered. Moreover, the
optimal effectiveness solutions for each case must be computed for all relative geometries for which combat
can be initiated. Solution optimality is important for consistent comparisons between systems, and to mini-
mize maneuver strategy prejudgements and bias factors introduced by the analyst.

Application of modern optimal control and differential game theory methods seem well suited to these
problems at first sight. However, the pioneering effort of Isaacs (Ref. 1), followed by those of Breakwell
and Merz (Ref. 2), indicate that there does not appear to be a general systematic method for solution ofeven some simply structured pursuit-evasion games. This difficulty has led applications-oriented investi-
gators (Ref. 3,4), toward consideration of discrete game approximations which circumvent the analytical
problems of the continuous theory, and still offer some form of sub-optimal solution in more realistic combat
models.

This paper presents a partial summary of recent computational experience gained in aircraft design
applications using variations of a stochastic learning method first reported in Ref. 4. These applications are
more fully reported in Ref. 5 through 11. Computational results are summarized for three important cate-
gories or air combat: 1) aircraft avoidance of air to air missiles, 2) avoidance of surface to air missiles, and
3) visual range gun combat. An explanation of the maneuver strategy development and combat effectiveness
assessment methodology is given in the discussion of the air-to-air missile avoidance case.

The same approach has been extended to problems of land warfare, particularly armored vehicle maneu-
ver effectiveness and survivability against anti-tank missile threats (Ref. 8, 10, 11). Corroboration of the
computer derived solutions for specific threat cases has been obtained in independent field trials with the
actual systems.

HELICOPTER MANEUVERABILITY/AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE THREAT

One of the important questions impacting combat helicopter advanced concepts concerns quantifying the
survivability gains that may be achieved by lightweight, high performance, high agility designs. The
question being addressed is whether high performance and maneuver capability can impart strong surviv-
ability against selected threats, thereby minimizing dependence on countermeasure equipment and terrain
masking tactics.

The threat missile In this survivability study is an anti-tank guided missile (ATGM) of 4 km maximum
range capability employed in the air-to-air mode by a threat helicopter. Earlier investigations have
postulated the need for evading aircraft to be equipped with a threat warning system in order to achieve a
reasonable measure of survivability against missile threats. The aircraft in these investigations is assumed
to employ an active radar warning system supplying relative range and azimuth information regarding the
incoming threat. The baseline configuration for this warning receiver model employs 12 azimuth gates and
7 range gates from 0.25 km out to a maximum detection range of 5 km, as shown in Fig. 1. This config-
uration is indicative of the warning receiver performance levels that are projected for operational systems
in the near future. At each threat warning contingency (represented by one of the 7 x 12 = 84 range/
azimuth cells), the aircraft is allowed a choice from a finite number of elemental maneuvers. Five elemental
maneuver choices are shown in Fig. 1. The choices may be comprised of maximum performance turns,
climbs, dives, acceleration, deceleration, and a straight ahead constant speed policy. An aircraft evasive
maneuvering strategy Is the selection of an elemental maneuver for each threat warning cell. An optimal
strategy Is a strategy which maximizes aircraft survivability for all launch initial conditions.

The stochastic learning method is comprised of two phases: a reinforcement learning phase, in which
the optimized evasive strategy is ultimately derived, and a statistics phase. The learning phase involves
the development of a decision table that consists of a probability distribution used in the selection of an
elemental maneuver for each warning contingency. That table is shown in Its initial form at the upper
right of Fig. 2. The column indices 1 .... ,5 under the control caption are the five elemental maneuver
choices. The row indices, labeled R, ranging from 1 .... 84 represent the threat warning contingencies.
Initially, the choice of maneuver for each contingency is governed by sampling from the equally likely
discrete distribution, as shown.
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A random initial condition for the combat is selected and both aircraft and threat trajectories dynam-
ically simulated. The aircraft employs a selected maneuver within the initial contingency cell until a second
cell is entered and another maneuver choice is made. Threats may be launched outside the range of the

warning space. In this case, the aircraft maintains its current speed and heading until the threat first

enters the warning space at which time the control selection process begins. This simulation pr'ocess is

continued until warhead detonation or flyby, and a kill or survival event is calculated using the probabil-

ity of kill distribution derived from the warhead lethality function. In the process of simulating the

trajectories, the sequential contingency/control pairs employed by the aircraft are temporarily stored.
Based upon the kill /survival event, the probability associated with those control choices made for each
contingency are modified by a reinforcement rule. For the survival event, the probability of employing

the same elemental maneuver for each stored contingency is increased, and is decreased for the kill event.
The trajectory simulation and table modification process is repeated over all possible threat launch range
and azimuth initial conditions using a random selection method. Approximately 100 launches per warning
cell or 8400 total trajectories are numerically simulated to produce a converged decision table. The 8400
trajectories require approximately 20 minutes computer (CPU) time on IBM 370/168 systems.

In the statistics phase the converged decision table is fixed. Random starting conditions are then

selected and trajectories dynamically simulated. In a manner typical of Monte Carlo approaches, the

averaged probability of kill and missile warhead detonation distance statistics are computed for each warn-

ing (or launch) cell.

In this paper, the helicopter maneuver choices are restricted to those which maintain a low constant

altitude. The combat altitudes were dependent upon helicopter initial speed and ranged between 15 meters
at hover to 26 meters at maximum speed. Both vertical and composite vertical/horizontal maneuver models
can also be investigated with this methodology, but are not reported here.

The maneuver vectorgram, labeled control set I in Fig. 3, Is aimed at quantifying the impact of
longitudinal and turn maneuver capability in constructing an effective evasive maneuvering strategy
throughout the whole speed range from hover to maximum level flight speed. At forward speed, the heli-

copter can command maximum transient (or sustained) load factor turns, labeled (1) and (5); maximum
longitudinal acceleration, (2); or maximum longitudinal deceleration, (4); as well as maintaining the current

speed and heading, (3). At very low forward speeds including hover, the load factor turns are replaced
with maximum rate pedal turns.
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The maneuver vectorgram at right, captioned control set II, is aimed at quantifying the impact of
lateral acceleration (sideward flight) and pedal turn capability in constructing a maneuver strategy
at or near hover speeds only. Choices (1) and (5) represent maximum performance pedal turns;
choices (2) and (4) maximum performance lateral accelerations; and choice (3) maintains current lateral
speed at the current aircraft heading.

Figure 4 graphically summarizes the sea level maximum maneuver capability data associated with the
elemental maneuver models of Fig. 3, for a conceptual enhanced performance version of a current helicopter
design. The maximum commanded turn capabilities shown at upper left are employed for choices (1) and (5)
in control sets I and II. For the case of maximum transient turn, the associated longitudinal transient
deceleration is shown at the upper right. The maximum longitudinal acceleration and deceleration capa-
bilities utilized for choices (2) and (4) in control set I, are given in the two lower diagrams. The lateral
acceleration required for choices (2) and (4) of control set II is given in the diagram at lower left. These
studies employ first order models for the aircraft transient response to the maximum acceleration and rate
commands.
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The threat is an optically tracked, wire guided missile employing a semi-automatic command to line of
sight guidance system. This threat was originally designed for launch against ground combat vehicles, but
has air-to-air ppllcatlon as well. It is assumed to have a 245 m/sec sustainer velocity, maximum range
of 4 km, and maximum flight time of 16.3 seconds. In addition, it is assumed to have a 4 g maximum
lateral maneuver capability, and that the launch aircraft Is at co-altitude with the target. The low
altitude of the target allows the survivability results to be safely extrapolated to ground launched cases as
well. This threat Is normally equipped with a shaped-charge contact fuze warhead for armor penetration.
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However, proximity fuze warheads employing expanding rod or fragment kill mechanisms are also indicated
to be adaptable to this missile airframe, and two of these types were considered in this investigation. The
contact fuze warhead lethality model utilizes a probability of kill, Pk = 1.0 for missile contact anywhere on the
helicopter fuselage envelope. Two proximity fuze warhead models are described in Fig. 5. Warhead A de-
notes an expanding rod warhead as used in short range air-to-sir missiles. Warhead B is the largest blast/
fragment warhead that can be accommodated by the missile airframe and propulsion configuration. The kill
effectiveness, Pk, of these two warheads is given as a function of detonation distance RDET (from the target
cg). The data shown represent an average of all warhead/target detonation aspects; however, functional
dependence upon aspect is considered in the studies.

1.0 WARHEAD A

I WARHEAD B

0.75-

0.25-

0.
0 15 30 45 60

RDET - METERS

Fig. 5 Wndwhd LethaliW

The aircraft survivability or equivalently the missile kill effectiveness results (Pk) for the ATOM
threat for all launch conditions are calculated and presented in the helicopter warning space coordinate
system for convenience. In this case the maximum effective launch range of the threat [4 km] was less
than the maximum detectable range of the warning system [5 kin]. (The results could also be presented
in a space relative to the launch aircraft and would represent the effective launch envelope for that
missile against an optimally maneuvered evader.) Threat launches were initiated from 72 of the 84 range,'
azimuth cells within the 5 km maximum range in both learning and statistics phases. No launches were
simulated from the 12 cells making up the inner range ring (range less than 0.25 kin) due to severe
missile guidance transients at very short target ranges. It should be noted that in all results presented,
the attacking aircraft is assumed to maintain a speed equal to the initial speed of the target, and fly a pure
pursuit navigation course toward the target during missile flyout.

Figure 6 shows the kill effectiveness of the ATGM equipped with the expanding rod type warhead.
Because of left-right symmetry considerations, only half of the warning space need be shown. Four levels
of kill effectiveness (Pk) are given to simplify the presentation. The legend at lower center is employed
throughout this section. The origin of each semicircular plot corresponds to the helicopter position at
missile launch, and the aircraft initial heading (00) is shown by the helicopter symbol. Head-on launches
correspond to 00 to 300 azimuth sectors, and tail aspect launches 1500 to 1801, respectively. The kill
results are presented for four helicopter initial speed condition groups, beginning with hover at upper
left, and progressing clockwise to maximum speed at the lower left. Within each of the four speed groups.
the left semicircle, labeled nonmaneu\ rr, represents missile kill effectiveness when the aircraft maintains
its current speed and heading. This case is important for quantifying target speed effects without
maneuver, and is useful for establishing baseline survivability measures without use of threat warning and
optimal maneuver. Clearly, a scan of the nonmaneuver cases for the four initial speeds indicates improving
survivability in longer range rear aspect launches with increasing speed, but at the expense of reduced
survivability in the corresponding forward launch cases. In addition, a small window of improving sur-
vivability for short range beam launch cases can be seen developing with increased speed; this is due to
guidance transients associated with high line of sight rate targets. The nonmaneuver cases show that
speed alone (equivalent to no threat warning) does not provide sufficient survivability against the ATGM
with Warhead A. The semicircles labeled OPT I in each of the four speed groups quantifies the surviv-
ability improvements that can be achieved with the 84 cell warning system, together with an optimal
maneuvering strategy drived from control set I. In the four results labeled OPT 1. the helicopter employed
its maximum transient load factor turn performance for choices (1) and (5). One can see that surviv-
ability is still poor with combat initiated at hover, although small improvements exist for tail launches at
the 4 km range. This is due to helicopter acceleration away from the oncoming missile and the missile
maximum range limitation. However, at higher initial speeds, optimal maneuvering, employing transient
load factor performance can provide high survivability. The lack of effectiveness of control set II
(lateral acceleration and pedal turns) n constructing an optimal maneuver strategy from hover is
shown by the shaded semicircle labeled OPT I. This result, together with that for OPT I to the immediate
left, indicate the low survivability afforded by maneuver against the ATOM with warhead A at hover flight
speeds.

The sensitivity of survivability of the enhanced performance helicopter to variations in ATOM warhead
type and lethality is shown in Fig. 7. The three warhead types: contact, proximity Warhead A, and
proximity Warhead B, have been examined at the helicopter minimum power required initial speed. The
helicopter employs control set I with maximum transient turns for elemental maneuvers (1) and (5) in the
optimal strategy development. The nonmaneuver and optimal survivability results for Warhead A are
repeated at lower left. Corresponding survivability results for the contact fuzed warhead are shown upper
center; those for Warhead B are shown at the lower right. The nonmaneuver results are statistically
equivalent in all cases and typify the small miss distances achievable by the missile guidance system
against constant velocity targets. The helicopter can be made completely survivable against the contact
fuzed ATOM using optimal maneuvering at this initial aircraft speed. However, the corresponding result
for Warhead B indicates that optimal maneuver would be completely ineffective. These results indicate the
strong interplay between missile warhead lethality and guidance, and the need for carefully timed deploy-
ment of the aircraft's maximum maneuver capability to generate adequate miss distances.
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Three optimal evasive trajectories from hover using maneuver set I against the contact fuzed warheada-e shown In Fig. 8. The survivability results for nonmaneuver and optimal maneuver are presented at theupper left of the figure. For each case illustrated, only the terminal portion of the missile path and theentire helicopter path are shown because of scale effects. The head-on case at upper right and beam
aspect case at lower right Illustrate pedal turns Immediately following launch, followed by straightaccelerated flight and finally, a maximum performance load factor turn near termination. The tanl aspectlaunch at lower left employs only the acceleration segment followed by the load factor turn at termination.*. In all cases shown, the aircraft maneuvers to achieve a tall aspect to present its minimal fuselage enve-* lope dimension at missile flyby. Launches within 2 km cannot be made highly survivable because themissile flight time termination is too short to permit adequate forward acceleration and load factor turnmaneuvers to avoid fuselage hits.
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TACTICAL FIGHTER MANEUVERABILITY/SURFACE TO AIR MISSILE THREAT

The second combat category concerns the assessment of survivability of a tactical aircraft designed
expressly for supersonic cruise and weapon delivery against surface to air missile (SAM) threats. The
effectiveness of supercruiser penetration speed/altitude and optimal maneuvering against a representative
SAM are the main questions of interest in this study. Figure 9 shows the supercruiser threat warning and
elemental maneuver models employed in the computational development; the construction closely parallels
that employed in the preceding case study. The aircraft is assumed to be equipped with an active warning
receiver comprised of 12 azimuth and 11 range thresholds with a maximum threat detection range of 14.6 km.
The aircraft maximum maneuver choices comprise transient (or sustained) turns, maximum symmetrical
climbs, dives, and straight flight. The performance capability of the supercruiser for which surviv-
ability assessments are to be presented is shown in Fig. 10. A structural limit load factor constraint of
6.5 g's was observed in the maneuver development.

The representative SAM threat is launched by a rocket booster from a transporter vehicle and is
sustained in flight by a ramjet engine. The missile employs proportional navigation guidance with variable
gain and has a maximum range of approximately 23 km. The missile lateral maneuver capability is sum-
marized in Fig. 11. The aircraft terminal vulnerability to the proximity fuzed missile warhead is shown in
Fig. 12. Here the kill probability is dependent upon the detonation distance RDET. and aspect angle i.
The angle is measured in the plane containing the aircraft velocity vector and the translated missile
-elocity vector.
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For this computational study, the missile effectiveness results will be presented for all initial con-
ditions in a coordinate space centered at the missile launcher, as shown in Fig. 13. The two coordinates
comprising this space are target ground range RXy, and target azimuth wL. The space is arbitrarily
divided into 6000 ft. (1.83 km) range increments out to 78,000 ft. (23.8 km) and 30 degree increments in
azimuth to simplify the presentation of results. The target aircraft always begins the combat with its
velocity vector parallel and codirectional with 0L = 1800 azimuth. Head-on launches are specificed by wl
between 00 and 300 and tall launches, 1500 to 180.

Five aircraft penetration speed/altitude conditions with/without optimal maneuvering have been
assessed against this threat: three supersonic and two subsonic. Figue 14 shows the missile kill effec-
tiveness for each of the penetration conditions. The left hemisphere for each condition shows missile kill
effectiveness for the nonmaneuvering case, and reflects survivability without any threat warning. The
right hemisphere results indicate what survivability gains may be achieved with the 14.6 km warning system
and optimal evasive maneuvering. As a reminder, the Pk in each Rxy, wL cell is an average kill effective-
ness of the missile when the aircraft is in that cell at the time of launch.
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The results against this threat indicate that survivability for this aircraft design is extremely low for
subsonic penetrations in the nonmaneuvering case. Two sections of the launch space where this is not
true are indicated by numerals I and II in Fig. 14. Low kill effectiveness in I is due to missile launch elevation
constraints, and in II, due to the aircraft being able to outdistance the missile range capability by main-
taining Its penetration speed. Optimal maneuvering in the subsonic case improves survivability dramatically,
but does not exhibit low kill effectiveness for the entire missile launch space. The Mach 1.6 penetration
case at both altitudes indicates the need for threat warning and optimal maneuver to achieve satisfactory
survivability. The Mach 2.0 penetration indicates that the aircraft can basically outrun the missile over
most of Its launch space without the need -for maneuvering.

Other parametric studies involving supercrulser control response and threat warning requirements
for successfully implementing evasive maneuvers against SAM threats are reported in Ref. 8.

FIGHTER MANEUVERABILITY /VISUAL RANGE GUN COMBAT

The one-on-one gun combat problem requires that one determine the domains of combat initial condi-
tions (positions, velocities) for which each of the combatants has a unilateral capability in deciding the
outcome of the combat. The comparative size of these domains furnishes a quantitative measure of
superiority of one vehicle over the other. To determine these domains, the computational method was first
employed with each side maximizing his kill probability, and secondly, with one combatant maximizing kill
probability with the other maximizing survivability. These separate solutions determine domains where each
vehicle is best operated offensively, and where each should operate with survivability as the main goal.

The threat cueing model employed in the maneuvering strategy construction for the gun combat
studies is depicted in Fig. 15. The threat cueing visual sphere contains two volumes in which two dis-
tlnctly different maneuvering policler are defined. The tactical volume contains maximum maneuver
sequences comprised of the elemental maneuver choices shown in Fig. 16. The gun tracking volume employs
lead-pursuit tracking maneuver commands. The optimal maneuver strategies are computed for each
combatants tactical volume by the stochastic learning method. The kill or survival probabilities for all
initial conditions are calculated by simulation, as before, using the respective optimal strategies.
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The case study reported here quantifies the improved domain of superiority in gun combat of air-
craft with high deceleration capability (as might be obtained by in-flight thrust reversing) against con-
ventional opponents. For the representative study, the maximum visual detection range for the tactical
volume was assumed to be 48,000 ft. (14.6 kin). The lead pursuit tracking volume was assumed to have a
±100 off axis capability with maximum range 3000 ft. (0.9 kin). In this tactical volume, each combatant can
be provided with relative range, azimuth, elevation, heading, and speed cues relative to his adversary in a
manner consistent with realistic visual threshold capabilities. Only three three' cues have been assumed in
the computational results presented: relative range, azimuth and heading. It was assumed that the oppo-
nent's relative heading was not detectable beyond 17,000 ft. (3.7 kin). For this specific presentation, a kill
event was determined by a simplified criteria: a 3 second cumulative time spent within the adversaries track-
ing volume. Along with the simplified kill criteria, lead pursuit tracking commands were not employed in the
tracking volume, but maximum maneuver choices determined by the stochastic learning method instead. More
detailed kill representations including aircraft ballistic vulnerability, gun, fire control, and projectile char-
acteristics can be incorporated within the framework of the computational method, but are beyond the intent of
this paper. Both aircraft are assumed to pussess identical normal load factor and longitudinal acceleration
capabilities. The Blue aircraft will be given a longitudinal deceleration capability of 3 g's greater than Red
for the combat altitude examined. The 3 g differential represents a hypothetical design limit condition and was
selected to determine how sensitive the optimal effectiveness solutions are to large between-aircraft deceleration
parameter differences. In the results to be shown, both aircraft begin combat at M=O. 9 at sea level and do not
employ vertical plane maneuvers in the strategy development. Both aircraft have a maximum level speed
capability of M=1. 2 at the selected altitude.

The plot at the upper left of Fig. 17 shows the gun kill effectiveness of Blue and Red (see legend at
lower left) for all Red range and azimuth combat initial conditions relative to the Blue aircraft. In this
baseline case, Blue has identical longitudinal deceleration capability as Red (1.5 g's) and both combatants
maximize kill probability. All results in Fig. 17 only apply for the case when Red has initial headinks
within ±450 to that of Blue, as depicted by the inset arc diagram. All other initial relative heading cases
did not produce solutions of measureable effectiveness for either combatant.
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The result at upper right indicates the extent of the gain in effectiveness to the rear and side by the
improved performance Blue when engaging an "aggressive" Red combatant. Kill effectiveness is also
improved in the forward sectors at short range (0.45 km). In this latter case, the deceleration advantage
is employed by Blue to maintain Red in the outer portion of his tracking volume. As in the plot at the
upper left, both combatants maximize kill prob ibility. The maneuver tactic by Blue for the side and rear
initial conditions is to force Red to "overshoot." In this case, the computer generated Blue tactic is a
"scissors" maneuver employing rapid turn reversals with interspersed deceleration segments. The corre-
r,2 onding aggressive tactic employed by Red is also a scissors maneuver.

The result at lower right indicates the effectiveness of the improved Blue aircraft when Red
maximizes his survival probability. The fact that Blue loses so much capability in the rear and side sectors
is due to Red "breaking off" or turning away to force a draw outcome. The disparity in computer aggres-
sive/survival solutions can be paralleled to the "learning effect" noticed in mock-combat flight tests. Both
combatants generally employ aggressive tactics at the outset of the trials until the superior maneuver
capabilities of one opponent begin to dominate for certain starting conditions. The inferior aircraft then
switches to defensive maneuvering tactics to reduce the effectiveness of the superior aircraft. This
learning effect is accelerated when the same pilots are given rotating assignments operating each of the
aircraft.

One can see from the collective solutions of Fig. 17 that the set of initial conditions for unilateral
gun combat superiority for each aircraft are contained within a relative range of 6000 ft. (1.83 kin) and
within relative headings within ±450. These results also suggest that the improved Blue aircraft can deny
Red any offensive capability in gun combat except for rear attacks within the 0.45 and 0.9 km range
sector and within ±450 angles-off the tail. Although the corresponding results are not shown here, Blue
should operate defensively only within these rear sectors.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has sketched the development and application of a digital simulation technique incorporating
optimization and game theory concepts for assessment of combat aircraft maneuver effectiveness. The
numerical experience to date suggests that a respectable amount of model detail regarding the integrated
use of maneuver, threat warning, countermeasure and weapon capability can be considered in design studies,
and that system effectiveness assessments can be accomplished within reasonable computer time budgets.
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The solutions generated by this approach can also be of vahle when used in conjunction with manned
simulation and mock combat flight experiments, by providing preliminary evaluations of the more sensitive
aircraft/weapons parameters and by locating the envelopes of combat initial conditions of maximum effec-
tiveness or greatest sensitivity. The discrete optimal maneuver solutions may br of value in training device
applications (computer adversary using optimal maneuver) and in the development of effective maneuver/
countermeasure tactics at the operational level.

In the future, additional effort must be dedicated to flight trial verification of the mathematical model
approximations and the authenticity of the computed optimal solutions. Continued research is warranted in
the application of the theory of modern optimal control, differential games, and stochastic processes, to
provide improved or alternative solution concepts and rapidly convergent numerical procedures in both the
one-on-one and m-on-n combat models.
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SUMMARY

The development of advanced fighter concepts at McDonnell Aircraft Company has been
significantly influenced by air combat simulation. Both man-in-the-loop and digital
combat simulation are excellent tools for developing and screening advanced fighter
concepts. One important application, discussed in this paper, is the evaluation of
fighters with high authority aerodynamic and propulsive controls. Manned and digital air
combat simulations showed that high authority controls substantially increase combat
effectiveness when used both to enhance large scale maneuverability and for automatic
pointing of the fuselage.

Digital simulation has shown that fighters with high authority direct force modes
require lower sustained load factors than conventional designs for a constant level of
effectiveness in close-in combat. Therefore, fighters with direct force modes can be
lighter and less expensive than conventional aircraft.

In a recent manned simulation of close-in combat, single fighters with several levels
of aerodynamic and propulsion control authority were flown against two threat fighters of
equal instantaneous and sustained turn rate capability and with identical avionics and
armament. For the fighter configured with the highest authority controls, many measures
of engagement control and effectiveness were double those of the conventional (baseline)
fighter.

INTRODUCTION

Digital and manned simulation has been used for several years, Figure 1, as an effec-
tive tool to investigate the combat benefits of fighter aircraft with high authority aero-
dynamic and propulsive controls ("control configured fighters"). These simulations were
an integral part of studies which showed that attention to aerodynamic and propulsion
controls and direct force modes early in the design of new fighters can significantly
increase effectiveness and reduce cost. Also the simulations played an important role in
developing control configured fighters by screening a large number of concepts and identi-
fying plateaus of direct force magnitudes.

Control configured fighters are capable of producing lift, drag, side force, yaw
rate, roll rate, and pitch rate independent of angle-of-attack, bank angle, or yaw angle,
Figure 2. The new degrees of freedom (direct lift and side force) and the enhancement of
drag, pitch, roll, and yaw capability provide the pilot with many advanced maneuvering
modes including direct lift, direct side force, longitudinal maneuver enhancement,
lateral-directional maneuver enhancement, fuselage aiming, wings-level steering, and
modulated drag.

Direct lift provides body reference vertical translation without pitch rotation. In
the manned simulation direct lift, as an isolated mode, had little combat utility. How-
ever, direct lift capability is the enabling force for most of the effective advanced
maneuvering modes. Our analysis indicates a design goal of 5g at Mach 0.7 and 10,000 feet
altitude.

Direct side force provides body reference horizontal translation without yaw rota-
tion. Direct side force is like direct lift in that its most effective use in air-to-air
combat use is as an enabling force for the coupled flight modes. Digital simulations have
shown that direct translation is useful for coupled air-to-surface deliveries. A design
goal of Ig of direct side force at Mach 0.7 and sea level has been established as a
desired authority level based on "moving base" simulation results.

ong itudinal maneuver enhancement is the blending of direct lift with pitch in order
to provide rapid, well damped coordination of the pitch rate and the velocity vector
steering rate. This mode improves both maneuvering and tracking with a resultant increase
both in air-to-air and air-to-surface combat effectiveness. The design goal for this mode
is a buildup rate of 8g per second.

Lateral-directional maneuver enhancement is the blending of direct forces, yaw, and
roll rate to provide rapid but well damped roll control (velocity reference). The key to
this mode is the proper location of high authority controls and their coordinated opera-
tion. Direct side force is automatically commanded to minimize lateral acceleration at
the pilot station due to roll or sideslip. This maneuvering mode has shown large benefits
in close-in combat against multiple-opponents. The design goal determined for roll
control is to achieve a 90 degree change in bank angle in one second at the speed, angle
of attack, and load factor used for maximum instanteous turns. The combat effectiveness
of the latest generation fighters is due in part to their ability to generate high turn
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rates at high trim angles of attack. However, these fighters are not capable of producing
high roll accelerations at those high angles of attack. Roll acceleration at high angles
of attack can be significantly improved by the coupling of aerodynamic or propulsion
controls to provide directional control.

Fuselage aiming is body axis yaw and pitch rotation without changing normal load
factor. In air-to-air combat, fuselage aiming operates in a coupled mode with the flight
control system automatically nulling fire control aiming error signals. The flight
control system commands direct lift and direct side force to maintain pilot commanded load
factor and roll rate independent of body angle-of-attack and yaw angle. This mode has
proven to be very effective in multiple-opponent close-in combat when elevation independ-
ence is great enough to expand the gun envelope significantly, Figure 3. The ability to
lag the target and achieve firing solutions from all aspects provides pilots additional
maneuvering flexibility. Pointing authority of +10 degrees elevation and +5 degrees
azimuth at Mach 0.9 and 10,000 feet was established as a design goal.

Wings-level steering, sometimes called azimuth steering, uses direct side force and
azimuth fuselage control to rotate the velocity vector and the body axis without sideslip
or uncommanded roll. Simulations have shown significant combat benefits in the visual
delivery of air-to-surface weapons as a result of the ability to make turns without
banking or sideslip. The design goal is 2 degrees per second at Mach 0.7 and sea level.

Modulated drag uses direct lift and elevation fuselage control to provide large
increases in drag without changing the pilot commanded load factor. The capability to
rapidly change the energy state of high thrust-to-weight fighters has shown benefits in
both air-to-air and air-to-surface combat. A design goal of 3g of deceleration at Mach
0.9 and 10,000 feet was established for this mode. By automatically controlling body
angle-of-attack and direct lift, the lift to drag ratio can also be maximized at all pilot
commanded load factors.

The key to the effective use of these new degrees of freedom is in automatically
blending the direct forces to provide large scale maneuvering improvements. Direct lift
and side force are the enabling capabilities needed to mechanize the advanced flight
modes, Figure 4. Our analysis indicates that only the full ensemble of advanced flight
modes provides significant improvements in effectiveness.

The independence of angle of attack and flight path load factor is shown in Figure 5.
At a load factor of 3g for example, the fuselage angle of attack can be controlled to any
value between -7 and +14 degrees. The maximum lift-to-drag value would occur at 3
degrees. At a constant angle of attack the flight path load factor can also be changed.
For example, at 8 degrees angle of attack the load factor can be any value between -3 and
+10g (these are structural limits).

MANNED SIMULATION

The MCAIR Manned Air Battle Simulation Facility can simulate air-to-air combat,
air-toground combat, or full missions. Surface-to-air defenses, visual weapon deliveries,
and sensor aided deliveries can be simulated during air-to-ground combat. The facility's
air-to-air simulation capability has recently been expanded to include twelve pilots "in
the loop" plus command and control operators, Figure 6. Four pilots fly from manned air
combat simulators (MACS) while the other eight pilots use manned interactive crew stations
(MICS).

The manned simulations were analyzed in three parts. First, while tests were in
progress, the engagements were monitored by the test conductor, pilots, and engineers,
using hard copy end-of-engagement summaries, strip chart recorders, and video recordings.
The end-of-engagement summaries included effectiveness measures for each fighter, and the
strip recorders tracked pilot comnands and flight control responses. Video tapes were
used to debrief each pilot immediately after each set of runs in a test configuration.

The second step took place in the first two months after the test had been completed.
Effectiveness data was analyzed from master data tapes which contained 252 parameters
recorded twenty times per second. The data was analyzed with the help of several statis-
tical programs to produce aircraft state, engagement control, and effectiveness time
histories and distributions. In the third step, an intensive analysis, examining the
cause and effect aspects of the manned simulations, was conducted by a multidisciplinary
engineering team (operations analysis, flight controls, avionics, aerodynamics) over the
twelve months following the test using the data tapes, video tapes, and strip charts.

The validity of performing the detailed analysis is contingent on the fidelity on the
simulation. Manned simulation is used in the development of all aircraft flight control
systems at MCAIR. After the basic work has been completed, the flight control system
design is transferred to the simulator and evaluated by test pilots flying various mission
phases - take-offs, air combat, weapon deliveries, landings. As the flight control system
is refined, actual hardware (cockpit controls, aircraft computers, actuators, control
surfaces) are substituted for digital models. Test pilots reported after the first
flights of the F-15 and F-18 that the airplane flew just like the simulator.

During the manned simulations of the direct force mode fighters as many as 60,000
data entries were used to model the aircraft. Aerodynamic data resulted from high speed
wind tunnel test up to Mach 3.0 and low speed test to define control derivatives up to 80"
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angle of attack. The flight control interactions for good handling qualities were devel-
oped and the advanced air-to-air and air-to-ground tracking mechanizations were fine-tuned
through several manned simulation phases.

In the initial phases, six air-to-air tracking mechanizations were investigated.
These initial experiments ranged from engineering pilots tracking digital targets to full,
one-versus-one air combat tests of the six refined mechanizations by Air Force tactical
pilots. The air-to-ground tracking mechanizations were tested using both fixed and moving
base simulators. Tracking errors were fifty percent lower during air-to-air gunnery and
forty percent lower for air-to-ground visual deliveries for fighters with the advanced
maneuvering modes when compared to advanced fighters without the advanced maneuvering
modes but with the same advanced gunnery (director) and bombing sights.

Manned simulation was later used to investigate the enhanced maneuvering capabilities
in close-in combat. A control configured fighter and a conventional (baseline) fighter
with equal load factor capability were flown against a common high performance opponent.
The advanced maneuvering modes provided the control configured fighter faster gunnery
solutions, as shown in Figure 7. The coupled fuselage aiming mode makes the gun an effec-
tive all aspect weapon, thereby providing earlier firing solutions and increasing the
number of gun hits. Out of more than 1,000 hits achieved during three minutes of simu-
lated combat, 83% of the total hits and all of the hits during the first minute (f the
engagement were taken head-on and from the beam, as illustrated in Figure 8. The control
configured fighter was also significantly better at avoiding losses than the conventional
(baseline) fighter.

In the most recent manned simulation tests, one control configured fighter engaged in
close-in combat with two threat fighters. All aircraft, friendly and threat, had equal
turn and climb rate performance, two all-aspect short range missiles, identical gun and
fire control systems. The control authority level was varied from that of current
fighters up to the full authority goals defined previously in this paper. A comparison of
effectiveness measures between the high authority configuration and the baseline (or
current control capability configuration) is shown in Figure 9. Most effectiveness
measures were more than doubled. Engagement control time was defined as the time when
1) the bearing angle from the friendly fighter to the engaged threat less than 20
degrees, 2) a bearing angle advantage against the engaged threat, and 3) the free threat
not radar tracking the friendly fighter.

A five-degree-of-freedom missile model was used to provide missile to target geome-
tries used in calculating short range missile probabilities of kill "on-line". The high
authority control configured fighter doubled the exchange ratio of the baseline fighter
and had greater than a one-to-one exchange ratio against two "equal performance" threat
fighters. Analysis of the simulation data showed, Figure 10, that the advantage was
fairly independent of the missile lethality. Single shot probabilities of kill were
varied equally for threat and friendly fighter.

Further analysis of the data showed, Figure 11, that the high authority control
configured fighter also doubled the engagement control time. The high authority control
configured fighter controlled the engagement, 16 of the first 60 seconds, compared to 7
seconds for the baseline configuration.

The use of the advanced maneuvering modes was analyzed to identify their contribution
to this large difference in engagement control times. Only the difference in lateral-
directional control was sufficiently large to explain the control configured fighter's
engagement control. A comparison of the lateral-directional control of the baseline
fighter and the control configured fighter is shown in Figure 12 in terms of the ratio of
time at the commanded roll rate to the total time the pilot commands the roll rate. For
example, when the pilot's command was greater than 60% of the maximum available roll rate,
the baseline fighter was capable of providing the commanded roll rate only 24% of the
time, compared to more than 80% for the control configured fighter. This was because the
control configured fighter was capable of high roll acceleration at "corner turn" condi-
tions (high angle of attack and high load factor).

Analysis of the one-versus-two close-in combat simulation showed that the engagement
control time and the exchange ratio were very strongly influenced by the friendly
fighter's roll acceleration at corner turn load factors, Figure 13. Improved roll acceler-
ation provides an increase in the exchange ratio (one versus two) for both baseline
(conventional) and control configured fighters. The control configured fighters can
generate improved roll acceleration with the same surfaces used to provide the other
advanced maneuvering modes, The ability to make rapid changes in the plane of its turns
while maintaining high load factors allowed the control configured fighter to quickly
transition its attacks from one threat to the other. Close-in combat at unfavorable force
ratios generates strong requirements for roll acceleration. The enhanced lateral-direc-
tional control provides the capability for rapid roll acceleration at high angles of
attack. As shown in Figure 14, enhanced aerodynamic controls have the potential to
provide coordinated roll acceleration at 40" angle-of-attack that is equal to the roll
acceleration of conventional fighters at 10". The accelerations shown in Figure 14 are
the fighters' average values in rolling from stop to stop through 90". Propulsion control
(thrust vectoring) is an option for configurations that cannot generate sufficient
aerodynamic forces.
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DIGITAL SIMULATION

Digital-air-combat simulations were used to make parametric investigations of perform-
ance based areas of interest. The cost effectiveness of sustained-loadfactor performance
(wing loading, thrust to weight, structural capability) and the magnitude of direct force
authority was evaluated for several advanced-design-fighter configurations. The digital
models were used to simulation engagements ranging from one-versus-one guns-only combat to
four-versus-four combat with guns and advanced missiles.

Aircraft flight control and weapon systems are typically described by 2000 data
entries. Linear approximations are used for the control derivatives. Prior to running
the model, a detailed performance analysis is used to determine the preferred flight
regions for close-in combat against threat aircraft. One degree-of-freedom simulations
and computed weapon envelopes are used to model eight missiles and the guns. The model
uses probabilities of survival and relative geometries of friendly and threat aircraft for
target selection. Only minor modifications to the model's standard maneuvering logic were
necessary to evaluate control configured fighters and advanced maneuvering modes.

Digital air combat simulations are used before all manned simulation tests to check
the validity of test plan and structure; particularly as related to starting conditions
and test configurations. The results of the digital simulation are compared to the
results of the manned simulation in Figure 15 for a one-versus-one engagement with guns
and in Figure 16 for one-versus-two engagements with guns and all-aspect short range
missiles. In all cases, digital simulation predictions were slightly optimistic. The
data plotted in Figure 17 indicates that fuselage aiming in the four-degree to ten-degree
region was used by the pilots more than predicted by the digital simulation. This indi-
cates that the pilots in the manned simulation lagged the target more than the digital
pilot. The digital simulation models prove to be very useful in predicting the effective-
ness of the fighters and the advanced maneuvering modes.

In developing control configured fighter concepts, digital simulation is used to
evaluate parametrically the effectiveness of the advanced maneuvering modes and of fighter
performance in close-in combat. In MCAIR's close-in combat evaluations conventional
fighter performance is best characterized by B*, where

B* = (STR)1 -5 (ATR,(SEP)

and ATR is attainable turn rate, STR is sustained turn rate, and SEP is specific excess
power. B* was developed with the help of British Aerospace and is a variation of their
air combat correlation parameter, B.

Figure 18 illustrates the change in the effectiveness of conventional and control con-
figured fighters as their performance, B*, was changed parametrically. The B* performance
of the threat is 2.52. Both threat and friendly fighters are armed with four all-aspect
short range missiles and a gun. The expected kills, expected losses, and exchange ratios
are the average of eighteen engagements: six with neutral starting conditions, six favor-
able for the friendly fighter, and six favorable for the threat fighter. The advanced
maneuvering modes--coupled fuselage aiming mode (CFAM), drag modulation (DM), longitudinal
maneuver enhancement control (LMEC), and lateral-directional maneuver enhancement control
(LDMEC)--were added one at a time until the full control configured capability was
achieved. It is important to note that the improvement provided by the addition of any
single mode is small but that the improvement provided by the combination of modes pro-
vides an advantage in exchange ratio of about one across all performance levels.

The interaction between close-in-combat effectiveness and the authority of the
advanced maneuvering modes was also evaluated with parametric digital simulation engage-
ments. The authority of each advanced maneuvering mode is related to direct lift
authority levels in a unique way for each and every control configured concept. For the
fighter used in this analysis, 5g of direct lift provides +11 degrees of fuselage independ-
ent aiming and 3g of modulated drag capability at Mach 0.9 and 10,000 feet. The exchange
ratio (kills divided by losses) for one-versus-one close-in combat is shown in Figure 19
as a function of this direct lift capability. The effectiveness improves little until the
fighter has more than Ig of direct lift, increases rapidly between 2.5 and 3.5g, and
begins to flatten out above 4g.

The effect of the maneuvering design requirement (sustained load factor at Mach 0.9
and 30,000 feet) on exchange ratio is shown in Figure 20. At the average flight condi-
tions for the four-versus-four close-in combat (Mach 0.6 and 10,000 feet), load factor
capability is similiar to that at the design requirement conditions. The improvement in
effectiveness that can be provided by increasing load factor capability above 4.5g (postu-
lated threat performance), for conventional fighters is small compared to the cost. For
example increasing the load factor 0.5g can require an 8% weight increase and a 13% thrust
increase. However, the advanced maneuvering modes provide two interesting options. The
first option is to design a fighter with both high load factor capability (4.5g) and the
advanced maneuvering modes, to improve the close-in combat effectiveness. The second
option is to use the advanced maneuvering modes to improved close-in combat at a relaxed
load factor (4.0g) design requirement. At the reduced load factor, a smaller, thinner, or
more highly swept wing can be used to provide better supersonic performance.

A comparison of the performance of the two control configured options and the conven-
tional fighter is shown in Figure 21. The second option seems to truly be an effective
fighter, providing both better supersonic performance (acceleration and supersonic load
factor) and better close-in combat effectiveness (Figure 20) than the baseline.
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CONCLUSION

The digital and manned simulation results indicate that at equal weights high author-
ity control configured fighters have a close-in combat effectiveness advantage that cannot
be matched by conventional performance improvements. The simulations also indicate that
only the full ensemble of advanced maneuvering modes provide a significant improvement in
effectiveness. The manned simulations have also proved that to be usable and effective in
air combat, the advanced maneuvering modes must be fully integrated into the fighter
design to provide low workload for the pilot and enhanced handling qualities throughout
the combat envelope, as well as to provide improved tracking.

The better close-in combat effectiveness of control configured fighters has been
throughly documented by manned and digital simulation results. Future efforts should
concentrate on evaluating control configured fighters using full air battle simulations
and on flight testing a configuration with high authority advanced maneuvering modes.

NOMENCLATURE

ATB Attainable turn rate
B HAE close-in combat performance correlation parameter
B* Close-in combat performance correlation parameter
BA Bearing angle, velocity vector to line of sight
CFAM Coupled fuselage aiming mode
DM Drag Modulation
G, g Gravity acceleration constant
LDMEC Lateral Directional Maneuver Enhancement Control
LMEC Longitudinal Maneuver Enhancement Control
M Surviving force advantage
MCAIR McDonnell Aircraft Company
SEP Specific excess power
SRM Short range missile
STR Sustained turn rate
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THE STUDY OF COMBAT AIRCRAFT MANOEUVRABILITY

BY AIR TO AIR COMBAT SIMULATION.

By

A. G. Barnes

British Aerospace Public Limited Company

Warton Division

Preston, Lancashire

England.

SUMMARY

The evaluation of air-to-air combat by ground based simulation is a well-established
technique, and is making a considerable contribution to the design, development and
operational use of combat aircraft. The merits of different aircraft/missile combinations
can be assessed under controlled conditions with pilot involvement. Parameters which
influence manoeuvrability, such as sustained turn rate, attained turn rate, and SEP can
be easily varied, and translated into combat success. The relative importance of these
parameters are discussed in the light of experimental results.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent developments in technology have, without doubt, made possible major improve-
ments in the manoeuvrability of combat aircraft. Having given the designer these
possibilities, an examination of the trade-off between operational capability, cost and
complexity must be made. What are the circumstances when increased manoeuvrability is
likely to be of most benefit? Which is the best method to enhance the manoeuvrability?
How can the system be incorporated into the aircraft's control system and integrated
with the weapon system? The purpose of this paper is to show that effective means are
available at the design stage to answer these questjois, by modelling and simulation. In
particular, this paper discusses the pilot-in-the-loop simulation of air-to-air combat,
in terms of the equipmentswhich are available, the standards which are necessary, and
the best means of employment.

A point which has often been made at previous AGARD meetings on Aircraft Design,
and which will be re-iterated at this Conference, is the increasing capability of manned
simulators to address aircraft design and development problems. Improved display hardware
and more powerful computers have made many problems which were beyond the scope of flight
simulation twenty years ago amenable to this tecunique. In the discipline of Flight
Mechanics, two examples which come to mind are studies of aircraft flying qualities and
flight control system behaviour in conditions of turbulence, and the development of
incidenc° limiting and spin prevention systems. In both these cases, as well as savings
in design and development costs, the use of the flight simulator results in a less
hazardous flight test programme, and allows much greater repeatability in the analysis
of test results.

These benefits are multiplied for tests related to air-to-air combat, where the
staging of airborne trials is far more complicated. Operating costs of trials on an
instrumented air-combat range, coupled with off-site operation, make the use of such
trials well outside the compass of aircraft design organisations. At the same time, the
continuing development of air combat simulation techniques is extending the range of
tests which can usefully be made on the ground, and winning support from quarters where
doubts have been expressed in the past.

2. REQUIRED STANDARDS OF SIMULATION

There are many factors to consider when setting up a facility for research and
development work related to air combat. Capital cost, running costs, maintainance; ease
of operation, and flexibility are some of the considerations. If too much emphasis is
given to one particular aspect, the others will suffer in consequence. For example, a
too severe specification for the quality of the visual images may lead to expensive,
unreliable solutions. Similarly, the choice of too small a computer, or a lack of
peripheral devices, can restrict the operational use of the simulator.
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FIGURE 1 G.A. OF COMBAT SIMULATOR

At the Warton Division of British Aerospace, we have this year brought 
a 2 dome,

man v man combat simulator into operation. Much of the hardware design is based on

experience with a single dome combat simulator which we have operated 
for the past seven

years. The image of an opponent aircraft is projected onto a 9.1m diameter 
dome by a

servo-driven T.V. projector, mounted at the centre of the dome. (Figure 1) The image

of the target aircraft is generated by a T.V. camera, which views one of 
two gimbal-

mounted model aircraft - one model mounted by the tail, and the other by the nose. The

computer decides on the appropriate model to view at any particular time. The aircraft

models can be easily changed, as can the aircraft behaviour, as stored in the computer.

The projected image size is varied by electronic means (raster shrink), to represent

changing range between the two aircraft.

Considerable experience has been gained on the earlier combat simulator 
in the use

of a computer controlled opponent (BACTAC). A series of logical decisions are made in

the computer, depending on the opposing aircraft's position, range, 
rate of turn, arma-

ment, and performance. The decisions lead to a choice of manoeuvre which will give the

best opportunity to shoot down the other aircraft. At first sight it would seem that

even 3 good combat pilot will not be able to beat the computer 
since the computer does

not make mistakes, and makes new decisions very rapidly. Nor does it suffer from visual

obscuration of the opponent's aircraft. In practice, considerable care is needed to

develop the tactics which match the experienced pilot, partly because of the superior

logic process used by the pilot, and partly because the modelling 
of optimum manoeuvres

in three dimensional space is complex. Once developed, however, the computer controlled

opponent is an excellent method for the comparison of aircraft combat capabilities. 
The

opponent is always available, he uses repeatable tactics, there are no learning effects,

and he does not exhibit other human frailties. But the questions will always arise

(sometimes posed by a beaten pilot) concerning the validity of the computer's tactics

and the legality of its methods. The way to answer such questions is to conduct the

same comparison of aircraft configuration in a two dome, man v man 
simulator.

In designing the 2 dome simulator, the opportunity was taken to review 
the design

decisions taken ten years ago for the single dome system, and to make improvements which

technology offered. In particular, a careful study was made of field of view improvements.

The gantry configuration in the single dome simulator allowed a 3 axis 
motion system to

be installed around the cockpit as a later development, if necessary. Pilot comments

put the need for motion cues as low priority, which allowed the gantry to be re-designed

• . , iIgl~i I 
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FIGURE 2 FIELD OF VIEW DIAGRAM

to give the largest field of view without a radical change to the target projector. We
did however, stop short of accepting a requirement for 360 azimuth field of view from
the pilot's eye position. The field of view obtained by gantrX re-design is seen on
Figure 2. An unrestricted field of view of approximately ±155 in azimuth and -400+ 1060
in elevation is available. When the view restriction of a typical fighter cockpit cut-
off diagram is super-imposed, it is clear that from a fixed eye position, much of the un-
useable display area is hidden by the rear fuselage and seat head-rest. It could also
be argued that in combat, the head and torso movements to look behind and above, into
this area, are difficult, if not impossible to make.

Let us suppose, however, that the user insists that the simulator is designed to
provide an azimuth field of view of t1800 at cockpit sill height. The designer cannot
then place any display projectors above this line; they must be concealed from view,

X Pilot.s .y pO.iLi.,
* Tergt projector(a)

a Sky/Sround projector(a)

9.1m dias. 12.1m di.m.

FIGURE 3 EFFECT OF 360' F.O.V. REQUIREMENT ON DOME SIZE AND PROJECTOR LAYOUT

adjacent to the cockpit. A single target projector can nolonger cover the required target
field of view; several projectors are needed, and because the throw distance varies with
angle, the projectors cannot be fixed focus. To accommodate the display hardware, more
volume must be found below the cockpit; the dome size must be increased, and it is sensible
to put the pilot's eye at the centre of the dome (Figure 3). The building to house the
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simulator must be doubled in size and other knock-on effects at least double the cost
of the simulator, all for the sake of a small, barely useable display area. The irony
is now, the user pays for servo-driven focussing on the projectors, while the pilot's
inherent eye focussing capability - which is available at no cost penalty - is not
utilised:

A similar cost/performance trade-off applies to the resolution of the target image.
The provision of high resolution images over a large field of view is a vastly expensive
undertaking using today's technology. The servo-driven T.V. projector, with raster
shrink is a system which gives reasonable performance at modest cost, with a capability
to change the size by a factor of about 50:1. Using this variation, the designer can
provide either good aircraft images at short range (down to lOOm) - in which case the
images at long range (beyond 5Km) will suffer - or high resolution at long range - in
which case the minimum range will be large. Pilot opinion is not helpful in making this
trade-off; some pilots insist that it is essential to be able to detect and recognise
the orientation of another aircraft at 5 - 1OKm, and others are equally emphatic that
a small maximum image size will destroy the illusion of combat - for example in a head-
on pass. The answer lies in a design which gives more importance to images at short
range than at long range. The law of diminishing returns says that we sh Lld not put
more effort into seeing less and less. A more direct reason is that it is possible (and
often necessary in aircraft) to provide the pilot with information in the cockpit to
assist him, when the target is at long range, thus compensating for the poor image
resolution.

Several other design decisions could be argued at length. The cockpit and cockpit
fit must allow for easy change of configuration, feel system and equipment. We have
used a modular construc-
tion, based more on display
console technology than
on aircrafc constructural
technology, to achieve
flexibility (Figure 4).
The components are bolted
together, allowing sub-
assemblies such as the
cockpit floor, or instru-
ment cradle, to be removed
as a unit, for modification
or repair.

Two further questions
which strongly influence
the design of an air-to-
air combat simulator
cannot be ignored. The
first concerns the use of
computer generated images,
for either target images,
or ground representation,
rather than the widely
used T.V. camera - viewed
model aircraft and shadow-
graph sky/ground projector.
The second is the require-
ment and implementation
of multiple-targets.
Although neither topic
is within the scope of
this paper, they feature
strongly in any discussion
of the cost/complexity
trade-off. Although the
combat simulator which
contains both of these
features using current
techology will be expensive
now, as better display
equipment become available,
they will be less expensive
and more attractive.

FIGURE 4. MODULAR COCKPIT CONSTRUCTION.

3. DATA BASE. COMPUTATION AND ANALYSIS

The simulation of air-to-air combat puts considerable demands onto the computer.
Two aircraft must be repre:, ted to a high degree of fidelity throughout their respective

I
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flight envelopes. Their position in space, and their position relative to one another
must be calculated continously, and the information from these calculations must be
processed to drive the cockpit and display devices in each dome. Signals must be
available to drive on-line monitors and to store for subsequent analysis. Computer
technology does not itself impose any limits. A computer configuration can be found
which has the capacity, in terms of speed and storage to deal with all these requirements,
and more. But once again we are in the area of trade-off, where the choice of alterna-
tives can severely influence the efficiency of the total simulator.

The computer must be easy to programme, and the programmes must be easy to inspect.
Specialists from various disciplines need assurance that the simulator does reproduce
and use the information which either they have provided, or of which they have direct
knowledge; the more checks, responses, print -outs, and graphs which are on call to the
simulator engineer, the more confident the specialists will be. The starting point to
this capability is to have a computer language and operating system which is easy to
understand and to operate. To reach this starting point, good communication is needed
between the engineers responsible for computer hardware, computer software, performance
and systems modelling, and operation.

The situation is futher complicated by the need to interface the computer with
complex hardware. Display drives, input and output signals from each cockpit and the
operators console, peripheral devices such as line printers and VDUs, and on line
monitors must all be serviced by the computer, without prejudice to the cycle-time of
the simulation. We have found that the VAX 11/780 computer with 1.25 megabites storage,
linked to an AP120 Array Processor, PDP 11/34 and Megatek display system is a convenient
configuration.

In comparison with a Training Simulation, the Research and Development Combat
Simulator must be easy to programme with new types of aircraft and missiles. Not only
is it useful to exdhange engine/airframe/ missile combinations by a key-board input; it
is also necessary to scale directly many of the parameters by key-board entry, so that
any line of enquiry can be followed. A file containing the information describing a
particular aircraft, as supplied by the customer, must always be available for comparison
with the data contained in the computer. The computer must supply on request this data,
and the performance parameters based on this data. Graphs of turn rate v Mach number at
different heights together with values of SEP, are the basis for studies comparing the
performance in combat of different configurations. Together with the descriptive file,
they are invaluable for briefing purposes before the trials begin.

Of equal importance to having an orderly system for the input data, is having
efficient monitoring, recording, scoring and play-back facilities. Our present system
gives the results of a combat immediately the combat is concluded. The operator may
choose between a VDU presentation of all relevant parameters (time at advantage, time in
firing position, conditions at release, average speed, fuel used, etc.) or a hard copy
of selected quantities. Particular emphasis has been placed on minimising the time
taken to set initial conditions and to change aircraft or missile configuration.
Consequently high pilot utilisation is achieved.

Communication between pilots and the trials operator is arranged so that when
occasion demands, pilots can speak to each other, or the operator can make common calls.
Otherwise, the domes are isolated from each other, but not from the trials operator.
The trials operator has a control console which allows him to monitor the input and
output signals from each dome, and to observe the progression of the fight on a VDU.

Before leaving the topic of computation, mention must be made of the need for fast
cycle-times for investigations related to flight mechanics, and in particular for the
assessment of fine tracking with guns. The influence of lags and time delays on the
closed loop stability of aircraft/control system combinations has been extensively
studied, mainly on analog loops, but much remains to be explained when the complex loops
(including digital processing and T.V. imaging) of combat simulation are involved. It
is not a simple matter of answering the question "How fast a cycle time do you require?".
Experience on our first combat simulator with a very complex simulation and slow computer
showed that an overall loop time of 66ms degraded pilot opinion. Introduction of an
array processor speeded up most of the computations to 2Oms (in particular the aircraft
dynamics and display drive signals) producing more favourable pilot comment, and improved
scores in air-to-air gun tracking. Later tests, with cycle times of 23i gave the subject-
ive impression of a very smooth aircraft. At this rate, deteriorating the sample time
on stick signals from the cockpit to lOOms had no obvious advese effect, whereas delaying
the projector drive signals by this amount was most noticeable. The simple maxim that
emerges is that if a conflict arises between a complex model with slow iteration rates,
and a less effective model with good iteration rates, every effort should be made to
keep down the model complexity. The consequence of this principle is that before a new
investigation is started agreement is reached on the acceptable level of modelling for
each component of the simulation. For example if the investigation is primarily concerned
with the control system, and aircraft stability at high incidence, detailed modelling
of the radar or the missile guidance can be omitted, whereas a study of performance
trade-off with aircraft configuration would assume that the flight control problems are
solved, and allow simplification in the modelling of dynamic response.

4. OPERATION

Air-to-air combat is a disorderly afair, even in peacetime training conditions.
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Many factors, including the pilot's skill, influence the outcome of the combat and
circumstances arise, such as weather conditions, loss of visual contact, or operating
restrictions, which make systematic examination of aircraft design changes a most difficult
task. Moreover, the usual method of assessement, pilot recollection of events, is often
distorted by his personal involvement and unusual point of observation.

Trials on a combat simulator clearly remove many of these variables; nevertheless,
the results are more intuitive than scientific. The intuitive skill lies in preparation
for the experiment - the assumptions made will influence the results which emerge - and
so it is essential to make clear to all concerned exactly what assumptions have been made.
Listed below are typical assumptions which allow an investigation of realistic proportions
to be planned.

1 v 1 visual combat against a standard opponent,
Opponent is always agressive,
Neutral start conditions,
Flight terminates after three minutes,
Each aircraft has same weapon,
Each aircraft has automatic manoeuvre limiting,
Scoring parameters are specified.

For studies related to the aerodynamic behaviour of the aircraft, it is not necessary
to model the flight path of the missile; the achievement of a firing solution is a
suitable measure.

Two studies will illustrate the use of the combat simulator to compare configurations,
one comparing similar configurations, the second comparing very dis-similar configurations.

The first study, made three years ago, compared six designs for a high performance
fighter against a standard opponent, each armed with a short range heat seeking missile.
The standard opponent was computer-controlled. Six pilots took part, flying seven
different configurations (The first configuration was to fly equal aircraft against the
standard opponent). After familiarisation, each pilot flew 3 three minute fights in each
configuration. Configuration two had approximately 20% more sustained turn rate capabil-
ity than the standard opponent. Other configurations varied with respect to thrust to
weight ratio, attainable and sustained turn performance. Configuration six was the same
as configuration five (an aircraft with vectoring thrust capability) but pilots were
only allowed to use VIFF for configuration six.

CONFIGTIO N , ( (3) ) 5) 6 The scoring parameters
were time at advantage, time

in a firing position, and
TIME r number of shots. The results

AT 20 PILT Iare seen on Figure 5. They
AT I0 PILOT represent the mean values

ADVANTAGE IIfrom 21 fights in each

configuration. Clear diff-
erences between configurations

2 BACTAC are seen, and conclusions may
5s be made. The standard

20 (s s opponent produces an equal
s (S) fight. 20% more sustained

turn rate gives on average
two more firing opportunities

per fight. VIFF (without

installation penally) gives
two shots per fight.r Results such as these

PILOT are extremely valuable. They
TIME 5 are quickly obtained (this

Is investigation was completed
FIRINe II in about eight weeks). They

show clear differences between

BACTAC configurations, which can be

easily explained 
by reference

to the performance capability
of each configuration or to

the pilots comments. They
can be reproduced - the same
experiment, repeated now
(with new pilots) will pro-
duce the same answers.

However, the results areI sensitive to the assumptionsPILOT listed above. The choice

of weapon is particularly
or important. The need to match

L BACTAC the weapon capability to the
STS airframe capability is well

recognised by designers, and
FIGURE 5 PILOT V COMPUTER RESULTS changes to the release bound-*1'
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aries of the missile directly affect the numerical scores. If each aircraft has the
capability to turn inside the minimum range boundary of the opponent's missile, then a
stalemate will occur. Similarly, the choice of opposing aircraft is critical. If the
opponent is greatly superior or inferior, then small changes in the performance of the
test aircraft will not be seen in the results.

The second example, a recent diversion, matched a World War II fighter (Spitfire
Mk 1) against a modern air-to-air combat aircraft. Each was armed with a short range
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FIGURE 6 TURN RATE PLOTS - SPITFIRE AND MODERN FIGHTER

heat seeking missile. The dis-similarity in performance is seen on Figure 6. The
Spitfire has superior sustained turn rate and attainable turn rate performance, but can
only achieve them in a small speed band between 100 and 200 knots. The modern fighter
is most useful above 200 knots. It has an enormous advantage in terms of Specific
Excess Power.

Starting the fight head-on at 15,000 feet, the Spitfire wins easily. The small
turn radius which it can achieve allows an early missile shot, due also to the angle-off
capability of the missile. The pilot of the modern combat aircraft is unable to open
up the fight, because in doing so he is exposed to shots, and slashing attacks using a
missile without head-on capability are ineffective. Attempts to use his high SEP by
taking the fight upwards are only successful if the Spitfire makes a mistake. He cannot
follow the modern fighter, but if he maintains speed, he can always manoeuvre to counter
any attack from above. In simple terms, the pilot in the modern fighter should not
become involved in this kind of fight, and the decision whether to engage or not rests
with him, rather than with the Spitfire pilot.

A fight with guns is a different situation. Both aircraft would be safe, unless
they made tactical mistakes. If the modern fighter pilot tried to compete in a turning
fight, he would lose, but if he used slashing attacks he would dictate matters, even if
the chances of a hit are low. He can leave the fightat any time, whereas the Spitfire
pilot is committed.

5. AGILITY USING HIGH ANGLE OF ATTACK

The previous section emphasises the need for careful interpretation of results from
combat simulation studies, even when the aircraft characteristics and the tactics to be
used in combat are well understood. Even more care is needed when increased capability
which is achieved by unusual means is introduced.
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The first casualty is the empirical predictor of combat capability, the combat
correlation parameter (CCP). CCP is numerical quantitiy which is easily calculated from
design quantities such as thrust loading, span loading, maximum CL, and so on. Alterna-
tively, the product of sustained turn rate, attainable turn rate, and SEP, each with a
weighting factor will give a sensible ranking of combat capability, over a range of
different aircraft flown conventionally. But if the aircraft has in-flight thrust vector-
ing, or post stall manoeuvring, the numerical value of the CCP does not change, but the
combat capability is enhanced.

Much more information is contained in the plots of sustained and attainable turn
rate performance versus Mach Number, at various heights, than in the CCP. Together with
plots of SEP ver'sus Mach Number, they reveal where one aircraft will have a performance
advantage over another, and in what manner it should be flown. It is too simplistic to
suppose that the best speed to fly is at the Mach Number for maximum sustained turn rate,
or at the speed where the maximum attainable turn rate curve intersects the structural
limit curve. If an aircraft has an advantage over its opponent at a lower speed, then
it must be exploited. Radius of turn is also critical, as a means to deny the opponent
a firing opportunity by flying inside the minimum range of his missile. Figure 7 shows
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FIGURE 7 TURN RATE PLOTS. AIRCRAFT A AND B.

the turn rate plots of two aircraft which have die-similar aerodynamic configuration, in
terms of sweep and aspect ratio. Aircraft A has lower sustained turn performance than
aircraft B but has higher attainable turn performance. Which configuration is to be
preferred for air to air combat? The plot shows that aircraft B is superior in all
respects to aircraft A above 350 knots, and that aircraft A has a big advantage if the
pilot can pull his opponent into a low speed fight, around 200 knots. In the speed
range 200 - 350 knots, the pilot of aircraft B can use his better sustained turn perfor-
mance for positional advantage, but the pilot of aircraft A can deny pilot B firing
opportunities by using him very good attainable performance to reduce angle off. Pilot
A can also use his attainable turn performance to obtain a firing solution, but in
doing so he runs the risk of losing too much speed. The time that A takes to accelerate
to a preferred speed will be used by pilot B to improve his position. The lesson that V
emerges is that against a good opponent, high angle of attack capability must be
accompanied by high SEP to be useful in combat. A corollary to this advice is that high
angle of attack capability is open to mis-use by the pilot. To use it successfully, he !
must be fully aware of the capability of his aircraft/weapon configuration, and of the
capability of his opponent.

.I .. ...
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Similar comments apply to post-stall manoeuvring capability. A man v computer
evaluation of PST, similar to the investigation referred to in Section 4, showed that
PST produces firing opportunities which would not be available otherwise. It increases
the probability of a first shot, following a head-on pass, at the expense of energy
loss. Adequate control power in yaw and pitch must be provided to allow the pilot to
re-estabilish rapidly an attitude for speed recover. Pilot selection of the PST mode
is necessary, to prevent its use at the wrong time.

Energy is lost rapidly when PDT is used, and pilots were concerned about the
consequences of using it in multi-aircraft combat.

One final comment about the use of high angle of attack from the pilots' point of
view is that recognition of firing opportunities on his opponent, and equally (or more)
important, those of the opponent on him, are made much more difficult when both of them
use high angle of attack, particularly if the weapon they carry has good off-boresight
or angle-off capability. Because more firing opportunities arise, and because they are
sometimes unexpected, means of assisting the pilot are required. The evaluation of
warning or cueing devices is a further task for the combat simulator.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The development in aerodynamic and control system technology which produce improved
manoeuvrability at high angle of attack have been matched by technology developments in
flight simulation which allow realistic representation of air to air combat. An Air
Combat Simulator is a substantial investment; the specification of the equipment will
determine its usefulness. The return from the investment is high; once made, it allows
a wide variety of design and development problems to be solved. Valuable insight is
gained concerning the use of enhanced manoeuvreability to provide an effective combat
aircraft.

.. ..1
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